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@
REWORDFO

The \7orld \filderness Congress (\7\fC) is a permanent, international,
public forum at which a diverse group of professionals gathers with con-
cerned members of the public to address and act on critical matters of envi-
ronmental well-being, especially as they relate to the role of wilderness in
our society. The congress has convened on four previous occasions-South
Ntica (1.977), Australia (1980), Scotland (1983), and the United States (1987).

The 5th \[WC convened in Tromso, Norway, north of the Arctic Circle,
under the theme lVild Nature and Sustainable Liuing in Circumpolar Re-
gions. The aim of the 5th \V\7C was to enhance awareness of the natural
beauty, natural resources, and the aesthetic and scientific impofiance of the
Arctic and Antarctica-the two largest, continuous, relatively undisturbed
ecosystems on Earth. A greater physical contrast between these regions and
the woodlands of Umfolozi where the \XrS7C was conceived (see Preface)
could hardly be imagined. But the inherent value of natural environment
and the conselation imperative that must be upheld in these and all wild
regions of the Earth are exactly the same.

The \X WC has always insisted on a balanced, holistic approach to prob-
lem solving in which philosophy, culture, and the arts are as important as

the biological and physical sciences, economics, and politics. In this spirit,
the fifth congress was convened in parallel with the first Northern Forum
conference, the theme of which was People in the Arctic: Regional Rigbts
and Regional Management. This cooperation was a new initiative, which
provided an opportunity to present and discuss major issues in conserwation
and sustainable development in northern regions from an especially wide
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range of perspectives. Dialogue of this kind is essential as never before to
secure both preservation of polar wilderness and sustainable living for the

people of the North.
How well this experiment succeeded you can judge from the quality

and diversity of the material in this volume. The papers report what was

said; the "Resolutions of the 5th \7odd Wilderness Congress," which for the

first time are included in the proceedings in full, repofi what we want done.

Copies of the resolutions have been distributed to the heads of regional
governments throughout the nofihern regions, both Arctic and sub-Arctic. It
is my sincere hope that the resolutions be carefully considered, and that
they will strongly influence future policy in government of the North.

-Rakel 
Surlien

Cbairman, 5th WWC Gouerning Board
Oslo, Nonaay

Iune 1994



PREIACE

The day was hot and they had walked many miles through the thornfeld
wilderness of Zululand's Umfolozi Game Reserwe. As the sun dipped below
the horizon they sat on the bank of the Black Umfolozi River watching the
impala andzebru drink, listening to the evening song of the emerald spotted
wood-dove. It was 1,974 and, afler seventy years of living and working with
the wildlife of Zululand, Game Guard Magqubu Ntombela saw the wilder-
ness and wildlife under increasing and serious threat. Something must be
done.

Speaking in the only language he knew, his native Zulu, Magqubu said
to his friend and colleague, Ian Player, that the people must come together.
"An indabakulu[great gathering] is needed," he asserted, "so all the people
can know the danger and work together to save the wildlife and wilder-
ness." They continued to speak into the night, around the campfire. The
seed was planted.

Ian knew that the plea from the old man to help his Zululand wilderness
was also a need around the world. The planning commenced. Fighting both
the internal South African laws of apartheid and the international opposition
to anything South African, Ian persisted. After three years of meetings, inter-
national networking, and fundraising, the 1st Wodd Wilderness Congress
(\7\fC) met with great success in Johannesburg in 7977.

In the process, a new model of inquiry and action was established. In
planning the 1st \7NfC, Ian drew from the pattern of diversity found in the
wilderness and the concept of bolism, espoused by Jan Smuts, to do what at
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that time was unthinkable. He expanded professional nature conservation,

wilderness awareness, and conservation policy beyond the domain of scien-

tists and wildlife managers, and included all people and professions in the

debate. He charged them with listeningto each other while still arguing their
individual points in order to arrive at cooperative solutions to protect wilder-
ness for all people. Bankers, businessmen, scientists, politicians, managers,

artists, teachers, tribal peoples, and religious leaders-all were invited, and
all participated. The seed sprouted.

The Australian delegation at the 1st WWC liked what they saw and

knew it could be important for them. And thus the W\7C continued in Aus-

tralia (1980), Scotland (1983), the United States (1987), and Norway (199).
Under the guidance of the International-Wilderness Leadership (WLD) Foun-
dation and our advisors and colleagues around the wodd, the congress is
less of an institution than an ongoing process. It meets at the request of
concerned citizens or organizations of a particular country to respond to
specific global and regional needs.

\fhat is it about wilderness that draws together such different people in
such radically different places, from the southern, warm grasslands of Africa
to the northern tundra and iceflows of Norway? Three things come to mind:

Wilderness is our home-it is the single factor held in com-
mon within the "body memory" of all people. The human
species was created-and it competed, adapted, and
evolved-in wilderness over a period of millions of years.

\Tilderness is still our teacher-as it shaped us so can it still
guide us. The way in which wilderness works-in cycles of
growth and consolidation, interdependence, and natural ef-

ficiency-is life's best template. \7e have only to pay atten-

tion, show respect, and take heed of what it shows us.

\Tilderness is the future-it is an essential ingredient in a

healthy and sane world. As we scheme, struggle, and stress,

wilderness continues in its own rhlthm. Indeed, by living
with wilderness we can both address our fear of the dark
and brooding forest of years past, as well as understand
how to sulive as a human species in an increasingly uncer-
tain future.

Much has changed in the twenty years since Magqubu and Ian dis-

cussed the need for a wilderness indabakulu whlle sitting on the bank of
the Black Umfolozi River. In South Africa, the shackles of apartheid are gone

and a new country is arising. Communism has fallen, replaced with a shaky
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but hopeful path toward democracy in many countries. Magqubu, too, is
gone, but his spirit enlivens our wilderness work.

Howeveq a constant that remains with us is the threat to wilderness
areas throughout the wodd. Despite continuing progress on some fronts, the
twin forces of increasing population and rising demand for resources inces-
santly consume the wilderness. \7e must be ever vigilant and active if we are
to remain the vibrant core of a livable planet eafih. That's what the W'orld
\Tilderness Congress is all about.

-Vance 
G. Martin

President, Tbe WLD Foundation
International Centerfor Eartb Concerns

Ojai, Caltfurnia, USA

September 1994
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NTRODUCTION

KNOMNG WLDERNESS

For tbe man ubo learns to liue witb it, after bis own nxanner,
nature becomes afriend-befinds beauty in it andfeels bim-
self a part of it. He ubo fails fto liue uitb natureJ becomes its
enemlt-he bates it and uomits at tbe tbought of tbe biting wind,
tbe corrosiuefrost, tbe naked, icy plateau and mountains. He
who succeeds will always long to return. For bint, tbe silence
[of polar wilderness| is not a bonor, but ratber tbe taelcome
backdrop of his uery existence.

-Henry 
Rudi (1889-1969)

Henry Rudi of Tromso spent fifty years as a hunter in Svalbard and on
Greenland. His environmental ethics might be considered eccentric today,
but no one can doubt that he knew polar wilderness. Rudi would probably
have scorned the science and the politics discussed at the 5th W'odd'Wilder-
ness Congress (\7WC); his priorities were sharply focused. But he probably
would have agreed with the opinion of distinguished polar scientist Fred
Roots on the significance of polar wildernesses. "They," said Roots, "have
provided essential elements of history, culture, knowledge, psyche, and spirit,
for better or for worse , for at least the past 2,300 years. " And, today, they are
impofiant to our awafeness of ourselves, our environment, and to what
actions we can take towards a sustainable future. This was the essence of
the 5th \& X/C.
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The last four decades have witnessed an enormous increase in our knowl-
edge of polar regions. This book includes examples of discoveries and de-
velopments in both basic and applied science, in exploitation of both
renewable and non-renewable natural resources, and of new information-
and clear warnings-about the consequences of human activity at high lati-
tudes (Paul Dingwall, Pamela Milleq Bent Muus). You can also find here a

healthy skepticism of the usefulness of "professional" knowledge for wilder-
ness conservation (Silje Gamstobakk), reflecting, among today's youth, the
nagging doubt of Fridtjof Nansen, Norwegian scientist, exploreq humanitar-
ian, and statesman, about the real justification of this restlessly progressing
knowledge (Geir Hestmark).

\7e need hard facts, of course, lest our enthusiasm warps our perspec-
tive. Popular focus on relatively rare catastrophes, such as crude oil spilling
from a grounded tanker, diverts public attention from small-scale, chronic,
and rather "unexciting" problems like the pollution caused by the autho-
rized discharge of oil-containing water from ships. Yet Vladimir Kalinnikov
and Anatoly Vinogradov point out how this now occurs on such a scale that
the total polluting effect of normally operating fishing fleets and oil plat-
forms in the North and Barents seas, for example, is equivalent to one major
disaster every five years. Likewise, behind all the talk of "ecosystem bal-
ance," or through human interference, lies the much more sobering possibil-
ity that northern ecosystems are inherently unstable; "imbalance" may be
their normal, natural state (Egil Sakshaugl). How this complicates the satisfy-
ing concept of sustainable harvest!

'Wilderness, too, is an important concept, and one which, happily, is

gaining increasing international political respectability (Vance Marlin, Sitpa
Pietikziinen). It did no harm, therefore. to be reminded at the 5th V^WC of
the diversiry of ideas that undedie the concept of wilderness (Mervin Franks,
Rosemarie Kuptana, Henriette Rasmussen)-even, in one carefully argued
papet to the extent of a plea for avoiding the term altogether (Ole Henrik
Magga).

Indigenous peoples played a conspicuous role at the congress, not the
least because Tromso concurrently hosted the Reindeer Peoples' Festival,
which was organized in cooperation with the congress by the Sami Rein-
deer Herders' Association of Norway. Nineteen ethnic groups from the cir-
cumpolar North were represented, and the meetings culminated in creation

I Egil Sakshaug's paper was not submitted for inclusion in these proceedings, but see instead
the paper by E. Sakshaug, A. Bjorge, B. Gulliksen, H. Loeng, and F. Mchlum, "Structure, Biom-
ass Distribution, and Energetics of the Pelagic Ecosystem in the Barents Sea: A Synopsis," in
Polar Biologlt (l))4).
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of the N7orld Reindeer peoples' union, which now has its permanent secre-
tariat in Tromso. This is an excellent development. Another excellent devel-
opment was the creation of the Great Arctic Resele in Russia (peter
Prokosch), and that achievement was honored at the congress by confer-
ring the Green Leaf Award (Rakel Sudien) for 1993 on the people of Taymyr
and the international team responsible for the work that cuiminated in the
creation of the reserve.

These are just two manifestations of the awareness and creative energy
for the conselvation of our natural environment of which the \il x/c also is
a part. This work is simply uital.There is no alternative. I take this oppor-
tunity to salute the work of all the speakers at the congress and the organi-
zatj.ons they represent, whose efforts in this regard are summarized in these
proceedings.

-Nicbolas 
Tyler

Cbairman, 5tb WWC Progrzun Committee
Tromso, Nontay

June 1994



THE CREATTVE WITDERMSS

Tbor Heyerdabl

civilized humans have too little time to think, especially about the dis-
tant past and distant future. Unless we think of what the wilderness meanr ro
our ancestors and what the mega-cities will mean to our descendants, we'll
lose perspective and go wild within our own civilization.

Human beings have lived within the ecosystem of this planet for an
estimated two million years. \7e shall never know when our ancestors began
to call our ecosystem a wild.erness. But we do know that ever since the first
known civilizations began to grow and spread from Mesopotamia, Egypt,
and the Indus valley about 5,000 years ago, humans have waged a deliber-
ate war against their environment.

However, this is not true for the so-called primitive peoples who live in
harmony with what we call wilderness. The more civilized we become (i.e.,
the more we invent, produce, and consume), the less we feel for the wilder-
ness, the less we understand of the wilderness, and the more we triumoh in
winning the war against nature.

Until recently, we have taken it for granted that every step away from
nature is a step in the right direction, and we call this progress. The fasrer we
travel, the more we stress. The more we tell each other that time is money,
the less time we have. In fact, we've struggled more than any previous
generation, and more than many "uncivilized,' people living today.

civilization has basically become a way of complicating simpliciry. Some-
thing must have gone wrong when too many humans moved from the for-
ests and fields into the cities, where too many people work under stress to
survive and too many others don't work at all. our only comfort is that most
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Spruce (Picea Abres) timbeiline,
Tupuliselka, Hamnxastunturi Wilderness,

Finlantl. I Pboto by Tapio Tynys.)

of us who still have our daily bread feel we are better off than the people who
lived during the dark, medieval ages. And probably we are right, if we ignore

one-third of the Eanh's population who starve and suffer in the urban areas.

But they are as far away from the wilderness as we are who live in abundance

at the cost of the others and the ecosystem that we still share in common.

Those of us who have seen the endless number of people living in the

slums, and perhaps also lived among people who, until the end of the

twentieth century, live in direct and intimate contact with nature, will best

understand that not all steps away from nature are human blessings. Soil and

water can still take care of poor families in rural areas, whereas streets and

beautiful shop windows have no mercy for those who have no money to
buy the cakes and clothing on display.

'We have something to learn from the people we want to civilize only

because they lack our technology, money to buy our automobiles, and live in

houses with earthen floors and milk their goats by hand. \7e would like them

to learn from us and to buy from us. \7e would like to sell them computers so

they could sit and work with their fingertips like we do. W'e pity those who still

must use their arms and legs, and we forget that they get less tired from day-

long physical work than we do after five minutes of moming exercise in a futile

attempt at maintaining the sparse muscles we have left.
'We have invented all sorts of gauges to measure size, weight, volume,

and wavelength, but we have no instrument to measure human happiness.

Yet, happiness is what we ultimately seek. W'e take it for granted, as indis-

putable fact, that we must be happier with all our television entertainment

and press-button systems than those who have never seen a screwdriver or
a wire and never moved faster than on horseback.
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Nature has given humans something we can read to determine if a
person is happy-facial expressions, particulady the smile. The broader the
smile, the happier the person. And when we really bubble over with enjoy-
ment, we laugh. \falk the streets in an average city, and a thousand people
pass bywithout a smile, as if walkingina dream. paddle into a reed hut
settlement among barefoot marsh Arabs or walk into a village of sun-dried
mud-brick huts in an oasis in northern peru, and every person you look at
instantly smiles back. And nowhere do children laugh or play more merrily
than in areas where neither automatic toys, television, or superhuman comic
strips entertain them. If the smile is a gauge for an outsider to read another
person's happiness, or to test our own if we look in a mirror, then there must
be something aboriginal peoples still possess that the rest of us have lost in
our eagerness to accumulate material possessions and technological progress.

It is easy to tempt aboriginal peoples to abandon their customs and
follow us down the road of technological progress. Show any of them a
button or a wheel, and they will turn on a television or drive a car as easily
as any of us. And never have we, from the so-called developed nations,
done more to teach others our way of living than just now, when we are
beginning to see the serious flaws in our own civilization and feel ever more
uncertain as to whether of not we are on a safe coufse.

Never, until the present generation, have men and women all over the
wodd begun to fear the obvious fact that humankind is rapidly approaching
atotal victory over nature. \7e are, in fact, afraldthat we might win. cer-
tainly, if we give two billion cars to all those on this planet who still have
none, we will be another step closer to victory.

In the last century, chades Darwin taught his contemporaries to think
about, and not blindly accept, the words of the prophets who preached that
humans came from a "Pandise on Earth" a number of generations ago.
Today, there is an urgent need to follow up on Darwin's mode of thinking,
in the opposite direction-into the future.

Are we to trust the modern prophets, the technologists and politicians,
when they promise us that we are heading into a "paradise of the Future" if
we suppofi their current leadership? rvill the computer-trained Adam and
Eve of the future walk into a better wodd than the one of their predecessors?
Is it enough to eliminate the lions and crocodiles and replace them with
computerized creatures so that humans do not hang nuclear fruits on the
Tree of Knowledge instead of sweet apples? Is there something wrong with
our environment or ourselves?

Since humans moved into walled cities in early antiquity to protect them-
selves from their fellow human enemies, they lost contact with the forest. The
green world that previously bred and fed them became the dark and danger-
ous home of lions, bears, and wolves. The birthplace and cradle of our ances-
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tors became a wilderness, looked upon by urban dwellers as something hostile

to be conquered and eliminated. And since Charles Datwin launched his theory

of evolution, modem humans began to see the shadows of their ancestofs as

hairy apes, tempting us to rush forward ever faster in a blind escape from the

green world that fed us and towards the dream cities of steel, asphalt, and

plastic. Perhaps, in our hurq., we lost sight of both the past andfutvte'
In reality, we know incredibly little about the eady human past and distant

future. Our ancestors' mlths and fary tales are closer depictions of reality than

are the dreams of our technologists. The extreme technologists actually believe

that if we destroy our environment, they will help our descendants survive by

constfucting life-sustaining flying platforms in outef space. With billions of

humans now lacking beds to sleep in, how many of our descendants can we

afford to send into outer space? \X4rat will happen to those who remain?

To move in the right direction, we must at least encoufage our children to

keep their minds unpolluted of such false ideals and futile dreams. Modern

pollution is easily observed in our environment, but it is also inside ourselves.
'While science and religion continue to discuss evolution vefsus cre-

ation, there is full agreement about the fact that ear$ humans grew up in

nature. And there is no alternative. Many species lived on this planet, most

of them for millions of years, before humans appeared, whether they evolved,

were created, or were created through evolution.

If nature was a human enemy, how could children have survived in it?

\fho protected the first untold generations of naked men and women? Nothing

in the wilderness was in greater need of being nursed and protected than the

first human beings. other species were equipped to protect themselves.

During evolution, other and older species developed horns, tusks, fangs,

or claws to defend themselves: quilis. carapace. or venom for protection:

and wings, tails, fins, or four legs for fast escape. But not so for humans who

walked naked and barefoot, looking for food. A carnivorous feline could

ftin of jump faster than a human, who became easy prey for the cat. Every

niche in the environment was already occupied by specialized species with

claws, jaws, tails, hoofs, and wings, preventing humans from accessing the

foocl nature had so far only produced and provided for the animals. Humans

came into the wilderness as competitors.
But nature eventually found room for humans. They began to walk in

peace and multiply. In fact, nature provided so well for our eady ancestors

that they then revolted and assaulted their hairy foommates in the green

wilderness that so far had nourished and protected them all.
'Whether we believe in God or Darwin, we need to do some rethinking.

We should not be so afraid of the hairy apes behind us, but perhaps of the

lmaginary superhuman in front of us.
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All measurements in this publication are given in metric terms. For the
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Individual papers have been edited for style and clarity. For references
or further information, please contact individual authors. (see supplemen-
tary Material.)

To quote material from this publication, please credit Arctic rvilderness:

Tbe 5tbwoild wilderness congress, vance G. Martin and Nicholas Tyler (eds),
ojai, calif.: The \x/ILD Foundation at the Intemational center for Earth con-
cerns; Golden, Colo.: Fulcrum, Inc.
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WITDERI\ESS



THE WITDERNESS IMPERATTIIE

Ian Player

In the autumn of 1975, my Zulu friend and mentor, eumbu Magqubu
Ntombela, and I were leading a group of six people into the brooding savan-
nah country of the Umfolozi'wilderness. Magqubu had been born and bred in
what is today known as the Umfolozi Game Reserve, and he knew the
country like the back of his hand. Not only did he know abour the animals,
the birds, and the trees, but he also knew about the history of his people.

One night, we camped beneath a huge sycamore fig tree and sat around
the fire. I cleady remember that night because the lions were roaring down-
stream, the rhino were shuffling on a path that led close to where we were
sleeping, the hyena were whooping in the hills, the jackals were hunting
and calling, and the bushbuck antelope were barking all around us. \vhen I
looked up into the great southern Galaxy,I saw the southern cross, which
is to Africans, Australians, and New Zealanders what the Nofth star is to
Europeans. It was a wonderful, magical African night, and I intuitively knew
that something significant was going to come out of this particular trarl (trek).

Magqubu, who was seventy-five years old at the time, began to tell us
stories. \Vhat a wonderful storyteller he was. He told us how he grew up in
the ongeni area, leatning from his father and the old men in his kraar
(home), the meanings of blonipbo, which implies respect for all things, in-
cluding people, tradition, plants, animals, and ancestral spirits, and ubuntu
(compassion). Magqubu said that the spirits of the old people who lived in
the Umfolozi are guarded by the snakes in the isolated ravines, and that the
spirits were there to protect us and look after the wild country.
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He went on to tell us about the Zulu months of the year, a poetic de-

scription of the seasons. He said that April was Mbasa, which is the time to

make fires ancl move inside the huts. July is Ntulikazana, which is when the

winds first come and blow the leaves off the trees. August is hhloyiwe,when

the yellow-billed kite comes down from the north; the name of the month is

clerived from the onomatopoeic sound of the birds calling. September is

Lilwezi, which means that when you look acfoss the landscape, it is like

looking through a spider web because of the first fires that have begun in

the land. October is uZibandlela, when the grass starts to grow ovef the

paths; and December is kNkonkond when the wildebeests begin to calve.

That night, as I sat alone on watch at the fire to keep the lions away,I

thought how wrong it was that a man with such insights and knowledge as

Magqubu was not more widely known. He could not read or write, but he

was a brilliant naturalist and orator. So, it was that night, sitting around the

fire underneath the Southern Cross, that the idea of a wodd wilderness

congress was born. Strangely, and yet maybe not so, the next morning

Magqubu said to me: "You know, it is time that we have a big ind'aba

(gathering) of all the people that we have brought out here, so that we can

get them together from all over the world and in this way begin to help and

educate more people to save wild country." This confirmed my feeling of

the evening before, and I decided that the moment I got back into town, I

would begin to work towards having a wodd wilderness congress'

It took tlvo years, and then in october 1977, in the midst of some of the

worst apar-theid years in southern Nrlca, and during the infamous Soweto

Riots, the congfess took place. This was a mtacle. There were some forfy

international speakers in attendance, including aftists, poets, hunters, musi-

cians, and writers. Fof me, one of the most important aspects of the congress

was seeing Magqubu and other indigenous people, who had given their

entire lives to natufe conservation, on the same platform as leading politi
cians and environmental and cabinet ministers.

'lrhat a wonderful talk Magqubu gave that day. He captured the atten-

tion of everybody who was there and without question received the greatest

applause. Also in attendance was a Kalahari Bushman, with Laurens van der

Post interpreting his speech; an Indian girl, Carol-Anne Brandt, and Stewart

Udall, former U.S. Secretary of the Interior under former U.S. PresidentJohn

Kennedy. The congress was the beginning of a long line of other congresses

that I believe have all contributed to a better understanding of wilderness in

our world.
The next congress was held in cairns, Australia, in 1980, thanks to verne

Mclaren, who was its major contributor and otganizer. In 1983, the third

congfess was held in the Scottish Highlands at Inverness and Findhorn. In
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1987, the foufih congress was held in the United States. Each congress fol-
lowed the successful pattern of the one before and brought together those
of us who know the power of the wilderness experience in transforming
human lives and giving meaning to and leading to a deeper understanding
of the world's current spiritual and ecological plight.

Many of us who are committed to the wilderness walk anarrow line and
face barbaric people and ideas. I use the word barbaric carefully because
there are developers and mining companies and insensitive and incompe-
tent governments that have no feelings for anything wild and seem to think
that they have the God-given right to do anlthing they wish ro rhe world.
Yet, it is ironic that without wilderness and wildlife, many people could not
maintain their sanity. Our world is strange, and there are many incongruous
things happening.

Take the film Jurassic Park, which was a box-office hit, as an example.
The film depicts the age of dinosaurs, which have long vanished from this
wodd. In the world today, a similar thing is happening. The rhino, which are
living remnants of dinosaurs, are being wiped out as the world stands by,
watching movies instead of taking action.

In 1960, when Operation Rhino initiated the capture and translocation
of the white rhino from the Umfolozi Game Reserve to their former habitats
in southern Africa, there were some 70,000 black rhino in Africa. There are
now only some 2,500, and their numbers continue to decline daily. The
majority of these animals are in South Africa, and we have battled against
great odds to keep this population alive. Even the people who are trying to
protect them are sometimes killed.

The white rhino, which we took at great cost, effofi, and injury to
Mozambique, have now been wiped out again. Mozambique has the dubi-
ous distinction of being a country where two rare species have become
extinct within one hundred years. of the white rhino that we took to \Tankie
National Park, I believe none are left. The same is tnre in Botswana, where.
I believe, of the approximately one hundred animals that were taken there,
only four remain. A few white rhino still survive in relative safefy in the
zuruland and Natal game reselves and ranches. The AK-47 assault rifle is
killing both the people and wildlife of Africa.

It has long been my view that the time has come to employ a United
Nations paramtlitary force to tackle conservation problems. Just as civilians
are protected during political upheaval, so must wilderness and wildlife be
protected during environmental crises.

I would now like to focus on indigenous peoples. In 1850, when my
great grandfather arrived from England in South Nrica, it was the colonists'
official poliry to wipe out the San Bushmen who lived in the Drakensberg
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Mountains. In the 1970s, 120 years later, our eldest son was fighting with the

South African Army in Angola. He returned to tell us how a young bushman

saved his platoon because the bushman could see where the mines had

been laid in the sand. Also, his hearing was so acute that he could hear the

gray duiker, a small antelope, walk through the sand.

Andrew Muiq National Director of the \Tilderness Leadership School

(wLS), tells a story about some bushmen who wefe removed from the Kalahari,

Desert to a farm in the Cape Province. Some of these bushmen are now'WLS

trail guides. On one trail, they came upon the spoor of an otteq and al-

though these bushmen had no knowledge of otter because they came from

a deserl area where there was no water, they were able to describe the

shape and size of the animal from the spoof. Lateq when the white trail

guides proudly pointed out the spoor of a leopard, the bushmen looked at it
and said: "Yes, you are quite right, it is a leopard, but do you know that it is

a female and that she is pregnant?"

I recently spent time with some aboriginal people in the desert of the

Northern Territory in Australia. I was moved by what these native people

had to say. James Cowan, an Australian, said that the Australian aboriginal

peoples talk of a metaphysical power within the landscape. One has only to

sit beside the fire and listen to these desert peoples to understand that Cowan

is absolutely right. A member of the Uyen tribe captured the essence of
aboriginal cuiture in the following lines of poetry:

Ah, white man, I am searching for sites sacred to you, where

you walk in silent worship and you whisper poems too; where

you tread in wonder, and your eyes are filled with tears, and

you see tracks you travel down your 50,000 years.

ln 1955, when I was a young game ranger in Zululand, stationed in the

Umfolozi Game Reserve, I spent many days walking down the White and

Black Umfolozi rivefs talking with the old Zulu game guards about the his-

tory of this wonderful landscape. It was at this time too, thanks to my friend,

Jim Feely, who was a gfeat admirer and reader of American wildlife litera-

ture, that I was able to read about the ten fundamental principles of the

wilderness concept in a book on wildlife management by a man called

Tripensee. It was without question one of the most remarkable reading ex-

periences that I have ever had. For the previous three years, I had been

working in the wild country of Zululand and now suddenly reading these

ten fundamental principles became for me a fusion of Logos and Eros. The

words described what I had experienced during my foot, canoe, and horse

patrols in Zululand and other wild country that I had explored.
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since then, there has been an explosion of wilderness riterature. Au-
thors Paul Shepard, David Rosark, Max oeschlageq John Hendee, and oth-
ers have given the world the opportunity to read about the importance of
wilderness to humankind. w'e have now reached the point in human history
where we have no excuse anymore not to defend wilderness and wildlife. It
is imperative that we save them because our own survival depends upon it.

Major disasters are evident all around us. I recently watched a television
documentary about frogs and how they are disappearing from the wodd. I
instantly knew that this was perfectly true. In my own homeland in the
Karkloof valley of Natal, over the last twenty-five years there has been a
steady reduction in the number of toads ancl frogs. when my family first
moved into the valley, after the early rains, we could hardly sleep amidst the
noise of the frogs. w'e don't hear them much anymore. \what does this tell
us? Marilyn Robinson perhaps gives us the best explanation when she says:
"\7ho can say what shadow announces the death of the afternoon?" I be-
lieve that we all need to listen to what the animals and the birds are telling
us because they are the indicators of what might happen to us.

I ask you to pause for a moment and think, not only of the wild places
and animals that are being destroyed, but also of the indigenous peoples of
the Kalahari, the central African forests, the south American forests, and
Asia. ve must also think of the powers greater than ourselves. -we are cer-
tainly going to need the help of the Great spirit of the American Indian
peoples, Nkulukulu of the Zulu people, and the God of the 'western \florld
to keep us from destroying nature and its bounty. I am reminded of the
following biblical injunction: "I will lift up mine eye unto the hills from
whence cometh my help."



WITDERNESS DESIGNATION-

A GtOBAt TREND

Vance G, Martin

The official designation of relatively pristine, natural areas as uilder-

ness is a Nventieth-century, post-colonial, democratic phenomenon. Unlike

hunting grounds or wildlife reselves that were designated by royal decree

in ancient Persia and during the reign of the Mogul emperors in India, or

the national park concept that began in 1872 with the establishment of

Yellowstone National Park (and which was extensively used by colonial

powefs and national governments for fifty years thereaftet), wilderness as

an official land-use classification began rn 1924 with the establishment of

the Gila lrilderness Reserve in New Mexico. Aldo Leopold, an unusual and

visionary United States Depaftment of Agriculture Forest Service (USFS)

forester, was instrumental in this eady action, and he eventually saw 233,000

hectares of the Gila National Forest set aside for "primitive recreation,"

excluding motorized transport.
Forty years lateq after unprecedented involvement by the American public

in natural resource politics and poliry, the wilderness Act of 1,964was passed

by the U.S. Congress. As much of a piece of poetry as an act of national

poliry-with such phrases as "community of life"; "untrammeled by man";

"where man himself is a visitor who does not remain"; and "where the

imprint of man's work is substantially unnoticed"-the Wilderness Act be-

gan a process that has led to an extensive, and still expanding, National

wilderness Preservation System ( N\t'?S).
As this movement from wildlands-as-natural-playgrounds to wilderness-

as-national-policy gathered momentum in the United States, wilderness ad-
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Types of Wilderness Designation

ffi ctass | - statutory Protection ffi Gtass ll - ennanced zoning I Ghss til - special Becognition

vocates in other countries began to take notice, and a network of colleagues
was formed. For example, Lance Mccaskili was deeply influenced by Ameri-
cans Aldo Leopoid and olaus Murie, and New zealand's movement towards
wilderness designation began. AIso, Howard Zahinzer of the wilderness
Society in the United States sent the transcripts of the U.s. senate hearings
on wilderness to Ian Player (then a game ranger in south Africa), which
helped accelerate and shape the move towarcls wilderness legislation in
South Africa. A global trend was initiated in which advocates insisted that
wilderness be recognized as a specific, formal, land-use classification.

Because of the definitive manner in which the \fiilderness Act and the
NVPS circumscribe wilderness activity in the United States, American wil-
derness experts and activists tend to approach the international wilderness
movement in a rarefied state of experience and expectation. In reality, how-
ever, international wilderness designation is found in a spectn_lm of protec-
tion and recognition, ranging from casual use of the word wirderness as a
descriptive adjective, to its classification through administrative zoning, to
legal statutes. \7e can define the following three classes of formal wilderness
protection, plus other types of wilderness recognition:

1. Class C)ne-statutoryt-This classification is the highest
wilderness protection, wherein national and/ or state / pro-
vincial laws protect officially designated wilderness and
mandate appropriate management. Class One wilderness
designation is a legal act and cannot be easily changed.
This occurs in the United States, Australia, South Africa,
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Canada, Finland, and on the Flathead Indian Reservation

5.

(Montana).
Class Twcr- Enbanced. Zoning-lnthis type of classification,

administrative declaration is backed by unique procedures

and/or strong public suppofi. Specialized management is

usually called for, and somewhat increased protection is

promoted (while still falling short of statutory protection).

This type of zoning is considered enhanced because it is the

result of action through a voting or consultative procedure

of a governing or jurisdictional board, as in New Zealand

and Zimbabwe.
Class Tlt ree- Wilderness Recognition-This classification oc-

curs through administrative action at a depafimental or local

level. Class Three action includes some sofi of policy deci-

sion that results in wilderness zoning and usually implies
(but doesn't always provide for) specialized management or

recognition of the wilderness values in a particular area.

This is found in numerous countries, including Botswana,

Namibia. and Italv.

\filderness is also a classification in the 
.Wodd 

Conservation Union's

Framework for Terrestrial and Marine Protected Areas (Category I). '$rildland

values, but not the term wild.erness, are recognized in numerous other sys-

tems or protocols such as UNESCO's Man and Biosphere reseryes and'W'orld

Heritage sites, Russia's zatrtouedmftsystem, andBrazil's indigenous and ex-

tfactive feseryes. Also of note has been the concefied call from many nations

to declare Antarctica an International \flilderness Park.

CL{SS ONE-STAIUTORY

United States

As of September 1993, the N\X/PS encompasses 39 million hectares of
public lands managed by the USFS and United States Department of the

Interior National Park Service, National Fish and \Tildlife Selice, and Bu-

reau of Land Management. !(/hile a minimum size of 5,000 acres (approxi-

mately 2,000 hectares) was mentioned in the $Tilderness Act, the "ability to

be managed as wilderness" phrase overrides the minimum size criteria. There-

fore, in the 564 N\7PS areas, we see a range of befween 2 hectares at Or-

egon Islands National Park in Oregon to 3.5 million hectares at W'rangell-St.

Elias National Park in Alaska.
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Australia
Australia has had a long, active, and vociferous wilderness debate, span-

ning the entire continent and involving several key non-governmental orga-
nizations (NGos) and government departments. In Australia, considerably
more emphasis is placed on state rather than federal legislation, and there-
fore the lack of a single national wilderness act is not a majot problem.
Three of the five states (New South.W'ales, rWest Australla, and Victoria) plus
the Northern and Australian Capttal territories have statutory wilderness rec-
ognition. Fifteen areas have been designated as such, ranging in size from
2,400 to 113,500 hectares.

Considerable attention at a natlonal (commonwealth) level also exists,
as is evident in the newly completed National \Tilderness Inventory. Begun
in1985, the program was accelerated in 1980 in order to develop computer-
based wilderness inventory techniques to help monitor resource losses, de-
lineate wilderness areas, define management options, and predict the effects
of development scenarios on wilderness values. Interestingly, the inventory
does not specifically identify wilderness areas or directly select areas that
merit wilderness protection. It merely provides the natural resource informa-
tion and other tools necessary to assist these policy decisions.

As a result, we will certainly see a great deal more wilderness designa-
tion and activity throughout Australia. \fith groups such as the \Tilderness
Society of New South \fales, Tasmanian \Tilderness Society, Australian Con-
servation Foundation, and others, widespread and continuing national, pub-
Iic involvement is guaranteed.

South Africa
South Africa's first wilderness area was administratively zoned in the

Umfolozi Game Reserwe (Zululand) in 1958. By tgTl,legislation was intro-
duced into the amended Forest Act to specifically recognize wilderness ar-
eas in national forests. In addition, wilderness zones are still administratively
declared in most national parks and provincial game resetves.

As of 1993, the Forest Act protects some 275,000 hectares of wilderness
in eieven areas, with generally good management plans. Four additional
areas are proposed as national forest wilderness, which would add an addi-
tional 152,000 hectares. Other administrative wilderness zones, most of which
are managed as wilderness, involve at least another 7'J.5,000 hectares.

Important to note here is the popularity of wilderness trails (treks) in
South Africa. Around the wodd, a basic tenant of wilderness recreation is
that it is unmotorized and done on foot, in a canoe, or on horseback. The
\Tilderness Leadership School pioneered in Africa the concept of public
walking trails in the wilderness. Prior to establishment of these trails. most
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nature conserwation professionals considered it unwise and unsafe for people

to walk in wild areas. $V'alking in game reselves and remote areas of national

parks is still forbidden by law in many African countries.

Special mention should be made of Lake St. Lucia in Natal Province,

which is likely the only area in the wodd in which a pofiion of a lake is
designated specifically as a "lake wilderness area." An administrative wilder-
ness zone was declared within the lake (with fence posts actually emerging

from the water to delineate the boundaries), in which no motorized boats

are allowed. Lake St. Lucia and its surrounding dunes and wetland areas is

the largest estuary in Africa and a biological keystone on the continent. The

integrity of the area is under threat of dune mining, and a maiot interna-

tional and national debate is cur:rently being waged.

South Africa is in major political and social transition, as a new constitu-

tion and democratic political structure are being created. 
.While 

significant

achievements have been made in wilderness designation, the pressing needs

presented by a high population growth rate, especially among pooq rural

blacks, pose critical questions for the country regarding future land-use des-

ignation and the wilderness movement. The Wilderness Action Group is an

ad hoc group of professionals pressing for a national wilderness act.

Canad,a
The National Parks Act was amended in 1988, requiring that boundaries

of wilderness zones within national parks be designated through legislation.

The Canadian Parks Service has a big job ahead of them in this regard and

the potential for wilderness is vast, with 34 national parks covering 1'82

square kilometers, of which 90 percent is wilderness quality. At a provincial
level, two of the nation's ten provinces (Alberta and Newfoundland) have

wilderness legislation, and British Columbia and Ontario have wilderness

zones and other protected areas.

Indigenous peoples' involvement in potential wilderness designation is

a growing and major force in Canada. One example is the agreement reached

rn 1.987 with the Haida people to establish a national park in the Queen
Chadotte Islands area, the Haida homeland. A proposal to establish an in-

digenous state encompassing 20 percent of Canada, called Nunauut, falled
in national referendum, but it will undoubtedly resurface and have signifi-

cant impact on management of northern wildland and wilderness areas.

The most recent and internationally significant wilderness development

was the declaration inJune 1993 of the Tatshenshini-Alsek N7ilderness Park'

which was under threat from the proposed major expansion of a copper

mine. The one-million-hectare Tatshenshini-Alsek area was declared by the

premier of British Columbia because "mining acttvity would be incompat-
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ible with full preservation of wilderness" and it was "unlikely that consensus
would be reached on the issue." This major declaration is even more signifi-
cant when one considers that the Tatshenshini-Alsek is contiguous with
rWrangell-St. Elias and Glacier Bay national parks (Alaska) and Kluane Na-
tional Park (Yukon), which together comprise some 8.5 million total hect-
ares of key importance for salmon spawning, grlzzly bear habitat, and
unparalleled scenic and recreational benefits.

Finland
The newest Class One addition to wilderness designation is Finland,

where the'il7ilderness Act was approved by Parliament in 1991. Interest-
ingly, this is the only other national act besides rhe U.S. 'Wilderness Act
(.1.964) that is actually called a wilderness act. The Finnish act designated
1.5 million hectares as wilderness, with these objectives: to maintain wil-
derness, to secure the (indigenous) Sami culture and traditional means of
livelihood, and to develop multiple use of natural resources. Importantly,
the act sees that the basis for wilderness conservation lies in the coordina-
tion of the traditional means of livelihood, recreation use, and some for-
estry allowances.

These objectives are admittedly a bit contradictory, as it is not possible
to maintain wilderness character while simultaneously promoting multiple
use. Therefore, zoning within the wilderness allows for core sanctuary areas
where wilderness conservation and appropriate recreation is the highest
priority; and buffer zones allow for low-intensity, sustainable forestry.

In keeping with the democratic nature of the wilderness movement, it's
interesting to note that while planning the 

.Wilderness 
Act and its subse-

quent land-use allocations, the Finnish Forest and Park Service encouraged
pubiic participation for the firsr rime.

Flatb ead Indian Reseruation
The over three hundred federally recognized American Indian reselva-

tions in the United States are sovereign nations. The Confederated Salish and
Kootenai tribes live on the Flathead Indian Reservation in western Montana
and are somewhat unique among indigenous peoples with respect to wil-
derness protection. They established the Mission Mountains Tribal Vilder-
ness Area in 1980, adopted a management plan for the area and, most recently,
designated a buffer zone (with a management plan) surrounding the wilder-
ness afea.

The Mission Mountains area encompasses some 36,000 hectares. In ad-
dition to its biological and recreational values, the area was established in
recognition of the wilderness-based cultural and spiritual values held by the
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tribes. The land is open to the public, but nontribal members must purchase

a conserwation license for U.S. $6 to access the land and waters in the area.

The tribe has an official \Wildland Recreation Program, which manages the

wilderness area, plus a primitive area designated ln \974, access to which is

limited to tribal members, spouses, and families.

CLASS TWO-ENHANCED ZONING

New Zealand.
1n1955, with the administrative designation of the 12,000-hectare Otahake

\(ilderness, New Zealand earned the distinction of being the first country
outside the United States to officially recognize a wilderness area. Through
1.991., a total of six areas had been gazetted as wilderness, totalling 300,000

hectares, with another five areas zoned as wilderness that have correspond-
ing management plans, adding an additional 164,000 hectares.

New Zealand's wilderness protection falls under tlvo acts: (1) National
Parks Act (1980) and (2) Conserwation Act (1987). The Minister of Environ-
ment declares the designation method on the recommendation of the Parks

Authority in accordance with an appropriate management plan. The minis-
ter may also revoke any designation.

New Zealand's wilderness activity has been intensely public. A unified
movement began to emerge in 1985 when a final wilderness policy was

issued by a wilderness advisory group that consisted of several government
agencies and NGOs. A prime player in this wilderness debate has been the

Federated Mountain Clubs of New Zealand, which have consistently kept
wilderness on the national conservation agenda.

New Zealand wilderness designation is Class Two because the appro-
priate national legislation sanctions ministerial declaration, not legal wilder-
ness protection. However, given New Zealand's long history of public
involvement in wilderness designation and recreation, and its well-estab-
lished and sophisticated gazetting system, it is likely that the country will
continue to add to its wilderness system and incorporate some form of statu-

tory protection.

Zimbabwe
The designation of the Mar,.uradonha \Tilderness Area in L989 was a

significant event in the global trend in wilderness designation. Previously,

all designation and official use of the term uilderness had been in devel-
oped countries with well-established leisure economies and interest in out-
door recreation.
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The establishment of the Man:radonha \Tilderness Area in Zimbabwe was
the first such use of the tenn uildernesstna developing nation. combined with
the fact that the designation was requestedby arural tribal council rather than
an urban-based organizadon or a political bureaucracy, the designation is a
significant rebuttal to the (increasingly irrelevant) argument that wildemess
designation is an elitist action and of no value to poot rural, developing natrons.

The Mar,'r-rradonha \Tilderness Area is approximately 500 square kilome-
ters in the escarpment area of the zambezi yalley and is bisected by a na-
tional roadway. Though economic benefit from safari hunting was the original
objective for the wilderness area, the Tribal councii de-emphasized eco-
nomic values but continued to place high priority on the wilderness values
and further wilderness designation.

Additional wilderness ateas are under consi<leration by other tribal coun-
cils, all of which participate in the communal Areas Management plan for
Indigenous Resources (CAMPFIRT), an innovative program promoting local
management of wildlife and natural resource programs that directly provide
economic benefits to local villases.

CIASS THRTE-WTDERNESS RECOGNITION

Administrative declaration of wilderness zones, either within existing
protected areas or on private land, is increasing. Botswana, Namibia, and
Italy provide such examples.

A wilderness zone was established in 1992 within the Moremi Game
Resele in the okavango ecosystem in northern Botswana. The manage-
ment plan for Moremi designated one of the concessions (leased recre-
ational areas) as wilderness and, therefore, suitable only for nonmotorized
recreational use. As is not uncommon in these circumstances, however, de-
pafimental wardens and game scouts lack the training to implement this
specialized management.

In contrast, Namibia has a well-evolved wilderness zone within the
\Taterberg National Park, with well-defined management goals, peripheral
rustic camps, and an established schedule of wilderness-trail hikes led by
experienced rangers,/interpreters. Interestingly, both of these southern Afri-
can examples have developed without significant NGo activity, but rather
as a result of wildlife depafiment professionals having specialized training
(as in the case of the \Taterberg warden) or because of policy direction to
diversify tourism (as in Moremi).

Italy has wilderness zoning in several areas, largely due to the untiring
effofis of Associazione Italiana per la \Tilderness, an NGo founded by Franco
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Signfor tbe Monte Camulera Area
Wilclerness. Phctto l4t lrranco
Zunino. (Note bow the Englisb wctrd

"wilderness" bas been adoptecl as

Italian lttnd-use designation. )

Zunino. The first zone was established within the rugged mountains of Val

Grande Park in the Piedmont region, one of the few remaining haunts of the

European brown bear. Eventual statutory protection at a regional level is

anticipated. Numerous other small wilderness zones recently declared at a

municipal 1evel, such as the Fosso del Capanno Area \filderness, represent

continued expansion of the concept.

Several aspects of the Italian wilderness movement are wofih noting.

First, it is the only such formal movement in Europe (outside Scotiand) and

has important symbolic value because Europe is regarded as tamed and

domesticated, essentially without wiiderness. Second, Italian conservation

professionais and others involved in this issue have adopted the English

word wildernesg with area tuilcl,erne.ss now in common usage. This is the

first time that this has occurred in a country where English is neither the

primary language nor even commonly spoken.

OTHER MLDERNESS USES

Lalin America
In contrast to the Italian example, where the word wild'ernesshas emerged

as a distinct term, Latin America describes wilderness as 6rea siluestre.The

English word wildlands is also commonly used throughout the region.

\flilderness values are treing conserved in Latin America through a wide
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range of unique and promising initiatives that clearly promote local, indig,
enous corununity involvement in thet nearby wildland areas. Brazll has also
launched several efforts that have considerable potential for wilderness and
wildland conservation. Establishment of indigenous reserves such as the
Yanomami Reserve in the Amazon forbids modem encroachment and fosters
self-determination among the primitive Yanomami people and supports their
traditional way of life. Several "extractive reseryes" have also been established
throughout the Brazilian Amazon that allow traditional, nonmechanizedhar-
vesting of resources such as rubber sap, Brazil nuts, and medicinal plants. In
the short term, at least, such initiatives cleady protect wilderness values.

Russia
\7hile Siberia contains some of the most significant wilderness areas left

on Eafih, the pressures of development are exponentially increasing there.
In Russia's official land-use classification system, the most analogous term
used to define wilderness is zapouednik,literally meaning "forbidden areas."
These areas were originally established solely for scientific research, but
they are now being opened to tourists. \7hile they are essentially undevel-
oped, few of these areas have functioning management plans to retain wil-
derness values, mostly because of lack of funding. For example, increasing
use of motor vehicles in these areas by hunters (from Europe and America)
and researchers is not uncommon.

Siberia is almost incomprehensibly large, with huge wildland areas con-
taining vast deposits of natural resources. For example, the targa forest eco-
system covers an atea the size of the continental United States and twice the
size of the Amazonian rain forest in Brazll.

A major achievement occurred in the tundra regions along the northern
coast of Siberia in eady 1993 with the creation of the Great Arctic Resele on
the Taymyr Peninsula. The largest of Russia's zapovednik system, the Great
Arctic Reserve makes a significant contribution to de facto wilderness pro-
tection in the North. In recognition of its rich wildland and biodiversity
values, the reserwe's 4.2 millton hectares are essentially protected from de-
velopment and include over 500,000 lakes that serye as breeding areas for
over 150 species of birds and the world's largest herds of free-ranging rein-
deer (some 700,000 animals). Future plans for the area are aimed at linking
the reserwe with two other existing zapovedniki on the Taymyr Peninsula,
eventually creating one huge biosphere reselve of 7.5 million hectares.

TIte Ut{ESCO System

Two types of protected areas under United Nations Economic, Social,
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) designation are instrumental in con-
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serving wilderness and wildland values. The first type, though not legally
binding, is accomplished through listing an atea on the \7odd Heritage Reg-

ister (as a W'odd Heritage Site) and can provide the means by which to use

national politics to gain conservation results. For example, the Tasmanian

Nfilderness Society used the Wodd Heritage classification of southwest Tas-

mania as their principle leverage to eventually save the area from hydroelec-
tric development in the 1980s.

Also, designation of Man and Biosphere reserves is an effective way to
conselve wilderness and wildland values. Biosphere reserve status is ap-

plied to existing protected areas such as national parks. In the planning
model for biosphere reserves, a core area is always established and strictly
protected from development and inappropriate uses, with various uses per-
mitted in surrounding buffer zones.

Ma4ne Wilderness
'W'hile virtually all wilderness designation activity has been focused on

terrestrial areas, there is a growing movement to apply such designation to
marine environments. As mentioned previously, the Lake St. Lucia wilder-
ness area in South Africa is a Class Three designation with considerable
potential as a model for other large lake areas woddwide. Plans exist to
designate a Greater St. Lucia W'etland Park, eventually including additionally
designated marine wilderness off the coast, which would combine with the

existing lake and terrestrial wildernesses to form the first designated marine-
terrestrial wilderness.

Another notable example is the Great Barrier Reef. \(hile the reef is not
officially designated as wilderness, the zoning plan for the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park has significant safeguards to protect wilderness values,
especially in the northern section of the park. The current National \Tilder-
ness Inventory in Australia urges the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Author-
ity to give considerable impetus to the concept of marine wilderness through
officially establishing wilderness zones in the park.

The World Conseruation Union
At its 1990 General Assembly, the W'orld Conservation Union's Commit-

tee on National Parks and Protected Areas (CNPPA) proposed a new Frame-
work for the Classification of Terrestrial and Marine Protected Areas, which
was subsequently adopted in 1,994. The framework now includes a wilder-
ness category for the first time stnce \973, at which time wilderness was

downgraded from a category to a zone. The new Category I is entitled
"Scientific Reserves and Vilderness Areas." This is a significant accomplish-
ment after years of intensive internal debate and gradual progress through
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the \W ilflC working closely with the CNPPA. \flhile no form of statutory pro-
tection is implied, the acknowledgement of wilderness as a legitimateTand-
use category lends considerable strength to conservation agency and
environmental activist efforts and will certainly lead to fufiher wilderness
designation and protection.

\Tilderness recognition and protection are gaining ground-progress is
slow but steady. As the wilderness concept is used in different countries-
whether as Class One, Two, or Three-it is evident that definitions vary
somewhat and management regimes vary even more. But the most signifi-
cant trends to emphasize are: the use of the term taild,erness is growing; the
term is adaptable to developing nations and some indigenous societies. Im-
portantly, we need to assure that the essential qualities of wilderness-
areas lacking permanent human development, possessing biological integrity,
and providing solitude-are maintained as the concept is adopted by and
adapted to different countries.



TINSPOII,ED NA[M_
A PREREQUSITE FOR CMIJZATION

Dag Hareide

Like most people, I'm a little confused about the word wilderness. I
don't like it. NThat is really "wild" is probably the city. But, I will start with a
definition: "'Jfilderness is an area where human influence upon the shape

and structure of nature is no greater than that of any other species." In
wiiderness and nature, humans can be predators through harvesting the

abundance of life. Howeveq we cannot be dominators, reshaping the land-
scape and destroying the foundation of life for other species. 'Wilderness,

then, need not exclude humans but may be a home where humans enter
into a relationship of equality with and mutual respect for other living crea-

tures. Perhaps then we can describe wilderness as the "quality of equality."
'What I'm most concerned about, howeveq are the forces of destruction,

the main force being humans and their technologies, which are about to
conquer every inch of this planet. \7e now probably control approximately
40 percent of the planet's photosynthesis. At the beginning of the twentieth
century, this figure was less than 10 percent. \Within one or two generations,

at the same growth rate, we could reach 100 percent. \X/hat then will remain
of this "quality of equality"?

If and when we reach the L00-percent mark, we would create the doom
of domination, two effects of which would cause us all to suffer. The first,

and most obvious, effect is the overloading or surpassing of the critical loads

of nature. W'e already know what some of these consequences and veritable
data show us: between 50 and 200 species are er.tinguished every day;

desert land has increased from 7 to more than 20 percent of Earth; fresh
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A bird bunter and bis dog,
a Finnisb spetz, make a team,
Ha rripad I. Ha m m asl u n I u ri
Wilderness, Finlancl. (Pboto by
Tapio Tj.tnys.)

water is being degraded; ocean pollution, the greenhouse effect, and the
weakened ozone layer are increasing; and much more.

But, there is also another critical load: the one of human nature. Before
I became Secretary General of the Norwegian Society for the Conservation
of Nature, I researched quality of life in Norwegian relationships. I found
that human solidarity and fellowship can break down in two ways: through
loneliness and violence, or distance and aggression. The actor/producer
Voody Allen may explain these break-downs best when he says that there
are only two forms of human relationships in New York Cify: one is psycho-
therapy, and the other is kidnapping.

A CONFLICT OF VALUES

I studied statistics in Norway from 1850 to 1990 about aggression, murdeq
criminalify, depression, loneliness, and suicide. I found arelational curve indi-
cating that there were no "good old days" in Notway. Prior to 1880, in the old
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fanning society, humans actually killed each other and themselves more. They
also drank a lot of alcohol, which always tells us something about loneliness.
Then from 1880 to 1960, things got better. During the last thirty years in Nor-
way, howeveq the suicide and violence rates tripled, and the criminality rate

quadrupled, which is similar to data from other European countries. My hy-
pothesis, therefore, is that when the Gross National Product and the "mateial-
istic pressure" reach certain levels, violence and loneliness stafi to grow
exponentially, putting pressure on both nafure and human nafure.

A time comes when enough is enough. -W4rile material values must stop
growing faster than life values, we still need both. Some people say that we
cannot live by air and love alone. That is true, but we cannot live without
them either. When a society's material values dominate the culture, life val-
ues are squeezed out.

A comparison of these two values helps us define them. Material ualues

are those that diminish the more you divide and share them, such as with
power, money, and chocolate cake. It is the opposite with life ualues; the
more you divide and share them, the more their value increases, such as

with love, hope, courage, humor, and seed potatoes.
The political and business worlds tend to concentrate on mateial val-

ues, which are the themes of budget debates and most societal conflicts.
Cleady, therefore, what we have in our modern society is a conflict of values.

A KLONDIKE IN NORTHERI'INORVAY

Let us now apply this perspective to the conflicts envisaged in northern
Norway. Norway is entering the so-called European single market. By doing
so, the nofthern countries will increase the European population by 5 per-
cent and the land area by 50 percent. The pressure introduced will be tre-
mendous. For example, in a recent European Communiry research papet
the Barents Sea is called the "New Middle East" because of its oil and gas

resources and the "New Ruhr" because of its mineral resources, most of
which are in Russia. It is the richest northern area in fish and forest re-
sources, and it is the richest European area in material resources. So, Nor-
way will have a choice in nature resource development between creating a
"Klondike" scenario or taking a more environmental approach. In five areas,

we can aheady see alarming threats to northern Norway:

1. Two years ago, we had the fisheries crisis. \7e did some
dramatic things about it, and for now the Barents Sea is
probably the only area rn the Nofihern Hemisphere where
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fish resources are growing. But we still haven,t even fully
recovered from the 30-year-old fish crisis.
Another crisis is reindeer overgtazing. For the first time in
recent Norwegian history, we talk about desertification. An
area of about 5,000 square kilometers will turn into desefi if
something ndical is not done soon. Reindeer have been
here for hundreds of years andate still important for Norway
because they graze on more than 40 percent of the land area.

This problem really started when modern society began
"helping" the Sami people. \fith the government agreement
rn !978, a lot of money and machinery were available. Mod-
ern Norwegians built fences and "privatized,, grazing land.
The people who gained from this were those who produced
the machines in Germany, some of the Sami people who
owned the fencing materials and central abattoirs, and those
who rented cars or helicopters. But today, those whose liv-
ing depends on the reindeer are going to feel the tragic
effects of reindeer overgrazing, and then the situation will
move from crisis to catastrophe.
Another problem is oil production, which is obvious in the
wake of the Exxon Valdez accident. The Arctic is r,-r,rlner-
able. Yet, Norway may open up the northern Barents Sea for
oil production. The head of the Central Bank in Norway
said an interesting thing about this. He is an old man and
says he is happy he doesn't have to live to face his grand-
children and try to explain why Norway wasted its oil, burn-
ing up everything in one or fwo generations, and leaving
behind an unstable climate and holes beneath the ocean.
'J7hy must we hurry into a situation in which no one can
guarantee what would happen if there was an oil spill in
these r.ulner able areas?

Tourism has grown bigger than the wodd's oil industry, and
it could be something positive for nature, unlike the oil in-
dustry which is basically negative. However, the tourism in-
dustry will double in size in less than ten years in Nor-way
and could be a potentiai threat to the environment. So, we
need a "speed limit" on growth, and we need quality con-
trol. People from the Mediterranean and the Alps who have
dealt with the onslaught of tourism in their own countries
tell us that the worst threat to the environment is the so-
called green tourism or ecotourism. Such tourism affects

??

z.

4.
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lulnerable areas and uses more transpofiation to get there'

Our challenge is to redefine green tourism.

5. Last, but not least, is global pollution' In the North, we are

becoming the world's waste basket. Organic chlorine, nuclear
'waste, and acid rain filters into the North from other areas.

Together, these represent a serious threat to wilderness,

people's homes, and fishing areas.

The northern Norway coastal fisheries have been viable for hundreds of
years and are today probably one of the few viable coastal fishing cultures

left in Europe. \Vith all these serious threats just outlined, I am ashamed that

the European environmental movement thinks hunting 200-300 minke whales

is the biggest environmental issue in Norway. There are at least 20 bettef

reasons to boycott Norway.
\7e are losing our sense of proportion. I'm not against hunting minke

whales, but it's not my task to defend hunting them either. The Norwegian

Society for the Conservation of Nature accepts hunting and feels that it is
sustainable to hunt as few as 300 out of 70,000 minke whales. \7e could' of
course, discuss politics and animal rights as opposed to environmental move-

ments, but I will leave it atthat and rather return to the real threats.

Our choice now is to have a Klondike or controlled sustainable devel-

opment. There may be some remnants of Klondike ideology in Alaska. Ba-

sically, Klondike means "making economic growth the one and only goal,

including exponential economic growth" and is characterized by enormous

nature destruction, loneliness, and violence. Today, some Russian areas are

like Klondikes.
In conclusion, I quote a Danish man who said: "The best thing about

Nor-wegians is that it is so far between them." In Norway, the abundance of
nature and wild country means that we live closer to natufe and other crea-

tures. And this, together with the fact that we are living on the outskirts of
Europe, means that Norway has never really been pan of the European

feudal society. Howeveq we have experienced life in traditional fishing and

Sami villages, and these cultures are now starting to lose control of the local

resources. Their livelihoods (i.e., ther liuei) are threatened.

Perhaps it is possible to implement some type of traditional natural-

resource management knowledge as a counterbalance to the Klondike ap-

proach. \7e know that the potential for thoughtless exploitation is quickly

rising, and against this we must launch the environmental approach. To do

this, we need an alliance between coastal fish workers, Sami people, and

environmentally conscious people, working together for a system that sup-

Dorts a balance of wild arulhuman nature.
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Indigenous Peoples-
It{orth and South

A Dolgan man of tbe Taltmryr
Peninsula. (Pboto lry Peter Prokoscb.)

NDIGENOUS PEOPHS

OF THE NORTH

Ole Henrik Magga

\7hen we discuss indigenous peoples, be it in the Arctic or elsewhere,
we need to emphasize the plural form of the word people because each
indigenous group is a distinct people. According to the.woddwatch Institute,s
"state of the \7odd," some 4,000 to 5,000 indigenous cultures exist around
the world, representing some 190 to 625 million individuals and 50 Arctic
indigenous languages. The United Nations secretary General, in his inaugu-
ration of 1993 as the International year of Indigenous peoples, stated that
indigenous peoples comprise over 300 million individuals across the globe.
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The variation in these figures is due to the way in which the term ind'igenous

peoples is defined. The most widely accepted definition is the one used by

the International Labor Organization, of which Nofway is the only Arctic

country to have ratified. However, the situation with Arctic indigenous peoples

is reasonably agreed upon.
when one considers the relationship of indigenous peoples to the wil-

derness concept, difficulties quickly arise. ProfessorJens Dahl at the Univer-

sity of copenhagen prepared a background report on Arctic indigenous

peoples for the Nordic Council's Arctic Conference in Reykjavik, Iceland, in

1993 in which he stated: "The use of notions like the 'Arctic wilderness' or

'Arctic frontier'violates fundamental territorial and cultural rights and aspira-

tions of indigenous peoples."

The fact of the mattef is that all Arctic indigenous peoples have been

colonized, and by describing indigenous peoples' land as wilderness, the

colonizing peoples and states maintain legitimacy for themselves to do what

they want to the land and to the peoples living there. But each square meter

of the Arctic belongs to, and is an integral part of, an Arctic indigenous

culture. The term tailderness is simply ethnocentric, and people who take

seriously the appeal from the Secfetary General for "a new partnership" with

indigenous peoples should avoid such terms all together'

THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

Almost all the countries bordering the Arctic-the United States (Alaska),

Canada, Denmark (Greenland), Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Russia-have

indigenous peoples living within the region. Drawing from Professor Dahl's

repofi, we estimate the numbers of these peoples as follows:

The indigenous groups in Alaska include the Inupiat and

Yupiit, Aleut, Alutiiq-Aleut, Athabascan Indians, and Pacific

Indians. The total native population was 85,698 in 1990.

In Canada, the indigenous peoples include the Indians in the

Yukon; Indians, Metis, Inuvialuit, and Inuit in the Northwest

Territories; Inuit and Cree Indians of Quebec; and Indians

and Inuit on the Labrador Coast. The indigenous population

of the Northwest Territories is approximately 30,000.

In Greenland, the total number of ethnic Greenlanders was

47,'J.87 in 1992.

In Scandinavia, the total number of Sami people is between

70.000 and 100,000.
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. The total number of individuals belonging to the officially
recognized Small Peoples of the North and Far East group in
Russia was around 170,000 in I9g9.In addition, there were
382,000 Yakuts, 344,500 Komi, 1-8,000 Kamchadals, and a
small number of Veps and Izhors in Russia.

Tlte Skuation of Indigenous Peoples in tbe Far North
The history is, in principle, the same everywhere in the Arctic: people from

outside began their invasion with trading, plundering, and missionary expe-
ditions, and they created borders without asking our peoples. As a conse-
quence today, Arctic indigenous peoples have little control over their land and
the exploitation of resources. clearly, establishment of modern sovereign
states in this northern region has not ensured that indigenous peoples can
preserve their cultures and ways of life, nor has it preserved the Arctic envi-
ronment. \fle asserl, therefore, that this political exercise has been a failure.

It was not until the latter paft of this century, and even later in Scandinavia,
that the political authorities in these countries began to listen to indigenous
peoples' aspirations and demands. It is remarkable that the Nordic countries
are the last of all the Arctic states to formally acknowledge the existence of
indigenous populations within their borders. This did not happen in Norway
until 1987 and Sweden until1992.

Neverlheless, the Arctic peoples have remained loyal to their states, and
their ambitions are limited to finding rules and procedures that preserwe
their cultures, especially the material basis of their cultures-the land. A
common characteristic of the land-rights problem among indigenous cul-
tures is that the Arctic states have not recognized collective rights. In most
cases, the governments have not even wanted to know how the original
inhabitants of the areas used the land before the colonists arrived. The Nor-
wegians began selling indigenous land at the end of the eighteenth century.
And, at the beginning of the twentieth century, according to Norwegian
legislation, the Sami people could not own land unless they gave up their
mother tongue. To this day, none of the Nordic states have found solutions
to the problems of land and water rights.

For all indigenous peoples, their relationship to the land is fundamentar.
The Earth is their mother and has a physical and spiritual dimension. The
physical dimension is obvious because indigenous peoples drink the water
from the rivers and eat the animals and herbs from the rand. Howeveq local
and global pollution is gradually turning the environment into a nightmare,
and most Arctic areas are akeady affected. The spiritual dimension is found
in respecting the ancestors who rest in the soil.

The most difficult environmental situation is in the Russian North. Large
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ateas ate rapidty becoming unfit for human life. The Novaya Zemlya is one

of those sad examples where nuclear-bomb testing has led to the evacuation

of the indigenous peoples in the area. Radioactive waste is widespread in

the waters and the earth. Othef well-known examples are the effects of the

Exxon Valdez oil spill on the indigenous Alutiiq shores of Prince \Tilliam

Sound and Kodiak Island. And, the effects of the Chernobyl accident on

Sami reindeer herds cannot be forgotten.
The surprisingly similar histories and development policies pursued by

the Arctic states have led to a number of similar social and cultural problems

or maladjustments for indigenous peoples. Professor Dahl listed the most

outstanding problems as: high rates of alcohol abuse and accidental and

violent deaths; high incidence of suicide; loss of the mother tongue by adults

and children; a defeatist attitude towards the future; and passiviry towards

finding solutions to problems. In short, many of these peoples are losing

their will and couraqe to survive.

SELF-GOVER}{MENT STRATEGIES

The struggle to strengthen the political position of Arctic peoples has

yielded some favorable results. Professor Dahl mentioned three main mod-

els of self-government strategies found in the region:

1. Regional Self-Gouentment :lhe most far-reaching regional self-

govemment model is the Home Rule, established in Greenland

inTgTg.Individual righs are detined based on residency and

not ethnicity. A similar system (called Nunar,'ut Teffitory) is

being developed in Canada, but it seems to have far less po-

litical power and authoritythan Greenland's Home Rule system.

Land Claim Agreeruents-In Canada and Alaska, land claim

agreements were introduced in the 1970s. The parties to these

agreements are groups of indigenous peoples and govern-

ments, and the core issues concern economic and owner-

ship rights to selected lands. The most extreme of these

agreements is the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act(1971),

which is strictly limited to ownership rights. Through the

declarations of this act, natives own 11 percent of Alaskan

Iands. In return, all native rights to other areas, or in sectors

other than economic ownership, have been extinguished.

Etbno-Political Self-Gouernment-This type of self-govern-

ment, as defined by Professor Dahl, means that specific rights

are assigned to specific groups of people if they are the

3.

2.
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original inhabitants of a pafiicular area. The tribal-council
system in Alaska is an example of this type of self-govern-
ment. The Sami padiament system in Scandinavia is also
similar to this type of self-government and is further com-
bined with rights to reindeer herding found in Norway and
Sweden. But, so far, the Sami parliaments have only advi-
sory powers and are not efficient in preserving and promot-
ing Sami culture, although Norway has a special section in
its constitution on Sami culture and language.

FUTURI PERSPECTIWS

As seen in these examples, there has been some positive nationar and
international development of benefits for indigenous peoples during recenr
decades. In a few countries, the rights of indigenous peoples are being defined
and protected by law. Indigenous rights have been outlined in various interna-
tional settings: the International Labor organizationconvention 169;theunited
Nations Draft Declaration concerning the Righs of Indigenous peoples; the
united Nations Year of Indigenous peoples; and the United Nations council on
Environment and Development's Agenda 21., Chapter 26.

Howeveq there are also new development initiatives such as the Arctic
cooperation on Environment and the Barents Region cooperation that threaten
to overrun these peoples and their interests. Fufthermore, internationaltracJe
agreements such as the Energy and Environmental Analysis (EEA) agreemenr
and European Economic community negotiations do not take into account
indigenous interests. of the Nordic countries that have entered into negotia-
tions with the European community, only Norway has considered sami in-
terests. Both national states and powerful international organizations deeply
interfere with indigenous hunting and harvesting practices. combined with
increasing environmental degradation, these encroachments have cumula-
tive effects that threaten to disintegrate the last indigenous communities.

A positive development in the Arctic presupposes a mutual understand-
ing and respect among all peoples, both indigenous and nonindigenous.
And, there is an urgent need in national legislation and international law for
strong guarantees for these peoples. They should also be given the opportu-
nity to take active part in the meetings where future Arctic development is
on the agenda and important decisions that affect them are being made. And
finally, there should be a permanent affangement for indigenous represen-
tation in international organizations, with the united Nations being the most
important. All human beings have the same right to life, even if some had
the bad luck to be born as indigenous peoples.



THE CONCEPT OF WITDERNESS AMONG

THE NDIGENOUS PEOPHS OF THE NORTII

Eud,oki,ja Telekoua

The Nenet people inhabit the northern territories of European Russia,

and I want to share with the wodd where my happiness is. The mood of my

people is paraphrased in the words of one of our poets:

\7hat is tundra, a tunnel through silver snow ...
I want you to know my tundra, I'11 be with you until I die.

Many explorers of the North used to write about the Nenet people.

Steven Barrow, a navtgator from western Europe, explored the northern

shores of Voygash Island. He greatly contributed to the exploration of the

North and wrote the following words about the Nenet people in his book,

English Trauels in Moscow State, in the sixteenth century:

On the main island, people who call themselves Sami live.

Excellent hunters, they have enormous herds of reindeer. They

use bow and arrow for hunting and shoot perfectly, and they

focus rather correctly.

The Nenet people consider the reindeer a symbol of unity with nature.

Nature gave the reindeer to the people, with its skin used for their costumes.

Reindeer-skin clothing is comfortable, light, smarl, and ecologically and hy-

gienically useful because it massages the body while simultaneously clean-

ing the wearer's skin.
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The Nenet people are children of nature. The tundra gives them food
and clothes and helps heal and raise them. The Nenet people treat animals,
plants, stones, and natural phenomena as creatures that are capable of un-
derstanding humans. For example, a man who meets abear while hunting
doesn't kill it at once, but first talks to it.

'il7e have a saying that if you wonder in what manner the Nenet people
live, then you should learn how we live and what we eat. For example, we
have many customs connected with various birds. one belief is that wild
geese like black dogs, and when the geese see such dogs, they start flying
close to the land and make circles around people,s homes.

Life in the open environment enables a person to learn and see a lot and
has developed the constitution, spiritual outlook, and character of the Nenet
people. There is an episode in the novel wrinen by Melnikof called ,,The

Legend of Telne" in which a father explains to his son the main traits of a
hunter's character. Already, at the age of nine, Terne is considered a good
hunter and had often brought home as many ptarmigan as he could carry.
But his father told him that he should only kill as many birds as he could eat.
"Remember," Telne's father said, !'every animal, bird, and fish also wants to
live. Bear in mind that life on Earth is the most precious thing. you shouldn,t
always take the lives of other living creatures.,,

The Nenet people mainly receive their food from nature, which is why
they respect and care for it. For example, it is forbidden to make noise in the
tundra, especially at night when the people and most of the animals are
resting. To survive in Nordic conditions, humans must exist in harmony with
nature; and, if we preserve the wild nature of the Noth, we will preseffe the
indigenous peoples there. However, without fertile lands for reindeer and
clean water in the rivers, we will die. As observed by another of our Doers:

I'm in love with my country. Here my father was born and
died. Here the graceful reindeer comes to put the dawn on the
sky. Birds and beasts find freedom here; each tree gives them
shelter and peace.



INDIGENOUS PEOPTES N MANAGERS

OF WIIDME N THE NORTTI

Caleb Pungowi,yi

Like many indigenous people, I have struggled with what would be the

best way to convey our message-that we want to be recognized and rc-

spected as people whose lives are somewhat different than most of yours.

There's so little time now, and we have lost so much. Enough is enough' As

indigenous peoples with unique cultures, we must use every means possible to

protect and ensure our fundamental and inherent rights to self-determination'

Let me tell you a srory from my childhood. I came into this wodd in a

small hunting and trapping camp approximately 60 miles from the small

settlement of Savoonga on Sevooghkuk (St. Lawrence Island). In Inuit,

seuoogbkuk means "land wrung out of the waters." Our legends say the

kianbnuk (way of life) picked up some land from beneath the sea, wrung it

free of watet and placed it on the Bering Sea to form this island'

It was here on sevooghkuk that I spent my early formative years and

learned from my parents and grandmother the values of our way of life. I

was taught about the kianhnuk that oversees all living beings on thle Nuna
(Earth). I learned that every creature, large and small, has a claughnabuk

(spirit) that must be respected and honored. It was here that we hunted

seals, birds, and other animals and trapped foxes. When we harvested ani-

mals from the sea or land, we wefe careful not to offend the spirits, ensuring

that these animals would willingly give themselves to us. Remembeq this is

in my lifetime, less than fifty years ago.

But here we had a conflict. The church and missionary at Savoonga said

that only humans had spirits-souls that would go to heaven or hell. \7e
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were forbidden to acknowledge that animals had spirits and forced to admit
that it was evil to believe in animal spirits. But, to this day, I believe that
animals have spirits, intelligence, emotions, and the ability to communicate.
These beliefs in animals give us our closeness with nature.

I grew up during the period when our elders and tribal leaders set the
tone for our community. The community shared together and ensured that
no one suffered from hunger, especially those who did not have someone to
hunt for them. I grew up not knowing that there was a greater force that laid
claim to our homelands, a force that would exercise domination over our
lives and the lands, waters, birds, fish, and other animals. In time, the game
wardens came and told our people that new laws had dominion and dic-
tated when we could hunt and fish and when we could not.

Since its formation in1977, the Inuit Circumpolar Conference has fought
for the protection of the Arctic environment, our right to live in harmony
with nature, and our way of life. \7e have fought for the recognition and
rights of the indigenous peoples to be fully involved in the development of
Arctic policies such as that of the Finnish Rovaniemi process and the Ameri-
can Environmental Protection Agency, and for our fufiher recognition in the
Nuuk Declaration. \i7hen sometimes failing at the regional and federal level,
we have used the international forum of the United Nations and its associ-
ated bodies to address our pursuit for recognition as separate indigenous
peoples with unique cultures and distinct rights of self-determination.

Following are several examples of where Inuit peoples have responsi-
biliqr as managers or comanagers of living resources. \7e established some of
the systems in response to events that threatened our culture and livelihood.
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In 1977, in response to the proposed ban by the International \flhaling
Commission on bowhead whaling, the Alaska Inuit formed the Alaska Es-

kimo Whaling Commission (AES7C). In order to convince civilized society

that there were, in fact, more bowhead whales than they estimated, the

AE\7C developed a sophisticated and technologically advanced system for

counting bowhead whales. A subsequent population census showed that

we wefe right. In 1981, the AE\rC and U.S. National Oceanic and Atmo-

spheric Administration signed an agreement that gave the AE\fC the author-

ity to manage the indigenous harvest of bowhead whales. However, this

agreement was not enthusiastically supported by everybody. Some people

said that this was like giving the keys to the chicken coop to the fox. This

agreement is now seen as one of the most successful resource management

agreements in which indigenous peoples manage and conduct research on

a living resource.

Another example is Greenland's Home Rule government, whose phi-
losophy is to combine traditional lifestyles and knowledge with modem-

day, science-based resource management to create a better system of
natural-resource management through cooperation between the central gov-

ernment and local community councils.

Other examples of indigenous cooperative management are: the estab-

lishment of local indigenous wildlife councils in Canada; agreements be-

tween the Inuvialuit and National Science Board on the ioint management of
the Beaufort Sea polar bears; the Alaska,/Inuvialuit Beluga \X4-rale Committee

on joint management and research of beluga whales in the Beaufofi, Chukchi,

and Bering Seas; the Yukon Delta Goose Management Plan; and many oth-

ers. In ali cases where the government has worked to establish joint man-

agement agreements with indigenous peoples, the knowledge and

management of the resources has improved. We have made some progress

towards controlling our own destiny.

The Inuit are dependent on nature and its bounty, and we must protect

them in order to sulive. It is a necessiW of life.



THE RECOGMTION ND EXERCISE OF

INUT RIGHTS ND RESPONSEIIITNS

Rosemafie Kuptana

In recent years, the Inuit have sought recognition of our rights and for
protection and promotion of our language, cuhure, and traditional lifesryles by
focusing attention on the settlement of land claims and constitutional reform
processes. \7e have made significant achievements in these areas, resulting both
from the political process and our relationship to our Arctic lands and seas.

The Inuit Taparisat of Canada (ITC) is the national political voice of
Canada's 35,000 Inuit. Our traditional homelands encompass a Iarge area,
including Labrador, northern Quebec, Nunar,'ut, and the western Arctic. A1-

most one-third of canada-approximately 3 million square kilometers of
land-is presently under Inuit stewardship.

The ITC's activities include participation in the constitutional reform
processes, promotion of Inuit social and cultural interests, and initiatives
designed to correct past abuses to Inuit human rights. For example, the ITC,
together with other Inuit organizations, has attempted to resolve an out-
standing human rights issue concerning the canadian government's reloca-
tion of a group of Inuit families from northern Quebec to the High Arctic in
the 1950s. Known as the High Arctic Exiles, these Inuit families suffered
great hardship and pain as a result of this forced relocation.

\We also represent Inuit on a variety of national and international envi-
ronmental issues. \7e are parlicularly concerned with the increasing levels of
pollution in our Arctic ecosystem. viltually all contaminants found in other
regions of the wodd have been detected in the Arctic. The ITC is, therefore,
cooperating with canadian provincial governments to conduct contaminant
and other Arctic environmental research.
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The Inuit have lived in the Arctic for thousands of years, and we con-

sider ourselves the custodians of these vast lands and seas. Our custodian-

ship is motivated by our fundamental beliefs about how human beings should

relate to the land and how the land should be cared for and used. To pre-

selve our Arctic lands and seas and exercise our rights, the Inuit have dedi-

cated an enorrnous amount of time and effon to the negotiation of land-claims

settlements and to the constitutional recognition of native rights.

Due to these efforts, final land-claims agreements have been made in all

Inuit setdement regions except Labrador. Of critical impofiance to Inuit, these

agreements explicitly recognize and protect our preferential and exclusive

wildlife-harvesting rights, even within national parks and conseryation areas.

Other specific features of these agreements are designed to achieve our
basic goals of protecting the Arctic environment, its wildlife, and Inuit tradi-

tional harvesting activities. These features include the establishment of wild-
life management bodies, introduction of environmental assessment and review
mechanisms, institution of land-use planning procedures, and the creation

of national parks and conserwation areas.

The establishment of organizations, jointly appointed by the Inuit and

regional governments, to manage Arctic wildlife populations is an impofiant
component of modern Inuit land-claims agreements. The Nunal'ttt Vildlife
Management Board, established by the Nunal'ut Agreement, and the Fisher-

iesJoint Management Committee, created by the Inuvialuit Final Agreement,

are Nvo noteworthy examples of wiidlife management bodies.

Inuit land-claims agreements also include mechanisms for environmen-
tal assessment and review. \Tithin our settlement regions, jointly appointed

environmental review boards now provide the Inuit with the ability to set

necessary terms and conditions for all development projects. These boards

also ensure that projects are carcied out with minimal environmental distur-

bance and are properly monitored from commencement to completion.
The institution of land-use planning procedures is also an impofiant

aspect of the resource management regime established by Inuit land-claims
agreements. The most prominent illustration of this emphasis on iand-use

planning is the wide-ranging authority conferred upon the Nunanrt Plan-

ning Commission by virtue of the Nunar,.ut Final Agreement.

Another area of focus for claims agreements is the creation of national

parks and conservation areas. For example, the Inuvialuit Final Agreement

established the Nonh Yukon National Park and a special conservation regime

throughout the Yukon North Slope. Several national parks and conservation

areas have also been established through the Nunar''ut Land-Claims Agreement.

These iand-claims settlements represent a gteat achievement for the Inuit,
who now confidently exercise harvesting rights, manage wildlife popula-

tions, and influence development plans and proposals. However, these agree-
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ments have some limitations. For example, they have not provided for rec-
ognition of the inherent right of Inuit self-government. An inherent right
cannot be given or taken away. It is a basic human right that collectively
belongs to a people rather than to individuals.

As stated in the Arctic Policy of the Inuit circumpolar conference: "Inuit
can only continue to develop as a distinct people by exercising adequate
powers of self-government within their traditional territories. Inuit have the
right to determine their own institutions, according to the circumstances and
needs in their respective regions."

To ensure that we can determine our social, cultural, and economic
development, the Inuit have for many years aggressively pursued the en-
trenchment of our inherent right to self-government in the canadian consti-
tution. The constitution of a country is its highest law. other laws and all
government actions must conform to this constitution. The existing constitu-
tion divides all governmental powers and authorities between the federal
and provincial governments. other governments can only exercise powers
delegated by or "borrowed" from either the federal or provincial branches.

Throughout the 1980s, the ITC and other native organizations made
several unsuccessful attempts to entrench our inherent right in the constitu-
tion. In t99I and 1,992, the ITC again became significantly involved in a
national process to reform the canadian constitution. For the first time in
canadian history, the Inuit participated as an equal governing body to the
federal, provincial, and territorial governments. In october 1992, the inher-
ent right of Inuit self-government and other native rights were included in
an agreement to amend the canadian constitution. This agreement is known
as the chadottetown Accord. Although the Inuit overwhelmingly suppofied
the accord, it was defeated in a national plebiscite.

Because the accord did not create a law to protect the inherent right of
Inuit self-govemment, we remain excluded from the division of poweq which
is in itself an exclusion of our right to self-government and a violation of our
basic human rights. Despite the failure of the chadottetown Accord, the
Inuit and other native peoples achieved impofiant gains through the pro-
cess, and we will continue to aggressively seek recognition of our inherent
rights in the Canadian Constitution.

Aithough the Inuit have adapted to the modern wodd, the Inuit lan-
guage and culture remain strong, and traditional wildlife-harwesting prac-
tices are being maintained. This traditional lifestyle is based upon a dynamic
and interdependent relationship between humans and other living beings
that must be continually renewed and sustained.

This relationship is better understood by explaining Inuit views on seal
hunting. The seal willingly gives itself to the hunter who shows the proper
respect for the natural world and its living beings. By following cerlain harvesting
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rituals and sharing with kirnhip and community, the hunter demonsffates proper

respect. Through this culturally appropriate behavior, not only are the hunter's

relatives and friends nourished, the soul and spirit of the seal is allowed to

return to the sea and be reborn. The relationship between human beings and

animals, therefore, sustains and renews both human and animal populations.

This traditional perspective also distinguishes many modem Inuit ac-

complishments. As discussed, Inuit land-claims agreements provide for the

creation of national parks and conservation areas. The Inuit invite other

people to enjoy the beauty of these areas, but to the Inuit, these areas are

not to remain forever untouched by human beings. Instead, our conception

and use of these areas fecognizes our interdependent relationship with other

living things. Therefore, provisions are included in our land-claims agree-

ments that allow traditional harvesting activities within national parks and

conseryation areas. To the Inuit, it is not possible to exclude or sever the

interdependent relationship between humans and other living beings, and

we cannot accept the concept of "untouched wilderness" proposed by many

non-Inuit peoples because we believe that this concept represents an afilfi'
cial and sterile view of the Arctic.

During ITC's twenty-year existence, the CanadianArctic has experienced

rapid and dramatic changes. Through land-claims agreements and constitu-

tional reform processes, the Inuit have been able to protect their traditional

harvesting practices and other rights, regain substantial control over how
they live, and reassert their responsibilities to the Arctic environment' Al-
though these achievements are remarkable, much work remains to be done.

Buitding upon past successes, Inuit self-government will soon be a reality.



THE NDIGENOUS PEOPTES

OF THE ARCTIHTRVIVAT DEMANDS

Henriette Rasmussen

Arctic indigenous peoples can be described as the ,,circumpolar cul-
ture." They inhabit the upper part of the hemisphere in areas north of the
natural tree line in northern Scandinavia, Siberia, Alaska, Canada, and
Greenland. The type of landscape in which Arctic peoples live varies from
southern boreal forests to Siberian taiga and High Arctic tundra.

In the Scandinavian Arctic, the Sami people are the native population,
while twenty-six different peoples live in Siberia, including Samoyeds, Evenki,
Nenets, Yukagirc, Koryaks, Chuktchi, and others. My people, the Inuit, live in the
Arctic regions of North America and Greenland. The Dene and different Algonquian-
speaking groups such as the Cree and Nascapi live in the boreal region.

The Greenland Inuit are the indigenous peoples of Greenland. We are
an old people, related to the Canadian, Alaskan, and Siberian Inuit. Cur-
rently, there are 55,000 Greenland residents, with the majority of the popu-
lation being Inuit (approximarely 85 percent). \fe live mainly on the west
coastal areas of the island.

Traditionally, subsistence is the Inuit's way of life and has been recorded
as a means of survival for our ancestors throughout our history. For thousands
of years, our people have depended on hunting seals, walruses, and whales
from the sea and caribou, foxes, and, in some areas, musk oxen and polar
bears, from the land. Fishing and duck hunting have supplemented our diet.

My people were self-supporting with little or no outside trade until Eu-
ropean whalers and Christianity came to our country in the early 1700s. The
dog sledge was the only means of transportation in the winter, while the
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qajaq (kayak) and umiak (an open, hide-covered, wooden boat) were used

in the summer.

Survival today has not changed from our traditional way of life. We are stili

highly dependent on fishing and hunting sea and land mammals in our ecosys-

tem. Our survival has always been a struggle under the harshest conditions.

During the winter, we experience severe cold temperatures. Our survival tech-

niques were used for the most famous polar expeditions. It is no wonder to us

that even the most advanced technology has failed, often with fatal and tragic

results; for example, the Titanic shipwreck and the Franklin expedition'

Today, Greenland is a modern society, with its own Home Rule govern-

ment and padiament. Since the 1800s, our culture and language have sur-

vived the European invasion. Our native tongue is the main language spoken

and taught in our schools, and we have a 98 percent Iitetacy rate.

Howeveq we face an alarming unemployment rate due to the decline of
the cod-fishing industry and the sealskin ban in the United States. Currently,

our main industry is prawn fishing.
My people are also skilled artisans. Traditionally, hunting supplemented

our income and continues to do so today, but the bans on ivory and sealskin

have forced us to abandon the crafts that once sustained us. Today, because

we have lost that income in the outlying villages, many Inuit have moved to

urbanized areas and live in povefiy. This seriously threatens our culture.

Greenland is situated in the middle of the North Atlantic Ocean-be-
tlveen North America andEurope-which means that our renewable fesources

are shared with these Nvo continents. This places great demand on the joint
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sustainable management of these resources. The resources we have in
Greenland can hardly be managed or utilized without looking to what hap-
pens outside Greenland.

For example, the bird species we eat and otherwise utilize for our living
today-mainly guillemots, kittiwakes, eiders, and king eiders-are shared
with other countries. The guillemot population is shared with Norway, Rus-
sia, Iceland, and Canada. The kittiwakes are shared among all the North
Atlantic counffies; and eiders and king eiders are shared with Canada. Hooded
seals, ringed seals, belugas, narwhals, and the polar bears on the west coast
of Greenland are also shared with Canada.

Greenland receives small annual hunting quotas for minke and fin whales
from the International \Thaling Commission (IS7C) (approximately 420 tonnes
of meat, while the need is 670 tonnes). These quotas are granted under the
aboriginal subsistence whaling provisions of the IIWC.

Greenland's terrestrial mammals are musk oxen and caribou. Both are
of great importance to the Inuit. They are used for food and cultural pur-
poses. There is currently a two-year ban on caribou hunting to preserve the
stock, which limits the Inuit meat supply. Ve have strategically relocated
stocks of musk oxen to various areas in Greenland to increase their popula-
tion for future use.

Our fish resources are mainly cod, halibut, and char. Unfortunately, the
cod has neady disappeared in recent years. The stock around Greenland is
dependent on cod fry from the banks around Iceland. IJntll 1992, limited
harvest of Atlantic salmon was taken, but for the next two years, only subsis-
tence fishing will be allowed.

Greenland's greatest and only expott revenue comes from prawns, catches
of which are subject to tight restrictions. A small revenue is also earned from
scallops. Two other native species, common mussels and Greenland crabs,
are not used commercially.

The Greenland Home Rule bases its regulations for management of the
renewable resources on scientific research. Temporarily, the Greenland Home
Rule has started coordinating and collecting ffaditional knowledge among
the local hunting and fishing population to combine with scientific informa-
tion to create a better overall management regime.

\7e abide by the directives of the Rio Declaration: sustainability in harvest
and management of natural resources. The Rio Declaration is a 7992 chafier
that reaffinrx its commitment to sustainable use and the continuing abilrty of
indigenous peoples to make a living from the resources avarlable to them.

'We have done and still do our own natural resource management in close
cooperation with international biologists. Regional or intemational manage-
ment agencies sometimes analyze land use, sea mammals, and fishing resources
when an area ot species is threatened.
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One example is the Joint Commission on Narwhal and Beluga between
Greenland and Canada, concerning biological research on the Baffin Bay
and Davis Strait narwhal and beluga whale stocks. The data gathered will
determine the number of whales to be harvested.

It is imporlant to Greenland's Home Rule government that consultative
management of the living resources is based on traditional knowledge of the

local people about their hunting and harvesting methods and scientific data.

This management program considers both the animals and the Inuit hunters.

For the management program to be successful, we need to know: (1) scien-

tific data, (2) traditional knowledge, and (3) hunting conditions.

NATURE CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT LEGISTATION

The Nature Conservation Act of 1980 was followed by the Environ-
ment Protection Act of 1988. Both acts are built upon the old traditions
of local fish and game management and the present hunting and fishing
conditions.

There is also a basic law on hunting for capltal income and another for
subsistence hunting, adopted tn 1984, which are both supplemented by
specific bylaws and municipal regulations containing rules on fishing, whal-
ing, and hunting caribou, musk oxen, and sea birds. The regulations are

based on:

advice from both domestic and international biologists;
traditional knowledge from hunting communities; and

advice obtained in forums: international (e.g., Oslo Conven-

tion, I\fC, and \7odd Conservation Union), bilateral (e.g.,

Joint Commission on Narwhal and Beluga), and multiiateral
(e.g., North Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission).

IYational Park, I,{ature Reserue, and Ramsar Designations
ln 1.974, the Danish parliament instituted a national park in northeast

Greenland; and in 1.987, the Greenland Home Rule increased the size of the

park. It is the largest national park in the world-bigger than Great Britain
and France combined.

In 1980, the Danish parliament instituted a nature reserve in Melville
Bay, which the Greenland Home Rule further extended in 1989. Ramsar sites

(wetlands deserwing special protection as recognized by Ramsar treaty) have

also been instituted along the west and east coasts of Greenland, covering
10,500 square kilometers.

Minimal subsistence hunting is allowed in the reserwes, park, and Ramsar

a

a

a
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sites, according to local municipal rules. There are also reselves that aim to
conserye caribou and other local wildlife populations.

Perhaps the Greenland situation seems easy and not problematic. It is
not so-we still want to develop and manufacture products from our hunt-
ing. \7e want to educate our youth about managing our environment in
accordance with the commitment we feel we have as an indigenous people
and also as members of the wodd community.

After the fishing industry became the main source for Greenland's
economy, the technological development of river and ocean fisheries rap-
idly increased. Because of this, hunting activities suffered in economical
development. In addition, this stagnation was influenced by the interna-
tional resistance to seal and whale hunting. Effects of the antisealing cam-
paigns in the 1970s still impact Greenland's expol-t of sealskins, and this is
expected to continue for many years.

Influential environmental groups have used their high profiles and sub-
stantial resources against many of our traditional means of livelihood. Their
relative advantages of global mobility, stze, and accessibility to information
and the media have placed us at risk of losing our traditional way of life.
Northern peoples who face boycotts and hunting and fishing quotas find it
difficult to maintain a subsistence lifestyle.

The main threats to the survival of the Inuit culture come from the indus-
trializedwodd, which already has high technological development. One threat
is the environmental movement's campaign 

^gainst 
the use of renewable re-

sources. These are hard-hitting campaigns that are not in accordance with
international agreements regarding the right to sustainable use. This is a threat
to our human rights. The other and more serious threat is transfrontier pollu-
tion that comes from the industrialized countries in North America and Europe.
This pollution (e.g., ozone-depleting substances, environmental poisons, and
radioactive wastes) often collects in the Arctic.

It is important that the international community reaffirms its commit-
ment to sustainable resource use and the continuing ability of indigenous
peoples to make a living from the resources available to them. The wodd
community must understand that we can manage our own affairs, and need
less help from outside, if our rights are respected.

If interference such as that mentioned above continues, it will totally de-
stroy the livelihoods of Arctic indigenous peoples and the Arctic environment.
rWe want to cooperate, but we also want respect for our lives and lifestyles.

The Inuit concept of wilderness can best be described as Pinngoftitaq,
meaning "The Creation." \7e, the people-the Sami, Nenets, Koryaks, Dene,
Cree, and Inuit-cannot be separated from the Pinngortitaq because we are
part of it. In this way, our natural surroundings, our "wilderness," are taken
care of and not controlled by humanity.



N AUSTRATIAN ABORIGNAT APPROACH

TO WIIDERNESS

Merai,n Franks

I am a member of the 'Wakka Wakka people of northeast Australia, one

of Australia's aboriginal peoples. My people have inhabited our great island
continent for over 50,000 years. Our culture is considered the oldest suliv-
ing culture in the wodd.

\fith the arr;al of the British colonists in L788 began the massive cre-

scendo of plunder, massacre, enslavement, and dispossession of our land.
The loss of our land meant the destruction of our economy and much of
our culture.

\7e share a similar history of invasion called coionization, which was

associated with the European pattern of expansion, with many indigenous
peoples throughout the world. This expansion barbarously eradicated what
existed before. We have witnessed the terrible degradation of the lands we
cherished and nourished for countless generations.

Only recently, in the past twenty-five years, has the struggle for our
rights, including the struggle for our land and the difficult and long struggle for
justice, brought some results. 'We are now witnessing a remarkable resurgence

in our culture. In 1.992, the Australian High Courl overturned the legal basis

on which Britain occupied our land-the doctrine of terra nullius, meaning
"no one's land." After 205 years, Australian law has finally recognized that
indigenous peoples owned their land during the European settlement. This
recognition has far-reaching implications. 'We are now engaged in a major
struggle for our land rights. 'We remain optimistic that justice will prevail,
and that the High Court's decision on native titles will be implemented.
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The fact that the British believed that the continent did not belong to
anyone is a stark example of their gross misunderstanding about the special
relationship we have with the land. They saw the land as an empty wilder-
ness, and our people were just incidentals on that landscape. Their concepts
of wilderness and land ownership are so different from the ones we hold.
Our eady people lived in the "wilderness" and were pafi of it. Over the
millennia, my people flourished and developed a highly ordered civilization
based on spiritual values. How could the Europeans of the eighteenth cen-
tury, with their belief in the superiority of their race and material progress,
possibly understand? These people were determined to exploit the land and
its resources and conquer and tame the wilderness. They were determined
to amass greatmateial wealth at any cost. After just two centuries, they have
managed to destroy much of the natural environment.

The Australian continent is comprised of an enormous range of environ-
ments, including rain forest, tropical coast, open sctub, alpine mountain,
and desert. Aboriginal peoples once lived in all these environments and
today continue to live in most of them.

European settlement severely disrupted aboriginal life in most Austra-
lian regions. \7hen the Europeans first came to our continent, Australia was
still a wilderness. Even the central deserts contained adequate vegetation. It
did not take long before the land was cleared for grazing, agriculture, and
mining. Sadly, only small pockets of the ancient wilderness remain. A wil-
derness once nurtured by hundreds of generations of aboriginal peoples has

all but disappeared.
This has had a terrible effect upon our people. In order to understand

this impact, one needs to understand something about the spirituality be-
hind some key aboriginal concepts. Our people were animists. Every'thing in
the environment had its proper place. Everphing in the environment had
meaning and was given due respect. Despite two centuries of European
colonization, which crushed our religions and languages, there has been a

revival of our spiritual beliefs. Not all has been lost.
The aboriginal concept of creation is that in the beginning all things,

including animals and plants, were human beings. These were the progeni-
tors of humans that turned themselves into animals and plants and sank inlo
the earth to become the natural features of the landscaoe and the spirit
homes of our ancestrai beings.

Disguised in the language of astrophysics and geology is the essence of
our Dreamtime Creation, our cosmology. The active fields of the Dreamtime
Creation are the fields of the unconscious. Our cosmology reflects the inter-
nal elements of dreaming, which is a sophisticated system of knowledge,
beliefs, and practices concerning the creativity of ancestral beings. This rich
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"Kunia, tbe Quiet Snake at Karilwana," 1990, George Tjungunayi. Acrylic on
cAnuAS, 137 cm x 91 cm.

cosmology provides the means through which every individual is bound-
from before birth to after death-to an intimate personal identification with
the land and its special sacred sites. This deep spiritual bond with the land
also determines all our economic and social relationships. It is the essence
of our life. This is all difficult for the European mind to comprehend, and
now even for the dominant, contemporary Australian mind, with its tradi-
tions of individualism and rationalism.

From this background, it is evident that, if there is such a thing as an
aboriginal approach to wilderness, it would be different from the European
one. It is also difficult to determine whether there is even a concept of
"wilderness" among aboriginal peoples or even a single approach shared by
all aboriginal peoples.

First of all, Australian indigenous peoples have many cultural differ-
ences. The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission represents two
distinct indigenous groups-the aboriginal peoples who live on the conti-
nent and the Torres Strait Islander peoples who live on the islands between
Cape York Peninsula and Papua, New Guinea. Not only are these two groups
different, but there are also differences within each group. For instance,
when the British came to Australia in 1788, they believed there was one
aboriginal culture with up to seven hundred language groups. Today, my
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people think of themselves as several hundred distinct cultural groups. Gen-
eralizations about us can be hazardous and misleading because they empha-
size the similarities that exist among the many groups and exclude significant
differences.

Because there were traditionally many different groups of Australian
aboriginal peoples, there was, and is, no single aboriginal concept of wilder-
ness, just as there is no single European concept of wilderness. The irony
and hurt for many aboriginal peoples is that the land many Europeans call
untoucbed wildernessis the land that, for instance, the Ngarinman people of
the Northern Territory call quiet country, meaning "tame, domesticated, not
dangerous, and under control." Aboriginal peoples may not actually have a
concept of wilderness, but a strong, special connection exists between our
people and their landscape.

Aboriginal peoples believe that there is a direct connection between
themselves and their ancestral beings. Because they also believe that the
land and their ancestral beings are inseparable, they consequently believe
that there is a direct connection between themselves and the land.

Galarrwuy Yunupingu, chairperson of the Northern Land Council, de-
scribes the land as "a foundation that gives me the identity that I belong to
something from which my spirit actually came out of, and it is also a strLlc-

ture in which every.thing is connected." Thus, what is "wilderness" to

Kakadu men in Kakadu National Parle,
Bill Neidje.) From tbe exbibition

Nortbwest Territories, Australia. (Pboto by
"Friendly Country, Frienclly People. "
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non-aboriginal peoples is bome to us. Terra nullius was the doctrine that
declared my ancestors'home to be wilderness. InJune 7992,the High Court
rewrote history by overthrowing this legalized error.

There is definitely a sense of wilderness among aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples. For the aboriginal to feel at home, the land must be
filled with religious affiliations and names of totemic ancestors, and he or
she must serye as an immutable link between the land, the people, and the
supernatural wodd. Without this, the aboriginal's life is devoid of meaning.

The aboriginal also believes that iack of human spiritual rituals leads to
the deterioration of the environment because the people lose their special
attachment to the land, which gives them identity, and the land becomes a
remote wilderness. This is not to say that the wilderness is remote in time or
space from human habitation, but remote in its spiritual values,

There is an urgent need to end divisiveness and confusion over native
land claims and ensure that the Australian High Court's decision on native
titles is implemented. A hopeful sign recently occurred when the major Aus-
tralian environmental groups strongly spoke out on these issues.

The Australian Greens (represented in the Australian Senate), Australian
Democrats (also represented in the Senate), Australian Conservation Foun-
dation, Greenpeace (Australia), and the Wilderness Society called upon the
Australian government to create a systematic and uniform process of deter-
mining native titles. They issued a joint statement calling for a strong, consis-
tent, and national approach to native titles and compensation for land taken
from us, and supported a comprehensive social justice package for aborigi-
na1 and Torres Strait Islander peoples who cannot claim native titles under
the terms of the High Court decision, including funding for land acquisition,
cultural activities, formal education and training, and employment. The en-
vironmental groups also joined with churches and trade unions in support
of our struggle for land rights against some powerful commercial and politi-
cal groups.

Australia now has the opportunity to right the wrongs of the past and
bring about justice for its indigenous peoples who have been devastated by
colonial domination for centuries and whose suffering must stop.



INOTVING TRADITIONAT KNOWNDGE

NDRT]RALPEOPIE

N WIIDERMSS CONSERVATION

Wi,ndsor Sbueryane

In order to appreciate the role that traditional knowledge can play in
wilderness conselvation, it is necessary to go back in history to precolonial
times and explore the finely balanced relationship that traditional Afri-
can societies enjoyed with nature and examine the traditions that gov-
erned natural resource haffesting and ensured that wanton destruction did
not occuf.

In those days, great wildlife herds roamed a continent of vast grassland,
rich vegetation, and abundant rivers and wetlands, with coastal waters teem-
ing with shoals of fish. Even the arid lands of southwestern Africa were able
to sustairi tribes of indigenous people with their hardy vegetation, sparse

wildlife, scarce water holes, and unpredictable weather.
A study of lhe Batsuana (people of Botswana), for instance, empha-

sizes the fact that because they had to survive off nature, they had to live in
complete harmony with nature. In order to maintain this harmony through
the ages, they evolved a highly effective conservation ethic that, in the ab-
sence of the written word, was expressed in taboos, totems, and customs
that were passed on from generation to generation through various tradi-
tional institutions (e.g., initiation schools).

At initiation schools, a great deal of attention was given to the naming
and identification of plants, animals, and birds. The end result of this was
that all adult tribal members knew the name of every plant, animal, and bird
in their arca. They were also familiar with the laws, taboos, potential uses,

and dangers associated with these living beings.
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\7ith regard to wildlife laws, all authority was, by tradition, vested in
chieftainship. These laws were strict and complex, yet rational and based on
sound principles. This is best illustrated in the laws pertaining to trees. Be-
cause of their many uses ranging from shade, fuel, and construction to pro-
viding food and medicine, most trees could only be felled with the express
permission of the chief. This was only granted if the area was needed for
plowing or when the trunk was needed for making maize- and sorghum-
grinding vessels. Green branches for home construction could only be cut in
winteq and firewood could only be collected from deadwood. For medicinal
purposes, bark could only be collected from the east side of a tree, thus
ensuring that the tree was not ring-barked and, therefore, killed.

Rare and ecologically impofiant species were protected by tribal law, and
the utilization of common species for the benefit of the tribe was wisely con-
trolled by the chief and traditional mechanisms. An example of this was the
Letsbolo (traditional game hunt), which was conducted by a regiment of tribal
males and controlled by the chief or his representative at intervals determined
by him-usually two or three times per year. A number of species like r.ultures,
ox peckers, egrets, secretary birds, pyhons, and lizards were protected and
reseled solely for traditional healing purposes and never for eating.

As a reinforcement of traditional tribal laws, a number of interesting
taboos evolved. For example, frogs, tortoises, and swallows were associated
with rain, and hence it was believed that the destruction of these animals
would result in severe droughts. In the same vein, it was believed that the
felling of highly protected trees would cause natural disasters like floods or
hail. It is interesting to note that in today's wodd of technology, thousands
of migratory birds like swallows are killed every year through being at-
tracted to lighthouse beams. Their numbers are diminishing, and they arrive
progressively later over the years. Other factors affecting migration include
extensive deforestation, drought, and famine.

The totem system waffants special mention because it highlights tradi-
tional reverence for wildlife. The totem stood for a complex system of legal and
moral customs, rights, and obligations from which unify and solidarity within
the tribe were founded. Due to this close dependence on nature, each of the
tribes and clans seiected an animal species as its totem-usually an animal that
they loved, revered, and with which they closely identified. Even today, the
majonty of tribes, be they urban or rurai, continue to religiously observe this
tradition. some totems include the bakutena (crocodile), bataung (lion), and
bathaping (fish). My own totem is rJte ratlou (elephant).

Therefore, it must be concluded that to our indigenous societies, the
wilderness was sacred teffitory to be treated with respect, adoration, and
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veneration. It was the source of life from which a strong spiritual rappolt
based on survival and sustenance evolved. In \Tilliam Shakesoeare's words.
this is where indigenous peoples found:

Tongues in trees

Books in running brooks
Sermons in stones, and
Good in everything.

WILDERNESS CONSERVATION_TIHE PROBLEMS

In South Africa, it is a matter of history that the combined impact of
colonization, dispossession, industrialization, and the restrictive policies of
apafiheid forced millions into overcrowded "homelands" where environ-
mental degradation and colonial conserwation policies destroyed the tradi-
tional values that ensured sustainable use of natural resources. Land-use
practices, allocation policies, and hear,y-handed conservation legislation re-
sulted in rural people viewing wildlife as a problem rather than a benefit.

The environmental devastation of today is the legacy of these policies,
and the biggest concern is that the capacity of southern Africa to support
both humans and wildlife may have been irreversibly diminished. At the
core of this concern are three fundamental factors:

1. Population Growth-Population growth stands at 40 million
people at present and is set to double in the next trventy-
five years. Discussion on this issue is beset by ethnic sensi-

tivities and deeply held customary beliefs pertaining to the
traditional roles of the sexes. This makes the promotion of
effective family planning programs a difficult task.

lTidespread Debilitating Poverty-In many parts of the coun-
try, approximately 1,6 million impoverished and over-crowded
communities are battling to surwive and subsist below mini-
mum living standards.
Land Conflicts-Land is a highly emotional subject in south-
ern Africa and is the main stumbling block to the implemen-
tation of sound environmental management policies. The
National Environmental Awareness Council, a black-initiated
environmental organization based in Soweto, confirms this
obseryation as follows:

3.
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Typical multi-family dwelling in a one-bed.room bouse in Crossroads, near
CapetoLr)n, Soutb A"frica. TbefamiQ isforcecl to sleep in the liuing area, kitcben,

and passageuay. Space is a scarce commodity. (Pboto b1t Margot Monison.)

'We question those whose concern for the en-
vironment focuses on saving various species of
animals from extinction or preserwing small ar-
eas of land for game parks patronized mainly by
whites whose financial status enables them to en-
joy nature in its natural state. W'e also question in-
iquitous land policies which have impoverished the
land and forced people of color to live in degrad-
ing conditions.

According to Professor Richard Fuggle of the University of Cape
Town, current black views evoke some of the deep political and cultural
symbolism of land when they speak of the "spiritual and physical alien-
ation of blacks from the environment" as a consequence of historical
land policies and dispossession. The deep-seated desire of our indigenous
peoples to reclaim what is historicaily and culturally theirs must be un-
derstood in this context. Dispossession deeply struck into the roots of
their identity and self-concept. This process alienated and estranged them
from the land, reversing the traditional view of the land as a commodity
to love and protect.
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It is obvious, therefore, that the rural pooq preoccupied with their im-
mediate needs for food, fuel, fodder, and building materiais, care little for
intellectual discourses that proclaim long-term benefits from nature conser-
vation. The struggle for survival has piunged the region into a downwarcl
spiral of environmental degradation. In short, the "green movement" counts
for nothing in rural South Africa.

In such circumstances, Dr. John Hanks of the Southern African Nature
Foundation remarked that "environmental ethics are irrelevant, and conser-
vation concerns are a perceived superfluous luxury in the struggle for sur-
vivaI." The poor have limited choices. They are forced to abandon the needs
of tomorrow in order to meet the necessities of today (e.g., being compelled
this year to eat the seed corn of next year,s crop).

The result is inevitable. An increasing number of peopre in a limited
afea can only exact a heavy environmental toll-the destruction of essential
natural resources. "Ironically," concludes Dr. Hanks, "people in these cir-
cumstances are damaging or destroying the very fabric on which they de-
pend for survival."

IS THERE HOPE?

Yes, there is hope for wilderness conselvation if the collective initiatives
of nongovernmental organizations, para-statal organizations, and the private
sector are given the necessary suppolt to:

protect the remaining wilderness and near-natural areas in
our region;
highlight these areas as good examples of the sustainable
use of natural resources that provide wood for fuel, timber
for construction, grass for thatching and gtazing, and various
plants for medicinal purposes; and
provide models for the combination of traditional knowl-
edge with the desired intervention measures to save our wil-
derness areas.

The following two programs are examples of organizations that have
been active in community-based natural resource utilization and manage-
ment. Their selfless exchange of knowledge and technology has contributed
much to the development of new conservation strategies that contribute to
present and future environmental solutions.
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Communal Areas Managenxent Program for Ind'igenous Resources
(Zimbabwe)

The Communal Areas Management Program for Indigenous Resources

(CAMPFIRI) is a multisectoral project based on an entrepreneurial approach

to rural development. It enables nrral communities to manage and directly
benefit from indigenous wildlife and uses market forces to achieve eco-

nomic, ecological, and social sustainability. The CAMPFIRE program has the

following six main goals:

1. to rely on the use of indigenous resources rather than on

imported technology;
2. to utilize a viable ecological base;

3. to provide an economic base;

4. to enforce a land-tenure system that permits local commu-
nity control over the land;

5. to implement a community-based management plan; and

6. to highlight immediate benefits that encourage interest.

Project Secure (South Africa)
Project Secure has a philosophy of integrating conselvation practices with

community development processes whereby rural people are empowered to

manage their own wild plant and animal resources within sustainable limits

for the social and economic well-being of their community. Developed by the

Bophuthatswana Parks Board, the program involves discussions with rural

communities to learn about environmental processes and the wise use of wild-
life resources in their areas, utilizing the traditional knowledge that has been

passed on from colonial times when wild plants and animals were traditionally

a valuable resource for tribal societies. Through a process of discussion, de-

bate, education, and collaboration, a growing climate of understanding about

current environmental issues has been developed, which has allowed for in-

formed decisions to be made at a qrassroots level. For example:

changing the perceptions of rural people towards wildlife to
achieve sustainable rural development and to address the

adverse effects of pastoral farming in arid climatic condi-

tions; and
the nonconsumptive utilization of natural resources through,
for example, ecotourism.

Other South African organrzations utilizing the same approach to inte-

gtatlng rural communities into the sustainable utilization of natural resources
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in their areas include the National parks Board, the Institute of Natural Re-
sources, the KwaZulu Bureau of Natural Resources, the Kangwane parks
Board, and the Shongweni Resources Reserve (an ambitious project of the
\flilderness Leadership School).

Priu at e S e ctor Initi atiu e s
The private sector has been responsible for interesting initiatives that

involve rural people in wilderness conservation, largely through ecotourism
programs and the development of private wildlife parks that attract mostly
international tourists. These initiatives play a meaningful role in meeting the
needs of rural communities and demonstrating another vital facet of
ecotourism-economic sustainability.

A good example is the conselvation corporation that was established in
1990 to develop "discerning" ecotourism destinations in southern Africa.
The aim is to consolidate degraded and underualued land (devastated mostly
by unrestricted pastoral farming) under a wildlife management regime and
thereby to generate long-term financial returns through ecotourism. The
main objective is to apply a balanced approach to tourism, conservarlon,
and local community involvement in the promotion of ecological sustainabiliry.

The corporation secured 17,000 hectares of ecologically important land
in northern Natal to form the phinda Resources Reserve. By 1992, U.S.$19
million of investmenr had been raised from around the globe-the biggest
private-sector investment in conservation ever made in south Africa. Affirma-
tive action prograrns are also in place to involve local communities in becom-
ing company shareholders, thereby generating a sense of local ownership.

In addition to errtensive land rehabilitation work, the corporation has un-
defiaken a major game-restocking effon. since March J,991,, over one thousand
animals, including rhino, elephant, lion, cheetah, giraffe, zebra, wildebeest,
and a varie|/ of antelope species, have been introduced into the reserye.

It is important to note the tangible benefits of this effort to the local
population. some 25,000 people reside in the viciniry of the reserve, and250
others are employed, providing some U.s.$2 million in annual revenue to
the neighboring population.

In its commitment to community development, the reserve has spent
u.s.$650,000 to assist the community with building their own schools, clin-
ics, and social centers. This has facilitated the development of employment-
and skills-training projects and provided seed capital for small-business de-
velopment. Entrepreneurship has flourished, and activities like brick and
charcoal manufacturing, craft-making, vegetable farming, transport hire, car-
pentry, and sewing have been developed in conjunction with the corporation's
three tourist lodges.
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The Conservation Corporation has thus developed a valuable commercial

facility that has helped restore and rehabilitate economically sensitive land,

restore biodiversity, and institute wise land-use management in collaboration

with the local community, which has enjoyed immense educational, social,

and economic benefits while taking part in a major conselation effort.

As we approach the end of the twentieth century, we have become

acutely aware of what environmental degradation means to all forms of life

on our planet. 'We have gone back in time to previous generations to ob-

serve their relationships with nature. Clearly, there is a lot to learn and

unlearn. riThat is important to learn, though, is that in order to sustain and

improve the quality of life for future generations, the arid ecosystems of
southern Africa need our care and not our abuse. \7ith the enfranchisement

of our indigenous populations, we need to restore this traditional and posi-

tive relationship, rediscover the wisdom of the past, and adapt it to modern-

day circumstances.
Further, it must be acknowledged that the future success of the environ-

mental movement in South Africa is dependent upon the extent to which the

majority of the population, especially the poor and illiterate, can be con-

vinced that environmental and conservation issues are not peripheral to
their lives, but are a crucial part of their existence. In this regard, much hope

can be derived from the initiatives of the various organizations that arc try-
ing to save our natural heritage for posterity.

Finally, there is also a strong need in southern Africa to face our spiritual

and physical alienation from the environment. This involves exploring how
we can enable as many southern Africans as possible to enjoy the sensitizing

experiences of the natural wodd. Although factors like distance and the

costs of transportation, entrance fees, meals, and accommodations make it
impossible for most people to afford trips to national parks or nature re-

selves, special programs should be funded to enable all peoples to gain

access to and have a share in these areas.



A Source for Inspiration
and Transformation

Eeploring tbe wilderness of Sualbard,
Arctic Norwalt. (Pboto by Robin Buzza.)

WITDERMSHTR ttrEIIM ON EARTH

M, A, Partha Sarathy

Permit me to celebrate wilderness for a while. Too many of us tend to
think of it only in scientific or utilitarian terms.

I visit a particular pond in a forest from time to time. It is a small pond
inside a great forest, and I have a yearning for such ponds. For me, this
pond in the forest is like an invitation to my soul.

\Xhen I walk in a forest, many things envelop me. My mind is in a maze,
and my eyes reach restlessly. The aroma of grass, trees, skies, and distances
entice me.
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I like reflections. I find them more pleasant than reality. There is a vast

grandeur behind a reflection, particulady in the pond in the forest.

Sunset on the pond is a time for me to withdraw my soul from the

shackles that the day puts on it and dip my mind into the friendly golden

colors of the pond. Then, just before sunrise at this forest pond, morning

seems yet unannounced. A soft cushion of mist lies nestled on the pond,

guarded by sentinel trees that seem reluctant even to let the birds disturb the

air with their morning songs. Then, the mist, warmed by the rising sun,

gently gives up its opacity. Birds begin their communal morning song, and

frogs begin their solemn morning mass. Ripples dot the pond as more birds

lift from the trees.

The forest is really a garden. Many of us think of it only as a massive

collection of trees in chaos. But wilderness is not chaos, and chaos is not

wilderness. The chaos of wilderness is what brings beauty to the Earth and

provides a lifeline for humans on this planet.

My culture has celebrated humankind's presence on this planet, not as

man or woman alone, but as one of the great manifestations of nature's

magnificent design. I am aware, howeveq that mine is not the only culture

on Earth that has recognized wilderness as a precious lifeline for all life
on Earth.

The forest has been called "the soul of a nation," and it is recognized

that when the culture of humanity reaches maturity, it must return to the

forest, as the source of all life, to rejuvenate itself. However, as humanify

continues to sin against the forest, the decline of the source of all life, namely

wilderness, is inevitable.
'We need a reconciliation between humans and nature, a harmony in

which humans live peacefully and coexistwith nature. I have traveled through

the great world of wilderness on this planet and always come away with, as

Laurens van der Post said, "a greater sense of self-identity, as if transformed

by a highly sacred atmosphere."

If there is one important milestone in the history of humankind to be

bemoaned, it is when humans began to separate themselves from nature.

Humans have lost themselves in their own ignorance and apathy towards

wilderness.
I am the grandson of the high priest of one of the great places of wor-

ship in my country. I believe in all religions. I have worshipped in temples'

mosques, churches, and synagogues. I have worshipped in a Shinto temple.

My favorite place of worship is in Kyoto, Japan, at the Meiji Temple. I have

also worshipped with my Masai friend in Africa, in a small village where he

simply thrust his spear into the ground, kneeled in front of it, tilted his head

upwards, and worshipped.
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But above all, I have worshipped wilderness. I consider it the closest
one can come to recognizing divinity on Earth.

\7hat is one looking for when one wants to be in the presence of divin-
iry? For me, it is grace, dignity, benevolence, compassion, and peace. All this
I have found in wilderness. I have, therefore, rejoiced at my discovery of
divinity in wilderness.

\flilderness is like a classical musical instmment-its structure grand yet
delicate, its expression deep, beautiful, profound, and compassionate. But
humans have forgotten the music in this instrument and have tried to use the
strings to gin cotton!

\fle can indulge in the luxury of describing a grand and beautiful sunset
as only colorful clouds. \7e can indulge in the luxury of thinking rhat a piece
of pure emerald is iust a piece of stone. \fe can call an exquisite piece of silk
just the shell of a worm, or a pearl nestling within an oyster shell just a piece
of hardened calcium. Yes, we can indeed indulge in the luxury of self-
inflicted ignorance about wilderness, and, as we seem to be doing now,
suffer the consequences of this self-inflicted wound.

'il4rat is this wound? Is it only a wound inflicted upon our bodies? If so,
then we alone suffer the consequences of it. But it is not such a wouncl. The
wound we are inflicting on wilderness is also inflicted on the whole planet
and on all life on it. And, it is a wound inflicted on life yet to be born!

I recently visited an area that had been devastated by war between fwo
human ideologies. The draconian technology used by the two warring fac-
tions was formidable. They seemed to be totally oblivious of the fact their
weapons of destruction were aimed at Earth and the fragile wilderness
upon it. They did not care. They did not rcarize the suicidal effect of their
aggression.

As a result, wilderness was gored, mauled, maimed, mangled, and mu-
tilated. Amidst this, it lay silent, defenseless, unable to protest. Feathered
birds lay crippled in oil. Billions of marine animals suffocated. The wonder
world of wilderness under the sea was devastated. The wonder wodd of
sunbathed, energyJaden, water-bearing, cloud-filled skies was extinguished
by black clouds spewing from red fireballs of human destructive anger.

'We have indeed desecrated wilderness and have lost our right to ex-
pect from wilderness what it can give us so plentifully-sustenance, peace,
beauty, prosperity, and, last but not least, dignity during our lifetime on
this planet.

In many areas of the world, wilderness has become like a patient in
crisis who has been admitted to the intensive-care unit of a hospital. In other
areas, wilderness has already become extinct, leaving only the tomblike
silence of devastation.
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N7ith each admission of wilderness into intensive care, humankind's

lifeline on Earth is damaged. As Amazon forests are cut and burned,

humankind's lifeline is rendered in peril. The Gulf \Var, Chernobyl , acidrain,

Antarctic snow melt, and the piercing of the ozone Iayer aII represent this

iifeiine in peril.
'We have been aware for centuries of Mother Earth and her wilderness.

\7e have always known that our planet is not just abaIl of eafth and stone,

Iava arrd water, but a spiritual presence. The concept of wilderness and the

spiritual design contained in this wilderness has aiso been a part of our

ancient tradition, both in the East and the'West. For example, the Atbcl'rua

Veda, one of the world's most ancient scriptures, as quoted in the Bhoomi

Suktam("Hymn of the Earth") and translated in English, describes this con-

ceot well:

Tnrth, eternal order that is great and stern,

Consecration, Austerity, Prayer and Ritual-
these uphold the Earth.

May she, Queen of what has been and will be,

make a wide wodd for us.

Earth which has many heights, and slopes and the unconfined

plain that bind men together,

Earth that bears plants of various healing powers,

may she spread wide for us and thrive.

Earth, in which lies the sea, the river and other waters,

in which food and com fields have come to be,

in which lives all that breathes and that moves,

may she confer on us the finest of her yield.

Earth, which at first was in the water of the ocean,

and which sages sought with wondrous powers,

Earth whose heart was in eternal heaven,

wrapped in Truth, immortal,
may she give us lustre and strength

in a most exalted state.

Earth, in which the waters, common to all,

moving on all sides, flow unfailingly, day and night,

may she pour on us milk in many streams,

and endow us with lustre.
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Pleasant by thy hills, O earth,
the snow-clad mountains and thy woodsl
O earth-brown, black, red and multi-colored-
the firm Earth protected by India,
on this Earth may I stand-unvanquished, unhurl, unslain.

I call to Ear1h, the purifier,
the patient Earth, growing strong through spiritual might.
May we recline on thee, O Earth that bears power and plenty,
and enjoy our share of food and molten butter.

May those that are thy eastern regions, O Earth,
and the northern and the southern and the western.
be pleasant for me to tread upon.
May I not stumble while I live in the wodd.

'W'hatever I dig from thee, Earth,
may that have quick growth again.
O purifieq may we not injure thy vitals or thy heart.

May Earth with people who speak various tongues,
and those who have various reiigious rites
according to their places of abode,
pour for me treasure in a thousand streams
like a constant cow that never fails.

May those born of thee, O Earth,
be, for our welfare, free from sickness and waste.
\Takeful through a long life, we shall become
bearers of tribute to thee.

Eafih, my mother, set me securely with bliss
in full accord with heaven.
O wise one,
uphold me in grace and splendor.

This Earth, our mother, nurtured consciousness from the slime of the
primeval ocean billions of years ago and sustained the human race for count-
less centuries. Traditional palmists speak of three important lines on one's
palm: the lifeline, the headline, and the heanline. The lifeline is considered
the vital line that establishes longevity, and lines that cross it represent the
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obstacles and afflictions that can affect it. The headline and the hearlline

reflect intelligence and emotional character, respectively. They also touch,

cross, and affect the lifeline in various ways.

For me, wilderness is the lifeline on Earth's palm, and it is being affected

by the adverse headline of lack of intelligence and the heartlessness of hu-

mankind. But, as the best of the palmists will assure us, life need not surren-

der to futurology. Destiny need not be given away. Life on the Earth and life
o/the Earth can and must orchestrate its own destiny by ensuring that the

lifeline of this planet, which is manifested in our recognition of wilderness,

is steered by sensible use of the head and the heart.

The lifeline on Earth that has produced nourishment, tranquillity, com-
passion, and enlightenment has been the wilderness on our planet. Under-

standing this, and the vital force that wilderness embodies, at first appears

complex and remote. But if the human race takes advantage of the extraor-

dinary facilities of thinking and analysis that we are blessed with, wilder-
ness, suddenly, like the sunrise, becomes cleady visible as the fountainhead

of a productive and rewarding life on Earlh.

It is up to us to walk away from the wasteland of our own ignorance

and apathy, and recognize t}rat our lives are linked with wilderness. 'We

need to protect, presefve, and nourish wilderness as an act of survival on

this beautiful, bountiful Earth.



TTIE USE OF WITDERMSS FOR

PERSONAT GROWffI ND NSPIRATION

John Hend,ee and Rand,all Pitsti,ck

Personal growth, therapy, and inspiration derived from wilderness have
long supported the need for wilderness protection, and today, belief in the
restorative power of wilderness experiences is widespread. \7e believe that
the values of wilderness for personal growth and human inspiration are now
more important than ever and will become even more important in the
future.

Substantial evidence continues to accumulate in support of the use of
wilderness for human restoration. As a result, we propose a process of how
we think wilderness experiences lead to personal growth and inspiration.
\7e believe that wilderness suppofiers, users, managers, and others inter-
ested in improving the human condition should more vigorously espouse
and use wilderness as both a teacher and classroom for personal growth,
therapy, and inspiration.

HISTORICAI ARGUMENTS FOR WLDERNESS IN THE UNITED STAIES

The ideas behind the wilderness movement in the United States are
replete with arguments of human restoration, personal growth, and inspira-
tion. Henry David Thoreau wrote of nature as a source of spiritual renewal
and inspiration. John Muir said: "Thousands of tired, nerve-shaken, over-
civilized people are beginning to find out that going to the mountains is
going home; ... and that mountain parks and reservations are useful not
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only as fountains of timber and irrigating rivers, but as fountains of life."
Frederick Jackson Turneq in what is called the .frontier bypotbesis, argued

fhat it was from independent pioneers on the frontier, struggling against

adversity, that American democratic ideals and ideas emerged.

Aldo Leopold built on Turner's theme that American individualism
emerged from pioneer experience and argued for saving some of the envi-
ronment that produced and could maintain such personal qualities. Bob
Marshall promoted the physical, mental, and aesthetic benefits of wilderness

and the opportunity it provides for complete self-sufficiency not available in
urban settings. He espoused the chance to retreat from civilization and the

terrible neural tension of modern existence to a place where independent
thinkers could develop valuable ideas.

Thus, the value of wilderness for personal growth and inspiration has

deep historical roots in the U.S. wilderness movement. As the movement
grows, and with it the use, management, and size of the wilderness system,

these restorative values are also expanded.
The increasing intensity of modern society, and its accelerating develop-

ment and loss of natural environment everywhere, only accentuates the
appeal to protect areas that have not yet been lost and still retain primal
qualities. It is comfofiing to millions that, even if they never visit wilderness,
places exist that have not been compromised by modern life-and meta-

phorically this nurtures the idea that a pilgrimage there could restore one's

perspective. Such values help account for growth of the U.S. National Wil-
derness Preservation System from 3,643,725 ro 38,46L,539 hectares over the

past thirry years and make continued growth to between 52 million and 61

million hectares likely.

MLDERNESS FOR PERSONAT GROVTH-HARD ND SOFT SKiLtS

The use of wilderness for personal growth and therapy has become so

popular it was recently touted in a New York Times article as a major new
movement in psychology called ecopsycbologlt or ecotberapy. Many wilder-
ness programs have personal growth and therapy explicit or implicit in their
goals and have become major economic enterprises, with literally hundreds
of programs now operating.

Soft uersus Hard Skilk
It is useful to think about hard skills versus soft skills because different

wilderness programs may emphasize one or the other. Hard-skill activities
include marathon hikes, rock climbing, ropes exercises, traversing snow-
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fields, river crossings-activities that involve competition and vigorous exer-
cise and risk (real or perceived). Soft-skill activities include community circles,
group problem-solving, reflection, solo activities, and journal writing-ac-
tivities that promote insight, evaluation, and reflection about one's patterns
of behavior, values, beliefs, and motivations.

Kinds of \Y/ilderness Programs
The spectrum of wilderness programs seruing personal growth, thera-

peutic, and inspirational needs includes: (1) catered trips to wilderness and
wild rivers offered by outfitters and guides; (2) outdoor adventure training
for executives and organizatlons; (3) adventure education programs aimed
at the growth of individuals; and (4) wilderness therapy programs aimed at
special populations seeking recovery and empowerment.

Cerpnno Trups ny Omrrmns eNo Gurots

National figures are not avallable, but in Idaho there are about 400

outfitters (owners/operators) and 1,600 guides (certified employees) that
sponsor backpacking, mountain climbing, horseback, mountain bike, ski-
ing, jet boat, raft, kayak, and canoe trips. The purpose of most outfitted and
guided trips is not generally focused on personal growth, but promotional
materials always feature a photo with a restorative theme. Many of the best
outfitters now recognize the personal growth desires of their clients, and
they often receive letters from former clients reporting life-changing
experiences.

Oumoon Alwmuru TrunNc
Outdoor adventure training is pursued by many corporations and orga-

nizations that use group and individual adventure experiences and the natu-
ral environment to develop executives and other employees or members.
Literally tens of millions of dollars are spent annually for such training by
U.S. companies. Some of this training takes place in wilderness. Outdoor
development for managers is a strong tradition in England where a typical
focus seems to be based on hard skills where the aim is to effect a confi-
dence-building experience based on extending oneself " ... [so] the course
member begins to rcalize that many of the limitations he or she feels are
artificial and self-imposed." The idea is that one's professional sense of com-
petence can be expanded by success in structured outdoor activities.

Anr,nmuru EluceloN Pnocmr,rs

Organizalions such as Outward Bound and the National Outdoor Lead-
ership School run wilderness programs for targeted audiences such as youth,
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executives, and occasionally special populations such as disadvantaged or
delinquent youth. Hundreds of similar programs are run by individuals or
small organi zations. Data are not available to fully assess the number of such
programs, how many take place in wilderness, or what impacts they have

on people and resources, but substantial activity is involved.

\ft rrErurss Tsrnepv Pnocruus

Also emerging over the last two decades have been wilderness therapy
programs featuring trips for special populations ranging from persons re-

covering from delinquency, personal tragedy, or substance abuse. Other
participants are in transition and seeking personal strength and redirection
for new lifestyles and careers or to overcome disadvantages imposed by
circumstances such as poverty, mental illness, or physical and emotional
handicaps. A variety of organizations offer wilderness therapy programs
ranging from special trips sponsored by organizations such as Outward
Bound to others that may specialize in serving the needs of court systems,

hospitals, or special populations such as battered wives or victims of physi-
cal or sexual abuse.

SCIENTIFIC STUDIES OF MLDERNESS EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS

\7e have located more than 300 studies of participants in wilderness
experience programs. The most significant pattern emerging from these studies

is a consistent finding of increased self-esteem and sense of personal control
for pafiicipants. One might question the validity of any individual pre-ffip/
post-trip questionnaire or interview study, but the collective consistency of
findings from such alarge number of studies cleady supports the notion that
wilderness experience programs enhance self-esteem and sense of control.

Long-Term Stud,ies

There have only been a few long-term studies of the effects of wilder-
ness experiences. Rachel and Steven Kaplan, after studying pafiicipants in
wilderness programs for ten years, strongly support the restorative theme.

They found many individuals exhibiting positive changes and some with no
change, but found no negative effects. Enhanced self-esteem, spiritual im-
pact, and restored functioning were among their key findings.

Over twenty-two years, Robefi Greenway, professor of psychology at

Sonoma State University in Callfornia, took 1,400 college students on two-
and three-week wilderness trips as pafi of his wilderness psychology aca-

demic program. His findings indicate significant long-term effects in the
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Team leacJer assists
in stream crossing
in tbe ldabo
tailderness. (Pboto

byJoy Hendee.)

lives of these students. Most students made lifestyle changes immediately
upon returning from the two-week wilderness trips-such as changing room-
mates, partners, their college majors, or jobs-and otherwise reordered their
lives consistent with insights gained on the trip. Students taking trips of three
weeks or longer frequently experienced difficulties integrating back into the
intense modern culture from which they came. Thus, one major idea emerg-
ing from Professor Greenway's studies is that if wilderness experience pro-
grams are too long, pafiicipants may experience adjustment problems when
returning home to the fast-paced and compelling norms of modern culture.

A third study by Leslie Burton examined seventy-three graduate research
studies of Outward Bound pafiicipants, including both normal and delin-
quent populations. Burton concluded that, in general, Outward Bound-type
programs do have a positive impact upon self-concept, sense of personal
control, self-assertion, and personality. More than half the studies of delin-
quent participants showed a reduction in repeat offenders.

HO\X/THE MLDERNESS \X/ORKS FOR PERSONAI GRO\NTH

From all this evidence, we conclude that wilderness experiences pro-
vide personal growth, therapy, and inspiration. \fe also suggest how wilder-
ness experiences can lead to personal grox,.th, building on a prior model,
with examination of hundreds of studies and our own research and experi-
ence. Just as forest management practices have been developed and refined,
based on working hypotheses of how forests will respond to different ac-
tions under different conditions, we propose working hypotheses on the
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probable effects of wilderness experiences on people, when cefiain condi-
tions are met.

Personal Growth Defined
'What is personal growth? 'W'e define personal groutb as "a range of

effects towards fulfillment of one's capabilities and potential." A continuum
of personal growth outcomes are possible, ranging from heightened aware-

ness of deficiency needs such as dependency, low self-esteem and autonomy,
poor identity, and lack of direction at the low end of the spectrLlm; to insight
and heightened awareness of values, abilities and desires, life purpose, and

esteem in the middle; and to transformation or redirection of one's life at the

high end. The motivations for personal growth include a variety of reasons;

for some it may be more power, possessions, or organizational effective-
ness; for others it may be enhanced love and relatedness to humanity; and

still others may seek resolution of personal issues or circumstances.

Fiue Conditions for Personal Growth
The following five conditions seem essential for personal growth from

wilderness experiences:

Receptiue Participants-Ready to Grow-Personal growth
from a wilderness experience depends on the participants'
receptivity. Do they want to go? What are their expecta-

tions? Are they ready to change? Persons struggling with
deficiency needs, those who are in transition from one life
stage to another, or persons coping with emotional trauma

are good candidates for personal growth.
Optimum Stress in tbe Wilderness Experience-Personal
growth depends on the right degree of stress from the wil-
derness experience-physically and psychologically. This
threshold will vary with the physical condition, current emo-

tional state, and previous experiences of each individual.
The goal is to achieve enough stress to allow successful

coping yet simultaneously encourage pafiicipants to reveal

core patterns so they can be considered, evaluated, and af-

firmed or shaped in positive ways. Too much stress can lead
to breakdown.
Cultural Cb ange-A Break from Preuailing Norms-Wrlder-
ness experiences provide a reprieve from cultural influences,

especially prevailing cultural norms that govern so much of
our behavior and ways of relating. For many, the slowing

1.

Z.
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down from life's hectic pace and the focus on mere essen-
tials may be liberating. \firh this liberation from daily pat-
terns, new perspectives may emerge and participants may
open to new awafeness.
Oppottunity for Attuning witb Nature and Oneself-Wirh cul-
tural influences diminished, participants can experience the
natural environment and themselves in perspective. This is
one reason soft skills are so impofiant, so that pafticipants
can see the true significance of their lives in relation to the
natural order-an experience that is at once humbling, re-
newing, and empowering. \7ith such attuning with nature,
core values may emerge to redirect one's 1ife.

Experiencing lVilderness Metaph orc-W ilderness experiences
and activities can provide metaphors that heighten aware-
ness of desirable qualities for application back home in daily
life. Metaphors provide new ways of seeing reality and the
opportunity to reframe old ways of seeing and doing things.
Here, optimum stress can be important-to provide chal-
lenge but also allow for successful coping. The most simple
metaphor may come from success in dealing with the stress
of the wilderness environment, which can enhance self-es-
teem and self-confidence.

These five conditions enhance the probabiliry that personal growth will
occur in a wilderness experience by pamicipants who (1) are ready for change,
(2) are experiencing optimum stress, (3) are provided cultural change with a
break from prevailing norms, (4') have oppofiunity for attuning with nature
and themselves, and (5) experience wilderness metaphors. The fact that not
everyone achieves personal growth from wilderness programs may be due
to the fact that these conditions have not been met.

Tlte Wlderness-Personal Growtb Process
\When these conditions are met, we hypothesize that the wilderness-

personal growth process takes piace in the following four sequential and
interreiated steos:

1. Increased Personal Awarenesr-\Tilderness experiences can
reveal core patterns of personal behavioq values, emotions,
fears, drives, and tendencies, thus fostering heightened self-
awareness, the first step towards personal growth. The nov-
elty of the wilderness experience strips pafiicipants of the

7I

4.
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z.

normal social basis for personal identity and provides many

opportunities for acute personal awareness. In the absence

of masks, participants must confront themselves. Core pat-

terns emerge under stresses of coping and change. Pro-

grammed activities that facilitate self-discovery may be em-

ployed. Defense mechanisms emerge and can be gradually

released as trust builds with companions. Participants can

develop insight and glean new perspectives about who they

really are and who they might become.'$7hy in wilderness?

Because it is so far removed from the cultural influences in
our daily lives.

Acbieuing a Growing Edge of Insigbt and Eualuation-W|l-
derness and outdoor experiences, by heightening personal

awareness of core patterns, beliefs, and values, place par-

ticipants at a "growing edge" where these personal qualities

can be evaluated and change initiated if desired. Simply

stated, the "growing-edge" hypothesis assefis that as per-

sonal awareness is heightened under the stress of coping

with and experiencing the wilderness, core patterns may

become clear and may be avallable for evaluation and po-

tential change.
Outdoor environments provide unique space for nur-

turing the growth of the human spirit. People can find a

certain peace and calm from the quieting effect of wilder-
ness-the much-needed change of pace and opporlunity
for attuning with nature. Values have a way of becoming

more clear in solitude and silence.

Increased, Social Awareness--Wilderness experiences in
groups may reveal ineffective patterns of social interaction

which can then be evaluated, shaped, and improved if so

desired. In the out-of-doors, people begin to socialize in
remarkably different ways. Status differences dissolve; sto-

ries are told; secrets are revealed; pains are shared; new
alliances and friendships are formed; and existing friend-

ships or family bonds are strengthened. Candid interactions

and sharing occuE encouraged by the trust developed through

the cooperation required on a wilderness trip.
The wilderness is socially ambiguous in that we are

more or less equals and must interact at basic human lev-

els. There are many opportunities to see oneself and others

as never before. As participants move towards heightened
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self-awareness and their growing edge, new and more ef-
fective patterns of social interaction can be learned, culti-
vated, and tested.

4. Lxperiencing Primal InJluences-Wilderness experiences di-
rectly expose pafiicipants to the primal influences of nature
and the elements, which foster a sense of humility in rela-
tion to the natural world. The exposure to primal influences
distinguishes the wilderness as an extraordinary place for
personal growth compared to other locations such as aplay-
ground, counseling centet classroom, or retreat facility. In
wilderness, we must pay close attention, adapt, and respond
to changing circumstances. Awareness must return to the
essentials, to the primal truths of existence. One feels rela-
tively insignificant in the face of nature's awesome power.

Such primal influences permeate the wilderness experi-
ence, a constant reminder of humankind's humble place in
nature's order. An awareness is experienced that is fully
present in the moment. One takes his or her place beside
the creatures of the wild. This is the real meaning of inspira-
tion and renewal: To be reborn with renewed perspective
about one's place in the natural order.

Thus, we propose a process of personal growth from wilderness expe-
riences for participants who are rcady and receptive to experience optimum
stress and cultural change, and thus have the chance for attuning themselves
with the natural environment and experiencing wilderness metaphors. such
individuals, while in wilderness, may:

increase their personal awareness;
achieve a growing edge of personal evaluation;
increase their social awareness; and
experience primal influences of nature that can result in a

sense of humility in relation to the natural world and en-
hance the entire personal growth process.

\fe believe there is compelling suppolt for the notion that wilderness
experiences can provide personal growth and inspiration for people. \7e
believe it's time to more boldly espouse the value of wilderness for personal
growth and human inspiration, just as we espouse the value of wilderness
for protecting biodiversity and natural processes.
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THE WIIDERI\ESS AS A RESOINCE

FOR HEAING

Mampbela Ramphele

Space bas reduced, me to silence.

-G. Bachelard

The wilderness has, from time immemorial, been associated with the

search for meaning, the need for restoration of interior balance, and recog-

nized as a place where one is likely to encounter one's creator or experience

a special connection with the source of one's being. The wilderness is used

for rights-of-passage rituals such as American Indian vision quests and (South

African) Xhosa male initiations. Religious communities also retreat to the

wilderness.
But what value would young people derive from a wilderness experi-

ence they did not seek or imagine could be accessible to them? The adoles-

cent research project that we have been conducting since 1990 is an attempt

to explore this question.

The children we work with are from New Crossroads, an African town-
ship in Cape Town created as a result of the bitter struggle against the

antlurbanization strategies of the national government, which formed the

core of the apartheid policy. New Crossroads has 1,738 residential sites

and forty-eight designated public spaces for churches, crdches, schools,

and businesses. There are three primary schools, one high school, one

crdche, and three churches serving an estimated population of 10,340
(based on 1991 figures). There are no formal business centers, but many

informal businesses.
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Of the total population, children under sixteen years of age comprise 36
percent, while those ten to fourteen years old (the focus of our research)
constitute 13 percent. Of the total households, 32 percent are female-headed,
67 percent male-headed, and 1 percent have children living on their own
with no resident head. Average weekly income per household is U.S.$83,
with variable dependency ratios (derived from the number of people in a
household) ranging ftomI:2.4 to 1:5.0. Of rhe children ages ren to fourteen,
)2 percent are in school.

New Crossroads is characterlzed by overcrowding, lack of proper ser-
vices such as refuse removal, high noise levels, and many other poverty
indicators. The constraints of space have profound implications for social
relations. Conflicts over space are pafi, of the reality of life, as are conflicts
over many other scarcities. Taxi wars (i.e., violent battles befween minibus
transport companies for control of various routes) are also part of the social
Iandscape. In such a social climate, "survival of the fittest" assumes particu-
lar significance.

Children, the least powerful members of society, normally lose out in
the allocation of scarce resources such as physical space. In a study on
migrant labor hostels, in a book entitled A Bed Called Home, I explored the
interrelationships among limited physical, political, economic, intellectual,
and psychological space and their impact on social relationships. When people
are forced to shrink to fit limited space, society is impoverished.

Relationships between children and adults are complex in New Cross-
roads. Shared love and care are often marred by what our informants regard
as cruelty: "Adults are cruel. They just beat, beat, beat. You get beaten at
home, at school, and in the streets," said a fourleen-year-old. Children are
also affected by the violence in the wider society, both political (with its
roots in the institutional violence of the deliberate impoverishment of black
people through colonial conquest and racism) and criminal. The impact of
violence has a dramatic impact on adolescent development. Suffice it to say
that the adolescents we took into the wilderness were bruised to varying
degrees by their social environment.

THE RISEARCH PROCESS

Forty-eight adolescents between ten and fourteen years of age were
randomly selected from our 1991 demographic data base. They were di-
vided into groups of eight, each group being taken out into wilderness areas
in the Cape Peninsula over a long weekend, at least three times in two years.

At least three adults accompanied the adolescents on each occasion. The
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Wilderness Leadership School arranged all the trips, provided proper hiking
outfits and provisions for the adolescents through sponsorship, and pro-
vided logistical support. The trails (treks) were graded to start with the least

challenging environmental exposure. As the adolescents became more con-
fident, more rugged exploration was introduced.

At the end of L992, the sample of adolescents was further reduced to a
group of skteen children chosen for their leadership or creative qualities,
particularly difficult circumstances such as violent famlly relations, and at-

risk circumstances such as those on the verge of dropping out of school or
joining gangs. We also tried to cteate a gender balance in our sample, end-
ing up with eight boys and eight gids. This group of young people consti-
tutes a longitudinal study sample that will be followed into adulthood.

Multiple research methods are used, and panicipant observation is en-

hanced because of the social-leveling effect of the wilderness. Individual
interviews are also held to explore various issues, and each adolescent makes
entries into a notebook during the weekends to record his or her impres-
sions, important insights, and feedback on each trail. In addition, photo-
graphs are used to document impofiant moments. The trails are complemented
as a research milieu by home and school visits and workshops where further
participant observation and discussion occurs.

OBSERVATIONS

Silence
"There is nothing like silence to suggest a sense of space," French phi-

losopher G. Bachelard observed in his book The Poetics of Space. The ability
to tolerate silence could be viewed as the single most impofiant measurement

of behavioral change in the group of adolescents with whom we have been
working. The level of noise during the first few trails was exceedingly high.
The three areas of social interaction in which noise manifested itself were:

1. Peer Conuersations-Peer conversations are high-pitched af-

fain. The logic seems to be that the louder one shouts, the more
likely one is to succeed in conveying one's case. A particularly
striking example was an argument about whether or not
snakes had legs. It was only after one youth asked the adults
about the truth of this matter that the shouting match stopped.
There are many other examples where arguments were mani-
fested through vocal and/or physical threats. The provision
of factual infonnation seemed to lower tension levels.
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Bedside Cbatter-Bedside chatter during the first few trails
nearly drove us insane. This was particularly marked among
the ten- to twelve-year-old age group. The excitement of an
outing, the high blood-sugar level after a hearty meal at

supper time, and the novelty of sleeping in a group contrib-
uted to the problem. It was only when we mixed the age

groups that the problem abated.
Trail Talk-During the first few trails, it was almost impos-
sible to get the adolescents to walk in silence for any length
of time. This is not surprising, given the noise levels toler-
ated by these children in the township environment. Over
time, most of them began to appreciate being silent and
listening to the sounds of nature.

3.

The impact of long-term exposure to high noise levels seems to be a

contributory factor to high tension levels. It is a well-established fact that
people exposed to high noise levels risk permanent damage to their hear-
ing organs. It is thus quite possible that sensitivity to noise diminishes over
time if one is living in a high noise-level environment. I have noticed in my
own speech how much lower my tone has become with exposure to lower
noise levels.

\We have observed other aspects of growth in the adolescents over the
three years we have been working with them. Some of the changes are due
to the natural development into greater maturity, but we believe other changes
are indicators of our work's imoact on the children.

Peer Relations
The level of peer conflict was extremely high in the initial stages. Most

of the children knew one another from their home neighborhoods and/or
schools. Peer harassment included humiliating one another's physical at-
tributes, family circumstances, and many other hurtful exchanges. The teas-

ing level was extremely high. Laughter was also used as a powerful weapon
against one's peers. It is noteworthy that when I asked them under what
circumstances they would beat their own children, all of them replied that if
the child were to ever make them an object of scorn and laughter they
would beat them.

There has been a significant change in peer relations towards more
caring and considerate interactions. This is in paft due to growing friend-
ships, but it is also noticeable among those who are not particulady inti-
mate. The tendency to replicate unequal gender relations has also considerably
declined. In the initial stages, we had to repeatedly challenge the boys to
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share chores with the gids and discourage the girls from seeing themselves
as the natural gender to do the washing or cleaning. It is gratifying to see

them naturally sharing these chores now. This was aptly captured by one of
the sids:

\7e were also told when we were working that there is neither
a gid nor aboy. There is nothing like "A girl is supposed to
wash dishes." Even a boy is supposed to do ... gardening
work-girls are supposed to do gardening. 'We were taught
about cleanliness, at home and in the streets, saying "This is

not my home." When parents are sleeping, we should not
make noise when we are awake because they did not make
noise when we were sleeping. On all the trails, I liked the way
we were taught manners.

AdulrAdole s c ent Rel ations
Relationships between adults and adolescents are complex in South

Africa and are defined by the problems of race, class, and gender differen-
tials. Age differences, although important, take a back seat whenever blacks
and whites interact. On one of the first trails, a child from a particulady
violent family environment wrote on a blackboard in the hut we used:
"Down with the white man!" Andrew Muir, the only white man on the trail,
was not amused. The same child, three years later, feels nothing but tender-
ness for Andrew.

It was also this child, whom we will call Bonga, who could not make
eye contact with adults in 1991. His contact with adults up to then had been
marked by pain: repeated beatings by his father, his teachers, and older boys
in the streets. He physically shuddered on one occasion when I put my arm
around him to comfort him from the pain of being laughed at by his peers
for crying from hunger. It was 6:00 r.u., and he hadn't eaten breakfast or
lunch. The snack we had given all of them eadier had only made him hun-
grier-an understandable reaction for a twelve-year-o1d. It is gratifying to
see him glow now when someone embraces him.

It is also noteworthy that these adolescents call me by -y first name.
This is most unusual for African children who are brought up to treat adults
with reverence. So strong is the custom that even I still have difficulty break-
ing free from it and using the first names of people older than me. It is thus
a measure of the intimacy that has developed between the adolescents and
adults that we are on first-name terms. At the end of one of the trails, one of
the gids wrote in her notebook: "-We very much enjoyed having our friends
Mamphela and Andrew with us this weekend."
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The fact that Andrew does most of the cooking has also had an impact
on gender and race relations. They also are released from the chores that
adults often load on them as a consequence of poverfy. The trails offer them
the opportunity to be children again.

Ad,olescent-Enuironment Relations
The impact of the youths' crowded, harsh, and neglected home envi

rons was evident among the adolescents in the foilowing areas:

Littering-Littering was a major problem. However much
Andrew explained the importance of leaving the environ-
ment in the state we found it in, candy wrappers would be
casually dropped along the way and fruit peels left with
gay abandon after meals or sometimes thrown into pools. It
took repeated reminders over almost ayear to effect a change
in behavior. The adolescents assure me now that they try
and propagate the message of not littering in the township
amongst their peers, but their success will depend on fun-
damental change in ievels of service provided by local
authorities.
Attitudes towards Oth er Creatures-Attitudes towards other
creatures are conditioned by one's level of security within
the universe. It is difficult for someone who is not treated
with respect to respect others, let alone wild creatures.
Bonga's instinctual reaction whenever he saw a wild crea-
ture was to kill it. "ff I had a gun, I would go 'pooph!
pooph!"' he said in response to the sound of baboons on a
nearby hill. He also found it tempting to throw stones at

birds or any other creature coming his way. His hunting
instincts were nurtured by his rural upbringing in the East-

ern Cape where he lived with his paternal grandmother for
part of his eady life.

It was noticeable. however. how the adolescents be-
came increasingly curious about life around them in wilder-
ness areas. Andrew taught them about the Western Cape

fynbos (indisenous plants) with their rich variety of species,

the animal species we came across, and the relationship
among plants, animals, and humans. These were informal
lessons that seemed to leave their mark on the young people,
as evidenced by the high levels of detailed recollection long
afterwards. One gid said:

1.

z.
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I woke up early in the morning and heard some
birds singing and frogs making their noises, and I
enjoyed washing in the dam. I like being a mem-
ber of the \Tilderness Leadership School because
here we are learning about the wildlife and ...
we saw beautiful flowers such as proteas and eri-
cas, and we sat on the mountain and saw the In-
dian Ocean.

3. Fear of tbe Wild-Ihose who revere wilderness do not usu-
ally focus upon their fear of the wild. My own childhood
memories of fear of the dark and the unknown wilderness it
holds within it were rekindled in 1.991while on a trail in the
Umfolozi Game Reserve in Natal. I could thus empathize
with the adolescents who balked at the idea of sleeping
under the stars.

The presence of baboons normally associated with witch-
craft in the adolescent's cosmology and symbolic framework
added to the fear. They would tell stories of how so-and-so
reported seeing a baboon being ridden by a witch in
someone's backyard and would not be prepared to enter-
tain the possibility of myth as a basis for the reported inci-
dents. The joy and satisfaction that Jungian therapists and

Tr.t)o participants deuelop tbe confidence to enjoy tbe water on tbeir own
(Pboto by Margot Morrison.)
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others derive from sitting alone at a campfire surrounded by
darkness is matched by the terror that would strike those
fearing the wilderness. One gid said:

\Vhen we were told we are going to sleep outside I
thought I would not be able to sleep, but when I
got into my sleeping bag I got warm like I am at

home and fell asleeo.

Our trails offer nowhere near the challenges associated
with facing the night alone, but it is nevertheless interesting
to watch how the adolescents huddle together in mutual
support against the secrets of the darkness around them.
There is always a scramble for the central sleeping slots.

And yet, over time, fear has gradually given way to the quiet
contemplation of the mystery of the night.

4. Mastery and Self-Confidence-Mastery and self-confidence
are important elements in the normal development of young
people and their understanding of their place in society and
in the larger universal scheme of things. Ecological balance
can thus be seen as a reflection of the balance within us as

humans. The more balanced we are, the more likely we are

to care about the world around us. Our adolescents increased

their competence in English (some of them specifically men-

tioned this as a positive outcome of the trail experience),
swimming, and knowledge of flora and fauna.

UNRISOLWD CONTRADICTIONS

Tough questions remain unanswered. On three occasions during our
trail interactions, the young people indicated some difficulry in treating the
wilderness as a place in which they may intermittently escape. "W'hy can't
you build us schools here so that we do not have to go back to the town-
ship with the noise and pain?" asked some of them after unsuccessfully
attempting to prevent departure by running away into the wild. Another
asked why we could not simply set up a permanent settlement and remain
immersed in the surrounding beauty and peace. Yet another asked what
sense there could be in having places like Groot \il/interhoek, with its vast

expanses of open veld left "underutilized" while so many squatters struggle
for a piece of land on which to set up house. These are perhaps normal
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childhood fantasies, but they raise uncomfortable questions about being
able to afford the wilderness in a wodd where the majority of people are
merely struggling to survive.

The response of a woman adult resident of New Crossroads also needs
to be taken into consideration as we ponder the paradigm of the wilderness
as a place of relaxation. "I grew up having to walk up and down mountains
on the trails of cattle. There is no way I am going to spend my precious free
weekend time doing the same thing as an adult," she said.

As E. P. O'Hea remarked in Hermitage, a Metapborfor Life, my experi-
ence in this research process has reminded me "how hard it is to contem-
plate when one is reduced to survival. Survival sets one's consciousness at a
level of basic and immediate human needs and so occupies it with food,
clothing, and shelter that it gives no attention to deeper levels of reaLity."

Our data suggests that the wilderness does offer a social-leveling space,
which permits a healing process to occur in our fractured sociefy. Social
relationships at various levels seem to benefit: adultlchild, black/white, child/
child, and male/female. \7e hope that the longitudinal study we are con-
ducting will throw more light on the bounds of these possibilities.

There are, howeveq cautionary notes in this apparently successful sym-
phony. The majority of those who enjoy the wilderness experience wodd-
wide do so out of choice. That choice is made possible by the process of
modernity, which has made leisure affordable. It is thus ironic that those of
us who have benefited from moderniry need the continued existence of
areas untouched and unspoiled by that same modernity to sustain our lifestyles
with a measure of sanity. But there is a cost to having vast areas of the globe
"frozen in time" for the primary purpose of satisfying our quest for the peace
and healing we derive from them. The cost of not developing those areas
can only be offset by equitable distribution of the fruits of modernity to the
deprived majority.

Ecological balance has to extend beyond the campaigns that we partici-
pate in as environmental activists. Ecological balance has to be reflected in
our daily human relations. There can be no sustainable environmental pro-
tection without sustainable development that places people at the center of
the universe where they truly belong. The challenge for all of us who revere
the wilderness is to consistently act with due reverence in relation to those
created in the image of God, particulady the least of them, the children.



YOT]TH AND WITDERNESS

Silje Gamstobakk

Let us move back a hundred years in time . ln 1894 , British author Rudyard
Kipling published The Jungle Book, a children's book in which he tells the
story of a young boy, Mowgli, who is raised in the jungle by animals. Estab-

lished as one of the world's foremost children's books, it is a story about a

young person's discoveries about, and relationship with, the wilderness.
Literally, it is about youth and wilderness.

If one traces the origin of the word tailderness, a good bet is the Old
English word wildeor, literally meaning "wild beast." On a more semantic
level, wilderness can be defined as "an uncultivated tract of land." A com-
mon definition of the word youtb is "those who have not lived long" or
"those who have not yet been cultivated."

As you can see, there is a link between the words. And it can be argued
that this implies a relationship between youth and wilderness that is unique.
Who better to understand an uncultivated area than an uncultivated youth?

YOUTH'S RIIATION TO MLDER}IESS

'When discussing youth's relation to wilderness, I find it useful to look at

three levels: (1) mythological, (2) sociological, and (3) political.

Mythological
In ancient Norwegian tradition, the runes were believed to express the
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ideas of the gods, which then became eternal messages carved into nature.
Humans could find the gods in the wilderness.

Years later, the same ideas could be found in the romantic era. "Back to
nature" was the credo, perhaps most clearly expressed in the words of
French philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau: "In nature untouched by hu-
mans, we find divinity-the eternal truth." In his opinion, civilization-
cultivation-destroyed nature. One could argue, as did Norwegian
philosopher Peter rWessel Zapffe, that "humans are an element of nature
that destroys its intention."

Even though I don't wholeheartedly agree with these considerations, I
still find it plausible to use the mlthological perspective. Perhaps the wilder-
ness may be considered a book, from which humans can find eternal truths.
This might be particularly applicable for youth, who are generally more
open-minded and need more "truths" than older people.

Sociological
I think the wilderness plays a major role in forming our human identities

and might be as essential to this formation as cuitural heritage. If we lose the
heritage of wilderness, we have, nature-wise, become a people without
identity, and again, this most strongly affects young people.

The mythical aspect of this is obvious. The runic alphabet is, of course,
a human construction. In nature, the nrnes inscribed their thoughts them-
selves, which helped them constitute their identity.

Both youth and wilderness are "uncultivated." Through education, young
persons are shaped, and through industrialtzation and cultivation, nature is
shaped. Perhaps we should consider leaving some things uncultivated.

Political
On a political level, the issues to consider are: Vhat will we leave be-

hind for future generations, and what is reserved for today's youth when
they are adults? In Norway, there is virtually no pure wilderness left. perhaps

we should broaden the definition of tailderness to mean "nature handled
with respect and care, with the original ecosystems left intact."

Approximately one year ago, the beginning of a project to create a
hazardous waste storage facility in Dovre-a national park that includes
Norway's National l,{sun12l1-s/as imminent. Howeveq people organized
against the project. Two thousand people, mostly youth, used civil disobedi-
ence to stop the project. Unexpectedly, due in large part to the protests, the
Norwegian Minister of the Environment reconsidered the plan. This case
iliustrates the passionate reaction that wilderness can provoke.
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Pragmatic
There is, of course, a wide range in woddwide youth relationships to

wilderness. I still submit that my theories regarding yourh relationships with
wilderness are generally applicable woddwide. Other individuals involved
in this area consider how industrial societies take steps away from nature
through materialism and progress, often causing large sectors of the popula-
tion to be unhappy.

An image of youth and wilderness often conveyed to us through adver-
tising and popular culture is that of proud youth challenging the forces of
Holl)'wood-style nature, seeking happiness through consumption, and car-
ing only for themselves. Fortunately, youth priorities are often different from
the images conveyed through commercials. Youths also care about their
friends and the environment. This illustrates a basic attitude beyond con-
sumption. Many people seek more substantial contact with individuals and
the wodd around them.

It has been more or less established as a truth that youths are more radlcal
than adults. Youths want something to happen, and they want it to happen
now. Youths didnt built today's society, so they do not feel responsibility for
maintaining it. French statesman Georges Clemenceau said: "someone who
has not been an anarchist as a sixteen-year-old is a fool," and he added, "but
someone who still is an anarchist as a forty-year-old is an even bigger fool."

Perhaps youth's approach to this issue is double-sided: to protect the
environment and conserve wilderness. This calls for radical political changes
because today's society is mainly a threal to wilderness.

THE NORVTGIN ENMRONMENTAL MO\TMENT

The Norwegian environmental movement is a broad movement, with
several different aspects. Most striking are the following groups: the animal
rights movement, which mainly has an ethical approach; hunter's and fisher's
associations and some spofiing clubs, which have an aesthetic approach-
the experience of nature; and the environmental movement, mainly the or-
ganization Nature and Youth, which generally has a political approach.

Ecological awareness is not only for youth. In some cultures, the people
have never lost it, and in Norway it dates back at least one generation. There
are adult environmental organizations. There are also several politicians and
scientists regulady addressing environmental issues. But I submit that, in
part, one environmental problem is that some "environmentalists" are more
concerned with professional credentials and extreme accuracy (as well as
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Altbough some people idealize youtb participation in wilderness conseruation,
youngpeople baue an impofiant role in enuironmental actiuism.

(Pbotos by Si(e Gamstabakk.)

receiving credit) than they are with actually doing something about the prob-
iems. In one exffeme, intellectualism is an obstacle to action. This is one
place where educated, adult professionals might have something to learn
from the young.

It is a question of using and caring for nature, of using the interaction
between culture and wilderness, not misusing our power for management
and alteration. Humans are a pafi. of nature, and we have the unique ability
to develop beyond our niche. \We have a patlicular responsibility, and the
future will bring great challenges to the coming generation and to those that
follow.'We can only hope that previous generations have succeeded in pass-
ing on values that will help us face these challenges.

Are We Descendants of Mowgli?
The moral in Kipiing's book is Ihat a particular human cannot be elimi-

nated from society despite a Iack of socialization. Mowgli must be unified
with other humans in the end. Even if Kipling will turn over in his grave, I
must present this interpretation: Mowgii shows another kind of socialization.
The question becomes not one of the dualistic youth and wilderness, but of
the organic youth in wiiderness.
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Ecotourists etpeNence Alta Riuer (Nonaay)
bosted by local Sami. (photo by V. G. Martin.)

IS TOT]RISM A THREAT

TO POTAR WITDERMSS?

NNTARCTIC CASE STTJDY

Paul Dingwall

rn r775, the noted British navigator/explorer captain James cook be-
came the first traveler to venture south of the Antarctic circle. He was
unimpressed by the prospects for the region, declaring Terca Incognita
Australis to be "not worth the discovering" and a place from which ,,the

worid will derive no benefit." cook could scarcely have contemplated the
scientific importance now attached to Antarctica, and,were he to visit there
today, he would undoubtedly be astonished by the existence of a thriving
tourism industrw.
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Indeed, tourists are now an integral pan of life in Antarctica. Though the

industry is immature and small-scale by wodd standards, tourism is now,

apart from fishing, the major commercial enterprise in the region.

Rapid growth in the number of tourists and diversify of their activities

has focused attention on theif impacts on the Antarctic environment. Exist-

ing rules for tourism under the Antarctic TreaLy, the remarkable international

accord that governs all human endeavor in the region, have evolved in an

ad hoc manner and remain incomplete. The 1991 Protocol on Environmen-

tal Protection, though applying to all human activities, remains untested and

equivocal as a tourism management regime.

In examining the question of whether tourism poses a threat to Antarctic

wilderness, this paper discusses the burgeoning Antarctic tourism industry

and its regulation from an environmental conservation perspective. It sug-

gests the basis of a tourism management fegime for polar regions that would
promote safe and responsible tourism practices that avoid conflict with other

human activities, maxrmize the benefits to tourists and operators, and mini-

mize harmful impacts on wildlife and the natural environment.

THE GROVTH ND DEWLOPMENT OF NTARCTIC TOURISM

Antarctic tourism has a checkered history. From small and tentative be-

ginnings some thirqz-five years ago, commercial tourism is now the most

rapidly developing human enterprise in the region. Over the past ten years,

there has been a six-fold increase in the number of tourists visiting Antarc-

tica each year. The annual influx of tourists, which reached a record level of
6,500 in the 1991-1992 austral summer, now outnumbers that of scientists

and their support staff by a margin of almost two to one.

The rapid growth in Antarctic tourism exemplifies the global boom in

nature-based and adventure tourism (so-called ecotourism) and their ex-

pansion into even the most remote and hostile regions of the wodd. People

are attracted to Antarctica to experience its isolation, appreciate the scenic

grandeur of its pristine wilderness, see the profusion of wildlife, relive some-

thing of its pioneering history, and meet the personal challenge of wilder-

ness adventure.
In the broadest sense, tourist activities include commercial ship cruises,

air voyages (both overflights and landings), privately conducted expeditions

for climbing, skiing, and related pursuits, small yacht voyages, visits by gov-

ernment officials, diplomats, and other famous people, and the off-duty

recreational activities of scientists and staff. The wide-ranging interests of

Antarctic tourists make it difficult to stereotvpe them or their activities. For
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environmental considerations, however, it is useful to distinguish between
commercial and private activities because the former are normally larger in
scale and involve more people. Thus, they have a greater potential for envi-
ronmental disruption and demand greater management effort.

commercial ship cruises are the main form of seaborne tourism in Antarc-
tica. Each vessel caries from one hundred to two hundred passengers and
operates during the summer period of November to February, with depafiures
from southern ports particulady in South America but to a lesser extent in New
Zealand, Australia, and South Africa. Typically, voyages are about two weeks
in duration, with landings on four or five days using small inflatable craft.
some vessels have helicopters, allowing tourists to be carried to more re-
mote sites. Activity is overwhelmingly concentrated in the Antarctic penin-
sula region where proximity to South America cuts the time spent at sea, ancl
the prevailing maritime climate reduces the amount of pack ice. The next
most popular destination is the Ross Sea region south of New Zealand. some
itineraries involve long circum-Antarctic voyages, and many include visits to
southern islands such as the Falkland Islands, south Georgia, and the New
Zealand and Australian sub-Antarctic islands. Some vessels are ice-strength-
ened; during the 1991-79!2 season, Russian icebreakers, carrying forry to
fifty passengers, were used on tourist charters and visited areas where pack
ice prevents access by larger vessels. preferred tourist landing sites are pen-
guin and seal rookeries, scientific research stations, and historic sites.

shipborne tourism is self-contained, without land-based supporting fa-
cilities. visits are expensive. costs of cruises yary greatly depending upon
the ship, its facilities, and the itinerary, but a typical two-week cruise may
cost U.S.$5,000-U.S.$10,000, excluding the cost of airfares to deparrure pons.
cruise passengers are predominantly Europeans and North Americans, and
to a lesser extent Asians, particuladyJapanese, and tend to be more affluent
and better educated, with women and elderly social groups well represented.

A small number of tourists (currently only about 5 percent of the annual
total) travel by air, flying mainly from southern chile to an airstrip in the
south Shetland Islands, but also landing at the South pole and at inland
mountain sites for climbing and adventure expeditions. overflights by large
commercial jetliners were common in the Australian and New Zealand, sec-
tors of Antarctica from the mid-1970s and carried up to four thousand pas-
sengers annually, but they ceased operation following the tragic loss of a
New Zealand aircraft on Mount Erebus in 1979.

Because of the many commercial and operational variables invorved,
the pattern of future tourism growth in Antarctica remains somewhat specu-
lative. However, the potential for development is huge and significantly out-
weighs the scale of current operations. possible developments inclucle the
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grandiose proposal of an Australian entrepreneur called Project Oasis, which
envisages construction of an airport on the continent capable of handling

wide-bodied jets, bringing some 16,000 tourists each summer, with on-site

hotel accommodations for 350 visitors and175 staff, and a helicopter shuttle

service allowing visits to surrounding places of interest. This proposal has

been dropped, but it demonstrates the possible magnitude of future opera-

tions and the scale of associated environmental impacts.

\TSITOR IMPACTS

Tourism has the potential to be both beneficial and costly in its effects

on the Antarctic wilderness and on other recognized activities. Among the

benefits are promotion of environmental conservation deriving from the tour-

ists' enhanced appreciation of conservation values and regional consetwa-

tion needs. Research and environmental monitoring activities may also benefit

where tour vessels provide logistical support and communications. Undesir-

able impacts include trampling damage to soils and vegetation, wildlife dis-

turbance, littering, pollution, and disrupting scientific programs.

Experience to date demonstrates that tourist activities have been largely

benign in their environmental impact, parlicularly compared to the often

severe localized disturbance of scientific stations. Antarctic tourist opera-

tions are generally well organized, activities are closely supetwised, and the
great majority of tourists behave with care and respect for the environment
and wildlife.

Some isolated incidents and accidents have mar:red this good record-
notably the Mt. Erebus air crash, which involved a costly search-and-rescue

operation that seriously disrupted scientific activities at the nearby American

and New Zealand bases, and the wreck of the Babia Paraiso in 1990, in
which an oil spill damaged an atea particulady rich in marine life and dis-

rupted a long-term ecological research project.
Some recent trends in tourist activities give rise to further concerns. Most

visits are concentrated in the short sulnner season, which also coincides with
critical wildlife breeding rycles. Increased frequency of visits to favored breed-

ing localities make disturbance more likely. During 1997 and 1992, for ex-

ample, tour companies based in the United States sponsored 190 landings,

which brought between tlvo thousand and three thousand people to nine sites.

There is also an increasing use of larger vessels capable of carqzing up to four

hundred passengers, and the introduction of icebreakers possibly opens many

formerly unvisited sites to tourist use. Careful management procedures backed
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by legal regulation are required to deal with these new situations and the
possible increased threats arising from increased tourist Dressure.

TOURISM REGULAIIONS

The recommendations of Antarctic Treaty consultative meetings currently
provide tourism regulatory measures backed by national legislation. Devel-
oped over time in a somewhat uncoordinated fashion, they address matters
such as the avoidance of disruption to scientific research and requirements
for self-sufficiency, proper leadership, and adequate insurance coverage for
tourism operations. The treaty parlies have also given consideration to the
problems associated with excessive visitor numbers at stations, the need for
improved monitoring, repofiing, and information exchange, and the need
for an agreement on who has responsibility for nongovernmental expeditions.

The Protocol on Environmental Protection to the AntarcticTreaty, adopted
by the treaty nations in 1,99r, includes far-reaching provisions of direct rel-
evance to tourism. These include the application of environmental-impact
assessment procedures, prevention of marine pollution, management of waste
disposal, protection of flora and fauna, and the establishment of areas for
special protection and management. The treaty parties have still not reached
agreement about the adequacy of the protocol to regulate tourism, and there
is a need for further elaboration of implementation procedures applying to
tourism. Some of the remaining questions relate to:

the absence of rules regarding liability for environmental dam-
age and response action;
guidance on what constitutes activities liable to penalties for
threatening environmental values;
Iack of rules ensuring the required cooperation among the
paries in planning and conducting activities;
insufficient clarity about who is responsible for preparing
the environmental evaluations required in the official prior
notification of expeditions:
procedures for tourist vessel inspections and observations
while at sea;

specification of what constitutes wildlife disturbance and to
whom penalties for offenses apply; and
further guidance on acceptable tourist levels, especially at
areas designated for special protection and management.
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These are among the matters that treaty govemments afe cufrently consider-

ing in preparing their national legislation required for ratification of the

protocol.

A CONSERVATION BASIS FOR TOURISM MANAGEMENT

Management of Antarctic tourism has recently come under scrutiny from

conselationists. The'World Conservation Union (IUCN), the wodd's princi-

pal conservation agency with more than six hundred government and

nongovernment members active in 120 countries, has developed tourism

policies based on its Strategyfor Antarctic Conseruation, published in 1997.

The IUCN regards tourism as a legitimate activity in the Antarctic, but stfesses

the need for caution and the imposition of constraints on tourism develop-

ment.
Recommendations in the strategy, subsequently developed further in

consultation with the tfeaty pafiies, call for a comprehensive review of exist-

ing tourism management and development of measures and practices that,

above all, encourage responsible operations that ensure visitor safety, avoid

conflicts between tourism and other approved activities (especially scientific

research), provide maximum benefit for tour operators and enjoyment for

visitors, and minimize any harmful impacts on the wildlife and wilderness

Iandscapes.

The following is an outline of key requirements that the IUCN considers

necessary to provide a conse1ation-based management regime for Antarctic

tourism and to countef actual and potential thfeats to the Antarctic environ-

ment. These suggestions are consistent with the initiatives to date of the

treaty pafiies and tourist operators, and they are supported by the best avail-

able research and assessment of tourist experience, particularly that of the

Scott Polar Research Institute in Cambridge, United Kingdom.

1. Reuieu and Consolidation of Existing Legal Measures-Fot
promoting compliance, it is essential that tourism regula-

tions be consistent, well integrated, and clearly presented'

The treaty parties have recognized tiire importance of this,

and the Madrid Protocol provides much of the necessary

regulatory and institutional framework. More is needed, and

further consideration should be given to providing a Iegal

instrument dedicated to tourism. This might be another an-

nex to the protocol or an environmental code of practice for
tourism that could be appended to the protocol. It should
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be accompanied by a review of existing measures and a
filling in of gaps so that legally binding obligations are clear
for all who manage, plan, conduct, and participate in tourist
ventufes.

2. Deuelopment of Practical Management Guidelines and Op-
erational Codev-Many national authorities already imple-
ment procedures for encouraging environmentally sensitive
tourist operations, and the Council of Managers of National
Antarctic Programs (COMNAP) is developing and standard-
izing these. The guidelines should coveE among other things:

detailed procedures for issuing permits to autho-
rize expeditions and supervision of permits by ac-
credited officials from the administering authorities;
limitations on places visited and on numbers of
visitors at sites, dally and seasonally (treaty regu-
lations allow for designation of areas of special
tourist interest, but little use has been made of
them even though they are a valuable device for
directing activity away from research, environmen-
tally sensitive, or protected sites, and to areas of
tourist interest that can absorb some degree of visi-
tor pressure);

restrictions on activities ashore, covering prohibi-
tion on smoking, fires, littering, souvenir collect-
ing, specimen or arlifact collecting, wildlife, soils,
and vegetation disturbance, and overnight stays;
application of quarantine measures to guard against
introductions of exotic plants (including seeds),
animal pests, and diseases; and
requirements for adequate supervision by quali-
fied guides-a ratio of one guide to ten passen-
gers is common practice.

Consistent Self-Regulation cf tbe TouNsm Industryt-ln J.99j.,

Antarctic tour operators established an International Asso-
ciation of Antarctic Tour Operators (IAAIO). Currently com-
prising thiteen charter members, IAATO has already devel-
oped an agreed Travelers'Code of Conduct. This is a con-
structive self-regulation initiative, which encourages coop-
eration with authorities and engenders in tour operators a
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+.

strong sense of regulations ownership, which in turn pro-

motes responsible action and compliance.
Improued Procedures for Reporting and Excbanging Infor-
mation on Tourist Actiuity-Current reporting from tour

operators varies greatly in quality and consistency. Standard-

ized reporting forms and approved means of freely
exchanging reliable information among all parties concerned

are currently needed.

An Antarctic Tourism. Obseruer Scheme--The information re-

ferred to above should form a component part of an official
tourism observer scheme, administered by the treaty parties.

This should cover vessel inspections, permit supervision,

including permit offense repofis, tour operator infractions,

and environmental impact evaluations.

Improued. Communication betueen tbe Treaty Parties and
Tour Companies--4)ialogte beNveen treaty governments and

tourist operators, aimed at promoting uniform management

practices and improving information sharing, would be en-

hanced by regular meetings between the two groups. This

could be arranged on an annual basis, possibly hosted by
COMNAR to report on the previous year's activities and plan

those for the forthcoming year.

More Researcb on Tourists and Their Enuironmental Impacts-
Information is scarce on Antarctic tourists-their aspirations,

expectations, satisfaction levels, and environmental impacts.

Scientists from the United Kingdom, Chile, and Argentina have

begun collaboration on a successful, long-term monitoring

program of tourist visits to selected sites in the Antarctic Pen-

insula. New Zealand and Australian authorities have also be-

gun tourist research and monitoring programs on their respec-

tive sub-Antarctic islands, and this work has akeady been use-

ful for improving management of visitor impacts at these lul-
nerable island nature reselves. More research is needed to

obtain accurate information on the demographic profiles of
tourists and their attitudes towards wilderness conservation,

behavior towards wildlife, and impacts on the environment

and other activities. Such research should be sponsored by

treaty governments, supported by tour companies and non-

governmental organrzalions (NGOs) and advised by SCAR.

Improued Education and Training of Tour Operatorc and
Visitors-Tottrist activities in Antarctica take place in a re-

7.

6.

8.
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mote, harsh, andhazardous region, where accurate naviga-
tionai charts and weather forecasts are often lacking and
few emergency facilities exist. The treaty parties, in conjunc-
tion with IAATO, should develop personnel training and
certification schemes for ship personnel, boat operators, tour
leaders, and guides. On-board briefings and lectures are
cuffently widely employed for education and environmen-
tal awareness of tourists. Such programs should be made
mandatory. They would be facilitated by tourist guides, in ar
least the four official treaty languages, and cover legal re-
quirements, codes of practice, and environmental informa-
tion. These could build upon the currenrly available SCAR
Handbook for Visitors to the Antarctic and a privately pro-
duced guidebook for private yacht expeditions.

9. An Antarctic Tourism Management Plan-Comprehensive
planning of the future development of Antarctic tourism
would benefit from preparation of an overall Antarctic tour-
ism management plan. All interested parties-Antarctic gov-
efnments, conservation NGOs, tour operators, scientists, and
conservation professionals-should cooperate to develop this
plan. Such a plan would establish the objectives and conser-
vation principles for Antarctic tourism development and pro-
vide guidance on legal rules and regulations, policies, and
approved management practices, all of which are funda-
mental to annually planning tourism operations. The plan
should utilize the best avallable scientific information, be
regulariy revised, and be flexible enough to accommodate
new information and respond to changing oppofiunities and
needs. The plan would be invaluable for coordinating man-
agement and research efforts, and would play an impofiant
educational role.

Commercial tourism in the Antarctic to date reveals that, at current lim-
ited operational levels, tourist activities pose little threat to wilderness values.
Tourist use of Antarctrca and its resources can, therefore, be regarded as com-
patible with the objectives of wiiderness conservation. In practice, the major
disruptive impact from tourism is on the operation of scientific stations and
research programs, pafiiculariy where accidents to ships and aircraft have
required costly search-and-rescue operations or caused localized pollution.

Although the future development of Antarctic tourism is unpredictable,
the industry is likely to continue to grow and diversify. Any significant
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expansion of tourist activities would present far greater risk of damage and

disruption, especially where there is pressure to build land-based tourist

facilities such as hotels, wharwes, and airstrips.

Revolutionary reform of legal measures for Antarctic conservation in
recent years has provided a sound regulatory framework for tourism man-

agement. Much more work is needed, howeveq to devise and implement
practical measures for controlling tourist visits and minimizing their environ-
mental impact. Development of these measures is currently under active

consideration by the Antarctic Treaty nations, who are benefiting from col-
laboration with the tourist operators, national Antarctic program managers,

scientists, and professional conselationists.
Further progress in developing tourist policies, management measures,

and the necessary associated research, monitoring, information exchange,

and education and training would benefit from development of a compre-
hensive and widely consulted Antarctic tourism management plan. Such a

plan holds the promise of serving the best interests of the Antarctic govern-

ments and the tourism industry in protecting Antarctic wilderness values.

The observations and recommendations presented here are aimed at

the development of tourism in Antarctica. The various recommended con-

serwation principles and practices are, however, capable of general applica-
tion in achieving the objectives of sustainable and ecologically sensitive

tourism development. They are especially commended to northern govern-

ments and the tourist industry for promoting conservation-based tourism
develooment in the Arctic.



ECOTOT]RISM, WIIDLAND VALTMS,

ND WII DERNESS PRESERVATION

N THE U.S. NATIONAT FORESTS

El:izabeth Estill

In the nearly thirty years since the -Wilderness Act of 1954-was signed
into law, the U.S. Congress has set aside a multimillion-hectare legacy of
wilderness that continues to grow in size and value for the American people.
Though debates continue over what lands should be set aside as wilderness,
there is no question about the vital imponance of wilderness or the equally
compelling mandate to manage and protect it.

The roots of the wilderness ethic run deep in the United States. Colonial
America was a true wilderness, blanketed with forests. Legend has it that
squirrels traveled the tree tops from Maine halfway across the United states
to the Mississippi River without ever touching the ground. Three hundred
years ago, the land was primarily affected by the forces of nature, with the
imprint of humans substantially unnoticeable. The wilderness was endless-
a challenge to be conquered rather than a resource to be protected and
cherished.

The needs of a growing nation changed this spectacular landscape. For-
ests gave way to farmlands and towns. Timber was used to build homes and
fuel industry. Settlers pushed roads and railways across the landscape.

Then, by the end of the Civil \Var, writers and artists began to recognize
the historic, spiritual, and scientific values of wilderness. Other concerned
citizens recognized the changes overtaking and altering the landscape. In
1891., the U.S. Congress authorized the president to close some public lands
to settlement. Even then, people realtzed resources for the future couldn't be
guaranteed just by limiting settlement; the land also needed care. And so we
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created the forest reselves. The reserves later became national forests and,

in 1905, their care became the responsibility of the newly created U.S. Forest

Service (USFS).

Eady in its history, visionary USFS employees recommended that special

areas within the national forests be set aside and preserwed. ln 1924, the
agency further shaped the wilderness concept by establishing the Gila \7il-
derness (226,000 hectares) in New Mexico.

By 1)25, the USFS adopted regulations establishing primitive areas.Later,

additional regulations further defined and established wilderness areas (wild,

roadless areas) within the national forests.

The first efforts at legislative, rather than administrative, wilderness pro-

tection grew out of the concern that administrative protection could be eas-

ily reversed. The first bill was introduced in 1,956. After eight years, sixty-five

different versions, eighteen hearings, and considerable compromises with
grazing and mining interests, the Wilderness Act was finally passed and

signed into law on 3 September 1964. The 3.7 million hectares of national

forest land set aside became "instant wilderness." It took a strong commit-

ment from a majority of the U.S. Congress to enact this historic piece of
legislation.

The Wilderness Act is amazingly brief. It defines uilclerness as "an area

where the earth and community of life are untrammeled by man, where man

himself is a visitor who does not remain." Except for existing private rights,

the act allows for neither commercial enterprises nor permanent roads. It
prohibits access for motor vehicles, motorized equipment, motorboats, air-

craft, and other forms of mechanical transport. It also prohibits permanent

structures and installations within wilderness.
The National Wilderness Preservation System (NS[PS) forms a rich mo-

saic of diverse ecosystems. Today, at almost 39 million hectares, it is compa-

rable in size to Finland and Denmark combined. It embraces mountains and

valleys, wetlands, and deserts. It features alpine lakes, rivers, and seashores,

and it includes wildlife habitat and extraordinary geologic formations. Most

of this land is in Alaska. Only 15.5 million hectares, a little less than half the

system, are located in the "lower 48" states. Of this, 11.8 million hectares are

in national forests. 'W'e anticipate the national forest wilderness system will
expand from its current size of about 18 percent of the national forest system

to about 25 percent of the system before growth levels off. This is in contrast

to lands available for timber production, which have decreased in size to

only about 25-30 percent of the system.

The nation's largest wilderness,'Wrangell-St. Elias National Park in Alaska,

with 3.6 million hectares, is about 15 percent of the size of the United King-
dom. The smallest national park, Oregon Islands, comprises two hectares
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off the coast of Oregon. Large or small, wherever a wilderness is located,
there are a number of reasons for its protection.

\7e've heard a lot about ecotourism. Recreation is big business in the
United States, and wilderness contributes to the industry. In tum, recreationists
impact the quality of wilderness. \7e need to seek a dynamic balance be-
tween allowing wilderness use and protecting wilderness for the future.

In the five states I oversee as a Rocky Mountain regional forester, na-
tional forest recreation was a U.s.$2-bil1ion industry that supported 70,000
jobs in 1992. That is seven times the economic impact of our more well-
known timber program in the same atea, cteatlng ten times more jobs than
the timber industry.

Research shows that the nonmonetary benefits of wilderness are in-
creasing at an even faster rate than the financial ones. As the number of
pristine places in our country declines, their value increases.

\Tildlands have natural and ecological values thatarevital to the nation,s-
indeed, the planet's-well-being. Many have yet to be discovered or fully
understood. \Tilderness is an imponanr component in global health. It pro-
tects watersheds upon which many cities and nrral communities depend for
pure watet selves as critical habitat for wildlife threatened by extinction,
and improves air quality because of the filtering action of green plants and
forests.

Today, as we learn more about the greenhouse effect and the depletion
of the ozone layeq more and more people are coming to realize that human-
ity is part of an interconnected "web of life." \filderness maintains gene
pools to provide diversity of plants and animals. Preservation of biological
diversiry is impofiant because the survival of our own species ultimately
depends on the survival of others.

Plant and animal species existing in their natural states have played
major roles in the development of heart drugs, antibiotics, anticancer agents,
and anticoagulants. More than 25 percent of all the prescriptions sold in
America each year contain active ingredients from plants. wilderness selves
as a unique and irreplaceable "living Iaboratory" for medical and scientific
research.

lVilderness areas are increasingly being recognized as "a miner's ca-
nary"-indicators of harmful environmental changes. For the most part, wil-
dernesses are sensitive to disturbance and pollution. Because they are typically
in relatively natural, undisturbed states and are widely distributed, they serve
as barometers of environmental impact. As such, wilderness health indicates
national, continental, and global environmental health. Nfithin this conrexr,
both the need and the challenge will continue for better monitoring of what-
ever changes are occurring within wilderness boundaries.
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'Wilderness helps protect geological resource values. Undisturbed, natu-
rally occurring geological phenomena can, therefore, persist so present and

future generations can pursue the origin of this planet and the universe.

Artifacts and structures protected by the Archeological Resources Pro-

tection Act, among other laws, take on a new perspective when experienced
within the conte>rrt of wilderness. Cultural resources tell a valuable story
about the human relationship with wilderness.

'Wilderness selves as a haven from the pressure of fast-paced, industrial-
ized society. It is a place where we can seek relief from the noise and speed

of machines, the confines of steel and concrete, and the hordes of people.
'Wilderness helps ensure that future generations will be able to visit a

natural environment. Some people derive enjoyment and satisfaction simply
from knowing that nafural environments exist, even if they never visit them.

For all its uses, values, and scenic wonders, wilderness is a land heritage

that is uniquely cherished in America. In the words of Pulitzer Prize-win-
ning novelist \Tallace Stegner: "something will have gone out of us as a
people if we ever let the remaining wilderness be destroyed."

The nonmonetary benefits of wilderness are vast and probably immeasur-

able. But let's go back to the financial benefits of tourism for a minute and

think about the impact of all those visitors on wildemess and on its nonmonelary
values. \fhere and how do responsible managers strike a balance?

The recreation estate in the United States reaches from coast to coast

and from Mexico to Canada and up into Alaska. The NWPS is only a fractlon
of the area available for recreation and tourism oppofiunities through fed-
eral, state, local, and private lands. But the mix differs from place to place.

For example:

More than 112,000 kilometers of rivers have been designated

for inclusion in the National Nfild and Scenic Rivers System.

States have designated 96,000 kilometers as significant rivers

for recreation, historic, scenic, or wildlife values. Many are in
or near wilderness.
Over half the nation's downhill skiing and two-thirds of its
cross-country skiing take place in the national forests, usu-
ally in (as in cross-country skiing) or near wilderness.
The national forests encompass 192,000 kilometers of trails,
providing hiking and horseback riding for thousands of
people. Guess where?

As more and more people pursue recreational opportunities, demands

for wilderness experiences and impacts on the recreation resource will grow.
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And recreationists aren't the only ones impacting wilderness. Population
growth and community development of the landscapes surrounding and in
wilclerness will increasingly affect these wildland areas. people are atftacted
to natural ateas and, with advanced telecommunications systems, they can
now settle in or near them. The impacts of residential development, and the
trbanization that follows, can take many forms-such as noise and air pol-
lution. Those impacts don't respect propefiy lines-they affect flora and
fauna and recreational quality inside and outside wilderness.

How is the USFS dealing with this? W'e have borh shofi-term and long-
term strategies. In the short tem, we have begun to focus ecotourism and
other recreational activities on less sensitive ecosystems. Federal land man-
agers are encouraging a shift in recreation use to wildernesslike areas that
are not what we call big LZwilderness or not legislatively mandated. 'We are
lucky in the United States that, with the vast amount of land available, we
have this option. Land managers are working together to increase the carry-
ing capacity of nonwilderness areas and to move recreation use to areas
where carefully managed ecosystems can support more use.

Neady thir'fy years of experience in wilderness management has shown
us we need to cultivate skilled wilderness managers and obtain scientific
information that will help us balance the uses and values of the NWpS. part

of our long-term strategy is to improve our ability to see and predict trends
in the uses and values of wilderness. The USFS, in cooperation with other
federal land-management agencies, has founded training and research arms
to work in concert to meet these goals.

The Arthur Carhart National \flilderness Training Center was dedicated
in Montana in eady 1993. The facility fosters excellence in wilderness stew-
ardship by cultivating knowledgeable, skilled, and capable wilderness man-
agers. But, wilderness managers alone cannot prevent the degradation of
the wilderness resource. The public must also understand wilderness values
and how to use wilderness with respect and restraint so it doesn't lose its
unique character. The development of effective educational and interpretive
techniques and material to teach the public low-impact use skills-to "leave
no trace" and"tread lightly on the land"-is a continuing challenge.

The Aldo Leopold National -Wilderness Research Institute, also founded
in 1993, obtains and provides information necessary to sustain wilderness
resources in an ecologically and socially sound manner for the present and
future through research, technology transfeq education, cooperative studies,
and partnerships.

\fith the development of the Carham Training Center and Leopold Re-

search Institute, Iand-management agencies took a dramattc step towards
forging a new era in wilderness management. Although the USFS is taking
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the lead in establishing these new fomms, their charters are interagency in
scope. While there are four federal wilderness management agencies, there

is only one NTWPS. These forums will focus on the entire system, not on just

one agency's ponion of it.
Looking beyond our nation's boundaries, these new fora are the precur-

sors for new understanding and action on land use woddwide. They will
selve as international models for wilderness stewardship. Over time, the

Carhart Center will establish a cadre of wilderness rangers and managers

who are wodd renowned for their professionalism, expefiise, dedication,
and integrify.

The Leopold Institute will attract a core group of distinguished scientists

who will be world leaders in probing the frontiers of science and knowledge
that are essentiai to wilderness lands and their natural systems. It will draw
visiting international scientists and encourage America's universities to de-

velop cooperative wilderness research and study initiatives. The institute
will increase the world's understanding of natural ecosystems and help monitor
the wilderness system's and biosphere's health through using wilderness as

a natural benchmark.
The NWPS is unique in its purpose. It could serve as a component of a

larger global system of wild areas for resource protection. 'Wilderness and

wilderness management models in the United States have been established
for the use of the American public, but they, too, have global implications.
They are here for the world to view, study, and consider for the benefit of all
wilderness resources for today and tomorrow.

The United States changed from an undeveloped wildland prior to colo-
nization to a highly industrialized, urban-centered landscape without much
planning or regard for the impacts on natural resources. Then, as we moved
into the twentieth century, the nation awoke to the reahzation that some
lands should be protected for their natural values. Now we realize that set-

ting these lands aside was good but not enough. \We must also protect and

manage them for recreational, spiritual, and scientific values. How we do
that, how we set priorities for research and management, is the challenge

that everyone faces as we head into the twenty-first century. As Stegner said

about wilderness:

The reminder and the reassurance that it is still there is good
for our spiritual health even if we never once in ten years set

foot in it. It is good for us when we are young because of the
incomparable sanity it can bring briefly, as vacation and rest,

into our insane lives. It is impofiant to us when we are old
simply because it is there. Important, that is, simply as an idea.



TTIE VAttN OF POTAR WIIDERNESS

N A GTOBAT PERSPECTIM

Bjorn Kaltenborn

Try to picture a public hearing in Alaska that took place some years ago.
The topic of the meeting was impacts from different types of technological
developments in Alaskan wildemess areas. Robefi \7eeden, a g me biologist,
went up to the podium to present what the audience expected to be more
tables, chafis, and hard facts. rWeeden's words cleady show that development
concerns went beyond traditional science and technology when he said:

The wodd needs an embodiment of the frontier mlthology,
the sense of horizons unexplored, the mystery of uninhabited
miles. It needs a place where wolves stalk the strand lines in
the dark because aland that can produce a wolf is a healthy,
robust, and perfect land.

I do not think Robert \Teeden adopted this philosophy as part of his
university bioiogy training. Nevertheless, it is to his credit that he had the
guts to illustrate the complex issue of understanding the values of polar
wilderness. Beyond the most general levei, we have a limited understanding
of these values, particularly of the social values. \Teeden touches at the heart
of the issue: Namely, what are the attributes of polar wilderness to human-
kind in a long-term perspective, and how do we perceive and value them?
Fufihermore, does polar wilderness carql different meanings and sets of
values than other types of wilderness areas, and does polar wilderness have
any global significance?
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\X4IY UNDERSTA}{D POIAR MLDERNESS ARIA VATUES?

The polar regions are among the least-inhabited, and, in some ways, the

least-impacted regions woddwide. However, they are not environmentally,
politically, legally, or economically robust lands. One can argue that the

polar regions are internationally unique. For example, North American Inuit
culture is distinctiy different from the Sami culture of northern Europe. The

variety of home-rule governments in Canada, Alaska, and Greenland are

interesting global experiments. The Russian industrialization and modern

settlement of the permafrost country lacks parallels.

Yet, I think there are good reasons for considering the Arctic, and to
some extent the Antarctic, as a socioeconomically and politically integrated

region. Perhaps we should be less concerned with the special character of
polar regions and see them more as what Oran Young has called socioeco-

nomic and political testing groundsfor generic issues.

Resource and wilderness management woddwide depend more and

more on adequate understanding of sociopolitical resource regimes. Polar

regions offer outstanding opportunities to explore human-environment rela-

tionships as general topics of how different populations develop a mutual

dependency between humans and nature. The dominant social paradigm of
the \Testern world accepts environmental and social degradation in order to
achieve economic growth and progress. Yet, we see increasing rebellion
against this. Alternative values like quality of life, self-esteem, and different
forms of personal fulfillment are growing in importance. Many are searching

for meaning, content, and stronger relationships to natural environments.
Polar regions still comprise relatively large, unchanged natural areas capable

of fulfilling the experiential needs of generations tired of materialism. Unless

the potential of polar regions to fulfill such needs is better documented, we

currently stand a considerable risk of losing that potential. The vicarious
values of polar regions are no doubt substantial, although we really don't
know how substantial

-Wilderness management in polar regions requires a unique approach
because of their large size, special environmental conditions, and the pres-

ence of indigenous peoples who live there. Much has gone wrong for the

native peoples of the North. However, they have adapted to the environ-
ment over centuries and still carry knowledge about sustainable living that
can benefit the industrialized wodd.

According to Young, roughly 200 million indigenous peoples through-
out the wodd are embedded in sociopolitical systems over which they have

little control. \7ith the recent developments in international affairs, we now
have the opportunify to study in a circumpolar context that is significantly
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different from socioeconomic and political systems that mostly operate in
relatively similar physical and biological environmenrs.

DO HUMANS NEED NATURI?

As in all wilderness management and preserwation, a fundamental ques-
tion recurs: Do humans need nature for our well-being and ability to func-
tion in society or can we do without it? If we are to answer this question in
the case of the polar regions, we must be concerned not only with the
economic values, but also with other dimensions of wilderness like the ex-
periential, scientific, and symbolic/spiritual values. The debate and literature
on human-environment interactions are enormous, and I will briefly de-
scribe one polar-wilderness management perspective.

Humans relate to their natural surroundings in various ways. E. o. \7ilson,s
"biophilia hypothesis" suggesrs rhat rhere exists a biorogicarly based, inher-
ent human need for nature. The idea is that human relationships with nature
have given us evolutionary advantages over other species through time. The
other side of the story implies that a degradation of the human dependence
on nature will lead to a more deprived existence for humans. The negative
effects will not only be mateiar, but also social and psychological. The
essence of the argument is the proposition that much of our search for a
meaningful, coherent, and rewarding existence is dependent upon our rela-
tionship to nature. These relationships are not seen as instincts, but as sets of
rules that we learn and different ways of perceiving nature.

The naturalistic experience deals with our direct pleasure and satisfac-
tion derived from contact with nature. Fascination with and wonder about
nature are salient motivations in the age of modern outdoor recreatlon.

Ecological and scientific tendencies of attitudes reflect the desire for
inquiry and understanding of the natural world. The ecological approach
may be more concerned with relationships and integration, while the scien-
tific tendency claims that the world can be understood through empirical
observation without much room for intuition and wonder.

The aesthetic experience has always been important to humankind. cross-
culturally, we find that natural scenes and structures are preferred over hu-
man-built ones. However, we know little about the complexiry of aesthetics.
oq in the words of Aldo Leopold: "The physics of beauty is one deparlmenr
of natural science still in the Dark Ages.,,

symbolism explores how the experience of nature can facilitate com-
munication and thought. Nature is frequently used as symbol in the devel-
opment of human language. Nature provides endless opportunities for
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categorizations and taxonomies. A large porlion of our intelligence and frames

of references are linked to the diversity of natural systems.

Our emotional attachment to natural elements is reflected in the human-

istic experience of nature, wherein we express affection and attachment to

both domestic animals and wild nature. This tendency often results in ac-

tions of care and stewardship.

The moralistic experience of nature is extremely prevalent in modern

nature conselvation. Here, we afe talking about ethical responsibility to and

affinity for nature, fundamental spiritual meanings, and natufe's harmony.

Indigenous peoples have often been associated with such attitudes where

nature is a vivid, living organism of great integrity.
tVe all recognize the incessant need of modern humans to master and

control nature. This trait is often tinked to the fact that many people are

Curleu sandpiper(Calidris Ferrr-rginea) with batcbling, Nofihern Tr.tymyr, Russia
(Photo by 'ilWF/Peter Prokosch.)
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aftaid of nature. The negativistic experience of nature reflects feelings of
fear, hostility, aversion, and antipathy towards nature. There is little doubt
that many people have become alienated from natural environments. In-
deed, our early conception of wilderness as the home of beasts grew out of
negativistic views of nature.

'We can identify these domains of human-nature experiences woddwide.
Whether or not these sets of attitudes are biologically based is of lesser
importance in this discussion. There is some evidence that we are talking
about values comprising universal human characteristics. If this carries some
truth, the implication may be that the collective effects of our various depen-
dencies on nature can lead to more fulfilling human existences.

I believe we should attempt to find the fundamental rationale for the
conservation and sustainable use of polar wilderness in the complex human
benefits derived from interaction with natural environments. 'We are repeat-
edly reminded that scientific, material, and commodity benefits are inad-
equate ammunition for protecting wilderness areas. This simply does not stir
sufficient public support to influence political systems and decisions. Garret
Hardin put this biuntly in his first law of altruism: "Never ask people to do
an)'thing they consider contrary to their own best interests." \We need a

rationale on a different emotional and intellectual level, where it relates to
the human quality of life.

THE POIAR IMPERATIW

Now, what are we up against? The polar regions are peripheral areas,

locked in a dependency to the \Testern wodd as storehouses of raw materi-
als of great value to industrialized nations. The forces now threatening these
environments include oil and gas development, disposal of waste in the
ocean, militarization, year-round shipping, and biological resource overhar-
vesting. The effects include air and water pollution, radioactive contamina-
tion, degradation of wildlife habitat, and a range of social problems found in
the oppression and displacement of native peoples and their traditional ways
of life.

If we accept two premises-first, that the polar regions are distinct so-

cial and political regions, and second, that the social values and human
dimensions of polar wilderness are significant-we see that we need a rather
comprehensive wilderness concept. It should reflect local uniqueness and
links to the outside world. It must not, however, be just another superimpo-
sition of Nfestern needs on the Inuit peoples. The Western wilderness con-
cept is a foreign concept to many indigenous peoples. The polar wilderness
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is not a desolate wasteland, but a living wilderness full of people. A wilder-
ness concept and framework for the polar regions must be heavily influ-
enced by the indigenous peoples who live there, and it must also be articulated
in a language that is understood in industrialized societies.

'Wilderness management and preserwation in polar regions are totally
dependent upon the type and level of sustainable development of these
regions. If wilderness shall continue to exist here, we must take stands on
some difficult issues. The polar regions are integral pafis of large and vola-
tile international economic systems. Probably the single most important is-
sue in this context for the indigenous societies is a partial decoupling of their
Iocal economies from wodd economies. Others have discussed in more de-
tail how this can be done. According to Dalee Sambo, the Inuit people
speak more of sustainable security than of sustainable development. The
present resource and management regimes are generally more concerned
about ecosystem tolerance and levels of impact in relation to resource har-
vesting than they are with ecosystem function and security.

The choice here deals with how we suppofi or obstr-uct local govern-
mental and legal arrangements. The management regimes in polar regions
seldom enhance the needs of local peoples, but serve the needs of nations
far outside the polar regions. The regimes also accept an incredible level of
technological and ecological risk. Oil exploration in the Barents Sea and
the disposal of some thirty nuclear reactors off the Russian coast are only
two of many grim examples. rJ7e should not demand to have land preserwed
in the Nofih for our emotional interests if we simultaneously degrade the
environment through activities serwing our needs for uncontrolled growth
and deny indigenous peoples access to the resources they require for their
livelihoods.

If the "softer" social and intrinsic values on which wildemess manage-
ment is so dependent shall have any place in the polar regions, one definite
requirement is that the'W'estern wodd supports political, indigenous devel-
opment. Lots of lessons can be learned from past ventures regarding the
political development of the North. The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
of 1977 awarded land rights only and did not address issues like self-deter-
mination or political rights. In later Canadian settlements the mandate has

been broadened somewhat. In Norway, however, we still appear to be in
the Dark Ages. After thirteen years, a legal commission of bureaucracy ten-
tatively suggested that the Norwegian state and not the Sami people shall
have land and water rights where they live. Like in other parts of the wodd,
the indigenous peoples of polar regions must be awarded minimum legal
standards if sound land management shall take place. Some success has

been realized through the Inuit Circumpolar Conference, the International
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Labour Organizations's Convention on Tribal and Indigenous people, and
the Rovaniemi Process.

'We also need to take a critical look at the role of science in polar re-
gions. The last parliamentary repofi on Norwegian polar research only ac-
counts for traditional natural science and gives little hope for a better
understanding of the social values of the Arctic. How then can we establish
the knowledge necessary for development of alternative societal models
and resource regimes in the Nofih? I do not wish to discredit the work of
natural scientists. The Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program, for ex-
ample, is only one of many impoftant projects. However, natural science
alone is not sufficient, and it generally supports the needs of the scientific
community and our dominant social paradigm of growth and development.
Clearly, research on social and cultural issues is also being carried out, but
not on funding terms equaling the bastion of natural science. Over and over
again, natural scientists have demonstrated their lack of ability to bring forth
necessary and often controversial knowledge at the critical time and place,
guarding their positions by claiming the need to document every'thing be-
fore a stand is taken.

The current management regimes lay strict limits on how we define
knowleclge. \We too often tend to confuse empirical data with knowledge.
The immense experience of the Eskimo hunter is barely an anecdote when
biologists assess seal populations. A knowledge-based development of the
Arctic cannot be born out of biological, geophysical, and economic data
alone. On the contrary, it requires value judgments that should be based on
extensive local participation, rigorous policy analysis, and scores of norma-
tive decisions. Knowledge-based development in the North must permit
political development for indigenous peoples that does not seriously disrupt
natural systems. \Tilderness management is an integral part of such develop-
ment. This then suggests that social science to a much stronger degree should
also set the agenda for natural science in the polar regions. Unfortunately, I
do not think the scientific community has all the answers. \fith our domi-
nant social paradigm, scientific facts seldom make the decisive difference in
resource conflicts. I would much rather put my money on nongovernmental
organizatrons who raise public awareness to where it pushes the political
systems in desired directions.

In a global perspective, some of the greatest polar wilderness values lie
in the vicarious values to the rest of the wodd, knowing that there may still
exist robust lands where wolves stalk the strand lines. Studies of the human-
environment systems found here can generate globally needed knowledge.
The challenge lies in how we handle our diverse psychosocial needs for
nature with sociopolitical development in order to achieve management
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systems that are characterrzed by coherent knowledge, long-lived social val-

ues, and some room for intuition, not just reason and fact-the opposite of
what characterizes the dominant knowledge system of the 'W'estern world.

The difference beflveen the industrialized view of the North as a frontier
and the Inuit view of the Nonh as a homeland captures the dilemma sur-

rounding the values of polar wilderness. \Tilderness management of the

Arctic and Antarctic should argue beyond utilitarian considerations. I believe
that sensible decisions in the polar regions may positively influence the

physical, cognitive, emotional, and spiritual development of many people
woddwide. It follows then that sound management of polar wilderness ex-

tends far beyond nature conselation and resource haruesting to the funda-
mental issue of quality of life in a stressed wodd.
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Walrus sketcb b! Fridtjof Nansen. (Courtesy of
Uniuersity of Oslo.,l

FRIDUOF NNSENND THE SPIRIT OF

NORTTIERN WITDERMSS

Geir Hestmark

I tell you deliuerance will not come from the rusbing, noisy
centers of ciuilization. It tuill come from tbe lonely placesl Tbe
great reformers in history baue comefrom tbe wilderness.

-Fridtiof 
Nansen (1861-1.930)

In late September 1893, Fridtjof Nansen's polar research vessel, Fram,
was ice-trapped northwest of the New Siberian Islands and began its drift
westward and northward over the Arctic ()gsan-l iournev that would last
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three years, take the expedition within four degrees of the North Pole, and
finaliy deliver the ship safe and sound in the strait between Svalbard and

Greenland in late summer, 1896. This was a breakthrough in arctic explora-
tion: thirleen men on a human-made island, drifting with the current, the
pulse of nature.

In 1888, Nansen and five companions, two of them Sami, were the first
to cross the inland ice of Greenland from coast to coast; they did it on skis.

Later in life, Nansen often returned to the nofihern wilderness-to Svalbard,

Siberia, and Bear Island.
"What did they seek in the ice and cold?" Nansen posed this question in

his history of eady arctic explor^tion, In Nofibern Mists, and answered him-
self by quoting a medieval Norwegian treatise, Tbe King's Mirror, an instruc-
tion book for orinces:

When you wish to know what people seek in this land, or
why men go there with such a danger to their lives, there is a

threefold nature of man which attracts him there. One paft is
competitiveness and a desire for fame, because it is man's

nature to go where there is hope of great danger, and become
famous by that. Another part is a desire for knowledge, be-
cause it is man's nature to want to know and see those parts

he has been told about, to see whether they are as described
or not. The third is a desire for material gain, because people
search for wealth evervwhere.

Nansen was a stranger to none of these motives; his expeditions brought
him fame, knowledge, and modest prosperity. Not believing the nature of
humans to have changed significantly over the years, he also considered
these motives relevant to the eadiest Arctic settlers, the Stone Age hunters:

... they also have been driven by adventure and the unknown,
consciously or subconsciously-so deep in the human soul
lies this divine power, the spring perhaps of our greatest ac-

tions. In all places and at all times it has driven man forward
on the track of development, and as long as the human ear
follows the break of waves over deep oceans, as long as the
human eye tracks the rush of northern lights over silent
snowlands, as long as human thought seeks distant planets in
infinite space, so long the adventure of the unknown will lead
the human spirit forwards and upwards.
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Thus, to Nansen, the exploration of the Arctic wilderness was pafi of a

spiritual quest-the human search for knowledge and understanding.
By profession he was a scientist, and through his research and publica-

tions in biology, geography, geology, and geophysics, he contributed enor-
mously to the knowledge and understanding of the Arctic, whether the subject
was: changing climates; the nature and causes of ice ages-where Greenland
was the obvious contemporary "model"; the origin and structufe of conti-
nental margins around the deep Arctic Ocean, which he discovered; the
chemistry and temperature of Arctic Ocean currents; or living and fossil
faunas and floras such as Jurassic ammonites from Franz Josef Land that
Nansen collected in June 1896. He wrote in 18p0: "Truly, in the scientific
investigation of the Earth we do not come very far before we encounter
important questions, the solution of which lies in the unknown polar re-
gions."

Nansen lived in the age of imperialism, of which science is a successful
and subtle form. In effect, his expeditions were spearheads of modern Euro,
pean culture into the norlhern wilderness; and, as a good hunter, he brought
this wilderness back to his own culture and prepared and presented it ac-
cording to local custom and taste, that is, bound in thick, grey volumes of
scientific results and also in slightly more colorful popular travelogues and
public speeches.

Once within the empire of public knowledge, howeveq the wilderness
is in a sense no longer "wild"-it is known, understood, and tamed. Had
Nansen been an exemplary Victorian traveller, convinced of the superiority
of contemporary European culture, convinced that the book of progressive
natural selection had rightly replaced the hook, and convinced that explora-
tion is meaningful mainly as a prelude to exploitation, then eveqzthing would
have been fine.

But there was deep tension in his soul. More than once Nansen ex-
pressed "nagging doubt about the real jusrification of this restlessly pro-
gressing knowledge." \Would it make humankind happy? A university professor
all his adult life, he was also a passionate outdoor skier, hunteq and fisher-
man, strongly infected by nostalgia for savage nobility. He was also a major
inspiration for the spofis and wilderness movement among Norwegian youth.
He deplored the emergence of modern, industrial, urbanized society, of
living and working in boxes, the hurry, and the crowding. "Too much prop-
erfy and consumption," he said.

In contrast, he admired the native cultures he experienced in the Arctic.
After crossing Greenland in 1888, he spent eight months among the Inuit in
West Greenland while the expedition waited for a ship to bring them home
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to Norway. His book, Eskimo Life, ls a sympathetic portrait-based on par-
ticipant observation-of what he felt was the only truly communist society
on Eafih, founded in natural necessity.

To Nansen, the indigenous cultures of the North-the Greenland Inuit
and the Russian Nenets, the latter of which he came to know more closely in
1913-presented lessons in adaptation, humanity's relationship with the en-
vironment, and cultural ecology. He wrote of the Inuit: "Hardly any people
is so specifically trained for the life they will lead."

'When equipping his expeditions, he always drew on the experience of
the indigenous peoples of the North, most notably the Sami and Inuit. He
felt that the imposition of European education ideals on these people could
only be a disaster and wrote:

To iive, the Eskimo must from early age train the eye and arm
for seal-hunting. It is evident that if one removes him from the
kayak in the critical age and puts him on the school bench to
train the eye to read and the arm to write, one bereaves him
the opportunity to become a good hunter. Does the life of an
Eskimo become richer, his views greater, because he gets learn-
ing from books, when he becomes incapable of feeding his
own family and becomes dependent on others?

In the 1!20s, when Norwegians campaigned to gain teffitorial control
over Greenland, Nansen firmly stated that the country belonged neither to
Denmark nor Norway, but to the Eskimo peoples living there, and that their
interests should decide. He felt the best solution would be to leave the
Eskimo in peace from all European interference: "It is an old and certain
experience, that when a hunting people comes under the influence of the
white race and its 'cultural work,' it will sooner or later be destroyed and
extirpated."

To those who claimed that the natives did not exploit the natural re-
sources optimally, Nansen replied by pointing to the completely unsustainable
hunting practices of European and American sealing and whaling industries:
"\7as this what one wanted? A few fat years, and then extinction?"

Nofihern wilderness gave Nansen profound insights into nature and the
relationship between humans and the environment, examples of life "simple
and true." There was, however, a dimension where he believed the wild
would answer the human quest for understanding: the understanding of
humans themselves. Taking the Socratic path, Nansen wrote: "The first thing
in life is to find yourself. For this you need solitude and reflection." He felt
the wilderness provided these preconditions of solitude and silence and
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concluded: "Tr-ue wisdom can only be found far away from other humans, in
great solitude, through suffering and struggle."

To Nansen, solitude was also a school in independent thinking, self-
reliance, and freedom-attributes of "men of character." He felt the natural
conditions of the Arctic hardened the human will to overcome difficulties. "It
is," he wrote, "a schooi of manhood and effort."

But the wilderness also provided lessons on humanity's dependence on
itself. All of Nansen's Arctic expeditions involved teamwork. The indigenous
peoples he so much admired lived in tight, social groups. His diary from the
Framvoyage reflects his own human qualities. "science is good enough," he
wrote, "but it is cold, and I long so unspeakably for warmth."

Nansen considered these lessons in dependence and independence as

vrtal preparation for the humanitarian work he took up after the First W'orld
\Var. The war was a shattering, incomprehensible catastrophe to the rational
and progressive forces of European culture. In its atrocity and utter mean-
inglessness, it erased or even reversed the then accepted anthropological
distinction between savage and civilized peoples.

Nansen organized the repatriation of war refugees in Europe; saved,
through personal initiative and intervention, millions of Russians from hun-
ger in the wake of the Russian civil war; and similarly saved hundreds of
thousands of Greeks and Armenians from the terror and genocide inflicted
on them by the Turks. Nansen was the only man in recent history to be,
come "a nation in himself," with the right to issue passports (the Nansen
Pass for Refugees). In a face-to-face exchange with the petty national and
political quarrels in the League of Nations, he appealed for love and com-
passion for all people's suffering-irrespective of creed or nationality. He
received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1922.In speeches, he called for a "prince
of Peace" to step forward, not seeing that to millions of people he had been
that prince; millions had received deliverance from this reformer who came
from the wilderness.

The northern wilderness would only temporarily give relief to Nansen.
His high-strung, multifocused curiosity and his contradicting desires and
duties kept him forever longing. His life remained a paradox between the
anorak and the necktie, a Daradox also found in the W'orld W'ilderness
Congress.

The greatest serenity he experienced in those moments, it seems, were
when he let his immediate perceptions of nature filter through his highly
developed aesthetic sensibility and put them to paper in prose or picture.
In his art, perhaps, he came closest to capturing the spirit of northern
wilderness.



POTAR WILDERMSS:

WIIAT DOES IT CONTRETITE

NDTOWHOM?

Fred Roofs

'W'hatever definitions are used for wilderness, for those societies that
use the term, the polar regions of the world include large areas that are

typical examples. The severe and uncompromising physical environment,
as judged by human norms of comfort and livelihood, and the general

conditions that constrain abundance of life on land and at sea, have caused

much of the High Arctic and Antarctic to be considered genuinely wild. in
most senses of the word, and to almost all societies, since the beginning of
recorded history.

The polar wilderness has evoked a strong spiritual and psychological
response in humans. One powerful aspect is the stimulation of communica-
tion with and appreciation for elemental natural beauty and perspective,

solitude and space, the "power of the elements," and the relationship be-

tlveen humans and their surroundings that has an uplifting and stabilizing
effect on individuals and communities. This salutary influence of wilderness,
often particularly strong in the polar regions, is increasingly valuable in the

industrialized, hurried, and crowded wodd of today.
But there are other dimensions to the psychological effects of polar

wildernesses. Among many individuals and societies that put high value on
competition and conquest, the elemental wildness and severity of polar en-

vironments have often aroused personal and politicai challenge, seled as a

focus for entrepreneurial energy, or stimulated an impulse to battle an un-
compromising adversary. The fascination that has been maintained over cen-

turies by the challenge of the search for a Norlhwest Passage, the race to be
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the first to the North Pole or the South Pole, the persistent willingness to
tackle polar mega-projects with all the resources and technical ingenuity
that can be commanded, and the undying belief that somewhere in the polar
regions there must be resources that are enormously profitable, are examples
of this powerful aspect of a widespread societal response to polar wilderness.

In strong contrast to either of these quite different responses, among
societies that have lived for generations within the severe arctic environ-
ment, the same wildness of polar regions has led to an ethos of belonging to
nature and immersion within it of long mental perspective, behavioral and
cultural accommodation to natural change, and careful observation whetted
by severe natural conditions, resulting in an integration of physical, artistic,
and spiritual attributes with dimensions quite different from those of societ-
ies living in environmentaliy more benign areas. This, too, is a societal re-
sponse to polar wilderness.

These distinct responses to the polar wilderness have emphasized and
to a degree shaped the differences between those societies dedicated to the
dominance of nature and those societies whose success depends upon har-
mony with nature. They have influenced the course of empires, invesrments,
literature and art, and government policies over the centuries. For better or
for worse, all three responses are strongly with us today.

EARLY CONCEPTS OF POLAR WTDERNESS

Although human beings have lived in the Arctic for more than 40,000
years, it remained for Greece, the classical center of recorded scholarship, to
begin the process of observation, exploration, and intersocietal interactions
that brought the Arctic into the so-called known world. Early Greek schol-
ars, to whom the Mediterranean region was considered the center of the
civilized world, were enamored with the geographical and cultural symme-
try and balance of the Arctic. They developed concepts of the high latitudes
that were not unreasonable for the time and which, in many ways, are still
with us. The dark and gloomy forests of central Europe were known to
become impoverished towards the colder norlh; beyond them was thought
to be a boreal zone of desolation, inhabited by fierce and miserable
Cimmerians, whom Homer described as living in an eternal cold night. How-
eveq beyond the mythical Rhipean Mountains, too far away to be known,
where the winter stars sank to rest in the cold and dead sea, the Mare
Cronium, under the constellation Arktos (Great Bear), Hippocrates placed
the Happy Hyperboreans, people living under the endlessly shining sky. At the
other end of the globe, within the all-encompassing sea, was the Anti-Arktos.
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Thus, the Arctic and Antarctic were named and were well-established men-
tal wilderness concepts even before those who had these ideas knew any-

thing about them or that they even existed.

Tlte Firct Polar Wilderness Knowled,ge

It was within this classical Greek philosophical setting that the merchant
explorer Pytheas undefiook his extended voyage to the Arctic around 320

B.c. P)'theas' voyage was surely one of the great explorations of all time in
terms of its impact on society and human history. Not only did he find the

source of tin for which he was looking-tin that was essential for making
bronze swords and armor-but he continued north to a land caIled Tbule

where the nearby sea was frozen. 'Whether this pack ice in the North Atlantic
was Iceland or nofihern Norway has been much debated, but the fact that
the wealth of information brought back by Pltheas was reported and used

so consistently by many contemporary and future writers leaves little serious

doubt that he reached Arctic latitudes and spent some time there.

Observations of the relative positions of the stars, the midnight sun, the
differing lengths of days and nights as the seasons progressed, Iarge sea

mammals, and the unexpected phenomenon of the freezing of the sea, which
was mystifying and terrible to wam-ocean sailors-all these were new to
Mediterranean geographers and scholars. So convincing was P1'theas' infor-
mation that this one extended voyage significantly enlarged the known world.
For example, Pltheas' measurements of the angles of the stars from near

what we now call the Arctic Circle enabled the mathematician Erastothenes

to calculate, with fair accuracy, not only the diameter of Earth, but also the

angle of the "turning of the wheel of the Heavens," which today we would
call the tilt of the axis of Eafih's rotation. Three centuries before the birth of
Christ, Arctic phenomena were widely known in southern Europe and had
contributed to science, education, and literature.

Tbe ONgins of a Polar Wilderness Fascination
Howeveq P)'theas and his contemporaries contributed more than scien-

tific knowledge and the beginnings of a commercial trade in tin. They pro-
vided substance to a pervasive fascination with the polar regions, a sense of
wonder and excitement about polar areas both attractive and repelling, that
has persisted for two thousand years. In the Arctic, the lands under the

constellation of the Great Beaq even the most commonplace and depend-
able acts of nature such as the rising of the sun in the morning and its setting

in the evening, were strange and different. Beyond the Arctic Circle, the sun

went round and round in the summer without setting and during the winter
solstice it did not rise at all. The cold was overwhelming and deadly, but
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there was no Greek element for cold in Middle East religions. Here, the sea
froze. Great mountains of ice floated on the ocean. strange shafts of light
danced in the heavens. The great lwhite Bear stalked the ice, and creatures that
looked pafi human, part dog, and part fish, some with tusks like elephants,
slid from the ice into the frigid waters. The mariners' magnetic lodestone
spun endlessly without settling to point towards polaris, the North Star.

Through the centuries, these polar phenomena have been explained.
But the sense of wonder and the magic of nature in the high latitudes has
remained and even intensified. It is part of every nofihern society's culture,
both those peripheral to the Arctic and those indigenous to it, although
expressed in quite different ways. It is a parl of our sense of "wilderness."

European Fascination witb Polar Wilderness
In the development of European-based global empires and the spread of

industrial civilizations, the challenges and fascinations of polar regions have
held a special place. In the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, the polar regions
were seen mostly as obstacles on the way to somewhere else. The nature of
those obstacles, the essential wildness and the need for fonitude, persever-
ance, and ingenuity to overcome them, gripped the minds of the public, inves-
tors, royalty, and politicians. The ostensible motives for European activities in
the Arctic-and, after the late eighteenth century, in the Antarctic-ranged
from political hegemony to commercial exploitation to patriotic national
competition and to the quest for scientific knowledge. Each of these motives
found its expression against a backdrop of an overwhelming polar-wildemess
consciousness. one need only think of the magic still evoked by the expres-
sion "Northwest Passage" among people who know little about the Arctic, or
consider the swashbuckling Frobisher or single-minded, comperenr
Amundsen, the idolatry of Nansen, the controversy that still surrounds peary,

cook, and the North Pole, or the sentiment still attached to the fates of Barents,
Franklin, Andre6, or Scott, to see that the polar wildemess as a setting for
human achievement or failure, is a powerful part of our collective psyche.

The political maps of the Arctic and Antarctic have been determined
more by the psychology of polar wilderness than by economics or military
prowess. some of this fascination is also evoked by other wild places such
as tropical jungles or deserts, but the fact remains that in every European
country and America, reprints of old books on polar exploration greatly
outsell old books about the jungles or desefis.

Tlte Indigenous View of Polar Wilderness
For people who live in the polar regions-and here one can speak only

about the Arctic-the wilderness fascination has other dimensions. All indig-
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enous societies that have developed near the boreal tree line or north of it
have been able to prosper within the Arctic environment because they have

become a functioning part of the regional ecosystem.

In such societies, human activities are not imposed upon the processes

of nature and do not exist through an exploitation of "resources," but are an

integral part of the flow of material, energy, and the natural driving forces of
the environmental system. Such integration must apply to attitudes and un-
derstanding as well as to physical activities. 'When one belongs to and is
immersed in such a system, the concept of "wilderness" in the European
context, as a region or condition relatively unaffected by humans and to be

contemplated from a distance, does not exist. However, the concept of "wild-
ness" in the sense of nature functioning without conspicuous human inter-
vention or disruption is strong. The natural wildness concept must apply
also to oneself, no matter now technologically sophisticated one is, as much

as to other species or inanimate environmental processes.

Such a concept, a pervasive sense of belonging to the land and ecosys-

tem, is fundamental to being an indigenous person in the Arctic. That con-
sciousness includes a responsibilify to maintain the fully functioning system,

including adapting the behavior of its human components. The concept of
being integral with wild land does not include impairing or distorting pan of
the natural system for some narrow human gain and then treasuring some

remaining undisturbed pofiion as "wilderness."

POLAR MLDERNESS IN THE MODERN CONTEN

The various concepts of polar wilderness noted above, which have been

developing for fwo thousand years in Europe and undoubtedly much longer
in indigenous societies, are still valid, and they contribute to our cultures

and our economic and political decisions. However, in the past few de-

cades, some new ways have been determined in which polar wilderness
contributes to society, and possibly to our future. One might crudely catego-

rize these as commercial, political, and scientific uses of polar wilderness.

Commercial
Modern transpofiation, communications technology, and the increased

wealth among people have made it possible to capitalize on the widespread
public interest in the polar wilderness by arranging for people to experience
it for themselves. The age of heroic expeditions for the few, resulting in
vicarious adventure through books or films, is being superseded by an age

of mass tourism. ln 1.99I, it is likely that more people went to the North Pole
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and through the Northwest Passage for pleasure than had done so in all of
previous history for any reason.

\fith the decrease of military expenditure in the Arctic, and the decline
of prospects for major revenues from exploitation of Arctic resources under
present economic conditions, many nofihern countries and entrepreneurs
are looking towards tourism as a source of income for the Arctic. A similar
phenomenon is occurring in Antarctica.

Because wild areas and large numbers of visitors are fundamentally
incompatible, significant compromises have to be made to achieve what is
fondly called a tailderness experience. The typical tourist usually wants to be
comfortable and safe and return to urban areas on schedule, yet desires to
feel the thrill of a (controlled) polar challenge. Tour operarors, naturally in
the business for money, want their clients to be satisfied, but they are in-
creasingly restricted by environmental controls and worried about insur-
ance, and consequently must make many concessions away from true polar
wilderness experiences. The polar tourism business, still young, is full of
contradictions. It has a strong basis in the fascination for polar wildness, but
the more successful examples seem to be moving from "wildemess" as such to
marketing the uniqueness of high-latitude landscapes, nature, and cultures.

A pafiiculady important aspect of opening the Arctic "wilderness" to
commercial tourism is the role played by Arctic residents. In some parts of
the circumpolar Arctic, governments and southern commercial interests (e.g.,
international tour companies and some airlines) have attempted to develop
a tourist industry that exploits the local indigenous peoples and their cul-
tures as objects of curiosity and caricatures of life in the wilderness. Fortu-
nately, in several parts of the Arctic, the indigenous peoples are taking
initiatives in cultivating and directing the tourist demand for polar-wilder-
ness experiences, which has beneficial results for the tourist, the residents,
and the polar environment.

Political
The changing concept of polar wilderness has recently achieved new

political dimensions. Political interest in polar regions has ranged from terri-
torial aggrandizement and prestige to economic exploitation to military geo-
politics and to mechanisms for international conflict resolution. The
wilderness aspect of most of these concerns has been seen by governments
as an obstacle, an expense, or a passive defense against foreign attack. At
the same time, the intriguing attraction of polar wildness has infected poli-
ticians and governments in temperate societies (since England's eueen Eliza-
beth) that have sponsored polar operations for what sometimes seemed
irrational reasons.
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For Arctic residents, the political interests of southern governments in
Arctic lands and resources are real or potential encroachments on their
homelands for purposes that hold little value for Arctic societies. Ever since

the Norwegian nobleman Othere began in about A.D. 876 to tax the inhab-

itants of Kola Peninsula rather than trade with them as partners, the con-

cept of polar wilderness as something different and strange when viewed
from afar has been politically separated from the integrated, indigenous

sense of polar wildness.
Now, howeveq environmental concerns are to the fore in political agen-

das. In polar regions, this new priority appears to be bringing about a pro-

found political change, in which the wilderness concept is central. Areas

that had been considered to be wilderness because they had somehow es-

caped being conspicuously messed up by humans have now become pre-

cious heritages and valued treasures, indicators of both what we are losing

and hopes for the future.
Polar wilderness plays an important role in shaping new national and

international concerns for environmental protection. The susceptibility of
conspicuously pristine-appearing landscapes and ecosystems to disturbance

from far-traveled pollution, the clear evidence that living resources in polar
Iands and seas are l'ulnerable to overexploitation, the indications that envi-

ronmental change due to planetary warming from greenhouse gases will be

greatest in Arctic latitudes, the growing appreciation that the knowledge of
Arctic indigenous peoples has much to contribute to other societies in learn-

ing how to manage resources andadaptto environmental change-all these,

added to the fascination with polar wilderness, have affected recent politics.

Every nofihem country now has policies protecting the norlhern environ-

ment and promoting (except Iceland), however ineffectively, the rights of
nofihern indigenous peoples to manage their natural resources. Several coun-

tries are setting aside Arctic areas as parks or biosphere reserves, not be-

cause they are spectacular playgrounds but because they are valuable

wilderness areas in themselves.
Tlne 1991 Environment Protocol to the Antarctic Treafy signals a truly

remarkable step in international polar-environment relations. It is a multilat-
eral, legal agreement that prioritizes protection of the Antarctic environment
ahead of other political, economic, tourist or private adventure, or scientific

activities. The protocol is the result of twelve years of negotiations, begin-

ning with discussions on regulations for mineral exploration. Howeveq its
deeper significance may not yet be fully realized until signatory nations

develop and adjust their own laws to comply with it. The Antarctic Environ-
mental Protocol will undoubtedly have a profound effect on the Arctic and

other wilderness areas.
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In the Arctic itself, the eight-nation Arctic Environmental Protection Strat-
egy is directly concerned with wilderness areas. The strategy was recon-
firmed in September 1993 by ministers of all eight Arctic countries in Nuuk,
Greenland. Its major program's first project involved a compilation of all
legally protected natural areas in the Arctic, with an analysis of the respon-
sible authority and degree of protection. Another project is concerned with
international cooperation to protect critical Arctic habitats and the integra-
tion of traditional indigenous knowledge and technological science into
policies for the protection of Arctic flora and fauna. other international de-
velopments, such as the United Nations Economic, Social. and Cultural
Organization's Man and the Biosphere program and the padiamentary dec-
laration issued at the Arctic conference of the Nordic council in August
1993, attest to the consolidating political and policy importance of polar
wilderness for its own sake and for its contribution to wider issues.

An important new dimension in polar wilderness issues and values is
seen in the growing political power of northern indigenous peoples. A sig-
nificant development is the comprehensive set of economic, human rights,
environmental protection, and sustained resources-management recommen-
dations issued by the Inuit circumpolar conference in association with the
Nordic sami council and the Association of Small peoples of the Russian
North. These poliry recommendations, from people who live in the North
and are part of its wildness, add a powerful new perspective to our view of
polar wilderness and the management of Arctic territories. They integrate
the northern environment, resources, and people in ways that are uncom-
fortable for most southern Europeans and Americans and are not compatible
with the compartmentalized responsibilities of established government struc-
tures. Above all, they integrate wildness and nature with human affairs. The
Iogic is, however, indisputable. These concepts from the northern indig-
enous peoples have influenced international politics, as reflected inthe 1992
Rio Declaration and Agenda 2L of the united Nations conference on Envi-
ronment and Development. At the national level, indigenous polar wildness
concepts undedie the course of sami padiaments, the rights and governing
structure of the Nunalut Territory in canada,land-use negotiations in Alaska,
and the policies of Greenland's Home Rule government.

Scientific
That the polar regions have immense and irreplaceable value for the

modern study of Earth processes and environmental change is obvious. Much
of the value lies in the relative "wilderness" nature of polar areas. Their
remoteness from major sources of pollution (and the contrast in environ-
mental response to pollution such as in the Kola area); the relative simplicity
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of polar marine and terrestrial ecosystems; the dramatic biological and envi-

ronmental expressions of changes in solar energy flux, atmospheric chemis-

try, ocean surface conditions; and other factors make it possible to observe'

measure, and understand many environmental interactions more clear$ in

polar regions than is generally possible in most other parts of the world.

Added to these natural advantages is the distinct disadvantage that it appears

that present wind and ocean currents carry a large portion of long-lasting

pollutants and toxins released anywhere on the planet to the Arctic, where

they become incorporated into the food chain and thence into the foods of
Arctic residents. It is also clear that the environmental change due to plan-

etary warming, likely to occur in the next century, is expected to be greatest

in the Arctic. Therefore, the critical importance of the Arctic to major scien-

tific issues of today is undisputed.
The Antarctic also has new scientific impofiance. Studies there provide

the scientific "anchor" to investigations of global change-the validation of
atmospheric circulation models, the effects of changes in stratospheric chem-

istry (e.g., the so-called ozone hole), the woddwide distribution of pollut-

ants (e.g., DDT in penguin eggs), and others. All of these scientific

contributions depend upon maintenance of the "wilderness" character of
the Arctic in as undisturbed a state as possible.

The first large international multidisciplinary research program carried

out in the polar regions was the International Polar Year (IPY)1882-83. This

pioneering study, involving fourteen simultaneous polar expeditions and

coordinated observations in twenty-five countries, had a significant influ-

ence in moving international concepts of science from separate, naffow

nationalistic enterprises into an openly shared arena. The open nafure of
science is now accepted as normal, but it was considered radtcal during the

IPY and resulted from a realization of the mutual benefits of international

cooperation in the study of polar wilderness. The IPY was followed by the

Second International Polar Year of 1.932-33 and then the International Geo-

physical Year of 1957-58, which for the first time opened all parts of Antarc-

tica to international research-an action that led to the Antarctic Treaty. In
these ways, polar wilderness science influenced recent world history.

And now, a significant portion of wodd scientific effort is embarked on

the successor to these programs. \Vhat began a century ago as internation-

ally coordinated, precise observations of physical phenomena in the polar

wilderness has developed into the largest, most comprehensive and, in many

ways, most impoftant, endeavor ever collectively attempted by the scientific

community: the International Geosphere-Biosphere Program, or Study of
Global Change. Global change studies are not only investigating the charac-

teristics and processes of the Earth as a whole, they are also investigating
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what is happening to the planet's inhabitants-including humans-and de-
termining what the future holds, as humans increasingly interfere with their
natural environment. Polar wilderness plays an essential role in this study. In
addition to the natural polar attributes mentioned above, one need only
think of the depletion of stratospheric ozone at high northern and southern
latitudes, the highJatitude distribution of radioactive fallout from a malfunc-
tioning midlatitude nuclear reactot or the presence of toxic residues from
tropical rice paddies in the livers of polar bears in the Arctic to see the
importance of polar wilderness studies.

rVhat do polar wildernesses contribute? They have provided essential
elements of history, culture, knowledge, psyche, and spirit, for better or for
worse, for at least the past 2,300 years. Today, particulady, they are impor-
tant to our self-awareness, our environment, and to what actions we can
take towards a sustainable future. To whom do they contribute? To each of
us, no matter where we live.



POTAR WITDERNESS ND BIODTVERSIIY

Peter Joban Schei

Polar regions are generally diversity-poor with relatively few endemisms.

There are naturally great differences between the marine systems of the

Arctic and the cold-isolated Antarctic terrestrial wilderness. Even in ma-

rine diversity, the differences are profound between a more historically
stable and, hence, biologically controlled environment in the South with
highly specialized species and benthic diversity and the generalis spe-
cies of the North, which are much more adapted to a physically con-
trolled environment. Their adaptations to extreme environmental conditions
and the pristine nature of their environment, however, imply that the spe-

cies and ecosystems of polar areas should be of no less importance and

have no less significant management priorities than the richer temperate
and tropical systems, particularly relating to conselvation and sustainable

use of marine diversify.
There is a general need for increased attention and priority regarding

conservation and sustainable use of polar marine diversity in the follow-up
work of the biodiversity convention. This relates particulady to the Arctic
with its many indigenous peoples and cultural diversiry and the increasing

and conflicting industrial activities in the area. In Antarctica, the situation is

of much less concern, particulady after the establishment of the Environ-
mental Agreement in 1991.

More than 250 protected areas (designated in'W'orld Conservation Union
categories I through V) cover some 1.8 million square kilometers or 1'3.4

percent of the Arctic. Nofiheast Greenland Park roughly constitutes 50 per-
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cent of this area, and there is still far from satisfactory protection of most
ecosystems and habitats.

L,

1.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A regional Arctic agreement on biodiversity should be es-
tablished under the Arctic Environmental Protection Strat-
egy process as soon as possible.
A system of activity zones, regulating possible detrimental
activities, should be established and a particular biodiversity
impact assessment procedure for controlling such activities
should be developed.
A compatible biogeographical categorization of Arctic habi-
tats should be developed as soon as possible.

3.

Tlte cloudberry, baruested only from the taild, is a staple food of tbe Arctic region.
(Pbotct by Tapio Tynys.)



WIID RI\TERS OF THE NORTII:

A RECONNNSSNCE.ITVET IIYVENTORY

Mi,chael McCl,oskey

Humanity is preoccupied as never before with understanding the eco-

logical health of the Earth. One way to gauge its health is to examine the

status of its rivers because they are sensitive reflectors of the watersheds

around them. The healthiest rivers are those that are least modified. Thus,

one measure of river quality is the proportion of rivers that are still wild.
The wildest rivers also provide benchmarks against which we can mea-

sure the health of other rivers. For example, characteristic biota in the
riparian zone and associated subsurface areas are most likely to flourish in
wild rivers.

To provide information about such rivers and the proporlion of them
remaining, we have begun identifying the remaining wild rivers in the wodd
by looking at the status of rivers generally north of 50 degrees latitude. This
zone is probably richer in wild rivers than others because of limited settle-

ment and the fact that land masses are concentrated in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. The fate of rivers here is probably a sensitive indicator of trends in
the planet's health. This paper presents the results of a study that focused on

Canada, Alaska, Scandinavia, and Russia.

METHODS

The concept of wild rivers began in North America as an expression of
interest in the recreational use of rivers. \7i1d rivers, in this sense, provide
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good opportunities for rafting, kayaking, and canoeing by virtue of being
free of dams. However, in a broader context, wild rivers also imply natural-
ness. In this survey, we looked for unimpounded rivers with relatively un-
disturbed banks and beds. N7e aiso looked for rivers with good water quality
and natural stream flow patterns. These rivers most likely still support their
characteristic natural flora and fauna. lfe eliminated reaches of rivers down-
stream from dams because their stream regimes were altered. we did not
eliminate rivers crossed by bridges, but we did eliminate those with roads
running along their banks.

-we included only those river reaches that were at least 50 kilometers
in length. This length was arbitrary in nature, but it was chosen for a num-
ber of reasons. The U.s. Bureau of outdoor Recreation specified 50
kilometers to be the minimum length needed to provide a significant wil-
derness experience. Such rivers are likely more able to support most of
their characteristic biota. And most imporantly, this was a reconnaissance-
level surwey. \7e did not have the means to look at all rivers. 'we were
trying to develop a general, overall picture. Identifying rivers of at least
this length was manageable and fit our methods. clearly, wild rivers of
lesser length can be important and may provide noteworthy recreational
experiences. However, those rivers need to be identified and their char-
acteristic biota analyze d.

The term wild riuershas been used to describe rivers that are wild from
their source to their mouth. ve did not use the tefm in that sense. In some
cases, the rivers identified may be wild their entire length, but in most cases,
they are merely wild from their source to some point 50 kilometers or more
downstream. At that point, the rivers may be intersectedby a dam or, more
likely, they move into settled country.

This study used a methodology similar to that used in the reconnais-
sance-level inventory of wodd wilderness, which is based on inferences
derived by looking at the density of development shown on maps. .We used
the best available maps that showed all rypes of roads and all settlements.
Using these, we identified "wildland zones," which were lightiy settled areas
with few roads. In many instances, they included de facto wilderness blocks
and areas with a few, low-standard roads and small settlements. \fe inferred
that such areas were not likely to have been significantly changed in their
natural character. Rivers flowing through such zones were identified and
measured using a map-measurer, except in the Russian Federation where
we used a sampiing technique to estimate the number of wild rivers. How-
evet we eliminated all river reaches affected by dams shown upstream on
the maps. The International Register of Dams was also used to identify all
known dams of any consequence.
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Northland Wild Rivers StudY

Canada and Alaska
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Most northerly rivers in North America are still predominantly wild. Of the

rivers nofth of 50 degrees latitude that are at least 50 kilometers in length, 75

percent are still wild. The avefage length of these wild rivers is 125 kilometers.

There are 1,917 wild rivers in North America. Of these, 1,498 are in Canada,

and 419 are in Alaska. .While Greenland was considered part of the Noth Amer-

ican region, it has only a few rivers, and none met the 50-kilometer threshold.

As one might expect, the most northedy areas are still the wildest. A11 of
the rivers in the Northwest Territories, more than 98 percent of those in the

Yukon Territory, and 97 percent of those in Alaska can be thought of as

wild. However, these northefly areas are not shielded from airborne pollut-

ants such as acidification from Arctic haze drifting acfoss the North Pole

from Eurasia and PCBs and other organochlorines from remote sources'

Most of Canada's remaining wild rivers are found north of the heaqr

settlement belt-north of 53-54 degrees latitude nofih. Surprisingly, the larger

provinces east of the Rocky Mountains have higher percentages of rjvers still

wild than those to the west of that ran5le. This may be explained partly by

the fact that the Laurentian Shield has limited settlement in the southern

poni()ns ol the ea5tern provinces. Also. the western provinces may have

fewer rivers still wild at comparable latitudes because their mountainous
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nature has provided suitable sites for hydroelectric development. Moreoveq
sheltered valleys invited northedy tending settlement pattems.

Furthermore, whereas 7a-76 percent of the rivers in the provinces east
of the Rocky Mountains are wild (76 percent for Newfoundland/Labrador,
74 percent for Ontario, 70 percent for Saskatchewan, and 69 percent for
Manitoba), less than half of the rivers in the provinces to the west are still
wlld G7 percent in British columbia and 4r percent in Alberta). The Mari-
time Provinces were devoid of wild rivers under our definition partly be-
cause they were too short (i.e., under 50 kilometers) and more so because of
pervasive development (20 percent of New Br-unswick's rivers are wild, 16
percent of Nova Scotia's, and there are none on prince Edward Island).

Three rivers included in the total figures for eu6bec are threatened with
imminent damming in the further development of the huge James Bay hy-
droelectric project. They are the Nottaway, Rupert, and Broadback Rivers.
The study did not include the Eastmain and Great \fhale Rivers, which are
presently being developed. other massive hydroelectric schemes are also
proposed in Ontario west of James Bay.

However, some rivers in western Canada were just rescued from being
dammed. Both the Tatshenshini and Alsek rivers in Brirish columbia and
Alaska were threatened by pollution from a massive copper mine in their
drainage basin. They were on a list of the ten most endangered rivers in
America. The British columbia government, which controls most of their
watersheds, recently acted to block the mine by putting the areas into a
protected area that totals 8 million hectares (counting two already protected
adjacent areas and this addition).

when the lengths of all the wild rivers in canada and Alaska are added
together, they exceed 222,000 kilometers. The fwo jurisdictions with the
greatest totals of wild river reaches are Alaska (53,765 kilometers) and the
Northwest Territories (4r,250 kilometers). Most of the rest of canada's prov-
inces have only one-half to one-quarter as much as these areas (e.g., eu6bec
has 22,770 kilometers, and Saskatchewan has 73.775 kilometers).

Thus, about half of the total of Norh America's wild-river inventory is
found in the zone nofih of 60 degrees latitude-in Alaska, the yukon Terri-
tory, and the Northwest Teffitories. The other half is generally found in the
zone between lJ degrees latitude north and 60 degrees north.

The longest wild rivers in the northern portion of North America are the
Yukon River (Alaska), Mackenzie River (Northwest Territories), Back River
(Nofihwest Territories), Kuskokwim River (Alaska), KoRrkuk River (Alaska),
North Angling River (Maniroba), peace River (Alberta), Thelon River (North-
west Territories), Albany River (ontario), and severn River (ontario). Among
the 20 longest wild rivers, there is one over 2,000 kilometers, three between
1,000 and 2,000 kilometers, and fourteen between 500 and 1,000 kilometers.
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Most of the longest wild rivers (over 1,000 kilometers) are nofih of 60 de-

grees latitude.
Most of the Canadian rivers are in the Canadtan taiga region, although

some are in the Rocky Mountain biogeographical province, Canadlan tundra

region, and Sitkan Province. The Alaskan rivers are primarily in the Alaskan

taiga or tundra regions.

SCANDINA\IA

The Scandinavian countries of northern Europe have relatively few riv-
ers left that appear to be still wild. Approximately 11 percent of the rivers in
Iceland, Norway, Sweden, and Finland are wild. Fifty-five rivers fall into this

category, and the average length of these rivers is 73 kilometers.

Most of the rivers are in the e>rtreme northedy portions of those countries

above the Arctic Circle. They are north of 65 degrees latitude in Sweden and

Iceland and north of 68 degrees latitude in Norway and Finland. In Iceland,

they are predominant$ on the north side of the island. \Xfhereas most of the

wild rivers in Finland and Norway are found in and around various nature

reserves, in Sweden and Iceland they are mostly outside of such reserves.

The spread of setdements far north in these countries, along with an exaen-

sive network of roads and many dams, accounts for the low percentage of

Northland Wild Rivers Study
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wild rivers. Howeveq Norway's figures may be somewhat distofied because
many of its rivers did not meet the 50-kilometer threshold. Norway does
have a system that protects its wild rivers; 20 percent of the country,s hydro-
electric potential is devoted instead to protection of its river systems.

Iceland has more wild rivers left than the other countries-25 percent.
Norway and Finland have about 10 percent and Sweden has about 9 percent
of their rivers still wild.

Scandinavia has 3,990 total kilometers of wild rivers; of these, Sweden has
1'355 kilometers, Finland has 955 kilometers, Norway has 855 kilometers, and
Iceland has 815 kilometers. of the fifty-five wild riven in Scandinavia, thirteen are in
Finland, thifieen are in Iceland, eighteen are in Sweden, and eleven are in Norway.

The ten longestwild rivers in the region are in the main body of scandinavia,
with none in Iceland. The top five are all over 100 kilometers in length. Five of
the top ten are in Sweden, three are in Finland, and fwo are in Norway.

In terms of Udvardy's system of biogeographical classification, most of
the Scandinavian wild rivers are in the \flest Eurasian Taiga province. A few
in extreme nofiheastern Norway are in the sub-Arctic Birchwoods province.
Those in Iceland are in the Icelandian province.

THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

The Russian Federation has a smaller percentage of wild rivers than one
might expect. only about 32 percent of its rivers are still wild. The avetage
length of wild river components is 143 kilometers. All told, there are 1,650
wild rivers in the Russian Federation.

The highest density of wild rivers is found generally easr of 85 degrees
longitude and north of 63 degrees latitude (in the region running easfward
from there to the Pacific ocean and northward to the Arctic ocean). In this
region, which is mostly in siberia, two-thirds or more of the rivers are still
wild, although the rivers nearer the Arctic coast are subject to acid precipi-
tation. Some areas are heavily impacted by oil drilling (e.g., the area just
west of the Yenisey River). Hear.y coal deposits undedie the western pofiion
of this zone and may prompt later development. This region is primarily
found within the boundaries of the yakutia-Sahka Republic, Krasnoyarsk
Subordinate Autonomous District, and Magadan Oblast.

There is a belt in Siberia that runs south of this sector, down to about 60
degrees latitude and between 85 degrees and 110 degrees east longitude,
which harbors a medium density of wild rivers. This region is north of the
Trans-siberian Railroad and the Baikal-Amur line. In this region, between
one-third and two-thirds of the rivers are still wild. Howeveq the region has
potential for oii and gas development.
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Northland Wild Rivers Study
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The rest of the territory in the Russian Federation supports a low density

of wild rivers. Less than one-third of the rivers there are stil1 wild. No wild
rivers are found at all in the European portion of the federation. Wild rivers

are scarce between the Ural Mountains and Lake Baikal. Some shorter wild
rivers are found in the Altay and Sayany regions in Tuva.

Seventy-two percent of the total length of wild rivers in the federation is

found in the northern portion of the Siberian region, which has a high den-

sity of wild rivers. About 16 percent of the total length is found in the region

with a medium density of such rivers, and only 12 percent is found in the

rest of the country.
The combined length of all wild-river components in the Russian Fed-

eration is 235,717 kilometers. Of this, I70,49I kilometers are in the High

Density Region (northem Siberia); 37,88I kilometers are in the Medium Density

Region (central Siberia); and 27,345 kilometers are in the Low Density Re-

gion (the rest of the country).
The twenty longest wild rivers are found from 59 degrees to 79 degrees

north latitude and from 6! degrees to 160 degrees east longitude.

Some of the longest and best-known rivers in the Russian Federation are

not included in this list because they are in heavily developed areas, badly

polluted, and/<>r often clammed. More surprisingly, the major rivers flowing
north into the Arctic Ocean are not included because of hear'1r levels of
pollution. These rivers include the main stems of the Ob, Yenisey, Lena, and

Kolyma rivers. The Amur River, which flows into the Pacific, is also ex-

"'*
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cluded. Major industrial cities in southern siberia discharge huge quantities
of pollution into the headwaters of these rivers. which carry the contami-
nants north into the Arctic Ocean.

The Ob River is polluted by industry in cities such as Omsk and Tomsk.
Krasnoyarsk pollutes the Yenisey Riveq and Irkutsk pollutes the Angara River.
The Lena River is polluted by Yatutsk and other cities. Some of the polluting
cities are so-called secret cities that manufacture nuclear, chemical, and biologi-
cal weapons. The rivers are contaminated by radioactivity, healy metals, DDT,
PCBs, and viral agents. Little has been done to conffol pollution from the
industrial belt in southem siberia or elsewhere. In this inventory, only tributary
rivers flowing from unpolluted and relatively undeveloped areas were included.

The overall low percentage of wild rivers remaining in the Russian Fed-
eration is due to a combination of circumstances. Hear.y patterns of historic
development in the European part of the federation explain the absence of
rivers in the inventory (as well as a binge of dam-building and pollution). In
the Asiatic portion of the country, the low figures are accounted for by
hear,y development in the south and the high levels of pollution in major
rivers flowing northward. Moreoveq even in some northern regions commu-
nities are found, reflecting the policy of promoting northern settlements.
The prevalence of oil-drilling and mining (e.g., diamond mining) in north-
ern regions also accounts for exclusions.

Some observers think that the percentage of wild rivers in the Russian
Federation could be even lower than these estimates because of the paucity of
good data on mining sites. controversy exists over construction of dams in this
nofihernmost wild zone. For instance, hydroelectric dams have been proposed
near the head of the Vilyuy River and on the Adycha River (a tributary of the
Yana River), though public opinion has stopped both for the moment.

\7hen the figures for the three northern regions that were studied are
combined, they reveal that neady 45 petcent of the rivers in these regions
are still wild (and 55 percent of them are compromised). All told, there are
3,626 wild rivers of at least 50 kilometers in length; they total 462,140 kilo-
meters in length. The average length of a wild river in the North rs 1L4
kilometers. Most of these rivers are found north of 62 degrees latitude. The
longest wild river is the Yukon River, which is 2,800 kilometers long.

Despite the fact that the Russian Federation is one-and-a-half times larger
than Canada and Alaska combined, it contains only slightly more wild rivers
(14 percent). The Russian Federation has 235,717 kilometers of wild rivers in
contrast to 220,000 kilometers in Canada and Alaska combined. This is ex-
plained both by the high levels of pollution in the Russian Federation and
the more northerly patterns of development. In both countries, the wild
rivers are concentrated north of 60 degrees north latitude, though in Canada
wild rivers are plentiful south to about 53 degrees latitude.
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Northland Wild Rivers Study

Comparison of Regions

Density
Percent Wild (km/km2)

Canada/Alaska: 75% .019

Russian Federation 34% .016

Scandinavia: 11Y" .003

In terms of percentages, Canada and Alaska have left 75 percent of their
wild rivers in good condition, whereas in the Russian Federation only 34

percent of the rivers are still wild. It is worth noting that Scandinavia has the

lowest percentages of rivers still wild (11 percent), though it does have

relatively more than European portions of the Russian Federation.

The regions can also be compared by developin g a ratio of total wild river

lengths compared to overall territorial size (kilometers/square kilometers);

this provides an index of wild river density. Canada's density is 0.019 (includ-

ing Alaska); the Russian Federation's is 0.0L6; and Scandinavia's is 0.003.

This inventory suggests that survival of wild rivers is both a result of
geography and policy. Policies in the Russian Federation of promoting de-

velopment in northern regions, hydroelectric development, and slighting

the importance of controlling pollution have left its river systems much di-

minished in quality. Nonetheless, there is still much left worth preserving.

Northland Wild Rivers Study

Comparison of Regions

Combineci
Lengths Number of

Wild Rivers

Average
Length

(km)

CanadaiAlaska 222,433 1917 125

Russian Federation 265,130 1 854 143

Scandinavia 3,990 59 73

AcKNorvrnlcmlns

My principal research associate in developing the data for this paper

was Benjamin Adams; Geofrey Burg assisted in initiating the study. Associ-

ated graphics were prepared by John McComb.
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International expedition c67np: A group of
biologists from tbe Moscow Academy of Sciences

witb lemming traps. Pjassina Delta, Taymyr,
Russia. (Photo by WMT/Peter Prokoscb.)

A COMPARISON OF

THE tEGAt ENIRONMENTAT REGIMES

N THE ARCTIC ND NTARCTIC

Carola Bjorklund

In the eady 1990s, comprehensive environmental regimes were devel-
oped for both the northern and southern polar areas. In 1989, the Finnish
government initiated the Rovaniemi Process to focus on the environmental
challenges in the Arctic. As a result, tlvo years later, the ministers of the
circumpolar nations-the Nordic countries, Russia, the United States, and
Canada-endorsed a strategy plan on how to meet the environmental chal-
Ienges in the Arctic. The participating states committed themselves to imple-
menting the decisions endorsed at the Ministerial Conference in Rovaniemi
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inJune 1991, and to further develop the programs when necessary. Simulta-

neously, the consultative parties to the Antarctic Treaty started to develop a

comprehensive environmental regime for the Antarctic.
A variety of environmental arrangements exists in the Arctic and in Ant-

arctica. The most comprehensive regime in the Arctic is the environmental
program involved in the Rovaniemi Process. In the Antarctic, the equivalent
document is the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty.

THE NTARCTIC TREATY

Though the Antarctic Treaty of 1.959 had a rather general scope and did
not contain any specific references to the environmental protection of Ant-
arctica, this did not prevent the consultative parties from undertaking inten-
sive legislation in this field. Hundreds of recommendations have been aimed
at specific environmental protective measures in Antarctica, but their legal
status has been uncertain.

This uncertainty has tobe analyzed in the light of the specific character-
istics of the Antarctic Tteaty System (ATS). The ATS is not an international
organization and, therefore, does not possess the institutional procedures
and enforcement authority one finds in an international organization with
regulative authority. However, this lack of authority has not hampered the

consultative parties from regulative activities. Based on a concept of "special

responsibility," the consultative parties issued a wide range of environmen-
tal protective measures for the Antarctic.

There had always been close cooperation between the Scientific Com-

mittee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) and the ATS which made it possible for
the consultative parties to define and correctly identify environmental chal-

lenges. Measures proposed by the SCAR led to the adoption of the Code of
Conduct for Antarctic Expeditions and Stations Activities. The SCAR's re-

search also led to the development of policy guidelines in Antarctica, which
recommend that:

no activity should be undertaken that could modify the ex-
tensive Antarctic;
all measures should be comoatible with the interests of hu-
mankind; and

. the incorporation of the concept of monitoring environmen-
tal changes should be respected.

The Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Seals, the Convention
the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources, and (later) the
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Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities were
all developed in close cooperation with SCAR. \flhile these instr-r-rments ad-
dress specific paffs of the whole environment, the agreed measures for the
protection of the entire Antarctic environment that were later developed
demonstrate a new era in environmental thinking by the consultative parties
in Antarctica.

Conservation of the marine environment became anearly, specific con-
cern of the consultative pafiies. Recommendation X-7 recognized that the
ptesence of ice in Antarctic waters gave rise to pafticular shipping hazards.
Later, Recommendation XV-4 prohibited all intentionai plastic and hazard-
ous waste discharges and disposal. These early regulations were closely
likened to similar provisions in MARPOL, the London Dumping Convention,
and the Basel Convention on Transboundary Transport of Hazardous'SV'aste.

It is interesting to recognize lhaI, in some cases, the consultative parties
applied these conventions to the Antarctic while some of the same states had
not applied similar measures in their own countries. AIso, the consultative
parties initially concentrated on protecting Antarctic flora and fauna. The
Third Consultative Meeting in 1964 adopted the Agreed Measures for Con-
servation of Flora and Fauna, which initiated the move to minimize human
interference with normal living conditions of mammals and birds. The Agreed
Measures introduced the system of specially protected areas and sites of special
scientific interest, which were adopted in 1975. Two new categories-spe-
cially reserved areas and multiple-use planning areas-were developed at

the XV Consultative Meeting in Paris in 1989. All these initiatives represented
a progressive sequence of environmental protective measures on specific
areas in the Antarctic. Finally, when describing the Antarctic Protected Area
System, the new Protocol on Environmental Protection recognizes the dis-
tinction between specially protected and specially managed areas.

Antarctica is a remote and unknownarea for the general public. Tourist
activities stafied in the mid-1960s, but noticeably increased in the late 1980s.

These activities increased the knowledge and experience of Antarctica for a

wide group of people.
The awareness of its vulnerability resulted in an increased public inter-

est in Antarctica. The question arose as to whether or not the ATS could be
considered the most appropriate, legitimate, and effective system to govern
and protect Antarctica. In fact, the authority and legitimacy of the ATS were
questioned and came under close scrutiny from some countries, especially
those in the United Nations. During the annual U.N. General Assembly ses-

sions, a number of nontreaty states chaiienged what they called the privi-
leged position of the developed nations in Antarctica and questioned the
legitimacy of the ATS. The intense criticism of the ATS was obviously linked
to the ongoing development of a mineral regime in the Antarctic.
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\7hile the Convention on Mineral Resources was highly criticized, de-
spite its limitations, its work represented the first decisive step in the con-
ceptual evolution of environmental protection regimes in the Antarctic. This
was completely overlooked by the critics, and the AIS consultative parties
were accused of considering exploitation of the continent's presumed min-
eral resources. The development of the mineral convention was seen as a
justification and encouragement for mineral activities in the Antarctic.

The nonparty states suggested that the Antarctic should be recognized
as an a(ea of interest to all humankind and that the U.N. General Assembly,
not the treaty states, should be the appropriate governing body of Antarc-
tica. Malaysia was the prime mover on this issue and repeatedly pointed out
that becoming a parry to the Antarctic Treaty implied maintaining stringent
and expensive scientific qualifications, which were exclusively defined by
the original treaty signatories.

Furthermore, it was pointed out that the protective regulations thus far
developed under the ATS were more a gesture than a comprehensive pro-
tection system because they dealt only with the regulation of isolated envi-
ronmental concerns. Objecting states called for the development of general
mles, precise definitions, and procedures for the adoption and application
of existing and future measures.

Furthermore, it was considered unfofiunate that the ATS had concen-
trated exclusively on producing recommendations that depended upon na-
tional jurisdictional application and thus had not developed legally binding
rules and procedures. The ATS was deemed incapable of safeguarding full
and uniform compliance.

In 1988, the Chilean government was the first nation within the ATS to
suggest that the consultative pafiies should develop a comprehensive envi-
ronmental protection regime for Antarctica. In 1.990, the consultative parties
to the Antarctic TreaLy convened the First Special Meeting in Santiago to
discuss how they could improve environmental legislation in Antarctica.

The environmental debate had intensified at this point because of a series

of regrettable accidents that caused damage to the sensitive Antarctic environ-
ment. Among these were the accidents of the Argentine ship Babia Paraiso
and the Peruvian ship Humboldt. These incidents, and later the accident of
the Exxon Valdez oil tanker in Alaska, provoked justified aIarm, and the public
demanded better environmental protection of remote and pristine areas.

The consultative pafiies then stafied an intensive and complex round of
negotiations that lasted Nvo years. Initial drafts of comprehensive environ-
mental regimes were jointly presented by Australia, Belgium, France, and
Italy, and later the United States and New Zeaiand developed their own
proposals. Ali of these drafts shared the common purposes of elaborating a
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complete system of environmental protection, strengthening the existing
measures, and filling the identified vacuums and, to a cefiain degree, initi-
ated additional regulations. The fundamental difference between them was
mainly the way in which the consultative parties looked upon the Conven-
tion on Mineral Resources and established an environmental committee with
explicit authority. Some proposed complete abandonment of the mineral
convention, while others, especially the United States, wanted to keep the
convention and build upon it.

'With regard to the idea of an environmental committee, the critical ques-
tions were whether activities in the Antarctic should be subject to previous
environmental assessments, reviews, or approvals; whether there was actu-
ally a need for a new institutionalizedbody with decision-making authoriry;
and whether it was appropriate to establish institutionalized inspections to
monitor compliance with the provisions in the new Protocol on Environ-
mental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty.

\(hen the destiny of the Convention on Mineral Resources was finally
solved and the question of the authority of the environmental committee
was finally answered, the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Ant-
arctic Treaty was adopted in Madrid on 4 October 1991..It took less than tlvo
years to develop this comprehensive protective regime for Antarctica, which
was a remarkable success for the ATS and which dampened criticism of the
system in the U.N. In fact, the environmental nongovernmental organiza-
tions supporled the ATS and considered the protocol a historic document.

THE PROTOCOL ON ENMRONMENTAL PROTECTION

TO THE NTARCTIC TREATY

The main propose of the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the
Antarctic Treaty is to supplement the Antarctic Treafy of 1959 by ensuring
explicit and far-reaching protection of the Antarctic environment. The scope
of scientific research was broadened and a series of juridical and institu-
tional measures were adopted. Fufihermore, it was explicitly stated that the
Antarctic is a "natural reserye, devoted to peace and science," which repre-
sents the cornerstone of the comprehensive environmental regime created
for the protection of the Antarctic. The idea of collective authorization was
abandoned and emphasis was placed instead on the national environmental-
assessment proced u res.

In order to provide the possibility of control by the ATS and the general
public, the consultative parties are obliged to prepare annual reports de-
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scribing their activities in Antarctica. In this system, it is implied that activi-
ties incompatible with regulations of the protocol should be modified, sus-

pended, or canceled. Furthermore, the obligations in the protocol were given
greater legal precision compared to the eadier system of recommendations
and leave no doubt about the compulsory character of the regulations.

Detailed obligations implementing the overall protocol goals are speci-
fied in five annexes: (L) Environmental Impact Assessment, (2) Conservation
of the Antarctic Fauna and Flora, (3) \faste Disposal and Management, (4)

Prevention of Marine Pollution, and (5) Protection and Management of Ar-
eas in the Antarctic.

Rules on liability/responsibility must be developed, which will further
strengthen the provisions and obligations defined in the protocol. Institu-
tional authority now remains in the consultative meetings, supplemented
with recommendations of the SCAR and the Committee for Environmental
Protection, which was established according to the provisions in the proto-
col. The increased competence of the consultative meetings has also raised

the question of whether it is necessary to establish a permanent secretariat
to coordinate information and technical aspects.

Mineral exploitation attracted the most attention because of the impor-
tant political implications involved. It was agreed to prohibit all mineral
exploitation for the next fifty years, which can be modified only if a binding
legal regime on mineral resource activities is enacted.

ENMRONMENTAI COOPERATION IN THE ARCTIC

The Arctic is no longer solely characterized as a remote, ice-covered
wasteland, but is now recognized as an area of great economic potential,
with rich resources of oil, fish, and gas. Considering the geographically stra-

tegic position of the Arctic with its high potential for superpower conflict,
the consttuctive environmental cooperation that occurred there in the late
1980s was remarkable. In the early 1980s, the only environmental conven-
tion in the Arctic was the Polar Bear Convention.

'Sfhile some jurisdictional questions exist in the Antarctic (because of
overlapping claims and the fact that the Antarctic Treaty froze the question
of national sovereignty), the Arctic rs an area of virtually undisputed jurisdic-

tional control. (The only exception is the Norwegian,/Russian maritime de-
limitation dispute in the Barents Sea.) This is a mayor difference between the
Arctic and Antarctica and is of crucial importance when comparing environ-
mental regimes in polar areas.

In the late 1980s, a significant change occurred with the remarkable shift
from military perspectives to a more environment-oriented approach to Arc-
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tic management. Former Soviet Union President Mikhail Gorbachev's speech
in Murmansk in 1987 sparked a new intensity in the bilateral and regional
environmental cooperation in the Arctic. His speech signaled a determination
to make a manifest distinction between military and nonmilitary issues in the
Arctic. He especially mentioned five areas suitable for international coopera-
tion, one of which was environmental cooperation. As a result, in 1988

Norway and the former Soviet Union signed abllateral environmental coop-
eration ffeaLy, followed by a new agreement with Russia in f992. But it was
the Murmansk speech that initiated concrete political actions in the environ-
mental field. The International Arctic Science Committee was established. and.
one year later, the Rovaniemi Process was initiated by the Finnish govemment.

The Ministerial Conference in Rovaniemi, Finland, inJune 1991 was the
first milestone in the Rovaniemi Process. A strategy document and ministe-
iaI declaratron were adopted, which defined shared environmental objec-

tives. The eight participating countries-the Nordic states, the United States,

Canada, and Russia-expressed their commitment to developing a frame-
work for cooperation on the protection of the Arctic.

Issues given priority in this respect were persistent organic contami-
nants, oil pollution, hear,y metals, underwater noise, radioactivity, and acidi-
fication. Furthermore, the cooperation under the umbrella of the Rovaniemi
Process included establishment of the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment
Program (AMAP), an emergency preparedness, prevention, and response
program, and protective measures and action plans for the Arctic's flora and
fauna and marine environment.

The Second Ministeriai Meeting was held in Nuuk, Greenland, in 1993,

where a second ministeriai declaration was adooted.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ENMRONMENTAI REGIMES

IN THE ARCTIC ND NTARCTICA

The main differences between the legal environmental regimes in the
Arctic and Antarctica are (1) obstacles for forceful legislation and compli-
ance in Antarctica owing to lack of jurisdictional conditions and (2) compli-
cations in environmental regulation in the Arctic caused by political
circumstances. Further, while the environmental regime in Antarctica is com-
posed of detailed legal obligations, the cooperation in the Arctic is more
directed towards national legislation harmonization, information exchange,
and scientific methodology coordination.

The AMAP is one of the most impofiant tools and will be decisive for all
further environmental actions within the Rovaniemi Process. The orimarv
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objective of the AMAP is to develop a program for assessing the levels and
effects of anthropogenic pollutants. The monitoring will provide important
data to assess these effects in distinct pafis of the Arctic. Notway has pro-
vided a secretariat, based in Os1o, for the AMAP.

Radioactive pollution is an area of great concern in the Arctic and is a
recognized priorify in the Rovaniemi Process. Therefore, nuclear instaila-
tions that may affect the Arctic must meet international nuclear and radio-
logical safety standards established by the Intemational Atomic Energy Agency.
Furthermore, disposal of radioactive waste or material in Arctic waters must
be stopped.

At the meeting in Nuuk, the Arctic state representatives decided that
the AMAP should concentrate on three categories of pollutants: (1) radio-
nuclides, (2) heavy metals, and (3) persistent organic pollutants. Coor-
dination with the internationa). organizations will be required in order to
create a reliable and comprehensive system for identification and char-
acterization of present and potential sources of radioactive contamina-
tion and for monitoring levels of such contamination. The representatives
also decided to pursue actions in appropriate forums to obtain international
recognition of the particulady sensitive character of ice-covered sea areas
in the Arctic.

Chemical pollution is another area of great concern in the Arctic, espe-
cially sulfur pollution from the high concentration of industrial and mining
enterprises on the Kola Peninsula and in Norilsk. \7hile the AMAP will pro-
vide important information on these emissions, this area requires immediate
action. Norway, supported by Finland, is actively negotiating with Russia to
reduce air pollution from nickel production on the Kola Peninsula. These
sulfur emissions have an economic dimension that certainly will require an
active international cooperation with regard to finding practical and eco-
nomical solutions to the problems. Norway has promised significant finan-
cial support for this project.

Nflhile there are some differences betlveen the legal environmental re-
gimes in the Arctic and Antarctic, legal technicalities are not a decisive
factor in the protection of polar nature areas. In Antarctica, it is necessary to
formally identify the legal obligations to protect the environment in an
undisputed manner, but the Arctic is somewhat different. Basically, na-
tional sovereignty is undisputed in the Arctic, while the authority of the
consultative pafiies in Antarctica is of a quite different nature. A clear signal
was sent to the wodd when the Arctic states committed themselves to co-
operate on environmental matters, and vowed that their actions will be
taken based upon the ministerial conference in Finland in 1991. Unresolved
judicial questions as to maritime boundaries in the Barents Sea will not
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negatively affect environmental cooperation in the Arctic, while new sover-
eignty ciaims in Antarctica could jeopardize the Environmental Protocol to
the Antarctic Treaty.

In Antarctica, non-judicial declarations and recornrnendations by the con-
sultative parties lacked decision-making authority. Detailed rules were needed
to convince the international society that the ATS was able to propedy pro-
tect the Antarctic. The consultative parties completed this remarkable pro-
cess in less than rwo years.

Therefore, in practice, it can be shown that legal formulations are not
decisive for the legitimate protection of the environment. The three most
important elements are: (1) all environmental regimes reflect political will
and decisiveness, (2) suggested measures must focus on real environmental
threats, and (3) sufficient resources must be made available.



THE ARCTIC AND NTARCTICA:

tEGAt ND POIITICAT PERSPECTIMS

Geir Ufstei,n

In recent years, the polar areas have become focal points for new uses,
in addition to the traditional ones. Such uses now being suggested include
making the Arctic a deployment area for submarines carrying nuclear weap-
ons, increasing shipping in the Nonhwest and Northeast Passages, and ex-
ploiting minerals and oil in the Arctic and Antarctic.

At the same time, there is an increasing awareness of the need for envi-
ronmental protection in polar areas. The general emphasis on environmen-
tal protection is reflected in the 1992 Unlted Nations Conference on the
Environment and Development in Rio deJaneiro. The polar areas are, how-
ever, extremely r,'ulnerable to human activities, and they have been regarded
as symbols of adventure and puriry. The Arctic and Antarctica have, there-
fore, been the objects of special environmental concern.

THE LEGAT FRAMEWORK

The Arctic and Antarctica have different physical, political, and legal
features. Physically, Antarctica is a continent surrounded by sea, whereas
the Arctic may be described as a sea surrounded by land. Politically, Antarc-
tica is relatively isolated, whereas the Arctic is centrally located between the
United States and former Soviet Union superpowers. These factors affect
management problems and the legal and political framework for manage-
ment in the two regions.
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Several states have territorial claims in Antarctica. These claims have,
however, been "frozen" by the 1959 Antarctic Treaty, Article IV. This treaty
establishes rights and duties befween the treaty parties and a management
framework. One of its main provisions is Article I, providing that Antarctica
"shall be used for peaceful purposes only." Article II establishes the
freedom of scientific investigation and cooperation towards that end.
Article IX maintains that the original contracting parties, and subsequent
pafiies that demonstrate their "interest in Antarctica by conducting substan-
tial scientific research there," may adopt management measures for the
region, which become effective when approved by all the contracting par-
ties. Consequently, only a limited number of nations have the right to par-

ticipate in this cooperation.
Because of the measures agreed upon under the procedures set forth in

the Antarctic Treatty and its specifically negotiated conventions, Antarctica's
management has been effective despite territorial disputes. Of particular
significance is the 1991 Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarc-
tic Treaty, which provides in Article II that the "parties commit themselves to
the comprehensive protection of the Antarctic environment and dependent
and associated ecosystems and hereby designate Antarctica as a natural re-

serve, devoted to peace and science." The most important means for pre-
serving Antarctica as a natural reserve has been the adoption of a flfty-year
moratorium for activities relating to mineral resource exploitation, as de-
tailed in articles VII and )O(V in the 1991 protocol.

It may thus be concluded that international management cooperation
in Antarctica has been successful. However, its main weakness lies in the
region's exclusive character. Not all states can afford to undertake substan-
tial scientific research in Antarctica, which is a requirement for partici-
pation in the decision-making. The developing states championing Antarctica
as a "common heritage of humankind" thus favor global management of
the region.

The appropriate legal framework in the Arctic as a polar Mediterra-
nean, will be the Law of the Sea. Contrary to Antarctica, where manage-
ment is undertaken on a multilateral basis, management in the Arctic is
primarily based on coastal state jurisdiction. The new Law of the Sea creates

several problems, such as boundary delimitations between continental
shelves and 200-mile exclusive economic zones, the application of the
1920 Svalbard Treaty in the maritime zones around the Norweglan archi-
pelago, and the legal regime applicable in the Northwest Passage and North-
ern Sea Route. But the Law of the Sea also establishes a framework for
regulating user conflicts of this kind on unilateral, bilateral, regional, and
slobal levels.
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LEGAI AND POLITICAI PERSPECTI\TS

The Arctic differs from Antarctica in its diverse utilization. One of the
traditional uses of the Arctic has been fishing. For example, the Barents Sea

has long suppofied one of the wodd's major commercial fisheries. In the
mid- and Iate-1.970s, there were peak catches of about 4 to 4.5 million an-
nual tonnes, which was approximately 5-7 percent of the wodd's total ma-
rine fish catch. The catch in recent years has, however, been approximately
1 to 1.5 million annual tonnes, representing only about 1.5-2 percent of the
world total. The decline in catches reflects natural fluctuations in fish stocks
and overfishing.

The challenge is to design a more effective management regime for
stocks in waters shared by coastal states such as Norway and Russia. But
special problems such as unresolved maritime boundaries, the status of the
200-mile zone around Svalbard, and the disputed rights to the remaining
area of the high seas (called tbe loophole) present difficulties in establishing
an overall regime.

The Arctic became militarily significant after the Second World N7ar. At
first, the emphasis was on Arctic airspace as a potentiai route for attack
betlveen the superpowers. Then, in the late 1950s, ballistic missiles had
been developed that could be fired across the North Pole. More recently, the
Arctic has become an area for the deployment of submarines with nuclear
weapons. The situation is consequently different from that in Antarctica.
There is no reason to expect a demilitarization of the Arctic in the near
future, but the end of the cold war offers hope of reduced tension and
military activities in the region.

Oil and gas exploration and production take place in the North Ameri-
can Arctic, the Gulf of Alaska, and the Beaufort and Bering Seas. Barents Sea

exploration has shown that gas exists in commercial quantities and indicates
that the likelihood of finding oil is quite high. There has also been increased
shipping in the Arctic, traversing the Northwest Passage and Northern Sea

Route. Russia keeps the Nofihern Sea Route open for navigation over 150

days a year, and the first shipment of crude oil from the Canadian Arctic
passed through the Northwest Passage in ice-reinforced tankers in 1985.

Oil exploration and exploitation and shipping are, however, undertaken
at the edge of current technology and in a hostile climate in near-darkness
several months of the year. The Arctic ecosystems are extremely r..u1nerable.

There is thus a special need for strict management measures. Indeed, there
is aiso reason to ask whether the Arctic should be protected as an area
unaffected by industrialization. Reference to this is made in the Protocol on
Environmental Protection in the Antarctica, which established the fifty-year
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moratorium for activities relating to mineral resources. Another factor is that
whiie the Arctic coastal states control oil exploration in the region, the Inter-
national Maritime organization primarily regulates navigation in the area.

Reason exists to assume that the new Law of the Sea regime provides a
more effective system for Arctic management than the former regime. But
the regime also creates new disputes about delimitation of maritime bound-
aries, increased shipping through the Northwest passage and Northern Sea
Route, and the maritime boundary agreement between the united States and
Russia in the Bering Sea.

Temporary arrangements for these unresolved disputes need to be made,
pending a final solution. For example , the 7978 Grey Zone Agreement be-
tween Norway and Russia provides a viable regime for fisheries manage-
ment in the disputed area of the Barents sea. The contested maritime zones
around svalbard are an example of a dispute that continues to create con-
flicts and prevent effective management. on the other hand, the fact that
rights to some areas are disputed may result in an effective block against
activities such as oil exploration and exploitation.

under the new Law of the Sea, Arctic coastal states have control over
resource exploitation in the 200-mile zones and on the continental shelves.
cooperation between these states is, nevertheless, essential because fish, for
example, migrate between different 200-mile zones, necessitating a consis-
tent management regime for the whole migration area. pollutants also cross
maritime boundaries.

Cooperation with non-Arctic states is also necessary. The right of free
navigation inside the 200-mile zones requires cooperation with other ship-
ping nations, and the control and reduction of military activities requires the
consent of the military superpowers. Finally, fishing in the remaining high
seas areas such as the loophole may also require cooperation with non-
Arctic states.

Although the six Arctic coastal states (Russia, the United States, Canada,
Denmark, Greenland, and Norway) should rake a lead in the further man-
agement of the Arctic, it is also necessary to cooperate with non-Arctic states
and nongovernmental organizations such as scientific bodies within the In-
ternational Arctic science committee. The prospect for successfui coopera-
tion has improved with the end of the cold war.

Management in the Arctic is necessary to ensure the proper undertaking
of all Arctic activities and to prevent conflicts between users. But similar to
the moratorium adopted for mineral exploitation in Antarctica, there is also
a need to consider whether certain activities should be prohibited in order
to preserve the Arctic's pristine character.



GOVERNMENTAT STRUCTI]RE

OF THE ARCTIC THE RIGHTS ND DUTIES

OF fiIE NORIHERN PEOPTES

Sigbjorn Eriksen

W'e in the Northern Fomm believe in the ability of the people of the

North to determine the course of our own history. 'W'e are not at the mercy of
invisible forces. Through foint efforts and cooperation, we are determined to

shape our own future.

THE NORTH

Most people in the wodd interpret the North as an enormous area with
endless distances, darkness, cold, and frozen tundra. This is an important

part of the truth. But the North also has warm summers, living and diverse

cultures, an abundance of important resources, and the last pristine wilder-
ness in the wodd.

My starting point for a discussion of the regional concept is the agree-

ment from the United Nations Conference on Environment and Develop-

ment. Agenda 27 has as a basic principle the concept that protection and

sustainable development require new approaches to management and de-

velopment at the national, subregional, regional, and global levels. From my
point of view, this basic principle establishes management at a regional level

for sustainable conservation and utilization of natural resources.

A region is an undefined concept which can include parts of a country,
parts of neighboring countries, or neighboring countries in a part of the

world. The North is a region that mainly consists of parts of neighboring
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countries. These parts have one thing in common, in addition to a number
of other things: They are ruled from capitals that are located far away. \fith
regard to geography and communications, the distance poses challenges,
but in terms of culture and politics, it creates tangible problems, and here
we are close to the core of a common problem for the people of the North.

The distance from Oslo to Tromso is about 1,700 kilometers. The dis-
tance from Moscow to Murmansk is 2,200 kilometers; from Nfashington to
Point Barrow, 8,600 kilometers; from Copenhagen to Nuuk, 5,100 kilome-
ters; and from Montr6al to Inuvikit is 6,100 kilometers.

The people of the North face many important issues such as the exploi-
tation of natural resources and government from cities situated so far away
that they belong to a different world. The responsibility for resource man-
agement is administered by people who are removed from the realities and
the problems in the North. Established administrative nefworks and commu-
nication structures eliminate some parts of the distance problem, but the
question remains: \What does, for example, an Inuit living at point Barrow
have in common with a citizen of \Tashington, D.C.?

Tbe Economy of tbe l{orth
The North is rich in natural resources. At the same time, the region is

r''r,rlnerable. A long winter with low temperatures, ice-covered seas, and lim-
ited biological activity and sunlight render Arctic ecosystems particulady
l'ulnerable to various types of pollution and slow down nature's own capac-
ity to repair damage.

The economy of the North, ever since humans settled here, has been
based on harvesting and utilizing natural resources. From the Middle Ages,
trading routes from norlhern Norway, Europe, and Russia have been estab-
Iished, facilitating the exchange of products such as stock fish, walrus skin,
and ivory from whale-teeth from the North for corn, spice, and clothes from
the south. These trading routes formed an impoftant linkage to overseas
markets and strong connections to other cultures and nations.

Northern peoples have long used many natural resources, including
fish, marine mammals (i.e., seals, wah-us, and whales), and minerals. In the
northeast Atlantic ocean, the Barents Sea provides rich fishing grounds, as
do the fishing grounds off Iceland. Minerals are the cornerstone of moclern
industrialism, and a large number of mineral resources are found in the
North. The Noth is one of the richest regions in the world in oil and gas.
The dimensions of the Prudhoe Bay and Kuparuk fields are significant in the
wodd. The Nofih has many large-scale hydroelectric power projects, most of
which provide electricity for southern regions. Tourism in the North appears
to be a fast-growing industry. "\7ildlife tourism,,, or ,,explorer,' tourism, is
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part of the "green wave," and customers are prepared to pay large sums for
seeing native wildlife. The Arctic shipping lanes (e.g., the Noftheast Pas-

sage) are also increasing in importance.

A REGIONAI STRATEGY FOR THE NORTH-RIGHTS ND DUTIES

The North is rich, but the Arctic ecosystems and resources are l-ulner-

able. The North is also r,ulnerable to the political and cultural distance be-

rween the decision makers in the capitals and the people living in the North.
Recently, regional institutions for handling environmental issues and

resource management have been developed. From my point of view, this is

an impofiant process, and I look forward to the situation where people

iiving in the North are able to establish or strengthen bodies across national

borders in order to handle their everyday lives.

The Barents Euro-Arctic Region was conceived by the former minister of
foreign affairs in Norway, Thorvald Stoltenberg. The region, most of it north
of the Arctic Circle, encompasses the three northern counties in Notway,

Sweden, and Finland and the two northeastern counties of Russia. Some 3.6

million people live in the region. The region was formally established in

January 1993, when the ministers of foreign affairs from the Nordic countries
and Russia adopted a ministerial declaration setting out the goals and struc-

ture for the initiative. The European Community also signed the declaration.
The Nonh Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission (NAMMCO) was estab-

lished at Nuuk, Greenland, in April 1992. The agreement was signed by
Norway, Greenland, the Faroe Islands, and lceland. The objective for
NAMMCO is to contribute through regional consultation and cooperation, to
the conservation, rational management and study of marine mammals (i.e.,

seals. walrus. and small-toothed whales) in the North Atlantic.
In general, the United States, Canada, Norway, and Russia have different

strategies for management of the North. But the nations ruling the Norlh
have at least one common denominator: The nofihem regions have been,

and still are, treated like colonies in relation to the politically strong regions
in the South. This is not consistent with management strategies and the

important principles for sustainable management given in Agenda 2L

The Regional Authority of Northern Norway has taken an initiative to
discuss whether fish stocks should be managed at a regional level or, as at

present, mainly as a nattonal resource. In the 1980s, northern Norway expe-

rienced a breakdown in the capelin and cod stocks, and while fishing ves-

sels went banknrpt, rights and quotas were also transferred from the North

to the South. This situation has raised regional disagreement between nofih-
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Many etbnic peoples of tbe Arctic pltq/ an increasingly important role in
gouernctnce issues. Pictured bere, Dolgan people. (?boto b)t peter prokoscb .)

ern and southern Norway. Our goal is to establish regional management in
a national framework and strengthen our fishing-dependent settlements
through strengthening their right to pafiicipate in the fisheries off northern
Norway.

The people in the North live in close relation to nature and natural
resources, and they have a vested interest in these resources not being dam-
aged by pollution or overexploitation. From my point of view, the best
managers of the North are the people who live there and want to continue
their life and culture there.

Regarding the principles in Agenda 21, it seems clear that the people of
the North not only have rights to the resources, but also a ducy to manage
their resources in a sustainable way. The challenge to us, in the Northern
Forum, is therefore to create regional bodies through which the people of
the North can create their own future as equal members of a modern soci-
ety. Management of the natural resources of the North must be based on a

foundation of strong and solid international agreements based upon the
principles given in Agenda 21 and the Law of the Sea.

Agenda 21 confirms that regional government is an important manage-
ment level for all kinds of natural resources. In I9BZ, the Law of the Sea
nationalized the most impofiant parts of the former high seas in 200-mile
zones. It is time to start a discussion about the next step in the Law of the
Sea process-a rcgionalization of the seas in which resource management in
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general devolves to the regions in a framework given by the national and

international management bodies.

In this proposal, the Northern Forum should be considered a forum for

informal discussion at a regional level. One important issue for such infor-

mal discussion could be the still unsolved border questions in the Barents

Sea or in the Arctic Ocean as a whole. I am quite sure that an agfeement in

the Northern Forum could be a strong argument in favor of a solution to

these problems.
The North is culturally, politically, and ecologically different from the

South. It is time to think about where to establish appfopfiate management

systems that can support and sustain this diversity.



REGIONAT COOPERATION N TIIE ARCTIC

AS A STRATEGY FOR MARINE MNAGEMENT

Jan Henry Olsen

Arctic marine ecosystems function as do most other ecosystems. How-
ever, because of the extreme physical conditions of light and temperature,
these systems have large seasonalvariation and comparatively slow response
to, for example, human-made alterations. Therefore, adverse effecs are active
for long periods of time. Management schemes for the Arctic should therefore
be more cautious, in general, than those designed for temperate areas.

The lMng marine resources of the NorwegianandBarents Seas are region-
ally distributed, and the sea animals remain within these regions all year.
Some fish on spawning migrations and some whale species are exceptions.

Some Arctic marine regions are managed as distinct marine ecosystems.
In the Barents Sea, for example, where some management cooperation al-
ready exists, fishery scientists cooperate with pollution scientists in assessing
stock and monitoring pollution leveis. However, closer cooperation and better
communication with petroleum explorers and developers and the merchant
marine would be advantageous for shaping a more comprehensive approach
to marine management in the area.

THE BASIS FOR REGIONAL COOPERATION

Regional cooperation is cerlainly not a new concept for Arctic countries.
In the fisheries sector, Norway has cooperated with its neighbors for several
decades. Polar bears have been protected by a circumpolar treaty for twenty
years, and the North Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission (NAMMCO) is
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responsible for the management and conservation of small cetaceans (toothed

whales) and seals. Two basic management principles are most felevant to

Arctic marine systems: (1) reduction or elimination of pollution and (2) sus-

tainable utilization of renewable fesources. Nonrenewable resources fepfe-

sent a third class needing management, but clear and established objectives

or management principles are not avarlable.

Global agreement exists that a reduced output of pollution would ben-

efit all life, but that the immediate cost of this reduction is a limiting factor.

There are, however, many different opinions on management objectives for

living marine resoufces. This is t11le even where there is abroad consensus

for the optimum long-term utilization of all living marine fesoufces, as now

exists in aII major legal documents, including the 1982 United Nations Law

of the Sea Convention and Agenda 21. from the United Nations Commission

on Environment and Development. For example, some states are devising

different management strategies for marine mammals and fish.

The situation in Arctic countries is better, and consensus exists on objec-

tives for both pollution and resource management, which has led to numer-

ous agreements in these fields. Clearly, successfill cooperation in pollution

and resource management is facilitated here to some extent by a common

climate, philosophy, and tradition. This is a convincing argument in favor of
confining management problems to their natural boundaries and allowing

those countries most affected to participate in resolving such problems.

The Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy, a component of the

Rovaniemi Process, is the most recent and comprehensive work of this type

in the Arctic. It clearly states its objective and principles, and it views hu-

mans as part of the ecosystem to be protected. This expresses an aspect of
northern peoples'philosophy, which is embedded in their everyday interac-

tions with natufe and is more consistent with the laws of natufe than is the

philosophy of many urban inhabitants.

One management issue exists that has unfortunate consequences. Some

nongovernmental organrzations (NGOs), which generally make positive con-

tributions to the environmental cause, fail to make the necessary distinction

between pollution, resource management, and animal welfare issues. They

confuse the issues, terminology, and objectives and consequently confuse

the general pubiic and many politicians. For example, the issue of humane

killing is sometimes mixed with that of the sustainability of whale stocks.

Such irresponsible behavior of certain NGOs redirects political focus to quasi-

issues with no real environmental significance and delays impofiant envi-

ronmental work.
The International \X4-raling Commission (I'WC) is a prime example of an

organlzation whose work has been hampered by the activities of such orga-

nizations. As a result. the ISflC now disreqards advice from its scientific com-
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mittee and operates in clear contravention to the 1.946WhaIing Convention,
which stipulates that the I\X/C is to provide for the conservation of whale
stocks and thus make possible the orderly development of the whaling in-
dustry. The organization has, therefore, lost its integrity. Iceland and Canada
have left the otganization. Norway, however, is still trying to be constructive
within the I\fC. In a related development, the NAMMCO was established to
carry out resource management and conservation based on the principles of
Arctic peoples.

REGIONAI FISHERIES COOPERATION IN THE BARENTS SEA

Early fisheries organizations based on broad multilateral cooperation
failed, especially in northeast and nofihwest Atlantic Ocean fisheries. The
rapid improvements in catch technology put too much pfessure on the fish
stocks, and the decision-making machinery for managing fish stocks was
inefficient and inadequate. Too many parties failed to agree on the neces-
sary regulations, and scientific advice was ignored. As a result, stocks were
overexploited.

The establishment of exclusive economic zones (EEZ$ of 200 nautical
miles in the mid-1970s gave the coastal states the necessary powers to con-
trol fishing within these zones, which contain at least 90 percent of the
wodd's fisheries resources. Howeveq there is often a discrepancy between
the political and biological boundaries within which fish stocks occur.

The Law of the Sea Convention (albeit not yet ratfied by all the countries
involved) provided the basis for the Barents Sea management regime. The
convention explicitly states that nations have a duty to conserve living ma-
rine resources and ensure their optimum utilization. As for the allocation of
fish resources, the convention states that coastal nations are given jurisdic-
tion over fish resources within a 200-mile EEZ. Other countries can be granted
access to fish resources in the EEZ on the basis of historical catch perfor-
mance, subject to the coastal state's discretion and on a reciprocal basis.

Also according to the convention, when two or more states share a fish
s1e6ft-25 is the case with Russia and Notway-they shall seek to work out
joint management regimes. Norway and the Russian Federation have a long
history of cooperation in the management of living marine resources in the
Barents Sea. The objective is to achieve an optimum sustainable utilization of
fisheries resources. A joint fisheries commission operates on the basis of sev-
erai agreements. Cooperation is facilitated by the International Council for the
Exploration of the Seas, which gives scientific advice to the joint commission.

Cooperation in management between Norway and Russia is relatively
successful, even in the face of increasingly complex management problems.
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One reason it functions well is that only two parties are involved in the

decision making, and they have basically the same goals and objectives.

The national allocation of Notwegian quotas involves certain types of
fishing vessels that are characteristic of particular regions. Norway has also

recognized that the indigenous peoples of the North have special rights

regarding access to local resources, and a committee is currently working to

find acceptable solutions to problems in this area.

The problem of straddling fish stocks in the Barents Sea between the

Norwegian and Russian Federation EEZs invites special management concern.

Vessels fishing in this area exploit stocks present in both EEZs. The relevant

provisions of the Law of the Sea have proven insufficient to ensure the conser-

vation of certain stocks. Part of the solution is to develop global policies within
the United Nations that can be implemented at a regional level; the other part

is to find appropriate bilateral solutions. Under the U.N.'s auspices, global

negotiations are taking place to establish an agreement on an intemational

framework for the management of straddling fish stocks and high-seas fisheries.

ECONOMICS, MLDERNESS, ND ENURONMENTAL QUALITY

Contrary to once-popular belief, there is no contradiction between seek-

ing to have a strong economy and wanting to safeguard wilderness and the

environment. These objectives are mutually supportive. For example, during
the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, and in
the subsequent preparatory process for the 1992 Pito Eafih Summit, it be-

came evident that some of the countries having the greatest environmental
problems with dwindling wilderness areas were also among the poorest.

The full explanation for this may be complex, but it is not difficult to
understand that if people barely have money to subsist, they will not give

high priority to enhancing environmental quality. In these situations, natural

resources will be put under pressure for shon-term profits.
This is why I support the proposed increase of development activities in

the Barents Euro-Arctic Region. The development is intended to span all

branches of society in parts of those four countries involved (Finland, Nor-

way, Russia, and Sweden). If it is successful, it will benefit environmental
quality and wilderness.

Regional management is an effective strategy for marine management in
the Arctic. It is important not to lose faith in our ability to manage renewable
natural resources. Maintaining biological diversiry and catering to human

nutritional needs requires that scientific methods be used as basis for man-

agement. Finaily, we must pursue economic improvement for the best pro-

tection of wilderness.



Conseraation
Strategies

NATIONAT PARKS ND PROTECfiD AREN

N POTAR REGIONS

P, H, C, Iucas

Eady interest in polar regions was based on geographical and scientific
exploration in the quests for the Northwest Passage, Terra Australia, and the
North and South Poles. Isolation and the inhospitable climate combined to
prevent significant outside intrusion. Howeveq these great quests for con-
selation are now being eroded by the rising tide of scientific and commer-
cial activity, supported by increasingly sophisticated technology.

As population and development pressures have reduced the remaining
areas of wild nature in the temperate and tropical pafis of the world, the
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attention of those interested in wilderness has increasingly focused on polar
regions. The intense debate that has taken place on the future of Antarctica
over the past decade, for example, has had a strong emphasis on the region's
wilderness values. The development of a minerals convention was the touch-
stone that brought pressure on the Antarctic Treaqr nations, forcing them to
bend and set aside the mining issue for at least fifty years.

Many believe that the wilderness vaiues of these remote polar regions
ought to be protected even if, for most of us, the enjoyment of those values
comes from simply knowing that they are there. National parks and other
protected areas are widely recognized woddwide as mechanisms to con-
serye nature, its biodiversity, its wilderness, and its aesthetic and other val-
ues. This is true for polar regions and other areas.

The polar regions are significantly different from each other. The heart
of the South Polar region is a continent while the heart of the North Polar
region is a marine environment. The North Polar region is populated by
many communities while the South Polar region has only a transient popu-
lation, largely scientific. The northern region has many nation-states while
the southern region is regulated by an international political agreement.

This paper is an overview that builds upon more detailed coverage
available in the Association of Canadian Universities for Northern Studies'
1987 publication, "Arctic Heritage: Proceedings of a Symposium," edited by
J. G. Neison, Roger Needham, and Linda Norton. The approach used in the
Canadian symposium to define the extent of the polar regions is followed
with a limit of latitudes to those beyond 60 degrees norlh and south.

THE SOUTHI ANTARCTICA ND THE SOUTHERI'I OCEN

The region of the wodd south of laritude 60 degrees south is the Antarc-
tic Treaty Area and is administered under the Antarctic TreaIy, a remarkable
international agreement under which territorial claims are set aside and
management is undertaken as part of national Antarctic programs. The treaty
now has twenty-six consultative parties and fifteen acceding states.

The ultimate decision-making authority is the Antarctic TreaLy Consulta-
tive Meeting (ACTM) of the pafiies, which is about to shift to an annual
meeting at which all the pafties adopt recommendations by consensus, with
voting by the consultative pafiies. The pafiies are advised on scientific mat-
ters by the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR). Recently,
there has been cooperation between the SCAR and the \7orld Conservation
Union (IUCN), parlicularly in the fields of protected areas and tourism, de-
signed to bring protected-area establishment and management to the Ant-
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arctic. A commission under the 1980 Convention on the Conservation of
Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) is responsible for conservation
measures in managing marine areas and living resources.

The first major consetwation regime was adopted by the Antarctic Treaty

parties in 1954 and is known as the Agreed Measures for Conservation of
Antarctic Fauna and Flora. Under this regime, the Antarctic Treaty Area is to

be considered a Special Conservation Area with provision within that for
specially protected areas (SPAs) . Later, a further category of sites of special

scientific interest (SSSIs) was added to the regime.

The SPAs are designed to protect biological phenomena with a require-
ment that the number of sites be kept to a minimum and be as small as

possible to be consistent with the purpose for which they were designated.

The SSSIs are essentially designed to protect scientific activity or sites of
exceptional scientific interest that require long-term protection from harmful

interference. Under these two categories, some fifty-five sites have been
given protected-area status, totaling just 3,000 square kilometers. Five of
them are marine with terrestrial sites conserving plant species, penguin colo-
nies, and dry valley environments.

There has been no systematic approach to the selection of these areas;

most are relatively sma1l and generally lack management plans and effective
implementation. Clearly, some of these protected areas conserve wilderness
values but this was not, of course, the purpose of their designation. All are

classified by the'Wodd Conservation Monitoring Center (\7CMC) under IUCN's

Category I.

Antarctic conservation became a substantial issue at successive IUCN
general assemblies, particulady in Christchurch, New ZeaIand, in 1981 and

Madrid, Spain, in 1984, with pressure from international nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs) such as the W'odd \fide Fund for Nature, Greenpeace,

and the Antarctic and Southern Ocean Coalition. They took up a recommen-
dation from the Second World National Parks Conference in Yellowstone/
Grand Teton National Parks in 1972 calling for a \7odd Park designation for
Antarctica. The concept of retaining Antarctica as a "wilderness" free from
mineral and similar exploitation became a malor public issue.

The term wilderness appeared in treaty policy in 1989. Then, the XVth
ATCM agreed on a new category of protected area to be known as a Spe-

cially Reserved Area (SRA). This was designed to extend the protection pro-

visions of SPAs and SSSIs to include aesthetic, scenic, and wilderness features

and landscapes, as well as geological, geomorphological, and glaciological
features. No SRAs have yet been designated.

In 1989 the ATCM also agreed on designation of Multiple Use Planning
Areas (MPAs) for Antarctica. This is a category of protected atea to provide
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for coordinated management that would minimize harmful environmental
impacts. No MPAs have yet been designated, but tvvo areas suggested as

prime candidates are Ross Island and the Palmer Peninsula. Complementing
these mechanisms are fifty-nine listed historic sites and monuments, includ-
ing huts used by eady polar explorers, abandoned stations, rock shelters,
cairns, graves, memoriai crosses, and others.

In the marine environment, seal reserves have been established under
the L972 Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Seals. To date, three
such oceanic protected areas have been established at the South Orkney
Islands and at rwo locations in the Ross Sea. They have a combined area of
190,000 square kilometers.

Additionally, the Commission under the CCAMLR can establish protec-
tion over sites where colonies of seabirds and seals are being monitored as

well as special areas for protection and scientific study. Some of these are
( urrently under discussion.

A benchmark in the conservation of Antarctica came at the meeting of
the treaty par-ties in Madrid in 1991.. There, they adopted a Protocol on
Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty. This was a response to a
number of influences, including the calls from NGOs for an Antarctic W'odd
Park, the decision of the treaty parlies to reject a minerals convention for
Antarctica, and recognition by the parties of the need for a comprehensive
revision of existing conselwation measures.

The protocol represents an extensive reform of protection measures
that, when it takes affect, will put many of the'Wodd Park concept goals into
action. Annex V of the protocol deals with area protection and management.
Once it is implemented, it has the capacity to overcome the major deficien-
cies in the existing protected-area system. These deficiencies include the
small size of most protected areas, the absence of a systematic approach to
their selection, and the need for management plans and effective implemen-
tation. Among other things, the protocol provides for:

replacing the existing multicategories with a simplified and
more rational system comprising just two categories of pro-
tected area: (1) the Antarctic Specially Protected Area (ASPA),

with strict protection and access by permit, and (2) the Ant-
arctic Specially Managed Area (ASMA) to provide coordina-
tion of multiple activities and avoid mutual interference with
no permits needed for entry;
requiring approved management plans to guide management
action and designate component areas for particular fypes of
management;
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. advising of the AICMs by a Committee for Environmental Pro-

tection established under the protocol andby the SCAR; and
. disseminating and exchanging information regarding protected

areas and requiring inspection to ensure protected areas are

fulfilling their specified objectives.

Currently, the state governments that are consultative parties to the Ant-
arctic TreaLy are at various stages in ratifying the protocol by enacting their
own legislation. It is hoped that these initiatives will proceed as quickly as

possible so that the enhanced environmental measures provided for in the

protocol can be implemented to produce environmental consetwation over
the whole of Antarctica with designation, appropriate planning, and man-

agement of areas deseruing special protection. It is encouraging that the

ffeary pafiies have akeady decided to implement the provisions of the pro-
tocol on a voluntary basis pending formal ratification by all parties.

In the meantime, the establishment of a whale sanctuary in the Indian
Ocean cailed for by the IUCN General Assembly and adopted by the Inter-
national l7haling Commission is endorsed by IUCN. Similarly, IUCN en-

dorses, in principle, the proposal for a further whale sanctuary in the Southern

Ocean with boundaries chosen to include the full migratory range of at least

one population of each species of large whale occurring within it.
In1991, the IUCN proposed a comprehensive Conselation Strategy for

Antarctica to assist the ATCMs in their management of the region. The IUCN
is currently focusing on some specific issues that are of significance to pro-
tected areas-such as the impacts of tourism on the environment and on
other approved human activities, especially scientific research-and has taken

an impoffant initiative to advance education about and understanding of the

Antarctic environment
The future of Antarctica is at a critical time in its modern history. The

l99L Protocol Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty promises to
usher in a new era in Antarctic conserwation. It provides the basis for much
of what the NGO movement has been advocating regarding recognition of
the region's undoubted wilderness values. The task is now to encourage the
govemments concerned to ratify the protocol and cooperate in implement-
ing it in a proactive way.

THE NORTH POLAR REGION

An analysis of protected areas beyond 60 degrees nofth requires a to-
tally different approach compared to the South Polar region. In the North
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Polar region there are sovereign states, protected areas established under
national legislation, and often indigenous communities dependent on the
local resources.

The data base held by the \7CMC as of Augusr 1993 showed 427 pro-
tected areas qualifying for IUCN's categories I to v, that is, those including
strict nature reselve and wilderness areas, national parks, natural monu-
ments, habitat/species management areas, and protected landscapes,/sea-
scapes. These have a total area of 2,080,550 square kilometers, representing
some 5 percent of the total land area. This is about half the target atea
generally accepted as being globally desirable, including that which was set
foth in the Brundtland Commission's reporl, ,,Our Common Future."

By far the largest of these protected areas is Greenland National park with
972,000 square kilometers. The United States has sixry-eight protected areas
qualifying for IUCN Categories I to V in Alaska, totaling 699,270 square
kilometers, with most of them classified as habitatlspecies management ar-
eas. Canada has twenSr-nine areas nofih of 60 degrees, totaling 242,800 square
kilometers. Many of these have a categorization similar to the Alaskan sites,
recognizing some management and harvest of species by the indigenous
residents of these areas. other countries with significant Arctic protected
areas are Russia, Norway (including Svalbard), Sweden, Finland, and lceland.

Nations establishing protected areas in the Arctic use all five of the IUCN
categories of protected areas, recognlzing the varying management objec-
tives for these areas. -wilderness as a legal status applies in only a relatively
few cases, but clearly, many of the areas have strong wilderness values;
although, in terms of use, the value is negated in those cases where entry is
restricted by law.

A significant feature of some protected areas is recognition of sustain-
able-resource use by indigenous communities: abreakfrom the yellowstone
concept, but a necessary one for the Arctic. There remains considerable
potential to develop consultative and cooperative mechanisms for manage-
ment systems that not only recognize the legitimate needs of indigenous
communities but invoive them in decision making and management.

Coverage of protected areas by biome in the norlhern circumpolar re-
gion shows good representation in percentage terms of tundra communities,
subpolar deciduous thickets, and temperate rainforests or woodlands, but
inadequate coverage of temperate needleleafed forests and lake systems.
These are only broad assessments, and closer study is needed to determine
the extent to which the various biomes have adequate protection, assuring
pfotection of representative ecosystems.

The predominant emphasis has been on protected terrestrial areas, but
there are several examples of protected areas in the marine environment.
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For example, Canada's Ellesmere Island National Park includes a significant

marine component while the Alaskan Maritime National \Tildlife Refuge in

the United States includes a Chukchi Sea Unit. The Directorate for Nature

Management in Norway and the Arctic \Vorking Group, which is part of a

global proiect led by the vice chair (marine) for IUCN Commission on Na-

tional Parks and Protected Areas, Graeme Kelleher of Australia's GteatBat-
rier Reef Marine Park Authority, are currently working together to establish a

greater focus on the potential for marine protected areas.

Internationally, there have been some positive cooperative effofis in
establishing transboundary protected areas between Norway, Sweden, and

Finland and the United States and Canada. Unfortunately, good progress

being made between the United States and the former Soviet Union in estab-

lishing a Beringia International Park has stalled due to the end of the cold

war. The proposal was an unprecedented achievement for any protected

arealwilderness proposal because it was the subject of two presidential summit

agreements between the United States and the Soviet Union. It is ironic that

the liberalizing trends that laid the foundation for joint protection of the

shared heritage between the two superpowers have now stalled the project.

Current political uncefiainties with Russia, decentralization of authority, and

new demands for autonomy have made it neady impossible for the two
countfies to proceed at this time. It is hoped that the future will allow this

innovative and exciting project to be revived andrcvitalized. The concept of
Beringia International Park is an idea that symbolizes the bridges that wil-
derness and heritage values can build between people everywhere'

There is, however, some good news. Russia has announced a major

new protected area on the Taymyr Peninsula in northern Siberia. Known as

the Great Arctic Zapovednik, it gives protection to 41,000 square kilometers.

The \flodd Heritage Convention has been used sparingly by countries

with territory in the North Polar region but, where it has been used, it has

brought significant conservation benefit. Most countries of the region are

parties to the convention, but only Canada and the United States have made

successful nominations to have areas listed under the natural wing of the

convention. These countries have worked for the combined listing of Canada's

Kluane National Park and the lWrangell-St. Elias area in Alaska. In \992,
protected areas in Glacier Bay, Alaska, were added to this site with the

\forld Heritage Committee urging protection of a linking area in British Co-

lumbia. Subsequently, the B.C. provincial government announced a deci-

sion to give protected-arca status to this link in the Tatshenshini-Alsek region

and propose it as an addition to the existing Vodd Heritage site.

So much for the statistical scene. But what of the feel of the circumpolar

region, its protected areas, and the context in which they exist?
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A New Zealand adventurer and colleague, Graeme Dingle, recently com-
pleted a 28,000-kilometer journey around the Arctic that began and ended at
the eastern extremity of Siberia. Dingle said of his travels:

Like many people, I have become quite besotted by the won-
ders of the North. The fantastic extremes of winter and sum-
mer, of dark and light, of fecundity and sterility, and of human
warmth and hospitaliry. Most of us acknowledge the impor-
tance of polar regions ro the health of the world but sadly all
is not well in the Arctic. Much of the Arctic's wildlife is strug-
gling to sulive; watefs are polluted and overfished; and there
are communication difficulties between the indigenous peoples
and the controlling authorities, to mention but a few of the
probiems.

Like others who know and love the Arctic, Dingle is concerned that more be
done to conserye its natural and wilderness values in a manner sensitive to
the needs and wishes of the indigenous peoples of the Arctic.

N7hile the situation of protected areas in polar regions gives some cause
for encouragement, it simultaneously gives no cause for complacency. It is
vital for the future environmental health of the North and south polar re-
gions, and of the world, that we encourage our governments to cooperate
in the common cause of enhancing the number and management of pro-
tected areas.

Acr<tloltllcmurs

I warmly acknowledge the assistance I have had from the protected

Areas Data Unit of the \fodd Conselation Monitoring Centeq Cambridge,
United Kingdom, particularly from Jeremy Harrison and Graham Drucker;
and also from Graeme Dingie, Paul Dingwall (Vice Chair, CNppA for Antarc-
tica and New Zealand), and David Sheppard and Jim Thorsell (IUCN pro-
tected Areas Unit, Gland, Switzerland).



ARCTIC CONSERVATION STRATEGMS

Jens Wahlstedt

Even though Arctic conservation progress has been slow, paticulady
considering the urgency of effective action to counteract the growing threats

to the Arctic, one could note with satisfaction that inter-governmental coop-

eration has made substantial progress on some issues. The Wodd Wide Fund

for Nature (\X MF) strongly believes that a comprehensive international con-

servation program for the Arctic must be adopted and implemented as a

matter of highest priority, if the special values of the Arctic environment are

to be protected from the increasing and serious threats facing the arca.

Hence, the WWF welcomed the intergovernmental cooperation of the

Rovaniemi Process, initiated in 1989 by the Finnish government. The Arctic

Environment Strategy, adopted by the ministers from all the Arctic countries

ln 1,991,, was an important first step towards a comprehensive protection

plan for the Arctic.
However, I also agree with the ministers from the United States and

Canada when they expressed some disappointment during the Second Min-
isterial Meeting that the progress has been too slow, and so far there has

been more talk than action. Arctic governments seem reluctant to get too
involved and make any extensive obligations to the Arctic environment.

Furthermore, the money is not available to make any substantial progress.

This latter case is even more deplorable, considering that the military invest-

ment in the Arctic is enough to kill us all at least foufteen times over. How-
ever, since 1997, the Rovaniemi Process worked and cooperated on the

following impofiant areas:
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Arctic Monitoring Environment Program;
Emergency Preparation and Preparedness;
Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna (CAFF); and
indigenous peoples and NGO involvement.

From the \il7rXT viewpoint, the request of the ministers to the W'orking Group
on Fauna and Flora to prepare a plan for developing a netlvork of Arctic
protected areas was particularly welcomed, as was the establishment of an
interim secretariat for CAFF to be funded by Canada.

A considerable predominance of protected areas exists in the \7est-
ern Hemisphere, and a similar need for protected areas exists in Sibe-
rian Europe. The 1W\7F has been active in this field and has worked with
the Russian experts on the Taymyr Peninsula for three to four years to
establish new protected areas. As a result, the Great Arctic Reserve was
inaugurated iast summeq covering about 40,000 square kilometers (equiva-
lent to the size of Denmark). The '!7"$7F will jointly proceed with the
Russian and regional governments and scientists further eastward in Si-
beria. The rVril7F plans to support a new research station in the Lena
Delta and the development of new protected areas in both terrestrial
and marine environments.

New observers from Arctic indigenous organizations with a profound
interest in the Arctic and a readiness to contribute to its environment will
soon be accredited and able to officially pafticipate in the Rovaniemi pro-

cess. The rWN(F welcomes these additions and the decision to involve indig-
enous peoples in the process. Howeveq some major gaps in the Rovaniemi
Process exist, and the inter-governmental cooperation for the Arctic environ-
ment consequently needs:

a convention on Arctic environmental protection (especially
flora and fauna);
a general secretariat or Arctic council to pursue and super-
vise the convention; and
management of marine living resources.

The proposal of a convention for the Arctic environment was raised by
\f\X/F at the Rovaniemi meeting in 1.991 to creare legally binding instru-
ments. The \WnWT also suggested that a secretariat be established to ensure
supervision of the regulations and agreements. This has also been suggested
by the United States and Canada.

So far, the proposed convention has been carefully avoided in the
Rovaniemi Process. The reasons given suggest that the procedure to
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establish an overall convention might slow down the whole process,
and that the present conventions would cover Arctic needs.

The \X/-WF strongly disagrees with both of these statements. Other global
processes have shown that without a strict convention with a specific pur-
pose, important areas and issues will fail to receive the necessary attention
and action.

For example, this is the case for Arctic marine living resources. The

\XnMF is disappointed that nothing has been discussed about these resources

during the Rovaniemi Process. The whole topic seems to be too politically
and economically sensitive. Still, many Arctic peoples are directly depen-
dent on the management of fish and mammal resources. As the United States

and Iceland have declared, there is an urgent need to include marine living
resources in the Rovaniemi Process.

The W-S7F suggests revising the strategy adopted by the First Ministerial
Meeting or negotiating a new one to protect the fragile Arctic environ-
ment and assess the progress made so far within the inter-governmental
Rovaniemi Process. The basic objective in any such new strategy should
be ecological, sustainable development of the Arctic based on the con-
selvation of intact ecosystems and processes in the terrestrial, Iimnetic,
and marine environments. A cornerstone in the strategy should be an

international convention on the conservation and sustainable develop-
ment of the Arctic.

The \X XrF suggests that the convention should highlight the general

objectives and obligations of the contracting parties. The following three

basic principles should be embodied in the convention: (1) precautionary,
(2) polluters pay, and (3) users pay.

The convention should also formally recognize the competence, rights,

and obligations of Arctic indigenous peoples. 'We can learn a 1ot from their
experience in the sustainable management of Arctic resources. The full par-

ticipation of indigenous groups in the convention is, therefore, a necessiry if
the convention is to fulfill its main objectives.

Howeveq all interested pafiies should be allowed to participate and

contribute to the work within the convention. Hence, the convention should
also provide for transparency and access to information for all those who
are interested in Arctic environmental issues.

One important tool in this respect could be an open and comprehensive
system for mandatory environment impact assessments 1nU.s) of all planned
activities that could harm the Arctic environment or human health. These

EIAs should be carried out early in the planning process to aliow for a full-
fledged assessment of alternatives, including a zero alternative (i.e., not issu-

ing a permit to a protect or activity).
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The convention should also require the establishment of an Arctic inter-
national secretariat, funded by the contracting parties. Such a secretariat is
essential in order to provide continuity in the work and avoid dependency
on a single country for funding cefiain activities within the convention.

In the spring of 7993, the \XnMF circulated a first draft of a Protocol on
the Protection of Arctic Flora, Fauna, and Protected Areas in order to illus-
trate how such a protocol could be structured and how it could function.
The \X^VF has already received a number of positive comments and sugges-
tions on how to improve the draft text and intends to continue working and
lobbying for such a protocol to be included in the next ministerial meeting
in 1.995.

There is still a lot to be learned about the Arctic environment, its ecosys-
tems and their interrelationships, Arctic species interactions, and the
environment's vulnerability to human interference. Hence, there is also a

strong need to strengthen the research cooperation between those countries
and organizations that support various scientific programs in the Arctic. As
mentioned before, the lfWF is active in this field with a number of projects
in all the Arctic countries. The \[\X/F hopes to expand these activities into
new areas and issues in the future.

The \XnWT is concerned about future work in the Rovaniemi Process,
especially about obtaining an alternative-more open and effective-Arctic
conselvation strategy. Towards this end, the \(nX/F suggests the need for
a convention on the protection and sustainable development of the Arc-
tic, which is internationally legally binding, and the establishment of an
Arctic international secretariat to pursue and superuise the implementations
of the convention.



A PROTECTED-AREA SYSTEM

FOR THE ARCTIC

Peter Prokoscb

Protected areas cafl be viewed as touchstones from which to evaluate

the success of those concrete measures that can ultimately achieve the safe-

guarding of wilderness. This is particularly true of the circumpolar frame-
work of protected areas in the Arctic and what should be done in the future
to obtain a more complete system.

PRECONDITIONS

'With regard to various attempts around the wodd to systematically pro-

tect wild areas and integrate these efforts with other international environ-
mental-cooperation objectives, the following conditions for achieving such

goals are better and much less complicated in the Arctic than in most other
global regions:

Apart from Antarctica, the Arctic represents the wodd's larg-

est wilderness region, particularly when considering vegetated

ground that is not permanently covered with snow or ice.

Arctic ecosystems are less complex than most other ecosys-

tems in the wodd.
The habitats, biodiversity, and even species are similar in all
the Arctic regions/countries around the North Pole.

Common circumpolar management strategies are favored due
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to the fact that human interests and activities are similar in
the polar regions.
Apart from Antarctica, there is no other region of similar size
in the wodd where pressure from human population growth
and economic development is less dominant than in the Arc-
tic. Some areas, subsidizedby southem economies, even have
difficulty maintaining the current population level (e.g., settle-
ments in Svalbard and towns in northern Siberia).
There is worldwide understanding and support for the pro-
tection of Arctic indigenous peoples and cultures. First na-
tions should have the first right to use the natural resources
for their own subsistence, and there is an increasing commit-
ment for sustainable use of these resources.
The eight Arctic nations, together with the main organiza-
tions of the indigenous peoples of the Arctic, have been pro-
moting an Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy (AIPS)
since 1991. This includes protection of habitats. Norway has
just produced a new draft of a comprehensive report on Arc-
tic habitat protection, which gives a circumpolar overview of
the existing protected areas and the criteria needed to close
identified gaps. Recently, at the Second Ministerial Meeting in
Nuuk, Greenland, the Arctic countries reconfirmed their com-
mitment to Arctic environmental protection. They also sup-
ported the Conservation of Arctic Fauna and Flora (CAFF) work-
ing group's plan to produce an Arctic Protected-Area System.

Potential for environmental protection exists in the Arctic to serye as a

protofype for other (more complicated) international plans for protected
area systems. (See, e.9., the drafted Action Plan for Protected Areas in Eu-
rope of the Wodd Conservation Union.) Theoretically, the foundation for
designing an Arctic protected-area system has been laid, and governmental
engagements seem promising.

GENERAT FRAME\X/ORK

From a global point of view, the most impofiant framework for environ-
mental protection was formed from lessons learned during the Rio Earth
Summit inJune 1992. Nowhere else has a broader consensus been achieved
on the need to integrate conservation and development in order to meet the
massive human and ecological challenges worldwide. The need for global
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partnership in sustainable development was described at the summit. There-

fore, applying the principles of the Rio Declaration, fulfilling the require-
ments of Age nda 21, and meeting the obligations of the treaties signed in Rio

by the Arctic nations should be the first tasks to undertake.
The Convention on Biological Diversity must also be implemented in the

Arctic. Formally, the process of ratification has yet to be completed. To achieve

the convention's main objective-the conservation of biodiversity-the nations

were asked to "establish a system of protected areas or areas where special

measures are taken in order to conserve biological diversiry." The convention
gives high priority to the protection of whole ecosystems and habitats.

Another valuable framework that supplies us with the background in-
formation, reasons, and criteria for designing a protected-area system are

the findings of the IVth \7orid Congress on National Parks and Protected

Areas, held in Caracas rn 1992. The following purposes of protected areas

were established at the congress:

4.

5.

6.

1. to safeguard the world's outstanding areas of living rich-
ness, natural beauty, and cultural significance as sources of
inspiration and irreplaceable assets;

to maintain the life-supporting diversity of species, genetic
varieties, ecosystems, and ecological processes;

to protect genetic variation and species that are needed to
meet human needs (e.9., food and medicine);
to provide homes to human communities with traditional
cultures and knowledge of nature;

to protect landscapes reflecting a history of human interac-

tion with the environment;
to provide for scientific, educational, recreational, and spiri-
tual needs for societies; and

to provide benefits to local and national economies and mod-
els for sustainable development to be appiied elsewhere.

These worldwide purposes address the various aspects of concern for
Arctic protection. How to link protected areas to sustainable development
has also been addressed in the papers from Caracas. Furthermore, these

papers confirm the different types of protected areas, categorized according
to their management objectives.

Tbe Arctic Enuironmental Protection Strateg)
In the process of fulfilling the AEPS the eight Arctic countries estab-

iished the CAFF working group. The Norwegian Directorate for Nature Man-

z.
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agement for this group recently produced a second draft of the report, "The
State of Habitat Protection in the Arctic." This repofi gives the most compre-
hensive and up-to-date information on Arctic protected areas, although it is
meant to be even more complete when it is pubiished. It will also be an
impofiant source of information when the CAFF, following Russia's lead,
produces international guideiines for an Arctic Protected-Area System. The
guidelines will hopefully give criteria for setting up new reseryes and com-
pieting the existing nefwork.

Existing guidelines for an Arctic Protected-Area System result in scat-
tered and uneven distribution of protected areas in the Arctic. These are
categorized by the \7or1d Conselation Union (IUCN) definitions. About
13.4 percent of the land area (L,778,257 square kilometers) in the Arctic has
been given protected status. More than half of it is situated in Greenland.
Marine protected areas hardly exist at all. The largest countries, Canada and
Russia, encompass more than 75 percent of the terrestrial grounds in the
Arctic, but they have by far the least amount of protected area. Canada
protects only 4.2 percent of its Arctic grounds, and Russia protects even
less, only 3.4 percent. However, Russia recently succeeded in doubling its
strictly protected areas by setting up the 4.2-mlllton-hectare Great Arctic
Reserve on the Taymyt Peninsula.

Because there has never been circumpolar cooperation on protected
areas in the past, each nation has developed its own quality standards on
reselves, which are often difficult to compare. For example, the strict protec-
tion given to an area such as a Russian zapouednile does not exist an)ryvhere
eise in the Arctic. On the other hand, rhe United States designed a highly
diverse protected-area system covering more than 50 percent of Alaska, which
is the most significant amount of Arctic land protected within a single country.

The Norwegian report further found that area protection even within
countries is not systematic with rcgard to representation of different physical
geographical regions. Perhaps the most advanced plans are under-way in
Canada to protect new areas in order to increase the representative covefage
of different eco-zones.

HO\X/ CN A MORE CONSISTENT PAN-ARCTIC SYSTEM

OF PROTECTED ARTAS BE REACHED?

First, an important step for the Arctic countries would certainly be to
evaluate the advantages of the various protected-area strategies of dif-
ferent nations and commonly adapt and, if possible, implement the most
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effective and practtcable components throughout the Arctic. That could
mean, for example:

The introduction of a Russian-type zapovednik to other coun-
tries in order to set aside ecological standard zones where

the most pristine ecosystems could be conserved and stud-

ied. Certainly, mainland Norway deserves this type of re-

serve because few totally unused nature reseryes or national
parks exist there.
The protection system in Alaska could be used as a model
for attaining better coverage of protected areas in the Arctic.
As one of the most economically and technologically devel-

oped countries in the world, the United States has shown

that it is possible to protect 58 percent of all its Arctic lands

under different protection categories. Including more than
half of the Arctic into different types of protected areas is,

therefore, not an unrealistic goal.

The adaptation of the positive components of nature preser-

vation in Canada and Greenland could be used to integrate
sustainable use of resources by indigenous and local peoples

with habitat protection goals. Among several possibilities, it
may be wisest to promote a more widespread implementa-
tion of the biosphere reserye strategy, which combines the
protection of natural and cultural values, for the Arctic region.

Second, the introduction of large-scale protected marine areas is an im-

portant obligation of the Arctic countries. Among several proposals, special

protection of the so-called Arctic Ring of Life was suggested by the U.S.

Arctic Network. This covers the highly productive marine-shelf regions and

is the most convincing proposal.
The proposal by Norwegian nongovernmental organizalions for an in-

ternational park in the Barents Sea is a concrete opportunity for Norway and

Russia to set the first example of a transboundary protected marine area.

These marine areas would require the introduction of special Arctic marine-

management regulations in order to safeguard the long-term sustainability

of marine living resources. A consensus must be reached on precautionary

measures that exclude activities causing pollution, destruction, or other threats

to the environment.
Third, the most sophisticated and far-reaching means of achieving a

more consistent pan-Arctic system of protected areas are attempts at overall

Arctic landscape planning. Ideally, this would mean integrating the protec-
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tion of representative eco-zones, with all aspects and demands of Arctic
societies reaching a common, international understanding and agreement
about which areas and resources to use and to what degree. This would
require significant foresight about future Arctic developments.

Such planning could begin with a pracrical approach; for example,
through asking Arctic residents and otganizations to map geographical zones
according to their different interests. Such maps could be used with concrete
proposals by local people on how to use living resources in a sustainable
manner and where to leave nature untouched to form an appropriate basis
for decisions concerning protected areas with different management goals.
In principle, there is a sufficient number of IUCN categories of area protec-
tion to be able to provide more than 90 percent of Arctic land with some
form of protection status.

Howeveq how much time and planning resources do we have? Realisti-
cally, progress can only be made through a combination of systematic plan-
ning approaches and concrete efforts to seize opportunities. That
conselvationists and local people work together on regional projects is cer-
tainly as important as the circumpolar cooperation of the eight Arctic na-
tions. Opportunities exist to produce a pan-Arctic picture of stages of
protection, compare different strategies and ways of thinking, and learn
from each other in creating protected areas.

Polygon tundra, a natural landscapefeature of tbe Taymy peninsula
(Pboto by Peter Prokoscb.)
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The \Todd Wide Fund for Nature has decided, for example, to concen-

trate its present international Arctic conselvation activities on Russia. There

is a practical reason for this: Russia has the largest Arctic zone, but the least

amount of protected areas. There is also an opportunistic reason: Russia's

political changes could result in an escalation of threats to the environment
while simultaneously opening a door for international cooperation in nature

protection.
Some of the most impressive Arctic wilderness treasures are located in

Russia. For example, the Lena Delta polygons, formed by systematic and

accidental forces, selve as a natural model for the development of an Arctic
protected-area system. These systematic formations cleady illustrate that

wilderness is not solely chaotic. In fact, wilderness can be simultaneously
chaotic and svstematic.



FINTAND'S WIIDERMSS ACT-
ASCNDNATNMODEI

Sirpa Pietikiiinen

A well-used saying is that "Finland lives by its forests." In fact, rational
exploitation of our forest growth has always been the backbone of the
economy. Especially from the 1950s on, mechanized and highly effective
forest management rapidly reduced the roadless forest area still in its natural
state. \7e were accelerating into a situation where not even the most distant
lump of trees was safe from multiprocess machinery advancing along newly
built forest roads.

In the 1980s, as logging operations were approaching the last major
forests in their na1nxal state, not only conservationists were concerned, but
there was widespread recognition of the importance of wilderness areas as

a vaiuable natural resource. There was a vociferous demand for wilderness
presevation, and wilderness activists played an important role in speeding
up administrative procedures and publicizing the problem.

At this time, Finland also initiated environmental protection measures in
the Arctic. In 1,997, the eight Arctic ministers of environment approved the
Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy (AEPS). The theme of this docu-
ment endeavors to preserve Finnish wilderness areas.

ln 1987, the Finnish government set up a wilderness committee to pro-
pose how the remaining valuable wilderness areas could be preserwed. As a
result, in 1991 the Finnish Padiament passed the Act on \Tilderness Re-

serves, under which twelve special wilderness areas were established in
northern Finland, totalinq almost 1.5 million hectares. These areas are not
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Muotkatuuturit, designated wilderness in latppland (Nortb Finland).
(Pboto by Tapio Tynys.)

expressly nature reselves, although in practice they contribute much to na-
ture preselvation.

'Jfilderness areas in Lapland are quite varied. They hold the most
extensive mountains and the most important timberline forests, as well
as a variety of bogs, marshes, and water-courses. The proportion of well-
grown forests in Lapland's total wilderness area is modest, with only some
170,000 hectares. Yet, even this is two-thirds of the forested area in
Lappish nature reselves.

Even before the open-wilderness conflict, a number of nature reserves
had been established by law, particulady in Lapland. It goes without saying

that many of these have important wilderness values too, being faidy exten-
sive and relatively untouched. The new wilderness areas supplement these
nature reserves and together include over 2 million hectares, which is almost
one-quafier of Lapland's total land arca.

Howevef, not even the present network of conserwation areas is suffi-
cient to achieve the goals set for nature protection in Finland, and several
plans still need to be implemented. The National Board of Forestry has initiated
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an inventory of valuable natural areas on state land, which will presumably
result in new wild areas being protected during the next few years.

The Finnish wilderness areas also contribute to the continuation of in-
digenous sami culture. The Finnish Sami areas, covering the northernmost
regions of the country, also hold the bulk of the wilderness areas, in addi-
tion to major nature reseryes. Eighty-five percent of the sami homeland and
40 percent of its forest land are now exempt from forestry.

A11 wilderness areas have a great significance for the indigenous means
of livelihood in the Sami area: reindeer herding, fishing, and hunting. Al-
though land ownership is still being discussed between the sami peoples
and the Finnish government, this by no means reduces the importance of
land preservation.

The Finnish Act on \Tilderness Reserwes was enacted in order to make it
possible to regulate, guide, and coordinate the use of wilderness areas for
indigenous livelihoods, forestry, and recreational purposes. Under the acr, pro-
cedures affecting wilderness areas are more flexible than if this network of
areas had been made into nature reserves. The main aim is to preserve nature
in its original state and safeguard traditional livelihoods in the Far North. The
Act on \Tilderness Reserves involves few restrictions in the present use of
these areas, except in cases where major changes in natural conditions or

." .,: 
"

An olcl open cottage near Hzmmas tuuntun (d.esignated area),
Nortb Finland (Lappland). (pboto by Tapio Tynys.)
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landscapes are being considered. It is now forbidden to build roads, embark

upon mining operations, or establish extensive centers for tourism in the

wilderness reseryes.

In order to safeguard wood resources for local purposes, the Act on

\Tilderness Reserves provides for careful ulilization in four wilderness ar-

eas. This extraction use will be further detailed in the plans for manage-

ment and use of each area. Naturally, even this conditional permission to

exploit forest wilderness has met with opposition, The Finnish Ministry of
the Environment is closely monitoring all plans for use of the wilderness

areas and will have the final say about logging operations. Even at this

stage, logging plans have been restricted. The most valuable areas will be

exempt from forest management, including the extensive Vdtsdri \Tilder-

ness to the east of Lake Inarinjlrvi.
Other problems are connected with the protection of wilderness areas.

Off-road terrain-vehicle use causes serious wear and tear, erosion, and gen-

eral disturbance. Snowmobiles used for reindeer-herding purposes are now

so common that, in some cases, management of impacts is impossible' The

Finnish Off-Road Traffic Act is currently being revised so that the authorities

can supervise such traffic more easily. The National Board of Forestry strives

to restrict the use of terrain vehicles as much as possible and establish spe-

cific routes for such use.

Traditional wilderness activities include hunting and fishing, and the Act

on Wilderness Reseryes applied no stricter legislation than those alteady

enacted. Hunting in the wilderness is an age-old occupation in Finland. The

Finnish concept of wilderness used to refer to specific, more or less delim-

ited, hunting areas outside settlements. In Sami culture, wilderness has al-

ways had two meanings: (1) "a source of livelihood" and (2) "home."

Tourism, if allowed to expand freely, also threatens the wilderness char-

acter in Finland. This is why visitors are advised to stay on established routes.

And, in reality, no mass tourism is possible given the local conditions. Present

services to visitors and tourists are generally adequate, but increased tourist

demands would render them inadequate.

Additionally, pollution from neighbor countries affects Finnish wilder-
ness areas. W'e need continued and concerted international cooperation to
reduce transboundary airborne and waterborne pollution and enhance na-

ture conselvation. It is regrettable that we still must wait for major steps to

be taken to curb sulphur emissions from the nickel industry on the adjacent

Kola Peninsula in Russia.

Yet, there are several favorable outlooks for the future. Norway, Finland,

and Russia are planning a common protected zone in the Lake Inarinjdrvi-
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Pasvik area. In Finland, the Vdtsdri Wilderness provides a kernel for the

project. Finland and Russia have also cooperated in setting aside extensive

protected-wilderness reselves astride their common border in order to pre-

serve the taiga zone forest in eastern Fennoscandia.

On the whole, the Finnish Act on -Wilderness Reseles has created a

firm ground for protecting various habitats, providing multiple use of wil-
derness areas, and changing administrative trends. For instance, the Finnish

principles of multiple forest use, which were developed for the wilderness

reserves, are rapidly permeating the administration of other areas. Thus,

Arctic conselvation measures developed in Finnish Lapland during the last

few years are partially due to this influence.



E x ploit ation and Sustainabil:ity
in the l{orth

SUSTANABTE IIVING N fiIE ARCTIC

Walter Hi,ckel

From my perspective, and the perspective of most Alaskans, the human
element is often ignored by the advocates of wilderness presewation. To
many in the temperate zones who are "down there, looking up," the Far
North appears hostile to human life-cold, remote, and as mysterious as the
moon. This image makes the Arctic romantic for some and fraught with fear
for others.

But those of us who live here look at the Arctic differently. \7e don't
look down. 'We don't look up. 'We look around. To us, the Arctic is home.
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The Arctic is heritage. The Arctic is our here and now and our hereafter. 'We

love it-summer and winter.
Dressed in a parka and snowshoes, I often stand on the trail near my

home on Cook Inlet on a dark night and look to the nonh at the dancing

a\Jtera. Sometimes these colorful bands of light look like searchlights sweeping

the skry in search of God. Sometimes they appear to be shimmering curtains

pulled across the sky by a mysterious hand: a magic show on display. Yes,

we love our North Country with all its wonders.

THE NORTHERN FORUM

The Northern Forum is comprised of fourteen elected leaders from the

Arctic. The forum's common pulpose and responsibility is to help guide our
Arctic peoples along the full gamut of sustainable living. To understand

sustainable liuing in the Arctic, you must have sustained thinking in the

Arctic. You have to liue it, over time.

ln 1940,I stepped off a steamer onto Alaskan shores as a young man

with just a few cents in my pocket. I liked the feel of Alaska. I knew I had

come home. Now, half a century later, I am proud of our accomplishments,

both environmental and economic. \7e have pioneered in both areas.

Alaska's Wilderness and Enuironmental Leadersb ip
Alaska has more acreage in legally designated wilderness than the other

forty-nine states combined, more, I venture to say, than most Alaskans would
like. In addition to 23,48I,781 hectares of federally owned wilderness, in
which no human habitation can be built and no resource development can

take place, we have another 45,748,988 hectares in which mineral entry is
forbidden or so complex it is uneconomic to pursue. That total of 69.230.769

hectares is iust over tlvice the size of Norway. Then, we have another 4,655,87I

hectares of state-owned parks and reserves-that's 404,858 hectares larger

than Denmark.
But sustainable living requires more than preseruation. It also requires

stewardship.
After reassuming the governorship of Alaska tn 1.990, I set out to put the

tragic 1989 Exxon Valclez oil spill behind us. Enlisting the support of our
federal government, I negotiated a global legal settlement with Exxon Cor-

poration for U.S.$1 billion. Since then, we have begun to use that money to

turn Prince \Xrilliam Sound into a living laboratory to study the long-term

impact of oil in our waters, and we have dedicated some of the settlement

funds to enhance the affected areas and to purchase important habitat.
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In fact, Alaska celebrated the U.S.$22-million purchase of private
inholdings in Kachemak Bay State Park, our oldest and one of our most
beautiful state parks. Other porlions of that settlement money will enhance
our knowledge of norlhern ecosystems. For instance, we will build a marine
research and education center on the scale of the W'ood's Hole facility in
Massachusetts. It will be located, appropriately, on Resurrection Bay.

Resurrection is the right word to use here, and let me confirm that
Prince \7i11iam Sound is rapidly recovering, mostly due to the remarkable
capacity of Mother Nature to heal herself. It's hard to describe the beauty of
this area with its incredible combination of fjords, alpJike mountains, and
glaciers. The mountain peaks are jagged, yet they carry over one hundred
glaciers on their broad shoulders, some so high they give the impression
that rivers of ice are hanging in the sky.

Alaska's Achieuements in Deuelopment
In Alaska, we are as proud of our development accomplishments as we

are of our environmental victories. The Arctic will never be heavily popu-
lated. But the Arctic is rich in the resources people need. Alaska produces 25

percent of the oil used in the United States and many other products. On the
North Slope, nature condensed a continent of food into an ocean of oil. With
my enthusiastic prompting, that oil was discovered during my first term as

governor, and I played a role in ensuring that the trans-Alaska oil pipeline
was buiit and built safely.

Our North Slope oil development is the finest an1'where in the world,
and we are getting better at Arctic engineering every year. With state over-
sight, industry has shrunk the size of the drilling "footprint" to one-quarter of
what is was when we began trventy years ago. Computer-designed direc-
tional drilling has transformed onshore drilling. Up to fwenty wells are spud-
ded from a two-hectare pad. These wells, in addition to being drilled into
the earth, can be horizontally drilled with a reach of up to 4.8 kilometers.
And the drill cuttings and spuds are now being reinjected deep into the
earth so that no waste products are left on the surface. I urge you all to visit
and to examine these pioneering marvels.

TEN LESSONS LEARNED FROM SUSTAINABLE LI\ING IN THE ARCTIC

Lmsou 1. Ir Is e Cormcrrw Wonn.

As the indigenous peoples learned long ago, in a cold, harsh envi-
ronment, one has to care about others. You waste nothing. You share to
survive. You care for the whole. Every hunter's prize is a gift, not just to
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that hunter but to his family and village. Sustainable living requires col-
lective concern.

Throughout the world, a new understanding of our environment has

awakened this same sense of shared responsibility. Pollution knows no bor-
ders. All rivers eventually run into a common sea. All living things breathe

the same air. A few days a yeat, a smoggy haze can be seen near the top of
Alaska's Mount McKinley. Scientists have traced that hazy pollution to its
origins in industrial Asia and Eastern Europe.

Yes, it is a collective wodd, but one in which we live so privately.
$Tithout concern for other people, for their needs and desires, activities for
strictly private gain become destructive, not only to others but eventually to
those private interests. These truths were learned eady in the history of
nofihern civilizations.

Lnssorq 2. CH,qNcr Is e Neruner Lw; \firrcom Ir.
In the Far North, nothing changes the environment as much as nature.

Signs of the planet's vitality and youth are seen in our volcanoes, earth-
quakes, and rivers, most of which don't run blue. They run rich with the

colors of a changing earth.
In the North, we have learned not to fear change. Those who are afraid

of change will attempt to hold people down, and they will fail. When civili-
zalions are not allowed to grow, the harvest is revolution. Progress might
change the environment, but it need not harm the environment. The oppor-
tunity and the challenge lie in guiding that process.

Lnssou 3. Gowru'nmrr Musr Nor Bn rur Eunuv; Ir Musr Br tHB FnrsNo.

Little private land exists in the Arctic. Most of the surface of the vast land
areas in the Arctic and sub-Arctic are owned by government. Unfofiunately,
in many societies, it has become the fashion to attack and ridicule govern-
ment. But in the Arctic, because of its unique role as landowner, government
cannot be the enemy. Government must be the friend.

The State of Alaska owns 41,700,405 hectares and the subsudace estate.

That's why I call it an owner stale. Government must regulate, to ensure that
our lands and people are not exploited. Government must also advocate. With-
out government saying "yes," there will be no sustainable economic foundation.

r/
Lsssor 4. Psoprn Aru tru Mosr Pnncrous THtNcs oN Eentu.

At the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in
Stockholm, Sweden, in \972, the chairman of the Chinese delegation, Tang
Ke, challenged those who would stop development. "\7e cannot stop eating
for fear of choking," he scoffed. But his most memorable phrase was: "People

are the most precious things on Earth." Any parent knows this.
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And people throughout the Arctic need help. As old and new ways
come in contact, we see conflict, confusion, and despair. Alcoholism and
suicide rlrn rampant across the North. Ironically, in Alaska these social ills
have been worsened by federal policies. \7e have forced people to abandon
their time-honored pursuits of hunting, trapping, preparing fish and meat,
and sewing furs. "'We don't want you doing that anymore," says the far-off
federal government. "So here's a government check."

But by taking away work, they have stolen self-worth. Instead, we are
learning that the best social program is a job. \fork means more than a

paycheck-it gives you a sense of meaning, that you, as an individual, are
needed. \Tithout that fundamental quality, iife is not worth living.

Lmsou 5, THml Is No \flnq,nu MrHour PnooucnoN.

Sustainable living in the Arctic does not mean making computer chips.
Our challenge is to address sustainable living in a resource economy.

People need nature's resources. To live on Earth, someone has to harvest
God's gifu----cut a tree, catch a fish, dig a hole. If no one is digging in the
ground or haruesting from the sea, what goods will people stand in line for?

As the wodd population expands, most people who live in the temper-
ate, tropic, and subtropic climates will eventually insist that deveiopment
activities take place somewhere else and "not in my backyard." That is real.

Therefore, the wodd's future resources will come from the Arctic, the
Antarctic, the oceans, and space. In the Arctic, instead of fearing resource
use, we have the oppol-tunity to wisely use resources.

Most nations would agree that 50 percent of their land would be a
reasonable percentage for homes, communities , and an economic founda-
tion. But in my lifetime, and my children's lifetimes, we will not develop
even 1 percent of Alaska.

\7e must first inventory our lands before they are set aside for a single
purpose. To do this correctly, we must invent a yardstick that measures the
full range of values impofiant to our people-economic opportunities, space
for our communities, the need to subsist off the land, and the intangibles
such as the value of a wilderness or a sunsel,

\7hen it comes to economic values, we must look at our energy re-
sources. Show me any area on Earth where there is a shofiage of energy,
and I'll show you basic pover'fy.

r/^^
LESSO\ O. I HE LOST 15 TO LART.

Cleaning up pollution is no longer a luxury. It is an imperative. The best
time to pay for the cost of making a product pollution free is when the
product is made. Some people ask: "But how much will that cost?" The cost
is to care.
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In weighing and balancing the risks and rewards, we must set attainable

standards based on science and subscribed to by the wodd community. A
collective world demands enlightened policy from all industries, in all coun-
tries. There must be a level playing field.

In Alaska, we strongly oppose those who demand standards of us that
are neither based on science nor accepted elsewhere. This mentality, the
result of a "politically correct" antidevelopment bias, prevents us from
exploring for oil in a small part of the 7,692,308-hectare Arctic National
Vildlife Refuge to the east of Prudhoe Bay. This is colonialism under a
new name.

Lrssorv 7. VHnN No ONe OvNs AntrHulc, No Olm C,trus.

No one owns the oceans. No one will ever buy a lot in the ocean or
homestead there. This lack of ownership has turned the great fishing ground

of the North Pacific into a battleground, a mad scramble for our valuable
marine resources. S7hen challenged, a fishing worker replies, "If I don't take

the last fish, someone else will."
The whale was the first victim. Then, in our part of the Arctic, scientists

wondered what caused the sudden collapse of the king crab population.
Some thought it might be a disease. They were right. It was a disease

called greed The lesson is to harvest living resources on the basis of sus-

tained yield.
As U.S. Secretary of the Interior rn 1970, in the face of angry opposition,

I placed all eight species of great whales on the U.S. endangered species list.

At the 1972 Stockholm conference, I was instrumental in lobbying for a

resolution that called for a ten-year whaling moratorium.
Now, scientists of the International Whaling Commission estimate

there are 80,000 minke whales in the North Atlantic. Harvesting several
hundred a year will not harm the stocks and will continue a time-honored
Norwegian way of life, not dissimilar to our Eskimo whaling tradition in
Alaska.

Lnsson B. \fls Musr Cem ron rrr VHorE EIrr'rnommrr-PEoplE, PEopLE's Nnros, eNl Namr.

Sometimes in our drive for economic progress or our commitment to
protect nature, we forget about people and their needs. For example, in
eastern Russia, northem Canada, and Alaska, soapstone and ivory carving
are traditions that fit a subsistence lifestyle. These cottage industries provide
income and the pride that comes from creating world class ar1 objects.

Recently, in order to stop poachers who have been killing walruses,
a well-meaning U.S. law placed a ban on international ivory sales. -We

are already seeing the financial and psychological harm this is doing to
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our Eskimo peoples. As a result, we may preserve the species but de-
stroy the people who have lived in harmony with nature for thousands
of years.

Through trust and working together, we can care for both the wildlife
and the people who depend on them. After all, if we can place coded tags
on salmon in the ocean, why not use modern technology to identify ivory
that has been legally obtained?

Llssol 9. Tm Arcnc Is Nor As Dmrrcun A Ir k Dmnnnnnr.

Arctic people's greatest challenge is to cope with decisions made in the
South that don't work in the North. Mostly, these policies are not born of
malice, but of ignorance.

For instance, on the North Slope, we had to completely overhaul con-
struction techniques and government regulations designed for warm cli-
mates that just didn't work. In the Arctic, heat is the enemy, cold is the
friend. \7e don't drill in the summer, but the winter. Hearry rigs move across
the frozen, ice-covered tundra without leaving a trace. They operate from a
frozen drilling pad that later disappears.

Likewise, the best form of on-land, surface transportation is not a toad.
It is an iron wheel and a ratl. The Russians proved this with the Trans-
Siberian Railway. In Denali National Park in Alaska, home of Mount McKinley,
we are looking into a light-rail system to augment the dangerous park road
on which noisy, diesel-burning buses carr)r thousands of tourists, risking
their lives and often disturbing the wildlife.

Our greatest environmental problems in the Arctic are not what most
people imagine. They are solid-waste disposal, fuel storage, and high-cost
energy. The time-honored system of letting the rivers or tides carry away a

community's refuse is no longer acceptable. But what is the answer? Land-
fills don't work on permanently frozen ground. The garbage just piles up.
Incineration, which is sometimes a problem in urban communities, may be
the answer for the Arctic.

In the summer of L993,I held a summit meeting to work on the problem
of leaking oil tanks in our small communities. The cost to upgrade these
tanks may run into tens of millions of dollars. The real answer is to shift from
expensive diesel oil to alternative energy sources such as natural gas, small-
scale hydroelectric power, and low-sulfur coal. \7e are also working to com-
bine the present multiple electrical-generating system into a more efficient,
collective approach.

Our new-found cooperation between the regional representatives of
The Northern Forum is helping us find and share answers to these prob-
lems. That is our best hooe.
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LsssoN 10. THn Gruerusr Fnomnn Is wnum OuRsnnns,

Alaska has been called The Last Frontier, but in rcality there will be

frontiers as long as there are humans. Every child born is given new frontiers
to explore. God's way to test us is to give us our own frontiers in our hearts

and minds.
Our pioneering days are not over. After all, Arctic peoples can commu-

nicate now without being blocked by iron and ice cufiains. 'We can work
together to improve our living standards. If we are wise, we will preserue

our old values and welcome the new ones. And, on that foundation, we will
build a way of life that is truly sustainable. \7ho knows? \7e may become a

model for the rest of the world.



SUSTAINABTE MNAGEMENT

OF THE POTAR REGIONS

Thorbjorn Berntsen

The polar regions have a special appeal. People are fascinated by their
ecosystems, which are uniquely adapted to extreme conditions. Hopefully,
these highly sensitive and n-rlnerable parts of the global environment will
retain their character, but our knowledge about them must first be expanded.

Among Arctic specialists, polar areas ate recognized as a pafi of nature's
data base and contain important information about the planet. However,
human activities in the areas and the long-range transportation of pollutants
by air and sea threaten the Arctic character. Our common challenge is to
protect these unique environments for future generations and ensure that
natural-resource use in these areas is sustainable.

The polar ecosystems contain relatively few species, and some of them
have low reproduction rates. Damage to one link in the chain may have
serious impact on the whole system. Low temperatures and shoft summer
seasons slow down biological and biochemical processes in polar ecosys-
tems, and pollution may have greater effects than at lower latitudes. Also,
the effects of human activities take longer to repair.

SCIENCE ND RESEARCH

The virgin state of polar areas make them especially interesting for sci-
entific research, which has shown that changes in climate due to global
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warming and ozone depletion will be more severe and may be detected at

an eadier stage in these areas. The Arctic has an important impact on global
climate, which is why scientific studies on global warming and changes in
the ozone layer take place in the Arctic and Antarctic.

TIte Antarctic
The international cooperation taking place under the Antarctic Treaty of

1959 introduced non-Arctic countries into the group actively involved in
protecting polar regions. Norway welcomes this cooperation. The regional
and global characteristics of the threats affecting polar wilderness call for
wide cooperation among governments, private organizarions, and individu-
als. The Protocol on Environmental Protection in Antarctica is a strict regime
that will help retain the environmental character of Antarctica. Even with
only 2,000 residents, Antarctica needs strict rules to safeguard its future.

Tlte Arctic
Environmental monitoring in the Arctic indicates that pollutants from

human activities far to the south are being transported to the area through
wind, ocean, and river currents and are accumulating in the environment
and its ecosystems. The Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program has found
that the Arctic's seas are collecting substantial and consistent levels of or-
ganic compounds such as PCB and DDT from local sources and land-based
sources in Europe, America, and Asia. These pollutants accumulate in the
fatty tissues of mammals and fish consumed by local residents and cause

health problems.
Studies confirm that the Arctic acts as a sink, collecting hear,y metals

from local and distant sources. Alarming levels of mercury have been found
among Greenland residents, whose diet includes a high proportion of fish
and marine mammals.

Crude oil disperses slowly in Arctic temperatures, and severe pollution
has been observed from oil activities in northern Siberia. A more extensive

search for hydrocarbons in Arctic waters combined with the opening of the
nofihern sea route to general shipping will attract more ocean traffic and
increase the risk of oil-spill accidents. I am, howeveq pleased to announce
that an agreement between Norway and Russia to jointly combat oil pollu-
tion in the Barents Sea will soon be signed.

Norway has started a limited search for hydrocarbons in the Barents Sea,

in which special restrictions strengthen safety and minimize the risk of oil
spills. No new areas will be opened for oil activities until an extensive risk
assessment has been made to ensure that these activities can be carried out
without unacceptable risks to the marine environment.
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Radioactiuity
Monitoring recently carried out in the Barents and Kara seas indicates

that levels of radioactivity in the Arctic do not currently pose a threat to
human health or the environment. There is significant concern, however,
about the potential risk of radioactivity from nuclear waste dumped in the
Kara Sea. The Norwegian government is also deeply concerned about the
possibility of radioactive pollution from inland sources like Mayak in west-
ern Siberia and from other unsafe concentrations of nuclear waste. Addition-
ally, there is always the possibility of accidents at civil and military nuclear
facilities in or near the Arctic.

The level of radioactivity found in rhe Barents Sea is onty half of that
measured in the North Sea and is lower than that found in the Atlantic
Ocean. The important fish resources in the Arctic are, therefore, still among
the least polluted in the world.

The Norwegian government will ptepare a white paper on the danger
of radioactive and chemical-weapon pollution from the former Soviet Union
and eastern European countries that may be a threat to our region. This will
be an important basis for formulating our policies and cooperation with
other countries in order to meet these environmental challenges.

The threat of radioactive pollution in the Arctic has attracted consider-
able international attention. Therefore, for two years, Norwegian and Rus-
sian authorities cooperated on the investigation and assessment of the risk
of radioactive contamination of the northern seas from nuclearwaste dumped
in the Kara Sea and from other sources. The conclusions of this cooperation
will be drawn after a complete examination of the main dumping areas in
the Kara Sea, which are also the targets of the second joint examination
currently in operation. Experls representing the International Atomic Energy
Agency and various European communities are heading this second coop-
erative study.

The Norwegian-Russian study group inspected the first dumping site at
Tsivolki Bay on the east coast of Novaya Zemlya. They performed various
systematic water, sediment, and organism sampling studies; preliminary
measurements indicated low levels of radioactivity in the area. No measure-
ment above 10 Becquerel per cubic meter has been registered so far, which
corresponds to expected background levels.

The study group is now starting its inspection of the second dumping
site on the coast of Novaya Zemlya. The preliminary results from the study
will be repofied at the Consultative Meeting of the London Dumping Con-
vention in November 1.993. The final results will be made public tn 1,994.

The study group has four dumping sites on the coast of Novaya Zemlya
on its priority list. However, permission has only been granted to visit three
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of them. No final assessment of the risk of future radioactive pollution from
nuclear waste can be made until all sites have been thoroughly investigated.

The Russian Federation is facing the formidable task of safeguarding its
nuclear facilities and waste deposits. The magnitude of this task calls for
international cooperation to provide for sufficient technology, financing, and

implementation of effective measures.

SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Another polar wilderness challenge is to ensure that its abundant natu-
ral resources are being managed in a sustainable way. The history of large-

scale industrial whaling in the Antarctic is an example of unsustainable
harvesting of living resources in polar areas. Such practices fortunately be-
long to the past.

Overfishing of several impotant species have also caused periodic im-
balances in the polar ecosystems. Today, however, increased scientific knowl-
edge and modem management procedures enable the sustainable haruesting

of marine resources.
Many critics have condemned traditional Norwegian coastal whaling

practices; some believe that whales are unique and should not be hunted at

all. However, few people question the Norwegian minke whaling policy,
which is based on sound ecological grounds of sustainable harvesting using
stock estimates agreed upon by the Scientific Committee of the International
\Xlhaling Commission.

The whaling issue has become mainly political. However, in a politi-
cally, culturally, and socially pluralistic wodd, the only lasting basis for inter-
national cooperation in resource management is scientific knowledge and
responsible application of international agreements. This also indicates the
need to use an ecosystem approach in sustainable management, which en-
sures that the harvesting of an individual species is managed to retain bal-
ance in the ecosystem.

Other human activities could also be managed in a sustainable way,
including hydropower development, hydrocarbon exploitation, mineral ex-
traction, forestry practices, marine transpofiation, industrial production, and
extensive military operations. These activities must be carried out in ways
that minimize effects on the natural habitats of species that already live
under marginal conditions.

The question now facing the international community is: How will it be
possible to implement a future policy of natural-resource management in
the Arctic and Antarctic that will ensure the survival and sustainable nature
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M ating C ape rc ai I lies (T etrao
Urogallus). Tbe Capercaillie is a
species twical in uilderness areas
dominated uitb uast pine and
pine-spruce stands. (Pboto by
Manil Rikkonen.)
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of polar ecosystems? The answer to this question may not be simple, and it
will undoubtedly require sacrifice from those who have traditionally regarded
poiar resources as free booty.

rn 7993, the environment ministers from the eight Arctic countries met at
Nuuk, Greenland, to review the impiementation of the Arctic Environment
Protection strategy (AEPS). one of the objectives of the srraregy is ro pro-
vide for the protection, enhancement, and restoration of environmental quality
and the sustainable use of natural resources.

vhile gathered in Nuuk, a Russian icebreaker chafiered by an American
tour operator flagrantly violated a protected-area rule at svalbard. several
other tour operators also recently violated the ruies for the protection of
Svalbard's natural environment. This is a strong reminder of what happens if
tourism is not controlled and carried out in a responsible manner. I will
personally follow up on this matter to prevent future incidents and to ensure
that tourism in the Norwegian Arctic is developed with careful consideration
of this fragile environment.

At Nuuk, the ministers adopted the conservation of Arctic Flora and
Fauna program, which includes measures to protect Arctic habitats through
a review of management practices and regulations, assessment of gaps in
the protected area system, and examples of effective habitat conservation
measures in other areas. The adoption of this program is a concrete example
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of using international cooperation to implement the measures called for in
the Convention on Biological Diversity and to manage for the sustainable

use of natural resources using an ecosystem approach.

In addition, the ministers initiated the preparation of a plan for develop-

ing a network of protected Arctic areas that will ensure the future of polar

ecosystems, recognize the role of indigenous cultures, and provide a com-

mon process to advance formation of protected circumpolar areas. The min-

isters specifically identified initiatives for developing a process of collecting

and integrating indigenous ecological knowledge in the AEPS, It is an im-

portant objective to safeguard the needs, rights, and active participation of
Arctic indigenous peoples and local populations in relation to regulatory

measures for the sustainable management of the region's natural fesoufces.

In recognition of the urgent need to implement the provisions of the

AEPS and the Ministerial Declaration on Cooperation in the Barents Euro-

Arctic Region, the Norwegian government is working towards identifying

the priority areas where Norway can contribute to sustainable management

of the northern region. 'We are feady to cooperate on concfete projects with
other circumpolar governments and nongovernmental ot ganizations also

devoted to this task, recognizingthatwe may have a unique opportunity to

achieve major regional and global results to ensure sustainable development

in the Arctic.



CONCEPTS OF WITDERMSS

ND SUSruNABIT USE OF THE ARCTIC

Bent Muus

Details of the general environmental crisis are now well known. The
two great forces of population growth and rising incomes are putting an
ever increasing strain on nature's resources. If we consider the United Nation's
Iow estimate for population size for the year 2050, and if it is assumed that
the accommodation and feeding of each extra person will need atleast 0.25
hectares of new land, the estimated 7.8 billion persons will require an extra
5.75 million square kilometers of arable land-and this will have to be ex-
tracted from what is now more or less self-grown nature. If we consider the
United Nation's high estimate of 1,2.5 billion persons, then an extra I7.5
million square kilometers of arable land will be needed, which is an area the
size of south America. Therefore, apart from all the other calamities of the
global environmental crisis, the overmling development that is threatening
the future of natural ecosystems is lack of space.

Modern biogeographical and ecological theory has accumulated sub-
stantial evidence on the importance of area size in relation to afiy attempt at
preserving viable populations of plants and animals in nature. Even if we
assume the rather unrealistic scenario of a stable, unchangeable physical
world, we now know that most protected natural reseryes are too small and
isolated to hinder long-term accidental extinctions of plant and animal species.

Among the strong arguments for making protected areas such as na-
tional parks as big as possible is the newly recognized threat of climate
change. until recently, nobody had seriously reflected upon rhis possibility.
But an increasing concertedly scientific community tells us that climatic
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change-brought about by the so-called greenhouse effect-may well be a

reality by the middle of the next century.

Agriculture and forestry may be able to actively adapt to climatic change

through selection and use of different crops or strains of crops, despite the

difficult nature of such a transition in marginal wodd economies. But natural

ecosystems such as the bits and pieces of protected areas and nature re-

serves scattered as isolated fragments in a denatured landscape of urbaniza-

tion and agriculture will consequently experience severe difficulties. All
organisms are adapted to a certain climatic regime of precipitation and tem-
perature, and these will invariabiy die out if their basic needs are not met.

\7hen the large ice sheets retreated after the last ice age, the fauna and

flora were able to spread northwards following the biological and climatic

conditions to which they were adapted. Similar dynamic translocations are

no longer possible for most species. Their way is now barred by the modi-
fications to the landscape wrought by 5 billion human beings. Only organ-

isms with great dispersai ability such as birds and flying insects may be able

to find new territory after climatic change.
Most biologists have realized by now that the inertia of the world com-

munity is such that great and irreversible losses in biological diversity are

unavoidable within the next few decades. The necessary, rudical changes

in production and market practices that will bring this about are bound to
occur. All one can hope for is that humans come to their senses in time to
save 

^ 
reasonable proportion of what we may call original ecosystems and

sceneries.
One step in that direction is the recent canonization of sustainability. All

sensible people will agree that exploitation of living resources should be

done in a sustainable way, and that it is stupid to ruthlessly exploit natural
resources that are useful or otherwise valuable to humans. Thus, we may

define sustainability as "exploitation of natural resources that is done at a

tempo within the capabilities of plants and animals to renew their popula-
tions and is accomplished in a way that secures the diversity and continued
existence and viability of the species and ecosystems of which they ate a

pafi."
Unfortunately, besides being intelligent, humans are also greedy and

selfish, and their societies are without laws and rules about environmental
exploitation that are as strictly enforced as the Income Tax Act. As a result,

the wodd will lose its biological assets one after another through the collec-

tive effect of thousands of small but unwise interferences with nature. This is

happening in industrialized and developing countries worldwide.
The concept of sustainable utilization cannot be left to diverse private

interpretation. To have meaning, it must be defined, adopted, and carried
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into effect by political instruments. A great step in this direction was the
Brundtland Report, "Our Common Future," which presented national envi-
ronmental problems as integrated aspects of global concern to politicians
woddwide.

The term sustainability implies rhat there are limits that should not be
transgressed. The phrase sustainable deuelopment was coined in order not
to frighten away economists and other conventional believers in the concepr
of ever-increasing material wealth.

Sustainable development is not an easy concept to understand and even
more difficult to practice. For example, although the Arctic and Arctic-boreal
indigenous peoples often claim to practice traditional sustainable natural-
resource extraction, modern techniques and rising population pressures have
forced them to change their means of exploitation. Speedboats, snow scoot-
ers, nylon nets, telescopic-sighted rifles, and helicopters are now commonly
used "vehicles" for natural-resource extraction among the modern Sami of
northern scandinavia and the Inuit peoples of the Arctic. criticism of these
"traditional" methods is usually not well received.

Unfortunately, because intrinsic human shortsightedness and opportun-
ism seem to be equally well developed in cold and warm latitudes, the
ubiquitous signs of overexploitation in the rest of the wodd are now also
plainly visible in the Arctic. several signs of this are particulady evident in
Greenland. For example, the formerly rich bird cliffs near \flest Greenland
settlements are now desolate due to excessive hunting from speedboats; the
walrus has disappeared from the southern parts; the Arctic char is being
overfished in the rivers; and overgrazing by sheep has caused soil erosion to
land that will take hundreds of years or millennia to form new, fertile top
soil. Thus, Greenlanders share with the rest of the world the problems,
blessings, and curses of modern exploitation techniques, but their environ-
ment is far more fragile than those more southerly, and their ecosystems are
in precarious balance.

Everybody seems to agree that using a sustainable approach is the only
sensible way to administer natural-resource extraction and exploitation. yet,
despite all the talk, this goal is difficult to achieve. The concept of sustain-
able development has, in fact, become fashionable to such a degree that it is
now often understood to mean that all natural resources that can be utilized
should be so, if done in a sustainable way. But this is a severe misconcep-
tion. If a reasonable fraction of the world's biodiversity and geodiversity is to
survive the human impacts in this and the next century, we must set aside
the necessary space for its survival.

There are several unpopulated or sparsely populated natural areas and
fragile ecosystems in this world that would be best left as intact ecosysrems
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and sceneries and not implicated in "sustainable development." Such ,,wil-

derness" areas can still be found in Arctic and Arctic-boreal regions. East
Greenland Park is a good example. The park was established in 1974 and,
with the latest expansion in 1988, it covers 972,000 square kilometers. One
might wonder how such a grandiose and unusual gesture towards nature
was politically made possible. The explanation is that the establishment was
practically cost-free. Eighty-five percent of the park is the fwo- to three-
kilometers-thick icecap, and the ice-free land is largely uninhabited, apafi
from the sirius Patrol military headquarters and a couple weather stations.
Only about forty people live more or less permanently in the park.

Even without the icecap area, the park is still large, roughly 150,000
square kilometers. It is a magnificent coastal landscape with large mountains
intersected by fjords and valley systems, directly stretching 1,400 kilometers
over 13 degrees latitude.

Along the coast, running southerly, is the cold and ice-filled East
Greenland Current, which limits mainland access. Only the southern half of
the park is accessible by ordinary ships in the summer. lr is a wilderness area
if ever there was one.

The national park is one of the 215 Man and Biosphere (MAB) reseryes
under the United Nations Economic, Social, and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO). A MAB reserve is a large, compact area chosen as example of an
ecosystem that the world community does not want to lose. According to
UNESCO, the fifry-eight countries that established the MAB reserves will
create long-term research projects to learn about the areas, climatology, to-
pography, geology, and natural history.

The MAB reserves are important steps towards achieving collective in-
ternational responsibility for environmental resources of international sig-
nificance. 'we must encourage the attitude that even if nations have legal
powef ovef their natural resources, the world community has the moral right
to expect that each country protect and preserve unique features of world-
wide importance.

Thus, East Greenland National Park is not just an amenity and a feather
in the cap of the Greenland Home Rule-it is a serious international commit-
ment. As a protected atea, the park shares a lot of problems with other
reserves in the Far North.

Among the dangers threatening most of the existing parks and wildemess
areas woddwide is the search for mineral deposits and oil. Ministries for energy
and raw materials generally seem to be staffed by people uttedy insensitive to
arguments other than economic ones and to whom the preservation of nature
is as unpronounceable as a Greenland settlement. To them, a natvral area is
only worth protecting until valuable minerals or oil are discovered.
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Since the establishment of East Greenland National Park, the Nordic

Mining Company and Geological Suruey of Greenland have been searching

for minerais there. A large molybdenum deposit was discoveted in 1953,

and deposits of lead, zinc, copper, gold, silver, tin, uranium, strontium, and

barium have also been found. Fortunately, most of these ore reserves cannot

currently be profitably exploited because extraction and transpolt costs are

so high. However, sooner or later world market prices or new findings of
high-grade ores will change this.

Another Sword of Damocles hanging over the park is oil and gas pros-

pecting. Jameson Land, bordering the park on the south, is being explored

for oil. Also, geologists suspect that cefiain offshore, although inaccessible,

areas contain promising oil resetwes.

Hopefully, there is no oil in the park that is worth drilling for now or in
the future, and any mining will be shortlived and small-scale. It is uttedy
unacceptable that mining and oil drilling take place in an otherwise highly
protected national park where shooting animals and harvesting plants are

not allowed.

East Greenland. National Park. (Pboto by Bent Muus)
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Arctic nature is r,rrlnerable, and scars from human activities remain for
centuries. Extraction of subsoil raw materials invariably causes pollution,
and the construction of roads, storage space, harbor facilities, houses, ancl
airstrips to suppofi the mining industry cause topographlcaltransfigurations,
not to mention the direct mining effects. Such enterprises may be necessary
in other areas, but not in such a rare, nalural area.

Human activities in the park have thus far not spoiled its natural quali-
ties to any serious degree. oil drums and rubbish remain from eady expedi-
tions, but this is slowly being removed, and, apart from a few permanent
stations that have special rules, no one visiting the park is allowed to leave
behind any kind of everlasting junk. And, plans for clearing and reestablish-
ment must always be made for geological investigations and drilling or min-
ing activities.

rw4rat could be considered sustainable and acceptabre management of
East Greenland National Park? 'we can quickly dismiss extraction of raw
materials, which is an irreversible process and incompatible with the con-
cept of conservation.

A viable train of thought is that the park is in the unique position of
being, in principle, uninhabited. The nearest settlement is Ittoqqortoormiit
(Scoresbysund), a town in the southern part of Jameson Land with about
five hundred inhabitants. The only other community is Tasiilaq (Ammasalik),
a town 850 kilometers further south with about three thousand inhabitants.
A few hunters from Ittoqqortoormiit are allowed to kill polar bears in the
park using dog sledges, but snow scooters are not allowed, and only in
emergencies are hunters allowed to shoot other animals. This system is called
traditional bunting, which perhaps is a rather liberal interpretation because
Ittoqqortoormiit was established in j.925, and its settlers came mostly from
Ammasalik and were not traditional polar-bear hunters like those in north-
west Greenland (Thule).

This hunting is thought to be per:rnissible because a surplus of bears comes
down with the East Greenland curent ice flow and the bears are sometlmes
swept even to southwest Greenland, where they are invaiabry shot in the
sheep-farming districts. The only other hunting allowed in the park is that by
the crews of the permanent stations who shoot a few seals as supplementary
food for their sledge dogs and hares and ptarmigans to break the monotony
of canned food. NTith the exceptions mentioned, hunting is thought neither
necessary nor compatible with preserving Arctic fauna in its natural setting.

Another asset that is more consistent with sustainable management of
the park is regulated tourism. The southern end of the park could gently be
developed for that purpose. Suitable buildings and a large airstrip exist at
Mestersvig, left over from a iead and zinc mine that closed down in 1962.
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Old bunting cabin dt Zackenberg in East Greenland Natir-nal Park.
(Photo by Bent Muus.)

The park has been divided into three zones of varying protection prior-

ity. In valuable and highly l'ulnerable areas (zone 1), admission is only given

in special cases, usually for scientific purposes. In impofiant but less sensi-

tive areas (zone 2'), only experienced and trustworthy visitors are allowed.

The interesting localities (zone 3) are open to all visitors, provided they

obey the rules and possess approved safety equipment.

Tourism has developed into the world's greatest civil industry. Dedi-

cated ecotourists, amateur naturalists, and student groups are among the

obvious potential users of the park. It is large enough to allow each visitor

the feeling of being alone in the whole world. Furthermore, tourism in the

southern end of the park will provide weicomed employment to people

from Ittoqqorloormiit as guides, sledders, and rangers.

About twenty Danish and other international expeditions visit the park

each year for mountaineering in Stauning's A1ps, natural science research,

archaeology, or other outdoor-adventure activities. The size of the park and

costly logistics will ensure that the park is not overrun by people.

Another of East Greenland National Park's important assets is its scien-

tific field-research potential in glaciology, geology, and biology. There are
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no pefmanent research facilities in the park, but a permanent field station
near Clavering Island at Zackenberg is being planned. A research program
called zackenberg Ecological Research operations (ZERo) has been devel-
oped in connection with the international Global climate change research
initiative. The project's goal is to describe the natural structure and dynamics
of the undisturbed, high-Arctic ecosystems of northeast Greenland; its objec-
tive is to obtain reference data at "zero-time" that can be used to assess and
monitor global climate change.

For such a project, it is important that the protected wilderness is large
enough to cover a wide spectrum of climatic conditions and has a diverse
topography. This will enhance the viability of many plant and animal popu-
lations during a climate change because there will be room for ,,patch-dy-

namic" translocations. Also, East Greenland National park's north-south
extension allows many organisms to alter their present distribution after
precipitation and temperature changes.

Theoretic considerations based on ecological evidence point to the fact
that most reseryes created to protect local biodiversity are too small to selve
their long-term purpose. The threat of global climatic change accentuates
this problem. As regards nature reserves, governments and their ministries
of energy should free themselves from their oil and mineral syndrome and
live with the notion that billions of dollars worlh of natural resources mav be
hiding safely protected in the ground under a national park.

In addition, sustainable utilization of renewable biological resources is
easier to talk about than to practice. For example, an incredibly wasted
nonrenewable resource like gasoline is now cheaper to buy than bottled
water in the United States.

If sustainable use is to be effectively practiced, activities like hunting
and mining need to be carried out with extreme delicacy and sensitivify to
the environment. Simultaneously, expansive areas need to be set aside as
highly protected wilderness reselves and, apart from regulated ecotourism
and scientific research, be free of any kind of development, sustainable or
otherwise. East Greenland National park is one such examole.



SUSTANABIT WITDERI\E S S

N THE ARCTIC

Pamela Mi,ller

The founders of The 'Wilderness Society in 1935 had a vision of legally

protecting large areas of untrammeled wild nature as wilderness, and they

had a special interest in the Arctic. My ideas stem from their strong roots, but
the question of sustainability is even more critical today because the pres-

sures on Arctic wilderness-and wilderness woddwide-have accelerated

so that opportunities to protect it are rapidly diminishing.
As an Alaskan, I am compelled to comment on Alaska Governor'W'alter

Hickel's remarks as an introduction to my own. My favorite quote of his,

something he said during the recent controversy over the state's wolf control

plans, is: "You can't just let nature run wild."
One of his favorite projects is the proposed water pipeline to ship fresh

water to thirsty California. No, we haven't built it yet. Howeveq Governor

Hickel clearly cares about Alaska and understands that the state needs big

projects. Small oil fields, coal projects, or hard-rock mines are not economi-

cally viable because of the vast distances and costs involved.

So too, wilderness in the Arctic must be big. To be sustainable-even
more so than at lower latitudes-large wilderness 

^reas 
are needed in order

to encompass the requirements of animals that generally have larger home

rallges in the North and to protect habitats with sparse, slow-growing plants.

\filderness must also be big to maintain the traditional subsistence activities

and cultures such ecosystems support and retain the intrinsic qualities of
such untrammeled expanses for future generations.

For tens of thousands of years, the Inupiat, Gwichin Athapaskans, and

other indigenous cultures lived sustainably. With the atrival of the Yankee
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Children at Gwitcb'in gatbering,Venetie, Alaska, 1992. (Pboto by Pamela Miller.)

whalers and other Europeans, borderlines were established, with the straight
demarcation of the United States and Canada border one of the first imoosed
on the wilderness ecosystem.

The first call for wilderness protection in the Arctic 'was really big. It
came in 1938 from Bob Marshall, a Vilderness Society founder who had
extensively explored northern Alaska. He said: "A11 of Alaska north of the
Yukon Riveq with the exception of a small area immediately adjacent to
Nome, should be zoned as a region where the federal government will
contribute no funds for road building and permit no leases for industrial
development. ... In the name of a balanced use of American resources, let's
keep Alaska largely a wilderness."

But much has happened since 1938 to change rhe Arcric. Oil was dis-
covered at Prudhoe Bay. As a result, the U.S. Arctic was bisected by the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline, and with the settlement of native claims and state
land conveyances, opportunities for legally protecting big wilderness in the
Arctic are now on a different scale. Further expansion of the North Slope oil
fields, including the recent discovery of a huge field, Kuvlum, located in the
Beaufort Sea 24.1. kilometers offshore from the Arctic National Vildlife Ref-
uge, poses further threats.

In the Arctic, in contrast with lower iatitudes, we still have opporlunities
to protect whole ecosystems and consele biodiversity at a landscape scale.
In Alaska, we have had some remarkable successes. The establishment of
national parks, preserves, refuges, and wilderness areas by the Alaska Na-
tional Interest Lands Conselation Act in 1980 was a farsighted beginning.
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As Secretary of the Interior Cecil Andrus testified before Congress in
1.979 during deliberations on this legislation, "a basic premise of our recom-

mendations was that in Alaska we were able to draw boundaries that would
be ecologically sound, thus avoiding the costly mistakes of the past and the

compromises dictated by trying to salvage remnants of natural systems." It
was Alaskans-biologists, guides, fishing-industry workers, and citizens from
the Alaska Wilderness Coalition-who compiled key maps used for drawing

the boundaries of special, natural places.

Some say that we have already protected enough of Alaska. The Alaska

Lands Act set aside 5I,417,004 hectares in national parks, preserves, and

refuges. That's 38 percent of Alaska's 148,987,854 hectares. Another 35,627,530

hectares, also in federal ownership, is managed by the USDA Forest Service

and USDI Bureau of Land Management under "multiple use" mandates aI-

lowing extractive timber harvesting, mining, and other commercial activity,

not the more specific conservation purposes that are drawn up for the parks

and refuges.

Most of the areas established by the Alaska Lands Act were conceived of
as wilderness parks and refuges with the primary goal of retaining intact

ecosystems for their biological diversify. Congress recognized in the legisla-

tion that wilderness designation in Alaska would be somewhat different

than in the rest of the United States-except in parks that had been estab-

lished prior to 1980-because indigenous peoples were still an integral part

ofthe ecosystems, as they had been for thousands ofyears. Therefore, sub-

sistence and other traditional activities, including the use of snow machines,

arcraft, and motorboats, are allowed in most wilderness areas, and spofi
hunting is allowed except in national parks. The emphasis was on habitat

protection.
But less than half the acreage of the parks, preselves, and refuges in

Alaska is included within the National's7ilderness Preservation System, the

most protective U.S. land designation. Most of this wilderness is in parks. In
other areas, the restrictions on what kinds of development activities may be

legally allowed are not strictly defined, contrary to popular perception that

the Alaska Lands Act "locked it up."
Indeed, we have designated 22,429,150 hectares-15 percent of the land-

mass of Alaska-as wilderness. But have we protected critical parls of the

ecosystems in order to adequately conselve biodiversity? This is particulady

crucial because elsewhere, ecologists have rcalized that designated wilder-
ness and other protected areas in the continental United States are of inad-

equate size and number to maintain biodiversity. Because of this, there has

been a major shift in thinking from wilderness preservation to sustainable

management, according to Reed Noss in "sustainability and Wilderness" from
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the March 1991 edition of Consentation Biolog,t yet, Noss and others, in-
cluding the NTilderness Society, advocate protection of huge, roadless areas
that extend beyond existing parks or wilderness tracts. For example, the
Greater Yellowstone Coalition is trying to coffect the problems resulting
from boundaries that were too small for animals dependent on wilderness,
such as grizzlies or wolves, to thrive.

Sustaining wilderness in the Arctic is still the best way to protect
biodiversity on a landscape scale. It is therefore premature to shift emphasis
away from a wilderness preservation-of-ecosystem level to a type of man-
agement allowing "sustainable development" everywhere. There is still room
for large areas to be "managed" (i.e., set aside) as wilderness. There is no
such thing as multiple use that would conserve wilderness in the long term.
The rwo concepts are incomparable because of our propensity to think we
can just go elsewhere to find more oil, or water for California, instead of
modifying consumptiolt to live within limits.

Recent events in Prince N7illiam Sound show the failures of "multiple
use." Many believed that the passage of oil tankers from the Valdez Trans-
Alaska Pipeline terminal would be transitory andthat consequently the nearby
wilderness would remain unaffected. The millions of gallons of oil that spilled
from the wreck of the Exron Valdez changed all that, with the obviously
soiled wilderness beaches. But it also resulted in a surge of commercial
activity and a busy time for hunting and fishing guides in the region.

Have we done better at preserwing biodiversity in Alaska than in the
continental United States where primarily scenic mountaintops-rocks and
ice-where there were less controversy and productive valleys, were desig-
nated wilderness? A map of Alaska shows that we still have a long way to go
in the Arctic. Most of the designated Arctic wilderness is located in the
Brooks Range. W'e have established spectacular wilderness parks like Gates
of the Arctic and Noatak National Preserve. But linle of the productive wild-
life habitat north of the Arctic circle has been designated wilderness. In fact,
the 9,377,741-hectare National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska has oil and gas
exploration as its primary pu{pose, with inadequate protection for biodiversity.
It has not even been studied for wilderness potential. The Arctic National
\Tildlife Refuge is, to some degree, the exception.

To protect biodiversity in the Arctic, Dr. Glenn Patrick Juday (Alaska
ecological reserves coordinator, University of Alaska at Fairbanks) says that
we should consider decisions to protect Arctic resources at landscape scale,
pay special attention to diverse landscape regions, and find and protect or
carefully manage the genetic wealth of glacial refugia.

The Arctic \7ildlife Refuge lies in the norrheast corner of Alaska. It is an
extremely diverse landscape region where, as Juday notes, the juxtaposed
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coastal plain-mountain-river-seashore-estuary-island areas represent a zone

of exceptional diversity. The refuge inciudes the complete spectrum of sub-

Arctic and Arctic habitats, from boreal forests (taiga) to the tallest peaks in
the Brooks Range, which arch north close to the Beaufort Sea. The Norlh
Slope foothills sweep down to the narow coastal plain, a glacial refugium

bounded by lagoons and barrier islands on the nofih.
The Arctic \Xrildlife Refuge encompasses approximately 8 million hect-

ares, of which some 3 million have been designated wilderness-more than

ln any other national wildlife refuge. The Arctic Nationai \Xrildlife Range was

established in 1960 "to protect its unique wildlife, wilderness, and recre-

ational values." In the Alaska Lands Act of 1980, the original range was

greatly expanded to incorporate the wintering grounds of the Porcupine

caribou herd, and its original purposes were revised to include conselvation

of natural diversity, maintain international treaty obligations, and support

subsistence uses. The original refuge was designated wilderness, except for
a critical 607,288-hectate area of the coastal plain that was coveted by the oil
industry. I will expand on this later, as it epitomizes the difficulties in achiev-

ing sustainable Arctic wilderness.
Decades ago, conservationists who fought to establish the Arctic Wild-

life Refuge envisioned preserving an undisturbed pofiion of the Arctic large

enough to be biologically self-sufficient. Of particular concern was protec-

tion of the entire range of the Porcupine caribou herd, which is partly in the

United States and pafily in Canada. Olaus Murie, the great naturalist, studied

the caribou in northeastern Alaska during the 1920s, and later, he and his

wife, Mardy, played a major role in the effort to establish the Arctic Vildlife
Refuge. By 1952, Dr. Aldo Starker Leopold and Sir Fnnk Frazer Dading

recommended that the wilderness character of this area be preserved and

noted in Wildlx"fe in Alaska that already "the seemingly remote Arctic has

been so changed by fire, reindeer herding, grazing, wolf control, hunting,

and fishing that there is shockingly little of it left unaltered." Also, the in-

creasing loss of its remote character due to airplane access intensified con-

cerns for wilderness protection.
By 1953, George Collins and Lowell Sumner of the USDI National Park

Service (NPS) had outlined on maps an Arctic International'Wilderness. In
addition to a focus on wildlife, wilderness, recreation, and scientific study in
this transboundary area, they believed it could provide aland base for indig-
enous cultures and recommended that the Inupiat and Athapaskan peoples

play a major role in management of the area together with the federal and

state government agencies. So, while Collins and Sumner had conceived the

area as a park to allow continued subsistence hunting, fishing, and trapping

by the indigenous peoples and not to foster overdevelopment of the area in
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a promotion of mass recreation, a refuge was ultimately pushed for instead
of a park.

Resurgence of interest in a big international protected area culminated
in 1977 with the Arctic International \fildlife Range conference, followed by
Canadian and NPS proposals. Today, the first large-scale wilderness reserye
for wildlife ranging across international boundaries in the circumpolar Arctic
is comprised of the adjoining Arctic \7ildlife Refuge and h.vavik National
Park (northern Yukon), created in 1,986, and Vuntut National park, formed in
1993. Although these ateas are still managed as separate entities, an interna-
tional conselvation agreement signed by the fwo countries in 1987 estab-
lished the International Porcupine caribou Board to further conservation of
the Porcupine caribou herd.

Unfortunately, one of the most critical habitats-the controversial
607,288-hectare coastal plain sought by the oil industry-has yet to be ad-
equately protected through wilderness designation by the U.S. Congress.
The coastal plain is the most biologically productive part of the Arctic \7ild-
life Refuge and the center of wildlife activity, according to rhe USDI Fish
and \Tildlife Service.

This coastal plain area is used for extremely high-density calving and
postcalving by the Porcupine caribou herd and contains its most sensitive
habitats, according to the conselvation plan in the 1.993 assessment of the
area made by the International Porcupine Caribou Board. This herd of ap-
proximately 180,000 animals travels thousands of kilometers to this area
eachyear from wintering areas south of the Brooks Range inCanada and the
United States. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game found that females
with calves in the resident central Arctic herd near pnrdho e Bay are particu-
larly sensitive to oil-field disturbance that has displaced caribou from some
preferred calving areas. Biologists predict that the ten-fold larger porcupine

caribou herd would have even more severe reactions to disturbance and
pipelines across their calving areas and migratory routes than has the central
Arctic herd.

The oil industry and the State of Alaska claim the effects of oil develop-
ment in the controversial 1.5-million-hectare coastal plain arca would be
minimal, that their "footprint" will be small even though oil fields involve
networks of roads, pipelines, and other facilities. By contrast, the U.S. De-
partment of the Interior concluded in its environmental impact statement
that oil development in the coastal plain would have major effects on the
Porcupine caribou herd, musk oxen, water quality and quantity, subsistence,
recreation, and wilderness. Polar bears denning in high densities and as

many as 300,000 staging snow geese that migrate there from Canada in the
fall are also seriously threatened by oil development.
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Porcupine caribou berd on coastal plain, Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska
(Pboto bJt Pamela Miller.)

This controversial coastal plain area rn the Arctic Vildlife Refuge cannot

be exploited without the approval of the U.S. Congress, and there has been

intense pressure for this. A proposal to include oil drilling in the refuge as

part of National Energy Strategy legislation was defeated in the U.S. Senate

in 1991. Environmental nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and the

Gwichin people whose culture depends on the Porcupine caribou herd con-

tinue to build support for permanent protection of the coastal plain through

wilderness designation. To allow oil development in this most sensitive paft
of the Arctic NTildlife Refuge threatens the sustainability of the larger ecosys-

tem and "big wilderness."
International protection for this ecosystem is being sought in a resur-

gence of effort. "Caribou Commons" is one of the areas nine U.S. environ-

mental NGOs included in a recent proposal submitted as pafi, of the habitat

protection efforts in the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy. "Caribou

Commons" is proposed as an international bio-cultural reserve that seeks to
have the existing Arctic National'$Tildlife Refuge (with needed wilderness

designation for the coastal plain) and Ir,'vavik and Vuntut National Parks as

core protected areas, and would contain the entire range of the Porcupine

caribou herd in order to cany out an ecosystem management approach.

Other Arctic transnational proposals exist, such as the Bering Land Bridge

region proposal. Also, encouraging steps for establishment of the Beringia
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Heritage International Park were taken with an agreement by former Soviet
Union President Mikhail Gorbachev and former U.S. President George Bush
in 1990. However, marine area conseryation has been neglected to date. \re
proposed an Arctic Ring of Life Marine Biocultural Resele, encompassing
the dynamic and productive region south of the permanent Arctic icecap
that includes open-water areas along the Arctic Ocean coastline.

To set up new, international protected areas is a major challenge, as is
upholding the integrity of existing areas such as rhe Arctic \Xrildlife Refuge.
Threats such as transboundary toxic contamination, global waming, and
ozone depletion will not be solved by drawing lines on maps. But it is
essential to have such lines that tangibly mark our intentions to have wilder-
ness ecosystems in the future. Nfithout them, wilderness will disappear be-
fore we even notice it. \7e simply don't have the scientific knowledge or the
poiitical will to balance extractive development with ecosystem maintenance.

I spent many summers on the coastal plain of the Arctic National'Wild,
life Refuge as a biologist studying the impact assessment of potential oil
development on birds and monitoring winter seismic oil exploration. Re-
cently, I camped alone on the refuge coastal plain for the first time.

I set up my tent in the path of the caribou, just eighr kilomerers from the
shimmer of sea ice, in view of the Brooks Range. I climbed the easiest route
up the bluff, where my boots pushed into the patterns made by hundreds of
animals. Tufts of white hair were teased into hundred-year-old willow
branches. Hard hooves had churned up a marsh. Dislodged from its prom-
ontory, a golden eagle floated the ridge. Below, a tangled calf, plucked
clean except for shreds of skin on its legs, was heaped by the river. On the
next tefface, tucked below a Dryas blossom was a small antler, its tip gnawed
rough by voles or lemmings, with scattered caribou droppings alongside it.
Caribou hair lining elbows of the river was matted together like rope. Bull
antlers gripped a complete skull. Soft mud was filled with caribou tracks and
the single passage of a wolf. I sat on a pingo lush withJacob's ladder around
fox den entrances, and a caribou with her tiny calf walked close by, curious.
In four days, I saw just a dozen caribou. \7ith every step, signs of caribou. In
closing, some words Mardy Murie wrote about the Alaska lands battle in
Ttuo in the Far Nortb:

\Tilderness itself, the basis of all 1ife, does it have a right to live
on? ... Do we have enough reverence for life to concede to
wilderness this right?



AN ECOSYSTEM APPROACH

TO FISHNGND MNAGEMENT

ACROSS fiIE NORTII ATIANTIC

Michael Ea,rle

Cod stocks across the North Atlantic are generally in a perilous state,

with biomasses at low levels and moratoria being imposed in some fisheries.

After briefly reviewing the recent history of the principal stocks and examin-

ing the role of overfishing in their decline, I propose a new approach to

fisheries resource management that is precautionary in nature.

A SHORT HISTORY

During the 1960s, the average catch of Atlantic cod was some 3 million
tonnes per year. Almost 70 percent of that came from four stocks: (1) 'West

Greenland cod, (2) northern cod found off the Newfoundland-Labrador coast,

(3) northeast Arctic cod found in the Barents Sea, and (4) Icelandic cod.

By 1972, fisheries scientists were warning that the level of exploitation
was excessive. A review of cod stocks across the North Atlantic stated that

recruitment failure could occur unless spawning stocks increased, and that a

desirable level of fishing effort would be approximately half the level of that

currently being exerted. The review concluded with the prophetic comment

that "exploitation lof cod stocks] is rapidly increasing, and oppottunities for
relatively painless diversion of surplus effon may not last much longer."

The 1960s and early 1970s were the heydays of the distant-water fishing

fleets. Coastal nations had not declared their exclusive economic zones (EEZs),

and thus the fleets were free to fish relatively unhindered wherever they
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chose. Restrictions on fishing were generally limited to measures such as

minimum mesh and landing sizes, but they were virtually unenforced.
During the 1970s, many of the cod-fishing grounds were enclosed within

newly declared EEZs, and coastal states began ejecting the distant-water
fleets from their waters. More complicated management measures, such as

total allowable catches and limitations on entry into the fishery, were intro-
duced to allow the recovery of depleted stocks. Enforcement was increased,
and sophisticated stock assessment techniques were developed.

Unfortunately, these measures have largely failed to maintain cod stocks
at abundant and productive levels. The total catch of Atlantic cod in 1991.

was less than 1.5 million tonnes or about half of the total during the 1960s.

Recent assessments of major stocks have generally been dismal, with few
exceDtions:

the Northern cod stock was reported in 1993 to be at "prob-
ably the lowest abundance in the 20th century";
inmid-1991,, the offshore trawl fleet stopped fishing off West

Greenland due to poor catch rates; and
the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea de-
clared in 1,992 that the spawning-stock biomass of Icelandic
cod was close to the lowest on record.

Alone among the major cod stocks of the North Atlantic, northeast Arctic
cod has been increasing over the past few years from its low point in the late
1980s, following drastic reductions in fishing effort, and the stock seems to
be recovering.

Possible Causes of tbe Declines
Many factors-both real and imaginary-have been suggested as causes

of the current crisis in the North Atlantic cod fishery. Among the more fre-
quently proposed factors are various types of multispecies interactions (usu-

ally involving predation by or competition with marine mammals). Interactions
among species are poorly understood and extremely difficult to predict, and
a full discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. Thus far, howeveq no
convincing case has been made that either seals or whales are implicated in
the declines of any of the cod stocks.

The possible role of changing environmental conditions (e.9., increased
ice cover and colder water) has also been discussed. There is no doubt that
climatic fluctuations have an impact on the abundance of cod through such
processes as recruitment and food availability and could have contributed to
the declines in some cases such as at \fest Greenland. Nonetheless. stocks
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that are in a depressed state are the most r..ulnerable to such changes. Healthy
stocks are able to resist short-term fluctuations because thev contain more
year classes, and fishing mortality is lower.

The Role of Ouerfishing
The common link among all of the declines has been overfishing, evi-

dent since 1972, and which can take many forms. The simplest and most
blatant form occurs when total allowable catches (TACs) are set at levels that
are higher than the scientific advice recommends. This was a cofiunon cus-

tom for North Atlantic cod in the 1980s. It has been most pronounced in
Iceland, where it has happened every year since 1985 (with the exception of
f 986). In 1985, the TAC was set at a figure that was 32 percent higher than
the recommended level.

Once set, TACs are often exceeded. From 1985 through 7990 in Iceland,

for instance, the nominal catches surpassed the TACs by up to 28 percent.

For northeast Arctic cod. the catches have been as much as 40 percent

higher than the TAC.

Similar problems have occurred with the northern cod stock. The TACs

were generally established in line with scientific advice for the Canadran

fishery until the critical state of the stock became evident at the end of the

1!80s. Beginning in 1989, the TACs were established at levels higher than
those corresponding to fishing mortality rates of F6 1 (a fishing moftality rate

used to set ground fish TACs in Canada, corresponding to the level of fishing
at which adding one more boat increases the total catch by only 10 percent
as much as the first boat to fish that stock), which was the government's
stated policy. For instance, the F6.1 TAC in 1989 would have been t25,OO0

tonnes, but the TAC was set at 235,000 tonnes. In the international waters

outside Canada's EEZ, the European Community fished for northern cod for
several years despite a moratorium established by the North Atlantic Fishing
Organization (NAIO). Between 1986 and 1991, the communiry allocated
itself 346,360 tonnes and reported catches of 207,272 tonnes.

Thus, nominal cod catches have generally been far higher than the sci-

entifically recommended levels. For example, in 7)84, the nor-theast Arctic
cod catch was 85 percent higher than the recommended TAC; and, in L987,

the \7est Greenland cod catch was 275 percent higher than the TAC

These examples of overfishing are only the "official" ones based on
nominal catch statistics. In addition, there are avariety of other practices that
increase fishing-induced mortality, but which are rarely quantified.

Discarding occurs when fishermen use gear that catches fish that they
do not want because of its low market value or fish that they are not allowed
to keep due to landing restrictions. Though the practice occurs in most
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fisheries, estimation of its extent and impact is rare. A few studies have

addressed the problem in North Atlantic cod fisheries.

Canadian work during the 1980s has shown that the discard rate from
offshore trawlers was as much as 38 percent by number or Lp percent by
weight of the total cod catch. \Vhile most of those were small fish of less

than 42 centimeters in length, there were also fish greater than 48 centime-
ters in length being discarded. Cod traps in Newfoundland catch large num-

bers of small fish as well: 30 percent or more of the cod are less than 42

centimeters in length in some years. A study of the Norwegian fishery sug-

gested that960 million fish were discarded between 1986 and 1989.

Cod and other ground fish such as shrimp and redfish are incidentally
caught in other fisheries and are discarded because either the vessel has no
quota for cod, or it is uneconomical to conselve and land the by-catch.

Recent technical advances in gear selectivity such as the Nordmore grill
allow the reduction of such by-catch in some cases, but the impact of cod
discards in other fisheries over the course of the past few decades could
have been significant.

Another practice known to occur but difficult, if not impossible, to reliably
quanti4r is misreporting of catches. Pressures created by excess fishing capacity

in pursuit of less abundant resources often lead to various inaccuracies in
logbooks and other records. Fish can be caught in one 

^reayet 
be recorded as

caught in another or not recorded at all. Catches of northern cod reported to
the NAFO by the European Community for 7991 were 40 percent below the

Canadran surveillance estimate: 24,464 tonnes compared to 41,900 tonnes, re-

spectively. The type of regulations in effect influence the extent of misreporting;

for example, individual vessel quotas selve to encourage it. \fithout effective

surveillance programs, the extent of such deceit will remain largely unknown.
The upshot of all of this is overfishing: The fishing effofi on the cod

stocks is substantially higher than the recommended scientific levels. In the

case of northern cod, levels of fishing mortaliry throughout the 1980s have

ranged from 0.3 to 1.0 in 1989, while the management objective of the

fishery is to fish at F6.1, which equates to a mortaliq/ rate of 0.2. Fishing
mortalities on the other cod stocks across the Atlantic have been of a similar
magnitude during the 1980s.

Overfishing is not limited to cases in which more fish have been caught
than the recommended scientific levels. The scientific advice itself can some-

times lead to overfishing, even if it is rigorously followed. For example, use

of poor quality data can lead to errors in stock assessment, which may result
in recommending catch levels that the stock cannot suppolt.

This highlights one of the major problems confronting fisheries science:

uncertainty over the abundance and dynamics of various fish stocks, the
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ways in which they interact with each other and with their environment, and
the true level and distribution of fish catches. Management decisions that are

made without taking explicit account of such uncertainty can seriously in-
crease the risk of the stock's collapse. This is well known, yet there are few
fisheries management institutions that give serious consideration to the long-
term consequences of this uncertainty.

Another problem has been the continued use of some variant of Maxi-
mum Sustainable Yield, or Fs.1, as the general objective of fisheries manage-
ment across the North Atlantic. Yet, strict adherence to these reference points
as an objective can result in highly variable catches, reduced stock abun-
dance, and an increased risk of collapse.

Viewed from this perspective, it is not surprising that cod stocks are
generally in a poor state. Environmental changes may have contributed to
declines in some situations, but even in these cases, overfishing has reduced
the stocks to the point that fluctuations in water temperature, ice coveq and
other environmental parameters may detrimentally affect the stock. The cur-
rent state of cod stocks across the North Atlantic is testimony to the short-
comings of the current management approach.

THE NEED FOR A PRECAUTIONARY APPROACH

TO FISHERIES MANAGEMENT

An alternative approach is clearly needed, one which is precautionary
in nature. It must be designed to maximize the probability that fish stocks
and the environment remain healthy and productive. If it is to have any
chance of success, this approach must be robustly applied to the various
types of uncertainty previously outlined.

The first step in the creation of such a precaution^ry apptoach is the
precise definition of the objectives of fisheries management. They must be
clearly and unambiguously stated in order to avoid confusion over what
management is expected to achieve and whether or not the objectives are
actually being met. This will be a political process involving a wide range of
interests, including the fishery, government, local communities, and envi-
ronmental organizatlons. Among the objectives that are established, primacy
must be given to those organizations that are geared towards conselvation
of both the fish stocks and the marine environment. One conservation ob-
jective should be to keep the stock at a high level of abundance, relative to
what it would have been had there been no fishing, though the appropriate
level would vary according to the stock being fished.
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Once the objectives have been agreed upon, a procedure must be de-
veloped for determining the management measures that are to be imposed
upon the fishery in various circumstances. Such a procedure forms a feed-
back loop and comprises:

o the collection and analysis of data (from the fishery and in-
dependent surveys);
an assessment of the stock's status; and
decision rules for setting the management measures (e.g.,

TACs and effort controls).

It is not enough to simply set up a procedure in this way and assume

that it will meet management objectives. Due to our imperfect understand-
ing of the dynamics of fish stocks and their interaction with the marine
environment, such an approach will have a high probability of failing.

Rather, the ability of a procedure to meet management objectives must
be evaluated. Its expected performance must be tested, not only under ideal
or even average conditions, but also under a wide range of possible sce-

narios, including fluctuations in environmental conditions and fish recruit-
ment, interactions among species, and the behavior of the fishery. In other
words, it must take explicit account of the full range of uncertainties inher-
ent in fisheries management. The most effective way of conducting exten-
sive testing of this nature is through simulation studies.

It is difficuit to be cefiain what will happen to a fish stock or fishery in
any given situation. The purpose of the simulation studies is not to predict
what will happen in a particular scenario but rather to examine how well a
procedure would perform under a range of scenarios. There will usuaily be
several candidate procedures, and the evaluation process will identify those
that perform well in various situations. Those that perform poody can be
eliminated. The procedure ultimately selected for adoption should meet the
management objectives, including conservatiorr of the stock with a high
probability over a wide range of plausible scenarios.

It is important that the evaluation of the procedure be conducted under
realistic assumptions about the amount and quality of data that will be avail-
able on both the fishery and the fish stock. For instance, if the catch statistics
for the fishery are suspected of consistently underestimating the true catch,
then the procedure should be tested using a range of catch values to erisure
that it is not overly sensitive to inaccurate data.

Account should also be taken of the extent to which the proposed
management measures are enforceable and the results of noncompliance
with the regulations. If a minimum mesh size is to be used, how likely are

a

a
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the fishermen to respect that regulation, and what are the consequences of
using a smaller mesh size? \fill the procedure still meet the management
objectives?

The procedure should be designed so that stocks are not put at risk due
to poor or insufficient data. Controls on fishing should vary according to the
information available on the stock and fishery so that the procedure allows
less fishing in cases where the data are old or of poor quality than in situa-
tions where better data are avallable.

The output of the procedure is a clear list of management measures that
should be used to regulate the fishery. Because the procedure results from a
rigorous testing process to ensure that it maximizes the probability of achieving
the stated management objectives, compelling reasons would be needed not
to implement those measures. Thus, this approach has the advantage of
minimizing the possibiliq, for arbitrary political interference in management.

Enough is known about the cod fishery in the Noth Atlantic that man-
agement procedures could be developed and implemented relatively easily.
This is true for most other fisheries in the region. There will be situations,
however, where not enough information is available to determine the prob-
able impact of exploitation so as to develop such procedures. In these cases,

exploitation should be limited to an extremely small percentage (around 1

percent) of the estimated biomass. If even a minimum estimate of biomass is

not available, no colilnercial fishing should be allowed at all.
Another important component of a precautionary approach to fisheries

management is the way in which the fishing is conducted. Certain gear and
practices are more harmful to fish stocks and the habitat than others, de-
pending on the particular situation. In order to prevent damage to the envi-
ronment, no new fishing method should be deployed on a commercial scale

until sufficient research has been done to evaluate its total impact, including
by-catch of undersized fish and non-target species and the degree of physi-
cal disturbance to the habrtat.If the research shows the effects on the habitat
and the productivity of the ecosystem to be adverse, the fishing method
should not be deployed unless it can be modified to eliminate its harmful
effects. Even in the absence of adverse effects on productivity, any fishing
method that results in significant disturbance to the habitat should not be
allowed in representative closed areas so as to conselve at least part of the
habitat in its undisturbed state or allow its recovery if it has been disturbed.

Marine environments are deteriorating in many parts of the wodd. Pol-
lution is adversely affecting the survival and productivity of fish and other
species in some regions; and the occuffence of eutrophic waters and algal
blooms are increasing both in frequency and extent while coastal habitats
such as estuaries, mangals (mangrove communities), and sea grass beds, of
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vital importance to many fish species at various stages in their life cycle, are

being greatly altered or destroyed. Trends in human population growth,
much of it occurring on the coastal zone, strongly suggest that these devel-
opments will continue to reduce the productivity of fish stocks; this, in itself,
is a powerful argument in favor of adopting a precautionary approach to
fisheries management.

Another impofiant component of fisheries management includes con-
sideration of its social and economic impacts. Fish is an important food
source, and its importance in this regard to dependent communities must
not be ignored. For instance, fisheries that supply food for human consump-
tion or waste less of the fish that are caught should be favored. Policies and
government subsidies that encourage the buildup of fishing capacity be-
yond what is needed to catch the available fish should be discouraged.

There is nothing to prevent the development and adoption of such a

precautionary approach to management for the various cod fisheries across

the North Atlantic and for other fish stocks. The current state of most cod
fisheries cleady shows that such an approach is necessary.

The crisis should be viewed as an opportunity to fundamentally reform
the management process, pull back from the brinkmanship that has charac-
terized fishing for so long, and aI last put fishing on a conservation basis.

AII that is needed is the ooliticalwill.



FISHERNS M,ANAGEMENT

NN OVIRUIILIZED OCEN

Clem Tilkon

Unrestricted trawling and wasteful harvest have reduced productivity of
our world oceans to but a shadow of their true potential. The North Pacific,

the last fishing frontier, currently has healthy stocks, but healthy fish stocks
alone do not make a healthy fishery.

The "tragedy of the commons" will guarantee an economic misuse of
the resource. Think of what the long-range production oil fields would be
like if, instead of a lease system that guarantees exclusive use of 

^n ^tea, 
any

nation's citizens with means to finance a platform and drill for oil were
allowed to come near a producing well and drill another well! The thought
itself seems idiotic, but that was the system used only a few decades ago

and, sad to say, is the system still in use over much of the wodd for the
management of fisheries.

'When Alaska was a territory of the United States prior to 1959, all deci-
sions on resoufce issues concerning fish, minerals, or timber were made in
\Washington, D.C., several thousand miles away. By 1958, our salmon runs
were but a shadow of the size they had been when the United States pur-
chased Alaska from the Czar of Russia in 1867.In shofi, in a land where the
Iocal population was dependent on their nalural resources, distant manage-
ment or colonial rule was not working well. Therefore, when statehood was
offered to Alaska, the management of our living resources was the crown
jewel of the benefits we, as a state, were to receive. An initiative was put
before the citizens of the territory of Aiaska, and they voted to become a

state and simultaneouslv adooted a state constitution.
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Among the first laws passed were those giving management biologists
almost dictatorial powers over the fisheries and rehabilitation of their indi-
vidual areas. Other laws gave our courts the power to punish those who
took undersized crab or violated salmon regulations. Vessels were seized,
and fines were hea'uy. In one case, a million dollars was assessed against a

vessel for its second offense of harwesting undersized crab. Other laws even
made it possible to fine the parents of a child who took salmon from a

stream closed to salmon fishing.
In our largest population area, Cook Inlet (south of Anchorage), a flf-

teen-year moratorium on the taking of cbinook (king salmon) by both sport
and commercial fishermen was instituted. The tough part came ten years
after the moratorium when people could see all the fish returning and were
still not allowed to harvest them. Lodges dependent on spolt fishing went
bankrupt, and fishermen lost a malor portion of their season's catch.

'When the fishery opened again there were still too many fisherman
chasing too few fish, so a constitutional amendment was proposed that
would limit entry into the fisheries. Some Alaskans, unsatisfied with how
the right to fish for salmon had been allocated, gathered enough signatures
to bring before the public an initiative to repeal the limited entry law, but,
on a margin of three to one, the Alaskan people voted to keep it. The
limited entry regulation has been in force for fwenfy years, since 1973, and
for the fishermen of Alaska, the buying and selling of the right to fish is so

natural it is hard to understand why the passage of the legislation was so

bitterly contested.
In almost every area, salmon fishermen have voted to tax themselves

above and beyond the state taxation rate to support aquaculture and reha-
bilitation programs that they also administer. Alaska's salmon runs are larger
today than any on record since Alaska came under the U.S. flag. This does
not mean there are no problems. For example, there are allocation and
mixed-stock interception problems, but few people object to the conselva-
tion ethic or limited entry, and many Alaskans recall with fondness one
governor who addressed his area managers by saying, "Gentlemen, if you
allow an overescapement, expect to be criticized, but if your management
decisions result in an underescapement to the spawning grounds, expect to
be fired."

When the United States at long last extended jurisdiction to 200 miles
off-shore, the U.S. Fisheries Conservation ManagementAct divided the coastal

waters into eight regional councils-three on the Atlantic Coast, one in the
Caribbean, one on the Pacific Coast, one off the Alaskan coast, and one in
the western Pacific Ocean. The North Pacific Fisheries Management Council
manages the harvest of over 50 percent of the fish landed under the Ameri-
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canflag. The council has eleven voting members, most of whom are chosen
by the U.S. Secretary of Commerce from a list of names submitted by the
governors of the affected states. Congress wisely removed any conflict-of-
interest restrictions so that those actively engaged in the fisheries managed
by this group could serve.

-il4ren the council first met in 1,976, it chose Anchorage, Alaska, as its
headquarters. The choice was made for the convenience of a central point
with major airpon links throughout the state, for Alaska spans several time
zones and has few roads.

The council's first chairman was not a scientist or fisheries manager, but
president of Alaska's largest bank and amanwith deep roots in the state and
a long-term view of its economy. Elmer Rasmuson, the son of a Swedish
missionary turned banker, was close to seventy years old when he was
bestowed the chairmanship of the council. His stated policy that good fish-
eries management, like good banking, requires large reserves has not changed
with his retirement; the council still holds back approximately 35 percent of
its total aliocation to assure that in the mad race to harvest short-lived spe-
cies, some of the longJived species within this complex are not destroyed.

Alaskan fish stocks are in good condition, but Alaskan fisheries are in
trouble, and therein lies the next battleground. Good stock condition is only
the basic foundation that must be achieved to make step tlvo possible.

The council's goal is, and should be, to give the public a quality product
at a reasonable cost. As long as our fishery managers are given only some of
the tools needed to att^rn this goal, the management system will fail. To give
to a manager only the ability to set gross tonnage will result in ever shorter
seasons and poor quality. To address only gear restrictions will reduce effi-
ciency at a cost to the public.

'With a growing number of vessels fishing on a common pool, the mad
race to catch will result in massive waste. Alaskan fisheries waste 150,000 to
200,000 tonnes of fish each year because the fishing fleet is racing for the
high-value product.

\Tithout individual vessel shares for each fishery, the incentive to maxi-
mize the value of all fish landed does not exist. Without some individual
reward in the future, who can forego today's profits to ensure alarger return
tomorrow?

The arguments about individual freedom should never be used as an
excuse to plunder the sea. Without some system of individual responsibility
and reward, the system will fail. \7ho can afford to slow down and maxi-
mize the return for every species?

The North Pacific Fisheries Management Council has embarked on an
individual transferable quota program for our long-line fishery, which in-
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volves dividing the catch into three categories-(1) vessels under 35 feet, (2)

vessels under 60 feet, and (3) vessels over 60 feet-and allocating individual
shares on past landings. The shares are a property right and as such are

saleable and subdividable, but only within particular vessel size categories.
Ownership is fufiher limited to those who are part of the crew aboard at the
time of harwest, and there is a 1 percent ownership cap.

In many ways, this is similar to the system used off Canada's British
Columbia coast, in which community development quotas (CDQs) are used.
A CDQ sets aside 7.5 percent of the Bering Sea pollock stock primarily for
the benefit and use of the aboriginal peoples along the Bering Sea coast.

The villages eligible under the CDQ program formed five corporations,
and the governor of Alaska, with the concurrence of the U.S. Secretary of
Commerce, allocated shares of this 7.5 percent (approximately 100,000 tonnes
of fish) to the corporations based on their proposals for the use of the funds.
\Telfare programs are prohibited, and the funds are required to be used for
fishery-related expenditures. In some cases, however, sewer and water projects
for existing fish plants, training scholarships, boating upgrades, and other
projects are awarded.

As the CDQ shares were not based on the same seasons as the com-
mon-propefy fishery, the village recipients were able to contract a fixed
amount of product from each vessel. The result soon became apparent.
Because vessels involved in the CDQ fishery no longer rushed out for high
volume, they were allowed more time to harwest their share, and they con-
sequently spent more time prospecting for larger fish. Smaller fish that would
have been discarded were softed, and the machinery was adiusted to pro-
cess them. Other species of lower value were utilized because the vessel
coulcl now stop to make a delivery without fear of the quota being taken by
another vessel. The profit per tonne of fish increased considerably.

The new system requires weighing all fish, discarded or otherwise, and
government observers are required to supervise this task. Alaskans are not
only determined to save the biomass but to curtail, in so far as possible, the
waste. As the world population grows, it is necessary to keep in mind that
the production of fish for food is an obligation and a source of employment
and well-being for coastal peoples.



DEVETOPNG TTIE NATTIRAT RESOMCES

OF TIIE BARENTS REGION:

OPPORTT]NITNS AND DNGERS

Wad:imir Kaknnikoa and Anatoly Vi,nograd,ou

The industrial development of northern regions is a common wodd
tendency. In Russia. the population in the Nofih recently exceeded 10 mil-
lion inhabitants. The economic structure of developed areas is based on the
natural resources in the Arctic. More than one hundred fifty enterprises are

functioning there, and some of them are the largest in Europe. For example,
the company Apatite in Kivovsk mines and processes apatlte and nepheline,
and the company Severonickle in Monchegorsk smelts copper-nickei.

As estimated, less than half of the available natural resources are used
nowadays, so the region has a good potential for further extractive enter-
prises. The Murmansk Region is now the most industrially developed and
urbanized region in the circumpolar area. During the twentieth century, it
has been the most dynamic region in industrial development. Unfofiunately,
this positive tendency can have harmful effects on the Arctic environment if
the current strategy in raw-material use is not changed.

Northern ecosystems are usually near the limit of sustainability. They
easily undergo irreversible changes under anthropogenic impact. The eco-
logical capacity of the northern area is strongly restricted in spite of enor-
mous territories that are not used. It should be emphasized that a disturbance
of the northern ecosystems produces a global change in climate and or.ry-

gen-carbon dioxide balance owing to the southward shift of the forest and
permafrost boundaries and reduction of northern marsh activity in carbon
dioxide bio-extraction.
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uncontrolled growth of population and expansion of industry in the
North brings unwanted ecological aftereffects. That is extremely evident, for
instance, in the Murmansk Region.

NATURAI RESOURCES OF THE MURX{A}ISK RTGION

Owing to a great vaieqr of valuable raw materials on the Kola peninsula
and surrounding seas, mining and fishing have become the predominant
sources of income here. The region produces up to 1g percent of fish prod-
ucts, about 70 percent of phosphate and ceramic raw materiais, 75 percent
of various mica, eight percent of iron ores, and a good portion of aluminum,
coopet nickel, cobalt, and rare metals manufactured in Russia. Several oil
and gas deposits have been found on the Barents sea shelf. Large reserves of
alumina, zirconium, tantalum, yttrium, lithium, caesium, precious metals,
molybdenum, and niobium are still waiting to be exploited. unfortunately,
an abnormal enrichment in mineral resources hides in itself a danger for the
environment.

POIIUTION OF THE BARENTS REGION EN\IRONMENT

Solid Wases and Geopbysical Disturbances
Mining enterprises output more than 150 million tonnes of ores and

produce more than 300 million tonnes of crushed wastes and tailings annu-
ally. The intense disturbance of the geophysical environment around huge
pits provokes local technogenic earthquakes with magnitudes up to 4.5.

Air Pollution
Metallurgical enterprises, heat power plants, and transportation emit

harmful pollutants into the Arctic atmosphere. In the Murmansk Region,
annual emission is estimated at 836,000 tonnes, including solids: 71,000 tonnes
of sulphur dioxide, 568,000 tonnes of carbon monoxide. r44.0oo tonnes of
nitric oxides, and 24,000 tonnes of hydrocarbons. Main emission contribu-
tors from the stationary sources are the nonferrous enterprises (7g.4 per-
cent), power plants (6.6 percent), military forces (5.3 percent), public services
(2'3 percent), agrochemistry Q$ percent), and transpofiation (14 percent).
In the Archangel District, annual emission is around 550,000 tonnes, mainly
from heat power, cement, and pulp plants. Hear,y metals, chlorine, and
formaldehyde are the most toxic components of locai industrial emissions.
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Polrutexr AcENt

SO, (million tonnes)

HrSOa (million tonnes)

NO, (million tonnes)

HrS (million tonnes)

Pb (tonnes)

Hg (tonnes)

Benzopyrene (tonnes)

TOTAL (million tonnes)

NonmnnN Eunopn WnstsR\ SBTRII Eesmru SIssRlA

1.1

0.7

0.1.4

0.02

2.1

0.16

0.26

\?

0.7

7.r

0.52

0.03

42.0

1,.1,

2.2

2.7

30.7

0.17

0.07

4>. /
3. 14

0

+.)

TABLE 1: Annual Emissions into tbe Nortbern Russia Atmospbere

from Fixecl Sources in 1990.

The total output was estimated in 1989 as follows: nickel, 3,400 tonnes;

copper, 2,400 tonnes; chlorine, 400 tonnes; sulfuric acid, 200 tonnes; and

formaldehyde, 600 tonnes. The tendency of an emission increase is ob-

selved, and in 1990, total pollutant generation grew 5 percent.

It is necessary to emphasize that the same high level of air pollution is

typical for all nonhern territories of Russia (see Table 1). Moreover, in the

Siberian atmosphere, the scale of pollution by the most toxic components
(lead, mercury, and benzopyrene) is higher than in the European North.

Water Pollutictn
Enterprises and towns situated on the Kola Peninsula put out a lot of

waste watef .In 1989, the total volume of effluents into the regional teffes-

trial water basins was 2,389 million cubic meters; 103 million cubic meters of
them were nonpurified, and a funher 256 million cubic meters were insuffi-

ciently purified. The total annual content of adverse compounds in sewage

is estimated at 272,000 tonnes (including nickel, 1'44 tonnes; coppet 4.5

tonnes; fluorine, 1,24.5 tonnes; and oil, 159 tonnes). The output of the Arch-

angel District is four times less and is estimated at 640 million cubic meters.

The river runoffs are 7l cubic kilometers in the Murmansk district and 372

cubic kilometers in the Archangel District, so the latter has more possibility

for self-cleaning in comparison to the former.
Regional industrial effluents, togethef with fallouts from local and intef-

national air flows, have made essential changes in the hydrochemical re-

gime of the largest lakes of northern Europe, located on the Kola Peninsula

(see Table 2). Before urbanization, the Kola lakes contained extremely clean

fresh wateq but now the lakes at the industrial centers contain up to 300
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Penqmmns

Total Mineralization 77-24

Sulfates 3

Suspended Substances 0.5

Toxic Organic Agents 0

Hear,y Metals 2

Fluorine 0.15

Phosphor-r.rs I
Nitrates 1

PTMARy N,rruner Zoxns Crosno ro ZoNns Crosm ro
Becr<cnouNl Mmeluncrcer Pmms Apetnn Mrrvnc

90-210
29-105

2-30

0-1

3-200

0.15

1-110

10-30

96-100
2843

M.7
3-10

0.1-10

10-300

i0-3,800

MBLE 2: Hyclrocbemical Features of Water in tbe Kola Lakes Affectecl by
Tecbnogenic Stress (in milligrams per liter).

milligrams per liter of salts (including 105 milligrams per liter of sulfates) and
up to 45 milligrams per liter of suspended matter. As a result of technogenic
impact, the fluorine concentrations in water increased to 10 milligrams per
liter, and toxic hearlz metals such as nickel, coppet and sulfur oxide ex-
ceeded the critical loads by 100-400 times.

Radioactiue Pollution of the Barents Sea

Now is the time to discuss the problems of international radioactive
pollutants in the Northern Atlantic, which is the main fishery region for
Russia and Norway. The mass media and public opinion usually correlate
this type of pollution with nuclear testing on Novaya Zemlya or with the
Chernobyl accident. But the latest joint investigation shows that the highest
pollution by radiogenic cesium-137 is near the shores of Norway and not
near the Russian coast. This is a result of systematic disposal of radioactive
waste waters from radiochemical plants, located on the shores of France,
England, and Scotland. The Gulf Stream transfers all the "dirt" to the fishery
zone, which can accumulate in fish and mollusks. Information concerning
radioactive-components distribution in the ecosystems of the Barents sea is
not profuse, but it is enough to cause anxiety in far-sighted prognoses. It is
time for deeper research and analysis of the radioactive pollution problems
spreading in the transborder water streams. Obviously, the efforts of the
whole of European society are needed to find an effective solution.

Oil Pollution in tbe Arctic Seas

Problems of water protection in cold-climate regions are far from being
solved. This is true for both the Nofihern Sea region and Alaska. For the
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Barents and White Seas, where there is practically no oil extraction yet, this
wouldn't be a high-priority issue if there were no Gulf Stream, Northern Sea

Route, or good prospects for oil and gas development and extraction on the

Barents shelf. In Gulf Stream water, the content of dissolved oil hydrocar-
bon compounds varies between 60 to 90 milligrams per liter; the value of
natural background in pure ocean water is not more than 0.01 milligrams
per liter. The abundance of undissolved oil balls transpofied by the Gulf
Stream reached up to 7 milligrams per square meter. In the zones of the
Gulf Stream that disappear within the Barents Sea, the water is contami-
nated by hydrocarbons up to 1.5 milligrams per liter and in some closed

bays by up to 31 milligrams per liter. The dissolution of oil is promoting the

contemporaneous pollution of water with different chlorine-organic com-
pounds and detergents so that in the frontal zone of the North Atlantic
stream, the abundance of these compounds sometimes exceeds 200 milli-
grams per liter, and detergents reach 1,200 milligrams per liter. (For com-
parison, the background content in clean water is less than 1 milligram per
liter.) In the future, exploitation of shelf oil deposits in the Barents Sea

could cause accidents similar to that of the Exxon Valdez. so it is time to
start protecting these waters.

It shouid be noted that oil pollution in the Arctic will be far more diffi-
cult to handle than in warmer regions in the Atlantic and the Pacific oceans.

This happens because the natural marine ecosystem's ability to self-purify is

reduced at low water temperatures. At 25 degrees Celsius, an oil film on the

sea surface can be oxidized and destroyed within one to tlvo weeks, while
at 5 degrees Celsius, this process can take sk months. In below-zero Arctic
temperatures, an oil film may remain on the water surface for decades.

\7hy is oii film dangerous? First, it diminishes by 50-90 percent the gas

exchange on the ocean-atmosphere boundary, thus worsening living condi-
tions for all oxrygen-consuming forms of biota. Second, as Notwegian scien-

tists have proven, hear.y oil components are highly toxic. At concentrations
of 1-5 pafis per thousand, 50 percent of cod eggs die, and the surviving
embryos andlawae are seriously affected.

Discharged Fleet and Platform Pollutants of tbe Barents Region
Relativeiy rare catastrophes divert public attention from the small-scale

but chronic pollution of seas by oil-containing discharge waters from ships

and drilling platforms. "Regulation" of the amount of such effluences by law
only creates a seeming well-being. According to international conventions
on sea law, tankers are allowed to drain 60 liters of discharge water per mile
starling l)sI 1,2 miles off the coast. English platforms in the Northern Sea are

permitted to dump water with an oil concentration of 40 grams per tonne,
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which amounts to L,430 tonnes of oil drained into the sea over a five-year
period. Thousands of fishing boats add 10-20 tonnes of oil products to the
Barents Sea. The total polluting effect of "normally" (i.e., legally) operating
fleets and drilling platforms is comparable to a large accident or natural
disaster every year. Consequently, further efforts are necessary to improve
all ship's and platform's effluences purification.

Enuironment Pollution and Human Life
The urbanization of the Arctic has changed the northern environment

and caused the loss of some national traditions in an ecologically balanced
economy. In the Arctic, compared with the Temperate Zone, the negative
influence on human health from both the extreme climatic conditions and
physical processes in the magnetosphere of near space is intensifying many
times. A large number of newcomers have difficulties with adaptation, espe-
cially when chemical pollution of the environment in industrial areas has
passed the limits of admissible safe values, and the death rate has grown ttvo
to five times in comparison to similar regions in the Temperate Zone. In the
Archangel District during the last twenty years, the number of affected people
exceeds the average for the Russian Federation by 12-15 percent. The aver-
age lifetime of inhabitants in the Russian Barents Region is significantly less
than in Scandinavia.

Mining and Metallurgical Wastes As a, Source
of Arctic Nature Contamination

Mining and metallurgic enterprises form the major part of the
technosphere in the Barents Euro-Arctic Region. There is a common opinion
that they are responsible for the large-scale pollution of the Arctic with heavy
metals and other dangerous contaminants (see Tables 1 and 2). As to emis-
sions from smelting plants, the conclusion is evident and proven, but the
real share of mining activity in hydrospheric and the atmospheric contami-
nation of the Arctic has not been estimated. A simple example will provide
an illustration of the volatility of mining projects. Before mineral extraction,
rocks do not have any features as "polluters" of the environment, even when
the content of potential pollutants is high, because the chemical exchange
between solid mass and hydrosphere is restricted. After their crushing and
transfer into water-penetrated dumps, howeveq the chemical reactions of
rocks increase many times and some trace or accessory components appear
as polluting agents.

For instance, in the Lovozero mining area ln central Kola the wall rock
hosting the titanium ore bodies contains up to 10 percent of water,soluble
fluorides (e.g., sodium fluoride). Before mining operations began, the lakes
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in the surrounding Lovozero massif afea wefe free of fluorine. But after

fwenty years of mining activity, the fluorine concentfation in Lovozefo Lake

has increased to 10 milligrams per liter. In the largest lake of the European

North-Imandra Lake-the salt contamination has increased two to three

times under the influence of apatite-nepheline mining enterprises. Both above-

mentioned lakes are the main soufces of fluvio-tributaries to the 'ifhite and

Barents Sea basins.

THE PRINCIPTES OF WSE MNAGEMENT

FOR SUSTAINABTE DEVELOPMENT

OF THE BARINTS EURO-ARCTIC REGION

Taking into account all the factors listed above and issuing from seventy

years experience of Kola Region industrialization, five basic principles for

rational utilization of Arctic natural resources could be suggested:

restrict industrial activity in the Arctic to enable the extrac-

tion and nonwaste processing of only those resources that

cannot be satisfied by non-Arctic sources;

prohibit industrial activity that causes critical impacts on the

local ecosystems and regenerate disturbed natural landscapes

afterwards;
manage the population migration to minimize the influx of
able-bodied workers to the North and to provide optimal

conditions for resettlement of the disabled population to the

Temperate Zone;

preselve the ratio between disturbed and undisturbed terri-

tories to keep a stable ecologicalbalance in the region and

preserve both natural genetic foundation and biological va-

riety, and to provide development of traditional economies

by indigenous peoples; and

develop an ecologically harmless, resource-saving energy

supply.

As a first step along this endless path of transformation from presently a

harmful technosphere into the ideal "Arctic Noosphere," a conversion of
useless wastes into effective cleaning agents or profitable harmless products

might be implemented in the Barents Region.

1..

3.

4.
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A RIMEDY FOR NORTHER}I ENURONMENTAL PROTECTION

There are some ways to diminish the negative influences on the Arctic
environment. Traditionally, all attempts were focused on the all-around uti-
Iization of poly-component ores. A new approach is to transform the tailings
and slag wastes into "cleaning" materials (e.g., absorbents and coagulants)
or building materials. The Kola Science Center offers different advanced
technologies to convefi industrial wastes into valuable goods for tackling
environmental problems in the Barents Euro-Arctic Region. An integrated
approach to Kola minerals exploitation will yield a series of valuable mate-
rials for tackling environmental problems.

Vermiculite Adsorbents []sed as Protectors against Arctic Oil Spilk
One of the promising directions in combating oil spills seems to be the

removal of "chocolate mousse" (an oil-aqueous emulsion) by adsorption-
active materials having high oil capacitance and buoyancy andthat are envi-
ronmentally harmless. The Kola Science Center has been developing such
materials for a number of years now. Having tested a vaiety of adsorbent
types, we have concluded that the best adsorbents are based on vermiculite.
Vermiculite is a kind of mica that, when calcined, increases twenty-fold in
volume, porosity, and inner surface area, thus ensuring high buoyancy. Natural
vermiculite occurs in soil in many regions, but large economic deposits are
known only in South Africa and in the Murmansk Region. The Kovdorsluida
mining enterprise is exploiting reserves that are large enough to cover future
work requirements in raw materials for adsorbents production.

At the Kola Science Center, a new adsorbing agent with excellent buoy,
ancy and oil capacitance, called c-uerad has been synthesized (see Table
3). C-verad is an effective oil collector not only in the summer, but also at
low ambient temperatures. In 15-30 minutes, at 0 degrees Celsius, each
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TABLE 3: Buoyancy and Capacitance of C-Verad (as to Granulometric Sorts)
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Seuplrs On OxuzrNc DtcouposlTtoN Cotrplclnxt on

Blcrnru,q. CoNrnur (uc/c) Orr Pnooucrs (oevs)

Thermally 15.35

Treated

Vermiculite

C-Verad 78.2

42

TABLE 4: The Results of Vermiculite Bio-Adsorbent Testing (at O degrees Celsius).

gram of c-verad is capable of collecting 1.2-3.I grams of oil product. The

smaller the adsorbent particles are, the faster they absorb pollutants. Water

purification may be increased noticeably by applying bio-activated
adsorbents. Howeveq at present, commercially produced preparations (of
"Putidoil" type) are capable of operating with oil-oxidizi-r:rgbacteria strains

only at temperatures over 10 degrees Celsius and are unsuitable for Arctic
waters. The Kola Science Center has searched for Arctic forms of bio-oxi-
dizingbacteria and has succeeded in creating collections of strains that can

vigorously decompose a wide range of oil products at low temperatures
and that are easy to commercialize. As microorganisms, substrata ceolite,
perlite, burned clay, and vermiculite were tested, the best results were ob-

tained from thermally treated vermiculite and c-verad. Both adsorbents

possess all the properties necessary to maintain bacteia in substrata: they
are insoluble in watet have high filtering ability and macroporosify and

Iarge specific surface ateas, and are chemically and biologically resistant.

Experimental lots of bio-adsorbing agents created on the basis of vermicu-

lite and c-verad were tested at 0 degrees Celsius in a medium whose com-
position approached that of sea water with the addition of crude oil (oil
content-1O milliliters per liter of water). The bio-adsorbent was used in
the ratio of 10 gallons per liter of oil-containing solution. The outcome is
shown in Table 4. The briefly outlined results form a sufficient basis to start

large-scale production of adsorbents and create resetve funds for protect-
ing potentially hazardous Arctic areas. Such a preventive measure would
enhance transportation and oil-extraction safefy in the region and make it
possible to drastically reduce the number of accidents.

Vermiculite Filterc Used, to Purify Sbip-Discharged, Water
Filtration of oil-containing discharge waters through a stationary layer of

c-verad diminishes pollutant concentrationtty 75-99 percent. The filters pre-

serwe high adsorption capacitance even at 5 degrees Celsius. The highest
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filtration rate is achieved when medium- and coarse-grained types of aclsor-
bent are used. Adsorption capacitance of c-verad for emulgent products is 8
grams per kilogram of adsorbent. The used filter media are replaced by new
porlions of c-verad while the used adsorbent is thermally regenerated at
600450 degrees Celsius.

Thus, c-verad could resolve a number of ecological problems in the
Barents Region such as the removal of oil pollutants during emergencies and
ship and platform maintenance.

Tailing Dumps as Technogenic Mineral Deposits
Traditionally, industrial wastes were considered only as useless pollut-

ant agents. But recently developed chemical technologies have made it pos-
sible to regard them as a new class of raw materials, the so-called technogenic
deposits. The nepheline-bearing tailings of the Apatite company near Apatity
contain 550 million tonnes of sands that comprise the best nepheline ,,ores"

that can be used successfully. The bulk of the tailings is formed by nepheline
containing such valuable components as aluminum (412303; 28 percent),
sodium, and potassium (20 percent). The Kola Science Center has proposed
a nitrogen-acid method for processing both nepheline concentrate and the
tailings of apatite floatation, making it possible to produce as much alumina,
potassium carbonates, sodas, phosphorus-potassium fefiilizers, amorphous
microsilicas, potassium-sodium nitrates, and coagulants as needed for the
Barents Region and Northern Russia. In this way, the waste output and
pollution of Imandra Lake will also be minimized.

Using secondary raw materials from technogenic sources in Murmansk
will increase the total industrial output with marked improvement of the
ecological situation. Use of tailing dumps is an alternative strategy that al-
lows fufiher expansion of a nofthern technosphere and protection of north-
efn natufe.

Summing up this brief analysis of the modern situation and perspectives
for techno- and biosphere development in the Russian pafi of the Barents
Region, we can state with confidence that the scientific base and technologi-
cal potential exist for restricting the negative effects induced by one of the
largest polluters in the Arctic region-the Kola mining and metallurgy com-
plex-in the near future, and for drastically improving the ecological situa-
tion in the Barents Euro-Arctic Region. But time for decision making is rather
limited. The style of naturai,resource management and the human-nature
relationship need to be changed today, because tomoffow it will be too late.



REGIONAT DEVETOPMENT

N THE RUSSIAN FAR NORTII

Victor Mikbail,ou

The NorthernZone of Russia covers of '1L.2 million square kilometers of
territory (two-thirds of the territory of Russia) and includes different teffito-
ries such as federal republics, autonomous regions, oblasts, and administra-

tive territories. The natural resources of the North are the main source of
resources for the entire country. The population of the Northern Zone as of

January, 7993, was 9.7 million people, which is 6.5 percent of Russia's entire

population of 1.48.5 million people. In addition, the Northern Zone has fully
determined, over the last several years, the volume and growth in produc-

tion of oil, gas and coal, some types of raw minerals, essential timber, and

marine products.
Northern resources are impofiant resources for Russia. The North ac-

counts for 10 percent of the industrial production of Russia, p2 percent of
the gas, 75 percent of the oil, and alarge pan of gold, diamond, silver, tin,

and other mineral resources. ln'1.992, exports of northern natural-resource

products amounted to 53 percent of all Russian exports. The North provides

20 percent of the Russian national income.
But the intensive mining and quick exploitation of the most readily

avatlable and accessible mineral deposits and other natural resources, and

the politics of fast economic and social reforms, have raised the cost of
utilizing raw materials. A noticeable decline in effective production has been

observed in almost all the northern regions. For example, the extraction of
oil and gas-condensate was down from 390 million tonnes (2.9 billion bar-
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DJ)ing trees near Norilsk. Taymyr, Russia. Project 9EOO77.
(Pboto by W-WF/Peter Prokoscb.)

rels) in 1985 to 260 million tonnes in 1992. Nofihern coal production fell by
22 percent in L992, and fish production fell by 13 percent.

This situation in the northern industrial complex has intensified emigra-
tion from the region. The total population of the Russian Nofih fell by 0.8
percent in 799I and by 1.5 percent in 1,992. There were large territorial
differences in emigration, with the highest rates occuffing in the T1'umen,
Magadan, and Murmansk oblasts and in the Saha (yakutia) and Komi repub-
lics. Net natural population growth has fallen too.

The declines in the industrial production and in the population of the
North are not positive indications for northern regions. They must be stopped.

The state government has moved to regulate this problem through a

resolution of the Congress of Russian People. The North of Russia
program's immediate task is to stop the industrial and the population de-
cline of the North.

The situation of native peoples is complex, involving some 181,500
people in twenty-six groups. Seven native populations have autono,
mous state stfuctures. The new (nonnative) industrial population is 1.7
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million in the regions where these native groups live. The death rate for
natives is higher than the population as a whole due to accidents, poor
nourishment, trauma, and heart disease (which accounts for one-half of
all deaths in the region).

The intensive development of natural resources without necessary gov-

ernmental control led to the disruption of the natural ecosystems of the

North and, in some areas of development, caused serious and irreversible

results. For example, the use of hear,y machinery, strip mining, and other

technologies not adapted to the ecosystems of the North led to the degrada-

tion of more lhanT million hectares of reindeer pasture. The North of Russia

Program will contain special recommendations for issues affecting native

peoples and ecological problems.
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Paul Fubs

People are a normal part of the Arctic ecosystem, and we can view them
in one or several of four ways: (1) as predators such as hunters and fisher-
men who eat food from the land and sea, which is parl of the Arctic culture;
(2) as prey, where unsuspecting humans are eaten by bears or overcome by
the harsh environment; (3) as prorectors of wildlife and habitat, being the
only animals to think for the future in this way; or (4) as producers of
resources, creating materials and jobs.

In Alaska, we are proud of being net exporters of materials to other
regions. \7e consider it strange when our regional people are thought to
be an exotic part of the landscape and not as essential elements of it.
Our environmental policies correct past mistakes and guide us to the fu-
ture. In fact, we can't imagine wilderness as devoid of people. This is an
alienated approach.

In Alaska, less than 0.5 percent of the land is developed, and even if all
development proposals were acted upon immediately, only 1 percent of the
land would be developed. Nofth of the Arctic Circle, 57 percent of the Arctic
is aheady declared as wilderness.

\7e sometimes think that further wilderness declaration is a panacea for
people in the South who won't change their own destructive or
overconsumptive lifestyles. \7e also think that people in the South view
people in the Arctic as expendable, with fewer rights than the tourists who
come to visit. And, above all, we feel that people in the South often have
contradictory views about the environment of the North and its peoples; for
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example, they support wilderness for indigenous peoples, but don't allow their

trade in sea malrunals or wahus ivory. \(/e view indigenous peoples not as

artfacls, but rather as people who need jobs, conduct politics and business,

and need improved conditions, like anyone else.'We also feel that additional

wilderness designations in the Arctic can work against their best interests.

Oil production is an important part of Alaska and of America. If we

don't produce oil in Alaska, then such production is simply pushed off to
otheq less environmentally awarc countries. Alaska has some of the most

impofiant aspects of oil production, such as good production regulations

and good reclamation aftetwards. Poorly regulated agriculture and housing

development have done far more damage to the environment than oil pro-

duction. Howeveq the question remains: Must we practice "environmental

elitism" by smultaneously not decreasing our demand for oil and by not

allowing it to be produced in our own country?

Besides oil production, Alaska helps the South with many other things

such as the reclamation and reintroduction of moose, deer, and other wild-
life. Alaska produces 15 percent of the wodd's fish proteins, as well as other

raw materials for plastics, steel, fuel, artificial fibers, and more. W.e think one

of the problems is that people in the South are so divorced from the produc-

tion of natural resources that they don'I realize where things come from or

what it takes to extract them.

Cerrainly. we need to recycle more. change conspicuous consumption'

and (most importantly) practice population control. The key to population
control is a good, strong economy. Protecting the environment is expensive,

and it needs a strong economy.
Alaska has a strong commitment to the balance between environmental

protection and economic development. 'W'e've helped clean up radioactive

and military nuclear waste in Russia, pioneered oil cleanup, passed the

Forest Practices Act to protect marine habltat, and were parl of the U.S.

Energy Council, pursuing the impofiant issues of conserving energy, devel-

oping alternative fuels, and enacting strong regulations. The Alaskan gov-

ernment also has preference for recycled products, and we led the fight
against high-seas drift-net fishing. Furthermore, Alaska has a model indig-
enous whaling program.



Section IV

GREEN IEAF

AWARD



@ffi

THE GREAT ARCTIC RESERYI-

TAWYXPEMNSUA

Rakel Surken

The Green Leaf Award is awarded to an individual, organization, ot
instirudon that has contributed significantly to wilderness conservation through
environmental protection, habitat restoration, sustainable development, or
cultural and philosophical activities. It has been awarded once before-at
the 4th \florld \Tilderness Congress in J,9g7. On that occasion, the recipient
was the Ministry of Forestry, peoples Republic of china. The award was
given in recognition of their work in reforestation and environmental resto-
ration in rural areas. I would like most sincerely to thank Dr. Ian player,
Founder of the 'world \filderness congress (\x wc), for giving the Govern-
ing Board of the 5th \forld \Tilderness congress rhe honor of selecting the
recipient of the Green Leaf Award on this occasion.

The theme of the 5th v il/c has been wild Nature and sustainable
Liuing in circumpolar Regions, For eight busy days, we listened to lectures
and discussed with friends and colleagues many aspects of conservation and
commerce, law and management, and philosophy and politics as they con-
cern the wild places of our pianet Ear1h. Mentally, we traveled from the
south to the North Pole, and, on the way, we touched many countries and
states. But, for the most pafi, we concentrated on life at high latitudes.

For this reason, the Governing Board decided eady in its deliberations
that the winner of the Green Leaf Award should be found within circumpo-
lar regions. This decision, ladies and gentlemen, is intended as a tribute to
those who first determined that the 5th \[$7c should focus on polar regions.
These are the cold lands of the Earth, cold lands with a warmth, richness of
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life, and culture that many of the speakers at this congress have so elo-
quently described.

The polar regions-the Arctic and Antarctica-have, until recently, re-
mained almost completely unknown to science. In just a few decades, our
knowledge of these regions has expanded explosively, but it is still dwarfecl
by the vastness of these areas. As we learn more about them, so we learn to
wonder more at their magnificence. But if we value them, so must we pro-
tect them, for the wodd is such that we can no longer afford to be compla-
cent. Conselvation requires action.

The natural environment-the human environment-of the porar re-
gions of the world is today threatened in many ways. It needs protection.
Many people-many of you here today-are vigorously engaged in working
to protect them.

Hence, when we pondered whom we should honor with the Green Leaf
Award, we sought a project that was both important in itself and which
serves as an inspiration to all people working for conservation of polar regions.

It is in recognition of this that I have the pleasure to confer the 1993
Green Leaf Award to:

The people of Taymyr in Russia and the international team
responsible for the combined work that culminated in the cre-
ation of the Great Arctic Reserwe on the Taymyr peninsula.

\7hat is the history of the Great Arctic Reserve? In the nofihernmosr
reaches of the continent of Eurasia lies a vast expanse of tundra on the
Taymyr Peninsula of Siberia. This area of 400,000 square kilometers of wil-
derness is one of the largest nature treasures on Eafih. Russia wants to
secure this region for the benefit of future generations of humankind. Its
effort in this respect is a landmark in international nature protection.

InJuly 1993, an area of some 4 million hectares-a region about the size
of Denmark-was officially set aside and declared as the Great Arctic Re-
serwe. This reserve has been designated a zapouednik. This is a Russian
word describing the strictest category of environmental protection. The Great
Arctic Reseffe is the largest zapovednik in Russia.

The idea for the Great Arctic Resetve was conceived in 19g9 when, for
the first time, an international expedition-German and Russian-visited
Taymyr, an atea which, at that time, was part of the Soviet Union. Several
joint expeditions were subsequently carried out by the Russian Academy of
Sciences and the \7orld \7ide Fund for Narure (W-!fF). Considerable suppofi
for the project has been provided by the German Federal Ministry for the
Environment and the Royal Dutch Government.
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The Great Arctic Reserve includes several different land areas, parts of

the Kara Sea, and several islands. \7hite whales, walrus, bearded seals, ringed

seals, and polar bears live there. A herd of 700,000 wild reindeer also live

there and is one of the largest herds of reindeer in the wodd. But the Great

Arctic Reserwe is important not only because of large, conspicuous animals

like these. It is also a malor part of a network of reserves that includes the

breeding grounds of many millions of coastal birds.

Ladies and gentlemen, people are as imporlant a part of nature conser-

vation as plants and animals. The Taymyr Peninsula is a vast atea. II is about

as big as Germany and the Netherlands combined. Approximately 340,000

people live there, the majority, almost 300,000, in the ciry of Noril'sk. Hardly

anybody lives in the northern pafi of Taymyr where the reserve has been

established.
The people of Taymyr are aw^te of the wilderness value of their region'

Accordingly, when from 1991 to 1'992 public hearings on establishing the

reserve were held in Dudinka, the governor, Mr. Genadi Pavlovitch Nedelin,

and all the other decision makers involved, including the authorities of the

Autonomous Region of Taymyr and of the Raion Dickson, readily agreed to

and actively supported the idea of the reserve. These people, and all the

people of Taymyr, are the recipients of this a'ward.

The Green Leaf Award includes a beautiful statue and a plaque. It is our

wish that the plaque be placed in the parliament building of the Autono-

mous Region of Taymyr. 
.!7e 

hope that it will help to stimulate further con-

servation work in the magnificent natural environment of Taymyr.

The text on the olacue reads:

Be it hereby known that the people of Taymyr have estab-

lished the Great Arctic Reserve. In so doing, they have demon-

strated outstanding \Toddwide Conservation Leadership:

protecting ^ vast wilderness area of diverse and

important values for worldwide conservation;

fostering internationai cooperation with the'W'odd

\Vide Fund for Nature and others; and

creating an example that encourages optimism for
further nature conservation projects;

and are, therefore, recognized by the International \Vilderness

Leadership (\XTLD) Foundation and the 5th \forld \Vilderness

Congress (Norway) with the Green Leaf Award, presented in
Tromso, Norway, 24 September through 1 October 1993.
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The text on the statue reads:

The W'oddwide Conservation Leadership Green Leaf Award.

To the people of Taymyr for their commitment and vision in
establishing the Great Arctic Reserve.

Presented at the 5th \Todd.Vilderness Congress, Tromso, Nor-
way,24 September through 1 October 1993.

"You are tired with years of civllization. I come and offer you
what? A single green leaf."-Grey Owl, 1,934

Many persons have been involved in this project, but I would like to
draw your attention, in particular, to four people who have been instru-
mental in its success. Dr. Jevgeni Jevgenjevitch Syroechkovsky from the
Institute for Evolutionary Morphology and Animal Ecology at the Russian
Academy of Sciences in Moscow was the pafiner for the \X WT from 1989
onwards in the cooperative conservation research proiect on Taymyr and
the \Tadden Sea. He was one of the originators of the idea to create a new
reselve in Taymyr. It was he who conceived the name Great Arctic Reserue.

\7hen suppofi for the project was received from relevant decision makers
in Russia and from the public in Taymyr, Dr. Syroechkovsky served as sci-
entific adviser for the VnWT in the next stage of the work. He apologizes
that he is unable to be here today; he is engaged in scientific work on the
Yenisey River.

Andrei Alexeievitch Ivanov-Smoiensky, who works for a nongovern-
mental organization called the Social Ecological Union, managed the logisti-
cal pafi. of the project in Moscow from 1,991, to 1993. He was able to bring
many people-scientists, decision makers, and others-together. His contri-
bution has been crucial to the success of the project.

Victor Vladimirovitch Nikiforov worked on the proiect from 1991 to
1993 as an experienced planner on Taymyr. He did the main evaluation and
planning work and transformed the idealistic ecological views into the prag-
matic planning proposals that were finally presented to the Russian authori,
ties. He is now the deputy director of the Great Arctic Reserwe administration
in Dudinka.

Dr. Peter Prokosch from the.* WfF (International) in Oslo joined several
expeditions to Taymyr and was leader of the project on behalf of the vzv,l'.
He has been a catalyst for the project ever since he followed coastal birds
from the'W.adden Sea north to their breeding grounds on Taymyr. The \X WT
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has provided considerable economic suppofi for this great project. The Gov-

erning Board of the 5th \i7\X/C has, therefore, decided that the W'WF should

be honored separately. Dr. Prokosch is, therefore, asked to receive a plaque

on behalf of the txnwrp. The text of this plaque reads:

Be it hereby known that the'W'orld \7ide Fund for Nature has

helped establish the Great Arctic Reserve:

. protecting a vast wilderness area of diverse and

important values for worldwide conservation; and
. fostering international cooperation with the people

of the Autonomous Region of Taymyr;

and are, therefore, recognized by the International Wilderness

Leadership (NflLD) Foundation and the 5th'Wodd N(ilderness

Congress (Norway) with the'W'orldwide Conservation Leader-

ship Green Leaf Award, presented in Tromso, Norway, 24 Sep-

tember through 1, October 1993.

'W'armest congratulations to the recipients from The'WILD Foundation

and all the participants at the 5th'World Wilderness Congress.



Section V

MAIERHT



Symposium
Summaries

THE IDEA OF THE WIID

Dauid, Rotbenberg

Our symposium is one of philosophy, with no demand for consensus or
resolution. 'We set out to determine how much of the idea of the wild lay
within and outside us. \7hen I set up the session, I shied away from using
the term wildernessbecause I anticipated the difficulty the word would face.
What I describe below are the sentiments of the panelists and audience
respondents involved in The Idea of the \7ild symposium.

\We have heard local nofihern representatives say that wilderness is a

foreign concept to them, set up by "urban people" who only want to spend
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their free time in nature. 'We have also heard native people demand that they

not be pigeonholed or stereotyped so that they cannot enjoy the pleasures

of development that the rest of us have experienced. \7e have heard others

speak of the need for wilderness to be experienced firsthand, or, as Peter

Matthiessen wrote of the elusive snow leopard, It may be enough for some

to know that wilderness exists and is guaranteed in this world, without the

need to ever see it.

One of the few points of agreement in our session was the sense that

people mean many different things when they speak of wilderness. In Canada,

wilderness usually includes native peoples; in the United States, howeveq

they are often excluded. In Nepal, there is hardly any wilderness below

5,000 meters because people have lived close to the land for centuries. 'We

need to recognize the differences in our understanding of the term before

we try to reach some consensus on how to successfully live in wild places.

Our session participants universally opposed use of the term sustain-

able deuelopment,which is a slippery term that can be used to define sustaining

just about any practice the promoter wants to sustain or develop. \7e affirmed

the right of native peoples to manage their local resources; howeveq they,

like everyone else, must test their specific knowledge against a worldwide
environmental crisis. 'We cannot let supporl for local cultures disguise na-

tionalism because environmental issues affect all nations and cultures.

Our session participants universally supported use of the tetm tuild cul-
ture, where nature and humanity are not opposed to each other. 'We spoke

of classical and romantic notions of wilderness, where fear and evil dwell or
where we go to escape a "civllized wodd" and regain our sanity. Both no-

tions are no longer appropriate. The wild will transcend the tame and un-

tamed, the jungle and the city. It will instead refer to our progress towards a

culture that can understand nature without hemming it in through manage-

ment and control. The wild should not be thought of as bad and unruly, and

we should not rely on too many nrles to define it. 
.We 

face a challenge to

conceive a new kind of civllizatlon, one that does not require the destnrc-

tion of our wodd to improve itself. However, we will not find the model for
this improvement in the past or present. \(e must look to the future.

This conference has conjoined the issues of wilderness and develop-

ment, which I don't believe fit neatly together. I have met many people who
are either for destroying the wilderness or for saving it, with little chance of
communication between them. It seems that for any communication to take

place, we must not think of wilderness and civilization in opposition to one

another. Instead, we must think about the wild, from which everything once

developed, and see if we can communicate. Take people out there. Listen to
the silence. Find a way to live within the wilderness, literally and figura-
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tively. \7e in the developed world must change our way of life-for ex-
ample, consume less of the wilderness, and sense more of it.

The wild is not just for people; it is also for the nonhuman or more-than-
human: the wateq trees, plants, and animals. We need to care for more than
humanity, especially for those who have not wasted the wodd.

In addition to science, we also need to use reflectionandart in caring
for our world. The Norwegian seljeflayte, for example, is piece of wild cul-
ture to be shared and appreciated. It is a simple instrument, made from a
willow stalk wrapped in birch bark. There are no holes for the fingers,
suggesting no particular choices to the user. It plays natural overtones like
wind ruffling through trees. The music is rhlthm and pitch, a dynamic be-
tween the player and the played. It is a beautiful offering from this country
to the wodd.

Canadian composer R. Murray Schafer wrote: "The art of the South is the
art of excess. The art of the North is the art of restraint." Hence, it is possible
to understand the Greek word tecbne, suggesting the art of tecbnology (the
systematic treatment of an afi.).

The following words capture the essence of life in the North:

I am a Northerner.
My heart is pure.
My mind is cool as an icebox.
And the cold of the forest will be in me until my extinction.
Between me and the North Pole may be a few dozen people.
But I rarely meet them.
Mostly I wander alone, making my peace with the northem lights.
My head is a thousand acres of wilderness.
At night my imagination howls with wolves.
But no matter how you cherish the wolf,
it will always look back to the forest.



NTERNATIONAT WII DERNESS AIIOCATION,

MNAGEMENT, ND RESEARCH

Jobn Hendee and Vance G, Martin

The symposium on International \Tilderness Allocation, Management,

and Research featured forq.-elght presentations by seventy-tlvo presenters

and coauthors in six sessions. Participants included wildemess leaders wodd-
wide from land management agencies, environmental orgafilzations, univer-
sities, and the scientific community from Norway, the United States, Canada,

Australia, Russia, the Republic of South Africa, Finland, and Kenya. Some

highlights need to be mentioned, although we do so at the risk of slighting
some of the many excellent presentations and important topics.

The need to integrate the wisdom and views of indigenous peoples into
wilderness allocation and management was a strong theme in ten of the

presentations. If asked to select the single most impofiant idea from the

symposium, we would say it came from the paper by Bill Overbaugh and

Angela W'est Berger, "Integrating Management of Ecological and Cultural
Diversity in Wilderness." The main theme of the paper was that traditional
knowledge and approaches, such as oral agreements, aboriginal land-use

patterns, indigenous communication strategies, and authority hierarchies can

and must be integrated into wilderness management. From the paper's dis-

cussion emerged the idea that indigenous knowledge can be used to bridge
international wilderness management beliefs and practices.

The power of wilderness as a teacher and classroom for environmental
education and human restoration, growth, and development was another
strong theme. The presentations on solitude by Bill Hammitt and Steve

Hollenhorst and others provide scientific leadership in advancing our under-
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standing of how wilderness functions for personal growth, restoration, and
inspiration. Such use of wilderness is growing, and the eight presentations
on this subject provided new ideas and connections for wilderness experi-
ence program operators in several countries.

Canada and Australia presented their rapid progress on inventorying,
planning, proposing, and otherwise structuring their wilderness systems.
Finland is particularly noted as having the newest wilderness law, with inno-
vative ventures in wilderness research and management.

Two papers described the efforts of wilderness managers in South Af-
rica to integrate people into wilderness landscapes in undeveloped coun-
tries; two papers on the Adirondack State Park \Tilderness in New York
described wilderness as a living landscape in the modern world. Their com-
mon theme, integrating people and wilderness, may be the ultimate wilder-
ness challenge worldwide.

The U.S. wilderness agencies-USDA Forest Service and USDI National
Park Service, Bureau of Land Management, and Fish and \Tildlife Service-
addressed numerous important issues such as fire ecology and ait quality,
the limits of the acceptable-change approach to wilderness planning, man-
agement of subsistence activities, aboriginal claims in Alaska park wilder-
ness, the circumpolar Biosphere Reserve Network for monitoring change,
park wilderness and biodiversity, managing Arctic wilderness, wilderness
rivers, integrating biological and ecological diversity in planning, and moni,
toring wilderness to detect global change.

The essence of what we learned was that steady progress is being made
in international wilderness allocation, management, and research. However,
we were continually reminded not to take wilderness for granted.



ARCTIC WIIDME ND WIIAING:

COMTICTS N MNAGEMENT

Ian Stirl:ing

Just as there is a wide range of opinions about the definition of uilder-
ness, there is also a wide range of opinions about how to deal with any
single biological question by different individuals or groups. Of particular
significance is the fact that differing philosophical value systems sometimes
make it difficult to reach a common ground to answer such questions. For
example, people with secure incomes who live in high-density urban areas

far removed from wilderness tend to have different perceptions from those
who live in the wilderness and depend to some extent upon animals such as

caribou or certain whale species. Similady, those who live in cities often
perceive the wilderness value of large predators rather differently from those
who feel themselves or their livestock threatened by bears or wolves. In
contrast, those who live largely by subsistence in remote areas of the Arctic,
for example, may not want their existence disrupted by exploitation of non-
renewable resources, even though they probably use gas and oil in their
houses or snowmobiles.

Despite the extent of the differences that exist on some environmental
issues, this symposium highlighted some encouraging examples of collabo-
ration to address mutual concerns. For example, on the North Slope of Alaska,
where there is a potential for hydrocarbon exploration to have a detrimental
impact on caribou, waterfowl, and other species, industry and government
have come together to fund research to address these concerns. This is not
to suggest that all the problems are solved, but the important point is that
people are talking about and collaborating on these issues.
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One of the most contentious issues in the conservation of Arctic wildlife
is that of whether or not humans have the right to manage wolves or, put
more bluntly, to kill wolves for the purpose of allowing more ungulates to
sulive for human consumption. \7e learned of an enlightened approach,
taken in the Yukon, where members of the public, representing the full
gamut of opinion from wilderness guides to native peoples to the most
ardent of preservationists, worked together to develop a management plan
for wolves. No one person was completely satisfied with every,thing in the
plan, but each had some of his or her concerns represented and, therefore,
had some input in the final product. The most significant aspect was that
progress was only made after people established their common ground. For
example, everyone wanted to ensure the survival of viable populations of
wolves. Differences developed over aspects such as where they should be,
how many there should be, and whether the goal should be achieved with
or without human influence.

It was also clear from several symposium papers that to make any progress
in the resolution of controversial issues, there needs to be a clear separation
between facts and feelings. Nowhere was this more apparent than in the
discussion, such as it was, of whaling. Leaving aside concerns about whether
or not the differing viewpoints were equally represented, some fundamental
aspects were not addressed. Although it seemed everyone wanted to ensure
preservation of healthy populations of all whale species, even this most
fundamental point was never actually clarified. In theory, a population of
whales can remain healthy if it is not harvested at all, if it is harvested at
Maximum Sustained Yield, or if it is maintained at Optimum Sustainable
Population, as it is somewhat nebulously defined by the U.S. Marine Mam-
mal Protection Act. Thus, in theory, we could have healthy whale popula-
tions whether we harwest them on a sustained basis or don't harvest them at
all. Consequently, the ultimate issue appears to be less one of conservation
than one of personal values. This does not mean that one view is more
moral than another, but simply that there are differences. For example, some
symposium pafiicipants supported sustainable aboriginal whaling, but not
sustainable whaling by nonaboriginal peoples. But are these two circum-
stances really different? This example illustrates the need to clarify the differ-
ences beNveen factual material and personal value systems. This is easier
said than done, but it is essential if we are to make any progress in the
resolution of this issue or similar ones,

Finally, another comnon theme of the symposium was the need for
long-term monitoring and ecological studying of wildlife populations. The
Arctic environment is so variable that most trends. if thev exist at all. will not
be detectable in a short-term study.



TRNSIATING WITDERNESS

Ir{ina Vitoszek

'Wisdom can be viewed as something that exists independently, whether
we want it to or not. At the same time, we inherit its meaning through stories

endowed with values, whether we want to or not. N7isdom, much like na-

ture, is mediated by and through culture, and any description or definition
of it is always a translation project and is often a betrayal of the original
meaning. Thus, the definitions of wisdom and wilderness are often convo-
luted and ill-defined.

One way to gain a better understanding of wilderness is to study lan-

guage, mlthology, religion, ideology, human psychology, natural behavior,

and social policy. By doing so, we can identify key patterns and issues such

as the need to "rediscover" wildness and nature in general, an awareness of
the limitations of language and how it can be abarier to achieving a neces-

sary oneness with nature, the importance of indigenous ideas about "wilder-
ness" as more relevant to modern sociefy than are contemporary definitions
of "wilderness," the potential danger of the ideological agendas often used

by wilderness advocates, and the reality of the genetic constraints of our
heritage. These issues and others are encountered when translating "wilder-
ness" and must be dealt with if we are to "reinhabit" the olanet.



STRATEGNS FOR PROTECTNG

ARCTIC WITDERMSS

Tbor larsen and Pamela Miller

\fhile Russia's establishment of the Great Arctic Reserwe is commend-
able, the establishment of additionai Russian reserves is a priority due to the
low percentage of protected areas in the Russian Arctic. International fund-
ing support for the new reselves is required. Numerous countries have moved
to identify and fill the gaps in protected areas, but, in general, more effor-ts
are needed to identify gaps in the united states, Greenland, Iceland, and
Russia. General observations and recommendations of this symoosium were:

1. A short time is available for necessary conselation and habi-
tat protection due to the intensity of ongoing or planned
industrial development.
Moratoriums, like that which Norway has, on new develop-
ment in areas proposed or under consideration for protected
status are needed.
Planning, establishment, and manasement of protectecl ar-
eas will need the meaningful involvement of indigenous
peoples.

Stdct protection areas such as Russian zapouedniks or U.S.
designation in the National \filderness presetvation System
in Alaska are required for critical habitats.
Existing protected areas need to be defended from incom-
patible development.

4.

5.

2.
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7.

8.

A system of biosphere reseryes with strict protection for cari-

bou calving grounds in the Canadian Arctic could be well
suited to provide critical habitat for traditional indigenous

use and carnivore consetwation.

Consideration must be given to upgrading areas (especially

World Conservation Union categories VI through VIII) that

do not have adequate protection.
More attention to conserving marine areas in the Arctic Ring

of Life is particulady needed.

Cultural preservation issues need to be considered, includ-

ing recognition of cultural values of some contemporary in-

stallations.

Biogeographical classification and mapping must be com-

patible between countries, but this must not be an excuse to

slow down conservation efforts.

Recognizing the need for healthy habitat within protected areas, this

symposium called for concefied actions to halt global transboundary pollu-

tion sources that affect the Arctic. Further international agfeements are needed

to provide proper levels of protection to Arctic habitats, especially to facili-

tate establishment of marine protected areas, and may include:

. extension of existing agreements about the Arctic (e.g., the

Paris Convention):
new agreements to cover specific problems and high-sea ar-

eas, pafticularly because the Arctic Ocean is not covered by
an international treaqr or regional sea convention under the

United Nations Environment Program;

coordination among relevant agreements and progress towards

comprehensiveness in coverage so that gaps are filled and

impetus gained that could lead to a framework convention;

stronger national legislation and regional agreements linked
to existing treaties and conventions where feasible and

appropriate; and
political strategies that are necessary to protect Arctic habitat.

In addition to its general task of providing recommendations to the 5th

Wodd'W'ilderness Congress, this symposium also acted as a planning ses-

sion that provided advice to Norway's Directorate for Nature Management in

revising its second draft of "The State of Habitat Protection in the Arctic."

6.

10.



THE POTAR BASN ND ITS ARCTIC RIM:

PRODUCTTYITY ND GTOBAT CHANGE

Paul Vassmann

Two years ago, two scientific icebreakers reached the North pole and
consequently doubled the amount of data we have about the polar Basin,
illustrating that this is the least-known part of the world's oceans and that
our knowledge of this atea is merely rudimentary. scientists also tell us that
this area is important for global environmental change.

The aim of the Arctic scientific program is to understand the basic physi-
cal, chemical, and biological features of the polar Basin. More research is
needed, however, especially regarding mathematical models. While scien-
tists tell us that the Polar ocean is important for global change, the existing
models for change don't function well or even show all the details cunently
known about the Polar Basin. In addition, we should have a much better
understanding of the past climatic variation that is hidden in the geological
record of the Polar ocean, and which would teach us a lot about the existing
variables and how quickly changes may occur.

Finally, simply measuring pollution or monitoring certain substances
does not give a clear picture of the Arctic, just as a patient with heart trouble
will not improve through having his or her brood analyzed. Doctors need to
understand something about the whole body in order to correctly analyze
the blood sample. Similarly, it's impofiant for scientists not to waste money
on monitoring programs that will not significantly contribute to improving
our knowledge about the Polar Ocean. Otherwise, we will believe that we
are doing something while we are actually doing nothing.



TRADITIONAT NDIGENOUS KNOWMDGE

ND MODERN RESOINCE I,I,ANAGEMENT

I{,C, Stenseth

As a part of the NorwegianMan and Biosphere Program (within UNESCO),

this symposium explored traditional and indigenous knowledge in our ef-

forts to achieve sustainable development and management of natural re-

sources in northern and high-altitude ecosystems. A common theme

throughout this area is that humans must be considered as an integrated part

of nature, as has been done in indigenous societies. This is a different ap-

proach from that in'Western society, where humans are often viewed as

separate from nature.

Some of the key issues identified, and upon which further work needs

to be done, are: gender aspects of traditional and indigenous knowledge;

cooperation between traditional and modern management of natural re-

sources such as occurs in various parts of lndia, Canada, and the High Arc-
tic; and incorporation of traditional ("integral") knowledge into modern

computer-based systems such as geographical information systems.
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FOREWORD

The 5th \7odd \Tilderness Congress (W XiC) convened in Tromso, Nor-
way, in September 1993 under the theme Wild Nature and Sustainable
Liuing in Circumpolar Regions. For eight days, participants from twenty-
five countries and states discussed environmental and cultural conservation
at high latitudes. Problems of international consequence were examined
from many different angles and perspectives. Topics ranged from digital
satellite mapping and global change to wilderness philosophy and rhe value
of silence, and from international conservation legislation to the rights of
minority peoples who number less than polar bears. Conservation of the
ArcticandofAntarctica-VaStandsti11relative1yinaccessible
ered in the light of recent changes in world politics and of the lessons
learned from wilderness conservation at lower latitudes. Nfe were reminded
of the complete redundancy of assuming that remoteness affords pristine
natufe any pfotection.

Despite the enthusiasm and interest generated during the event itself,
the lasting value of congresses of this kind lies in the useful information
exchanged, the new ideas they spawn, and the influence they have on deci-
sions in the world of policy, economics, and education. Key aspects for
these new ideas and influences are the resolutions for future action that
emerged from the meetings and discussions held.

This document includes the text of the "Resolutions of the 5th \l'odd
\hlderness Congress," which is, thus, perhaps the most impofiant tangible
product of the congress. It is our hope that the resolutions included here will
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receive the widest possible distribution and the greatest possible attention.

On Saturday, 2 October, the day after the closing of the congress, Ms.

Rakel Surlien, Chairman of the Governing Board of the 5th'J7\fC (Norway),

presented these resolutions to the chairman of the Northefn Forum, Gover-

nor'Walter Hickel of Alaska, at the opening of the 1993 Gened Assembly of
the Northern Forum in Tromso. Copies were also given to each member of
the boarcl of directors of the Northern Forum and funher copies will be

distributed to the offices of all regional authorities that participate in the

Northern Forum. In this way, we intend that these resolutions reach as many

as possible of the people directly responsible for government of the North.
'We hope, too, that the participants at the 5th \X X/C will distribute them far

afield and will see to it that they are acted upon and implemented.

Included at the end of this document is a description of the procedure

by which the resolutions were proposed, reviewed, and finally accepted by

the Resolutions Committee on behalf of the congress. Reviewing, revising,

and, in some cases, rewriting the original proposals that delegates submitted

was an arduous task carried out under a series of short deadlines. It is a
pleasure to acknowledge and to thank, on behalf of all participants at the

5th \7"!fC, each member of the Resolutions Committee: Paul Dingwall (Chair-

man), Lars Anders Brer, Robin Pellew, Pil Prestrud, Peter Prokosch, Fred

Roots, and Elin Pierce for their outstanding work and their time freely given.

-Nicbolas 
TYler

Cbairman, Program Committee

Tromsa, NotwaY
14 October 1993



PRISENTATION OF RESOTUilONS

TO THE NORTIIERN FORTJM

Mr. Chairman and honored delegates to the First Northern Forum Con-
ference, as I am sure you are aware, the 5th W'odd \Tilderness Congress
(W\7C) closed in Tromso yesterday and, for those of us who attended it,
there now begins a period of reflection about the congress and its signifi-
cance. The lasting value of such an event lies in the useful information
exchanged, the new ideas developed, and the influence this exchange and
development has on policy, economics, and education. The first tangible
product of the congress, therefore, is the resolutions that emerge from it.

These resolutions achieve two things. First, they represent, in summary,
the thinking of an extremely diverse group of people, experts in many rel-
evant fields and amateurs, all of whom share a deep concern regarding
conservation of the environment and, particula{y, in this case, conserwation
of polar regions. Secondly, they provide a set of guidelines for action.

I am here this morning to formally present these resolutions to you on
behalf of the 5th \7\7c. In doing so, I represent the four hundred delegates
from twenty-five countries, states, and regions who were present at the congress.

Allow me, as a former minister of environment, to say that being chair-
man of the congress has given me renewed inspiration to work for protec-
tion of the environment here in the North, in a region where conditions are
hard. And I do hope, Mr. Chairman, that you and the delegates at the First
Northern Forum Conference will share this inspiration and optimism.

I also give my most warmheafied thanks to the host of Northern Forum,
the Regional Authority of Northern Norlray, and its chairman, Governor
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Erling Flotten of Finnmark, for considerable help without which we would
not have been able to affange this congress. Furthermore, I would like to
emphasize the value of the exchange of experience and ideas we have seen

here during the past week befween environmentalists of the congress on

one hand and the politicians of the Northern Forum on the other.

Our prime ministeq Mrs. Gro Hadem Brundtland, has persistently-and
I may add, as is her nature!-stated that without grassroots action, personal

involvement, and both local and regional engagement backed with the ad-

vice of experts, the politics of environmental conservation could never move

forward. This is especially true in those parts of the wodd that have "tradi-

tionally" been neglected in this regard.

The theme of the 5th 'W\X/C has been Wild Nature and, Sustainable

Liuing in Circumpolar Regions. For eight busy days, we listened to lectures

and discussed with friends and colleagues many aspects of conselation and

commerce, law and management, and philosophy and politics as they con-

cern the wild places of our planet Earth. Mentally, we travelled from the

South to the North Pole, and, on the way, we touched many countries and

states. But, for the most part, we concentrated on life at high latitudes.

There is no doubt that the Arctic, both by land and by sea, is r,ulnerable

and threatened. There is also no doubt that strong conservation measures

are absolutely necessary in this region. But I am glad to say that the outlook
is not altogether bleak. Only this year, 4 million hectares of tundra-an area

the size of Denmark-on the Taymyr Peninsula in northern Russia were

officially protected. In recognition of this, the Governing Board of the con-

gress conferred the Green Leaf Award to the people of Taymyr.

The award itself is a small bronze statue of a North American Indian
chief called Grey Outl. Let me tell you a secret: Grey Owl was, in fact, an

Englishman. He emigrated to Canada where he adopted the culture of the

North American Indians. The leaf he is holding is actually from a tree that

grows in South Africa. It is the emblem of The $7ILD Foundation. So, this is

an interesting situation in which an award is given on behalf of an American

foundation, depicting an Englishman dressed as a North American Indian

holding a South African leaf, presentedby a Norwegian to the Russian people

of Taymyr in recognition of work they carried out that was inspired by a

German. Environmental conservation is truly international!
I would like to draw your attention to rwo specific areas of interest at

this congress: Antarctica and the Arctic. The congress emphasized the abso-

lute requirement that Antarctica should be managed in the interests of hu-

mankind, in a manner that conserves its unique environment, preserves its

value for scientific research, and retains its character as a demilitarized, non-

nuclear zone of peace.
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Hammering out an internationaily supported consensus on Antarctica is
a huge task. Yet, such a consensus is the only way ro prevent a tragic plun-
dering of that silent continent and to maintain Antarctica as a symbol of
peaceful international cooperation and environmental protection.

The challenge of the Arctic is far more complex. There was a concerted
call from the 5th \x wc for an Arctic conservation strategy that integrates the
traditional and subsistence practices of native peoples of the North with the
need for protection of wilderness values and wildland areas for future qen-
erations of all societies.

I would like, in this respect, to quote from the closing remarks at the
congress given by Vance Manin, president of WILD:

The conservation and protection of wild nature and wilder-
ness values for all peoples of the North has now been placed
firmly in the center of the Arctic development debate. The
challenge outlined by this congress is for the Arctic to no longer
be seen as a frontier, ripe for exploitation, but rather as a
cultural, biological, and economic model for the entire wodd,
of an ecosystem allowed to be self-sustaining through the wise
stewardship, cooperation, and farsighted vision of all the
peoples of the Arctic.

The spirit and ideas of the congress
from "Our Common Future"-the report
Environment and Development (1,987):

reflected the following passage
irom the World Commission on

The ability to choose policy paths that are sustainable requires
that the ecological dimensions of policy be considered at the
same time as the economic, trade, energy, agricultural, indus-
trial, and other dimensi6ns-61 the same agendas and in the
same national and international institutions. That is the chief
institutional challenge of the 1990s (p. 31).

There are significant proposals in the thirty Resolutions of the 5th world
\Tilderness congress. They call for action at international, national , and re-
gional levels. They call for action from you, Iadies and gentremen. you are
the decision makers. You can influence your governments. I hope that you
will be influenced by us through the resolutions of this congress.

I wouid like to remind you of the six priority areas for institutional and
legal change necessary to make the transition to sustainable development.
Again, to quote "Our Common Future,,, these areas are:
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o getting at the sources,
. dealing with the effects,
. assessing global risks,
e making informed choices,
. providing the legal means, and
. investing in our future.

These themes recur throughout the resolutions, and the resolutions them-

selves fall into sil< main categories that I believe are directly relevant to the

Nofihern Fonrm's work and our common future in the northern regions.

Five resolutions concern international conventions and agreements and

fwelve concern protected areas. Three resolutions concefn an extremely

impoftant topic-the definition and assessment of wilderness. Of critical

impoftance, two resolutions address issues that concefn indigenous peoples'

There are tlvo resolutions about the sustainable use of renewable natufal

resources, and, finally, there are four resolutions about pollution and devel-

opment issues.

You are all completely familiar with these themes, but your pefspectives

are perhaps somewhere different from ours. This is a good thing. \(/e are

ultimately conffonted with the same challenges. \Ve all can benefit by exam-

ining common problems from different angles.

It is my hope that you will examine these resolutions carefully and that

they will strongly influence future poliry for the govefnment of the North for

which you afe responsible. Finally, Mr. chairman, the 5th W'orld \Tilderness

Congress wants you all to act.

-Rakel 
Suilien

Chairman, Gouerning Board
Tromso, Norwalt
2 October 1993



RESOnn0Ns

A. INTERNATIONAI CON\TNTIONS ND AGRIEMENTS

1. Conuention on Biological Diuersitlt and Designation of Wilderness
A fundamental requirement for the conservation of biological diversity

is conserwation of ecosystems and natural habitats and the maintenance and
recovery of viable populations of species in their natural surroundings. In
the context of human-induced climate change, one of the most effective
long-term measures for the protection of biodiversity is the identification,
monitoring, and management of the wodd's remaining wilderness areas.
This has been recognized through including wilderness as one of the special
characteristics of ecosystems to be identified by states ratifizing the Conven-
tion on Biological Diversity under Article 7, Annex 1.

The 5th \fodd \Tilderness Congress:

recommends that all states act as rapidly as possible to ratify
the Convention on Biological Diversity and enact national
measures for its implementation;
requests that in preparing their national biodiversity strate-
gies and action plans in compliance with Article 6 of the
convention, contracting parties shall conduct and complete
inventories of their lands that are suitable for desiqnation as

wilderness; and

Z.
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Proposer:

Seconder:
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. recommends that all contracting parties give serious consid-
eration to the inclusion of lands representative of each im-
portant ecosystem within their boundaries as protected wil-
derness, in consultation with the indigenous peoples.

Karenne Jrird, Wilderness Society of Australia,

Sydney 2000, New South \7ales, Australia
Verne Mclaren, Amaroo, Post Office Box L14,

Australia, Austraiia

l James Lane #4,

Robe 5276, South

2. A Regional Arctic Strategjtfor Implementation of the Conuention
on Biological Diuersity

The eight arctic nations recently signed the Convention on Biological
Diversity. Norway and Canada have already ratified the convention. Ratifica-

tion by all Arctic states would reinforce the effective impiementation of the

Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy and its program of Conservation of
Arctic Flora and Fauna.

The 5th \7odd \Tilderness Congress:

urges those Arctic countries that have not ratified the Con-

vention on Biological Diversity to do so as rapidly as pos-

sible; and
recommends the development of an Arctic regional strategy

for the implementation of the Convention on Biological
Diversitv.

Proposer: Ian Stirling, Canadlan\flildlife Service, Edmonton, Albefia, Canada

Seconder: PeterJohan Schei, Directorate for Nature Management, Trondheim,
Nor.way

3. Polar Bear Treaty
The Polar Bear Treaty invoiving five cooperating countries is the first

and longest-standing treaty concerning conserwation in the Arctic. The treaty

has helped to ensure that the distribution of polar bears is still ciose to its
original extent. This is true for no other species of big carnivores in the

world today. Polar bear populations offer a unique resource for biological
studies from which we can learn much that has direct relevance for the

conselation of other large carnivores.
At its meeting inJanuary 1993,the W'orld Conservation Union Polar Bear

Specialist Group presented data indicating that some of the polar bear sub-

popuiations in Canada are already overexploited. The Russian government's

1.

2.
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recent consideration to lift the ban on polar bear hunting in Siberia after
nearly forty years of total protection, therefore, gives cause for international
concern.

The 5th \Todd.Wilderness Conqress:

1. urges that Russia and Norway maintain their ban on polar
bear hunting and harwesting for commercial or subsistence
pulposes;
urges all Arctic nations to strengthen the Polar Bear Treaty
through further financial commitments for management and
research; and
urges those Arctic nations harwesting polar bears to apply
the precautionary principle so as to ensure that over-exploi-
tation never happens.

Proposer: Andre Ivanov-Smolensky, Social Ecological Union, Chapaevsky
St. 12/L,24, Moscow 125252, Russia

Seconder: Victor Nikiforov, Deputy Directoq Great Arctic Reserve, Novo-
Cheremyshkinskaya, Moscow 1,I7 418, Russia

4. Comprehensiue Protection of tbe Antarctic Enuironment
In Madrid in 1991,, the Antarctic Trea\t states adopted the Protocol on

Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty. The protocol provides for
comprehensive protection of the Antarctic environment and the dependent
and associated ecosystems; designates Antarctica as a natural resele de-
voted to peace and science; imposes a ban on all mineral resource activities
for at least fifty years; and includes extensive measures for environmental
impact assessment procedures, protection of antarctic flora and fauna, man-
agement of wastes, prevention of marine pollution, and establishment of
areas for special protection and management, including recognition of wii-
derness vaiues.

Although the treaty pafiies have agreed to observe the provisions of the
protocol on a voluntary basis, the protocol will not take effect until all the
consultative pafiies to the Antarctic Treaty have enacted domestic ratifying
legislation. To date, only five of the twenty-six consultative parties (Norway,
Ecuadoq France, Peru, and Spain) have ratified the protocol.

The protocol also remains incomplete, particularly in respect to rules
governing liability for environmental damage and response action. More-
oveq while the protocol is intended to govern all human activities in the
Antarctic, the treafy nations have not yet reached compiete agreement on
how adequately the protocol relates to management of tourist activities.

z.

3.
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The 5th'W'oild \i/ilderness Congress:

3.

1.

a.

4.

5.

applauds the Antarctic Treaty parties' adoption of the Proto-
col on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty;
requests the treaty pafties to continue to implement the pro-

visions of the protocol on a voluntary basis during the in-
terim period;
urges the treaty consultative pafties to ratify the protocol
and allow it to take effect as a matter of urgency and to
promptly proceed with revising their domestic regulations
to comply with it;
further urges the treaty parties to complete the liability pro-

visions of the protocol to ensure that clear, legally binding
obligations are imposed on all who administer or conduct
activities in the Antarctic; and

requests the treaty parties to review the provisions of the

protocol with respect to the management of tourism and, if
necessary, recommend measures to ensure mofe stringent

environmental orotection.

Proposer: Edgar \Wayburn, Antarctica Project, \Tashington, D.C., USA

Second,er: Harold Eidsvik, Commission on National Parks and Protected Ar-

eas, \forld Conservation Union, 20 bis rue Jean Grandoux, Paris,

France

5. Support for tbe Proposed Chamela-Cuixmala Biosphere Reserue

Biosphere Reseles of UNESCO's Man and Biosphere Program have

been established for protection of biological and cultural diversiry and asso-

ciated research, monitoring, education, and training in 130 countries. There

is a need, however, to nationally and internationally extend and develop this
network of biosphere reseryes through establishment of additional reselves

in areas that provide opportunities for the development of biosphere resetve

objectives.
One such example is the Chamela-Cuixmala bio-region on the coast of

Jalisco State in Mexico. This site has:

one of the highest concentrations of migratory birds in the
\Western Hemisphere, composed of more than 140 Canadian

and U.S. species, which, under international lreaty, Mexico
has pledged to protect:

the largest numbers of endemic and endangered vefiebrate
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species in Mexico and Central America, many of which are
protected by law;
one of the largest areas of undisturbed tropical dry forest in
one ecosystem;
a unique occurrence of rivers, oceans, wetlands, and tropical
dry forests in one ecosystem;
the only estuary that is protected among the six estuaries on
the coast of Jalisco; and
nesting sites for endangered marine turtles that are protected
under presidential decree.

This site is, nevefiheless, threatened by encroaching development. Leading
scientists and environmentalists in Mexico have, therefore, developed a com-
prehensive and authoritative proposal for establishing a biological resetve in
this area. Through the research efforls of the National Autonomous Univer-
sity of Mexico, which has maintained a biological station in the Chamela-
Cuixmala bio-region for the past twenty-three years, and of many foreign
scientists, the environmental importance and wilderness values of this en-
dangered biosphere have been conclusively demonstrated.

The 5th rWorld .Wilderness Conqress:

recognizes the impofiance of biosphere reserves and the
need to strengthen their numbers, protection, and manage-
ment;
reinforces the need to develop biosphere reselves as sites
for research and monitoring of the relationships between
natural areas and human resource use;
supports the efforts of Mexican and other scientists to estab-
lish a protected biosphere in the Chamela-Cuixmala bio-
region; and
requests the president of Mexico to affirmatively act on be-
half of the proposed Chamela-Cuixmala Biosphere Reserve.

Proposer: Vance Martin, President, The \X{LD Foundation, 21,62 B^ldwrn
Rd., Ojai, California 93023, USA.

Second,er: lanPlayer, Foundeq Vilderness Leadership School, P.O. Box 53058,
Yellowwood Park 4O1,, Natal, Republic of South Africa

z.

4.
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B. PROTECTED AREAS

IosNnprcATroN AND SrruNcrHnNING oF Pnotncrro Anses

6. A Circumpolar Network of Arctic Protected Areas
An important opportunity to protect biodiversity at a landscape scale

now exists in the Arctic but will become more difficult as development
pressures increase. There is a need for an international network of large-

scale protected areas covering terrestrial and marine ecosystems, in which
the overriding purpose is conservation of natural diversity and habitat but
where indigenous subsistence on living resources may still occur. The need

for conservation measures is especially pressing in the r,rrlnerable near-shore

and marine areas of the Arctic Ring of Life.

Existing transboundary protected areas such as the Arctic National'Wild-
life Refuge (USA), Ir,'vavik and Vuntut National Parks (Canada), and Beringia

Heritage International Park (endorsed by the USA and Russia) form a strong

basis for an international network of Arctic protected areas. The integrity of
the first large-scale Arctic wilderness reserve for wildlife ranging across in-

ternational boundaries, consisting of the Arctic National Vildlife Refuge and

the adjacent Il'vavik and Vuntut National Parks, is threatened by proposals

to allow oil drilling over 6,072,875 hectares of the U.S. coastal plain.

The Arctic \Tildlife Refuge is the only area protecting a broad spectrum

of sub-Arctic and Arctic habitats in the United States. It comprises 10 percent

of the remaining U.S. Arctic coastline not already open to oil exploration or

development, and its coastal plain suppolts internationally significant re-

sources subfect to treaties or agreements, including polar bear denning ar-

eas, snow goose autumn staging habitat, and critical calving and postcalving

habitats for the porcupine caribou herd. This caribou herd supports Cana-

dian and U.S. indigenous peoples, and development particularly threatens

the subsistence livelihood and culture of the Gwichin people.
The 5th N7orld Wilderness Congress:

thanks the ministers of the eight Arctic nations for supporl-
ing planning efforts for developing a nefwork of Arctic pro-

tected areas in the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy;

requests the governments of the eight Arctic nations to be-

gin urgent action to fill gaps in their terrestrial protected

area systems, providing habitat protection measures at least

as strict as those of U.S. wilderness designation in Alaska for
critical areas, and to designate marine protected areas in the

Arctic Ring of Life;

1.

z.
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recommends that the governments of the eight Arctic na-
tions give high priority to development of an Arctic network
of protected areas in terrestrial and marine ecosystems;

recommends that the U.S. government actively pursues per-
manent wilderness designation of the 6,072,875-hectare
coastal plain area of the Arctic National \flildlife Refuge due
to its international significance;
thanks the Gwichin people for their dedicated work in pro-
tecting the internationally impofiant Arctic ecosystem span-
ning the United States and Canada; and
recommends that the U.S. and Russian governments work
closely with indigenous peoples to establish the Beringia
Heritage International Park.

Proposer: Pamela Miller, \Tilderness Society, 430'West 7th Avenue #21, An-
chorage, Alaska, USA

SeconcJer: Michael McCloskey, Chairman, Sierra Club, 408 C Street NE, W'ash-

ington, D.C., USA

7. Rwssian Arctic Wilderness
The Russian Arctic includes one of the largest areas of wilderness in the

wodd. Recent events in the country have the potential either to threaten
these natural areas or advance their conservation.

Some Russian Arctic ateas ate extremely polluted (e.g., Noril'sk, Kola
Peninsula, and parts of Yamal). New oil and gas developments in which
certain \festern companies are involved have the potential to destroy new
areas. Howeveq if confined to already industrialized areas, these develop-
ments could advance environmental safety and encourage more effective
fesource management.

Political destabilization within the region could result in an escalation of
threats to the environment. On the other hand, strengthening the rights of
local authorities and indigenous peoples may safeguard the protection of
natural and cultural values and thus ensure sustainabie use of local natural
resources.

To protect wilderness, Russia has developed the category of Zapoued,nik,

a special type of area for the protection and study of natural habitats. The
concept of this type of protected area could be adopted by other nations for
protecting wilderness. Russia may also introduce other types of protected
areas, such as Man and Biosphere (MAB) reserves, to achieve a wider range
of management or the integration of nature and culture conservation.

The 5th W'orld \Vilderness Conqress:

3.

5.
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1. welcomes Russia's commitment to develop guidelines for a

circumpolar protected-area system within the framework of
the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy and its contri-
bution to the network of MAB circumpolar reserves;

welcomes Russia's commitment to complete a network of
protected areas in the Arctic;
congratulates the Russian government for establishing the
Great Arctic Reserve on Taymyr Peninsula, which doubles
the size of the country's strictly protected areas in the Arctic;
encourages other nations and international nongovernmen-
tal organrzations to increase cooperation with Russian au-
thorities in order to safeguard existing wilderness protection
and set up further reseryes of different categories;
urges joint ventures on environmental issues to:

clean up the most polluted areas;

improve the monitoring of the state of the Arctic
environment;
improve ecological education of local administra-
tors, business people, and other environmental
decision makers; and
establish ecologically sound tourism in the Arctic
that supporls local communities and wilderness
conservation objectives; and

6. urges oil and gas companies to confine their joint activities
in the Russian Arctic to akeady existing industrialized areas

and develop improved techniques and standards for envi-
ronmental safeguards and efficiency before developing oil
and gas reserves in other pristine areas.

Proposer: Alexander Drodzov, Geographical Institute, Russian Academy of
Sciences, Moscow 55-2, F.40, Russia

Seconder: Victor Nikiforov, Deputy Director, Great Arctic Reserve, Novo-
Cheremyshkinskaya, Moscow L\7 478, Russia

8. Conseruation of Wilderness and Biodiuersity in the l,{orutegian Arctic
Norway has officially protected 25 percent of its Arctic land area, most

of which is in Svalbard. However, Arctic ecosystems on the Norwegian main-
land and in the marine areas are not adequately protected.

The former continuous wilderness areas of northern Norway have been
increasingly transected and altered by roads and hydroelectric developments.

3.

4.

a

a
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Semidomesticated reindeer appeat to have degraded the vegetation in parts

of Finnmark, while modern forestry practices with clear-cutting and spruce

plantations have altered the natural biodiversity of the forests. 'Wolves are

nearly extinct in Norway; and wolverines, brown bears, and the mainland
Arctic fox are endangered.

The southern Barents Sea has been opened to oil and gas development,
and Norwegian authorities are considering extending this development in
the near future to the northern Barents Sea, which is partly ice-covered. Oil
spills in coastai and icy waters represent a mayor risk to the seabirds, marine
mammals, and fisheries of the Barents Sea. No adequate technologies exist
to manage major oil spills in waters with floating ice.

Norway has an international responsibility to protect northern alpine
areas, coastal areas, qord systems, and northern/oceanic coniferous forests

in the Norwegian Arctic. The latter three of these habitats and marine areas

are not adequately represented among existing protected areas.

The 5th.W'orld Wilderness Conqress:

1. recommends that Norway develop a strategy to conserve

biodiversity and the remaining wilderness areas of the Norwe-
gianArctic, taking into accountthe needs of indigenous peoples;

requests that Norwegian authorities develop and implement
a system of protected areas that covers the full diversity of
terrestrial and marine ecosystems and habitats in the Nor-
wegian Arctic, the management of which must comply with
'World Conservation Union ctiteria; and
recommends that Norwegian authorities discourage further
oil and gas activities in the Barents Sea and prohibit devel-
opment in areas adjacent to bird colonies and with seasonal

ice cover.

3.

Proposer: Fredrik Theisen, Norges Naturvernforbund, Box 2113 Gninerlokka,
N-0505 Oslo, Norway

Second,er: Tom Dybwad, Hermansverk, N-5840 Norway

9.'Wild,erness Areas in Europe
Few people realize that there is wilderness in parts of central Europe, a

perception that has been dulled by the consequences of prolonged, con-
tinuous human impact on the land and the political confusion and complex-
ity caused by warfare. However, wilderness does exist in central Europe,

and, no matter how small or diffuse, these areas must be protected.
After considerable action in Italy over the last fifteen years, several wil-

derness areas have been proclaimed in principle. The 3rd and 4tL Vorld
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\Tilderness Congresses adopted resolutions in supporl of wilderness desig-
nation for what is perhaps the largest remaining wild area in Italy, Val Grande,
by means of regional government statute. At the 4th \rodd \Tilderness Con-
gress, the Piedmont regional government pledged to establish this wilder-
ness. The first step in this process was taken in 1.992.

The 5th \Wodd Wilderness Conqress:

1. praises the various Italian councils and municipalities that
have already declared one or more wilderness areas, noting
that this designation is unique in central Europe;
encourages these and other authorities to continue this wil-
derness protection process and increase their understanding
of wilderness values as a model for the European continent;
recognizes that wilderness exists in other nations and re-
gions in Europe, which, because of their small size and prox-
imity to large population centers, need special management
to regulate visitor numbers and usage;

requests the Piedmont regional government or other higher
bodies to recognize and protect the unique wilderness val-
ues of Val Grande by designating a significant portion of Val

Grande National Park as "area wilderness," as was pledged
at the 4th \7VC; and
asks all European governments, nongovernmental organi-
zations, and research and management organizations to iden-
tify and press for legal protection of the remaining wilder-
ness areas in Europe.

Proposer: Associazione Italiana per le Idea de \Tiiderness
Seconder: Vance Mafiin, President, The \XTILD Foundation, 2162 Baldwln

Rd., Ojai, California 93023,UlA

10, Bffir Zones to Protect \Vilderness
If they are to fulfil their objectives in the long-term protection of biologi-

cal diversity, protected wilderness areas must be of adequate srze and in-
clude surrounding buffer zones and corridors.

The 5th \flodd Wilderness Conqress:

1. requests that the 6th \7odd -Wilderness Congress gives atten-
tion to the scientific and cultural issues relevant to the de-
velopment of buffer zones of appropriate size and scale for
protection of wilderness values.

z.
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Proposer: Laura \Westra, International Society for Environmental Ethics,
'W'indsor, Ontario, Canada

Seconder: Reed Noss, Conservation Biology, Corvallis, Oregon, USA

11. Funding Protected Areas
The protection of habitat and species in cooperation with indigenous

populations is a complex social, economic, and political issue. Most pro-
tected areas in developing countries are seriously underfunded. This fact
was emphasized by Recommendation 7 of the IV Wodd Congress on Na-

tional Parks and Protected Areas held in Caracas inFebruary 1992.

Areas protected under international conventions and programs such as
'World Heritage sites, Ramsar sites, and Man and Biosphere reserves provide
oppofiunities to conserve biological diversity throughout the wodd. The

Global Environment Facility, through grants and trust funds, is one of the

key mechanisms for funding biodiversity conservation. Such funding must
be endorsed by the participating nations of the Global Environment Facility,

and it will be the role of the Conference of Pamies of the Convention on
Biological Diversity to assign priorities for receipt of funds, including those

for protected areas.

The 5th'W'odd Wilderness Conqress:

1.

2.

requests recognition of the funding needs of developing
countries in the management of protected areas; and
urges the contracting states of the Convention on Biological
Diversity and the Global Environment Facility to give prior-
ity to funding protected areas.

Proposer: Harold Eidsvik, Commission on National Parks and Protected Ar-
eas, \7odd Conselation Union, 20 bis rue Jean Grandoux, Paris,

France

Second.er: Thor Larsen, NORAD, Norway

12. International Federation of Parks and Wilderness Conxmunity
Support Groups

South Australia has one of the wodd's best systems of community sup-

pofi for national parks and wilderness areas. The Friends of Parks program
has approximately six thousand members and has been extended to cover
ali the Australian states.

It is proposed that the program should now become international, de-

veloping a nefivork with similar park suppofi schemes in other countries
such as the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. The network
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would involve correspondence betlveen participants with regularly updated
lists of contact names and addresses to whom newsletters would be sent.

This would enable park support managers and volunteers to keep each
other informed about new ideas and methods of providing communiry sup-
port for parks and wilderness. The proposed International Federation of
Parks and Nflilderness Community Support Groups would facilitate exchange
of information and contacts worldwide and link people of different cultures
who share common interests.

All 5th !7'orld Wilderness Congress pafiicipants are invited to take part
in the federation, which will be developed out of, but independent of, the
congress. It will be self-financing through membership subscriptions.

The 5th W'odd \Tilderness Congress:

1. encourages the formation of an Intemational Federation of
Parks and \Tilderness Community Support Groups for the
purposes of linking community volunteers woddwide and
enhancing the interchange of ideas, methods, and experience.

Proposer: Dene Cordes, L2! Sheok Road, Belair 5052, South Australia,
Australia

Second,er: Verne Mclaren, Amaroo, Post Office Box 1,1,4, Robe 5276, South
Australia, Australia

Me,nrNr Pnomcrno Arues

13. Marine Protected Areas
Oceans cover approximately 70 percent of the wodd's surface. How-

eveq with the exception of some coastal marine reselwes established by a

few coastal and island states, ocean ecosystems have been largely neglected
by those who plan and promote protected areas. The 4th \(orld Nfilderness
Congress recommended that each nation develop a system of marine pro-
tected areas that included designated wilderness areas.

In accordance with the revised system of classification of Terrestrial and
Marine Protected Areas adopted by the W'orld Conservation Union Commis-
sion on National Parks and Protected Areas following the IV \7odd Congress
on National Parks and Protected Areas in 1992, all marine areas are eligible
for protected-status consideration.

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) will
possibly take effect in 1,994. The UNCLOS is an appropriate agency to as-

sume responsibiliry for developing a plan for marine protected areas.
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The 5th W'orld -Wilderness Congress:

289

z.

3.

encourages coastal and island nations to establish, under
national legislation, representative systems of marine pro-
tected areas, including areas with wilderness designation;
recommends that appropriate international agencies estab-
lish protected areas in international marine waters, includ-
ing areas designated as wilderness; and
recommends that the International Maritime Organization
be involved in developing a plan for marine protected areas

because it has already developed criteria for designation of
Special Areas and Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas.

Proposer: Maxine McCloskey, Defenders of 'Wildlife, 1244 79th Street NW,
'Washingron, D.C. 20036, USA

Seconder: P.H.C. Lucas, 1./258ulainRoad, Tawa 6006, Wellington, New Zealand

14, Whale Sanctuary in the Southern Ocean
A majority of voting member nations of the International l7haling Com-

mission (I\7C), at its 45th meeting in Kyoto, Japan, in May 1993, supported
the French government proposal that the Southern Ocean south of 40 de-
grees south latitude be designated as a sanctuary, in which commercial whaling
would not be permitted for an initial period of fifty years under a specific
provision of the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling
1,946. The IIWC also resolved by a vote of nineteen to eight to endorse " ...
the concept of establishing a sanctuary in the Southern Ocean." A formal
decision on this matter will be made at the commission's 46th Annual Meet-
ing to be held in Mexico in May 7994. This will follow a special Working
Group of Members meeting (2L-25 February 1994) that will provide advice
on relevant legal, political, ecological, geographical, managerial, financial,
and global environmental issues.

Additionally, the I\7C unanimously confirmed the continuation of the
Indian Ocean whale sanctuary that protects some whale populations from
commercial whaling on their breeding grounds. The General Assembly of
the Globai Legislators Organization for a Balanced Environment met in To-

kyo, Japan, 30 August through 1 September 7993 and adopted an Action
Agenda on \7haling ttrat " ... supports the proposal by the government of
France to establish a circumpolar whale sanctuary in the Southern Ocean in
order to guarantee the protection of at least one biological population of
each of the great whale species which are globally distributed," especially
on the feeding grounds of these migratory species.

1.
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The proposal for a Southern Ocean sanctuary is harmonious with, and
complementary to, other internationally agreed actions directed to the con-
servation of the Antarctic and surrounding ocean, including the Protocol on
Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty; designation by the Interna-
tional Maritime Organization of most of the Southern Ocean as a Special
Area; the decision by the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Ma-
rine Living Resources to establish a precautionary quota for krill fishing; and
consensus by the United Nations Conference on Environment and Develop-
ment in June 1992 affirming the competence of the I\7C as the " ... appro-
priate international organization for the conservation, management, and
study ... " of whales.

The 5th W'odd \filderness Congress:

urges all I\7C member states to suppofi the proposal for a
circumpolar whale sanctuary in the Southern Ocean; and
urges the Wodd Conservation Union, at the 19th Session of
its General Assembly, to be held in Buenos Aires, \7-25
January 1994, to reaffirm its support of the proposal for a

circumpolar whale sanctuary in the Southern Ocean.

Proposer: Susan Alexander, Earth Island Institute, 300 Broadway, San Fran-
cisco, Califo rnia 94133, IJSL

SeconcJer: Maxine McCloskey, Defenders of N7ildlife, 1244 19th Srreer NrX/,
lWashington, D.C., USA

15. A Transboundary System of Protected Areas in tbe Northern
Barents Sea

The northern Barents Sea area, including the northern part of Novaya
Zemlya and the archipelagos of Svalbard and Ftanz Josef Land, is the last
extensive wilderness remaining in Europe. Ecosystems in this area are still
largely self-regulating, and their structure has not been extensively modified
by humankind.

Both the marine and terrestrial ecosystems of the northern Barents Sea

region are critically dependent on the productivity and biodiversity of the
marginal ice zone. Protection strategy for the northern Barents Sea area
must, therefore, focus on measures to protect this partly ice-covered mobile
belt that lies in a zone between continuous ice and the open sea.

The marginal ice zone and tundra ateas ate especially 'vulnerable to the
impact of oil and gas development, mining, shipping, and military activities.
Offshore oil and gas activities in the Barents Sea are rapidly expanding into
areas with seasonal ice cover. No adequate technologies exist to manage
major oil spills in waters with floating ice.

L.
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The inclusion of marine habitat in an expanded Arctic protected-area sys-

tem is a matter of urgency, as nearly all existing protected areas in the Arctic
are terestrial. Protection of marine habitat in the Arctic Ring of Life should,
therefore, receive the necessary governmental attention through national pro-
tection strategies, through bilateral cooperation, and internationally through
the Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna program of the Arctic Environmen-
tal Protection Strategy. A transboundary protected-area system in the northern
Barents Sea has the potential to serve as a good example of intemational
cooperation and marine habitat protection in the Arctic Ring of Life.

The 5th \7orld \Tilderness Conqress:

urges the Russian and Norwegian governments to develop a

transboundary system of marine and terrestrial protected areas

in the northern Barents Sea region; and
requests that the Russian and Norwegian governments jointly
act to protect the marine and terrestrial ecosystems of the
northern Barents Sea area while paying special attention to
the ecological processes of the marginal ice zone, the l.ul-
nerability of these processes to large-scale industrial devel-
opment, and the unique wilderness qualities of the area.

Proposer: Fredrik Theisen, Norges Naturvernforbund, Box 2113 Grinetlgkka,
N-0505 Oslo, Norway

Seconder: Robin Buzza, Arctic'W'ilderness Experience, Post Box 110, N-9170
Longyearbyen, Norway

THnners ro PRoTECTED AREAS

1 6. S afeguard,ing Internationally Designate d Protecte d Are as from tb e

Tltreat of Mining
The 4th W'orld \Tilderness Congress recommended that representative

samples of the wodd's major ecosystems be protected to ensure the preser-
vation of the full range of biological diversity and wilderness. At the 5th
\ru7c, attention was drawn to the threat of mining facing a number of inter-
nationally significant protected areas, including at least one site designated
under the Ramsar Convention. Drastic exploitation such as large-scale min-
ing threatens irreversible change to natural systems and prejudices the long-
term benefits that protected areas and associated ecotourism can provide.

For example, the Greater St. Lucia \Tetland Park has recently been es-

tablished in South Africa and incorporates the St. Lucia Game Reserve (es-

tablished in 1895 to protect Lake St. Lucia). This area includes extensive

z.
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wetlands and terrestrial and marine ecosystems that contain natural commu-
nities not protected elsewhere in the Mozambique Plain. High levels of
biodiversity are present, and a substantial wildemess core exists within the
park. Much of the park is designated as a \Tetland of International Impor-
tance under the Ramsar Convention.

A mining proposal has been lodged with the South African government
for the southern pofiion of the park. A recently completed Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) predicts that the proposed mining will not have an
adverse effect on the biological diversiry in adjacent ecosystems within the
park or on the wilderness character of the central core. Howeveq the find-
ings of the EIA are based on research carried out over a relatively short
period of time.

The 5th W'odd \Tilderness Congress:

3.

requests all nations to ensure that protected areas desig-
nated under internationai instruments are not subjected to
destructive forms of exploitation such as mining;
urges the South African government not to permit mining
within the Greater St. Lucia \Tetland Park and Ramsar Site

unless, and until, more detailed and long-term EIA research
can categorically demonstrate that the proposed mining can
be undertaken without ecological degradation; and
recommends that the South African government undefiake
an extensive search for alternative mining sites where min-
ing would have no impact upon designated protected areas.

Proposer: E.A. ZaIoumis, lVildlife Society of Southern Africa, Wilderness
Action Group

Seconder: Ian Player, Foundeq \Tilderness Leadership School, P.O. Box 53058,
Yellowwood Park 401,1, Natal, Republic of South Africa

1-7. Maintenance of Wilderness Areas
Significant progress has been made in establishing transboundary wil-

derness areas. These afford protection to the natural environment without
regard to political boundaries and serve as important and effective examples
that adjacent governments share wilderness values and cooperate in main-
taining them. An impoftant example is the Quetico-Superior Ecosystem, a

complex of wilderness lands and lakes in Ontario, Canada, and Minnesota,
United States, totalling 1,000,000 hectares. A key part of this complex is

Quetico Provincial Park in Ontario, consisting of 475,000 hectares and clas-
sified as a wilderness park, the highest protection category.

1I.

z.
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Under pressures for economic development, including assistance to the
expansion of the tourist industry to benefit the Lac La Croix people who live
to the west of Quetico Park, the Ontario government is considering a change
of policy to allow float arcraft and motor boats in the western one-third of
the park, including international boundary lakes. This action would signifi-
cantly degrade the wilderness character of the entire Quetico-superior Eco-
system and amount to declassification of the legally designated wilderness
category of a significant pofiion of the park. Quetico-superior Ecosystem
wilderness and Quetico Provincial Park are impofiant and significant ex-
amples of international wilderness area issues, problems, and management
oppofiunities. rWithout infringing upon the rights of international authorities
to make decisions about the classification and management of their own
territories, the questions of classification and development, on one hand, or
protection of international wilderness areas, on the other, needs to be ad-
dressed in a wider international context.

The 5th World \Tilderness Congress:

urges the Ontario government not to open the Quetico Pro-
vincial Park to float aircraft and motor boats; and
urges the Ontario government to pursue, in consultation
with members of the Lac La Croix First Nation, alterna-
tive programs that will not degrade the wilderness char-
acter of Quetico Provincial Park and the Quetico-Superior
Ecosystem.

Proposer: Kevin Proescholdt, Friends of the Boundary.W'aters, 1113 5th Street

SE #329, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55474,UlA
Seconcler: Edgar and Peggy'W'ayburn, Sierra Club, 730 Polk Street, San Fran-

cisco. Califonia 9412L. IJSA

C. DEFINITION AND ASSESSMENT OF WTDERNESS

18, Definition of Wilderness
The 5th \7orld \Tilderness Congress has shown the multiplicity of ap-

proaches to wildemess-philosophical, spiritual, cultural, scientific, and others.

Ail are equally valuable. Wilderness means different things to different people
and cultures. This is both its strength and weakness; its strength because of
the diverse anay of interests it attracts and displays; its weakness because it
has no unambiguous, standard, or widely accepted definition. Clarity is es-

sential in reinforcing the long-term security of wilderness.

1.
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So long as wilderness remains an ill-defined concept, it will lack the
political credibility it deserves. Resource planning inevitably gives greater
recognition to features that can be measured and mapped. There is an ur-
gent need to reinforce the definition of wildenzess. Measurable objective
criteria for its identification are required to reinforce its conservation status,

particulady in developing countries. It is, for example, no accident that the
concept of wilderness is not incorporated in the text of the Biodiversity
Convention, where it is relegated to Annex 1.

The need to identify wilderness on the basis of measurable scientific
criteria does not detract from its philosophical or spiritual values, nor does it
conflict with the resource-use rights or livelihoods of indigenous peoples.
The motivation is to provide wilderness with a definable geographical basis

that enables it to become a more effective tool in conserwing its many di-
verse values through defining wilderness areas, monitoring wilderness loss,

refining wiiderness management, and predicting the effects of potential de-
velopment upon wilderness.

The current'World Conservation Union (IUCN) ciassification of protected-
area categories includes a wilderness category based on management crite-
ria. Howeveq under the IUCN system, the wilderness category can only be
applied to areas that have akeady been designated as protected areas. There
is an additional need to develop objective criteria to identify and map all
wilderness areas. The increasing pressures upon the wodd's remaining wild-
lands, especially in deveioping countries, and the fact that oniy a small
proportion of the world's wilderness actually lies within protected areas
(e.g., less than 10 percent in Africa) heightens this imperative.

The 5th \fodd Wilderness Conqress:

1.

2.

3.

encourages the IUCN to elaborate its management criteria
for wilderness as soon as possible, including the unique
cultural values of areas to indigenous peoples, and present
these criteria to the IUCN General Assembly in Buenos Aires
inJanuary 1.))4;
recommends that the IUCN establish a small working group
for the further elaboration of objective and measurable cri-
teria for the identification of all wilderness areas. Such crite-
ria might inciude relative naturalness of the land cover, re-
moteness, size, and human population densify;
encourages, subject to the availability of the necessary re-
sources, the rwodd Conservation Monitoring Center (\rCMC)
and other similar institutions to map wilderness worldwide
and prepare analyses of its status, distribution, and biogeo-
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5.

Proposer:

Seconder:
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graphic-region representation as may be needed to support
effots for its protection;
requests funding agencies, including both governmental and
nongovernmental organizations, to provide the financial sup-
pott required for the working group, the IUCN, the \il/CMC,

and other participating institutions to complete this work; and
requests the working group to present a repofi at the 6th W'WC
on progress made in defining and mapping wilderness.

Harold Eidsvik, Commission on National parks and protected Ar-
eas, IUCN, 20 bis rue Jean Grandoux, paris, France
Vance Martin, President, The \X/ILD Foundation, 2762 Baldwin
Rd., Ojai, California 93023, USA

19. The Australian Wilderness Inuentory
The Australian continent contains a great diversity of lands and ecosys-

tems, and Australians have become wodd leaders in the promotion of the
international instruments for environmental protection.

The 5th \forld .Wilderness Consress:

acknowledges the leadership that the Australian government
and wilderness groups have shown in developing the Na-
tional \Tilderness Inventory and recognizes its methodolo-
gies as important tools applicable to a wide range of ecosys-
tems for the identification and assessment of wilderness
quality;
congratulates the Australian government on its continued
funding of the Australian National \flilderness Inventory,
thereby making an impofiant contribution to biological con-
selation woddwide;
recommends that, in anticipating completion of the National
\Tilderness Inventory in J.994, the Australian govemment
create a register of Australian wilderness areas, implement a
code for their management in consultation with aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander landowners, and enact legislation
to provide long-term protection for areas included on the
register; and
urges the Australian government to explore opportunities to
apply the methodology developed by the National \ffilderness

Inventory to the identification and assessment of wilderness
in other countries.

1.

z.

3.

4.
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Proposer: John Hendee, Dean, College of Forestry, \Tildlife, and Range Sci-

ences, University of ldaho, Moscow, Idaho 83843, USA

Seconder: P.H.C. Lucas, 1,/258 Main Road, Ta:wa 6006,'W'ellington, New

Zealand

20. Wlderness Legislation in the Arctic
\(zildland areas and values are increasingly seen as vitally important

wodd elements and are under a growing threat from many sectors. The

biological, scientific, economic, and spiritual values of wilderness are rel-

evant to both industrial societies and traditional and subsistence communi-

ties. Finland has adopted a S7ilderness Resetwes Act that seeks to coordinate

the needs and interests of indigenous peoples of its northern wilderness

with those of forestry, recreation, and science.

The 5th W'orld Wilderness Congress:

1. welcomes the foresight, innovation, and initiative of the Finn-

ish people and government in adopting the Wilderness Re-

serves Act;

recognizes the act as an example from which can be drawn

valuable insight and information for further wilderness law
and policy throughout the Circumpolar North; and

requests relevant ministries, nongovernm ental otganizations,

and research and management organizations of all circum-
polar nations and regions to develop wilderness legislation
for protection of cultural, biological, and scientific wilder-
ness values and for provision of the cultural needs and sub-

sistence practices of indigenous peoples.

3.

Proposer: Vance Mafiin, President, The WILD Foundation, 21'52 Baldwin
Rd., Ojai, California 93023, USA

Seconder: \filderness Foundation, Republic of South Alrica

D. INDIGENOUS PEOPLES' ISSUES

21. Strategtfor Ecological and Cultural Sustainability in tbe Arctic
The Arctic is a complex ecosystem and the least disturbed biome in the

Northern Hemisphere. Indigenous and local peoples ate an integral part of
the Arctic.

Commercial interests regard the Arctic as the last frontier for large-scale

industrial development of oil, gas, and mineral resources. Others seek to
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experience it as the "last great wilderness," However, for the indigenous
peoples of the Arctic, the circumpolar region is their ancestral homeland.
Arctic indigenous peoples have a distinctive and profound spiritual and cul-
tural relationship with their physical environment that can provide valuable
lessons for the rest of the wodd.

No comprehensive management regime or binding agreement among
the Arctic nations currently exists to guide the development of resources in
a manner that protects the environment and ensures equitable and sustain-
able resource utilization for indigenous peoples of the region. In an effort to
prompt timely action, the Inuit circumpolar conference initiated the devel-
opment of principles for a comprehensive Arctic poliry, which they adopted
in 1992. The policy was endorsed by the Nordic sami council and other
Arctic indigenous peoples' organizations.

The traditional ecological and environmental knowledge of Arctic indig-
enous peoples, and their direct and meaningful participation in decisions
affecting their homelands, their livelihoods, and those of future generations
must be central components of Arctic conservation and development policv.

The 5th rJfodd \Tilderness Congress:

1. affirms the determination of the IV \florld Congress on Na-
tional Parks and Protected Areas, held in Caracas in Febru-
ary 1.))2, that the establishment and management of pro-
tected areas and the use of resources in and around them
must be socially responsible and just, particulady suppofi-
ing the preferential right of Arctic indigenous peoples to
utilize the resources of the Arctic in a sustainable manner
compatible with conservation objectives;
recommends that the \forld Conservation Union (IUCN) con-
tinue to pursue the policy of its perth General Assembly
Recommendation 18.16, which recognizes the role of indig-
enous communities, and that of Recommendation 1.8.24,

which recognizes sustainable wildlife use;
requests that the IUCN within available resources, appoint an
Arctic Task Force to facilitate the design of a comprehensive
resource management strategy that applies the principles of
the 1991 Caring for the Earrh, and build upon the substantial
work aiready done by the Inuit Circumpolar Conference in its
Principles and Elements of a Comprehensive Arctic poliry and
the Inuit Regional Conservation Strategy; and
urges delegates to promote implementation of Chapter 26 of
Agenda 21, of the Rio Earth Summit.

3.

2.
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Proposer: Evelyn Hurwich, Circumpolar Conservation Union, 312 5th Street

SE,'Washington, D.C. 20003, USA

Seconder: Caleb Pungowiyi, Inuit Circumpolar Conference, 3201 C Street

#608, Anchorage, Alaska 99503-3934, USL

22. The Rigbts of Indigenous Peoples to Safeguard the Integrity of the

Arctic Enuironment
Indigenous peoples are diverse peoples with distinct cultures, languages,

lands, resources, traditions, and laws. They possess the same rights as all other

peoples under international human rights standards, including the right of
self-determination. One aspect of this is the right of indigenous peoples to self-

government. As members of the international community and in collabora-

tion with state representatives, indigenous peoples are committed to exercising

their self-govemment rights to preselve, strengthen, and develop their cul-

tures and recover their rights to control their lands, resources, and wildlife.

The universality and indivisibility principles of human rights require that

indigenous peoples be recognized as holding the right of self-determination

as expressed in Article 1 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social,

and Cultural Rights and Article 1 of the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights. International indigenous rights are further elaborated in the

International Labor Organtzation's Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Conven-

tron'1,59 and in the Draft Universal Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous

Peoples as revised in August 1993.

To effectively exercise their responsibility as custodians of the Arctic

wilderness, indigenous peoples require the legal recognition of their right to

self-determination. Given this recognition, indigenous peoples will be able

to manage Arctic resources for sustainable use, thus safeguarding the integ-

rity of the Arctic environment.
The 5th W'odd \Tilderness Congress:

1. calls upon all nations to recognize indigenous peoples as

the custodians of the Arctic wilderness with the right to full
participation in decision-making bodies having authorify in

any Arctic region;
calls upon all nations, in particular the Arctic nations of
Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Russia, Sweden, and

the United States, to follow the commendable lead of the

Norwegian government and promptly ratify the International

Labor Organization's Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Con-

vention \69: and

z.
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3. requests that the United Nations and its associated bodies
promote and ensure that fundamental human rights and free-
doms, including equal rights among people, are incorpo-
rated in the Universal Declaration on the Rights of Indig-
enous Peooles.

Proposer: Caleb Pungowiyi, Inuit Circumpolar Conference, 3201 C Street
#608, Anchorage, Alaska 99503-3934, USA

Seconder: Leif Halonen, Nordic Sami Council, Lulit Gahkorluodda 8, N-9520
Kautokeino, Norway

E. SUSTAINABTE USE OF RESOURCES

23, Sustainable Use of MaNne Marnmals by Indigenous Peoples
Marine mammals comprise a major component of cold-water ecosys-

tems. coastal peoples have depended on the hunting andutilization of these
resources for their social, economic, cultural, and nutritional needs, a situa-
tion that continues today and will continue as long as these regions remain
the home of the descendants of these peoples. Over many generations, local
residents have developed detailed traditional knowledge about the environ-
ment and its resources, knowledge that scientists, governments, and man-
agement agencies in these regions find to be essential components of
sustainable and equitable utilization and management.

There are a number of international agreements that asserl the rights of
local peoples to a secure livelihood and the right to use resources in a

sustainable manner. These rights are under threat from diverse government
and nongovernmental organrzations that oppose the harvesting of marine
mammals and marketing of their products.

The 5th'World \Tilderness Conqress:

'l recommends that governments and environmental organi-
zations avoid any actions that threaten the rights of Arctic
residents to utilize marine mammals on a sustainable and
equitable basis; and
recommends that in recognition of the cultural and economic
rights of Arctic residents, actions that abrogate these rights
be repudiated and that greater sensitivity be shown to all
peoples' right to choose their own livelihood in accordance
with national and international laws.
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Proposer: Amalie Jessen, Indigenous Survival International, P.O. Box 269,

3900 Nuuk, Greenland
Seconder: Caleb Pungowiyi, Inuit Circumpolar Conference, 3201 C Street

#608, Anchorage, Alaska 99503-3934, USA

24. Precautionaly Approach to Fisheries Managernent
The viability of marine ecosystems and the security of global food pro-

duction are threatened by the impact and management of fishing in all the

world's oceans, especially in the high seas and northefn watefs. The wodd's

fish catch is declining. This cleady demonstrates that present fisheries man-

agement systems are not maintainable.
The most obvious cause of this decline is overfishing. This has been

cleady manifest for the North Atlantic cod stocks and in the fishing grounds

off lceland, Canada, Greenland, and Nor"way.

Management must address the impact of fisheries on target species, inci-

dentally caught species, and the viability of the entire ecosystem. Fisheries

management procedures must make adequate allowance for inherent uncer-

tainties such as environmental variability and recruitment fluctuations. Addi-

tionally, management objectives must be clearly specified and give priority

to the precautionary approach to marine fesource conservation.

The 5th \fodd Wilderness Congress:

1. urges delegates to influence the international community,

particularly the ministers of circumpolar countries, interna-

tional fisheries bodies, and the commercial fishing industry,

to accept the need for an alternative approach to fisheries

management that follows the principle of precautionary ac-

tion to protect both commercial fish stocks and the entire

marine ecosystem; and

urges the implementation of binding measures for the man-

agement of fisheries through the United Nations Conference

on Straddling and High Migratory Fish Stocks, including ad-

equate provisions for the traditional fisheries of indigenous

peoples.

Proposer: Kirsten Sander and Michael Eade, Greenpeace International,
Linnesgade 25, DK-1'361' CPH.K, Denmark

Second.er: Edgar W'ayburn, Sierra Club, 730 Polk Street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia 94121, USA

z.
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F. POTLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

25. Global Action to Protect Arctic Marine Ecosystems from Climarc
Cbange and Transboundery Polfution

The long-term health of the oceans and coastal areas and the diversiry
of marine plant and animal life are critical to all life on Earth. The Arctic is a
unique and sensitive ecosystem of vital importance in stabilizing the global
climate. Its environment is especially slow to recover from the adverse ef-
fects of human activities and, therefore, requires special protective measures.

Globally, there is aheady a significant increase in the concentration of
atmospheric greenhouse gases from the production and burning of fossil
fuels. The reduction in ice area and thickness, which may be an indication of
climate change, is already happening in the Arctic. Its ecosystems contain
significant amounts of greenhouse gases-predominantly methane-which
may be released by the warming climate, exacerbating climate change. Thus,
the immediate implementation of the agreement, signed by the world,s gov-
ernmental fepfesentatives at the Rio Earth summit, of a Framework conven,
tion on Climate Change, which called for the curbing of emissions of
greenhouse gases to prevent climate change, is essential.

Arctic ecosystems are r,-ulnerable to pollution from chemicals such as

organochlorines and radioactive substances. The levels of toxic human-made
chemicals, parlicularly organochlorines, found in animals at the top of the
food chain, such as polar bears and glaucous gulls and the chemical burden
suffered by the indigenous peoples of the Arctic have all been well docu-
mented.

The Arctic region is threatened by pollution from existing deposits and
from the continued dumping of radioactive materials. There are plans to
increase the emissions and discharges of radioactive substances from coun-
tries adjacent to the Arctic region. Therefore, the proposal in the London
Convention (1972) to ban the dumping of all radioactive substances needs
the full support of all Arctic countries and peoples. \7e also note the deci-
sion of the northern countries that the oceans should not be treated as
dumping grounds (Nordic Council International Arctic Conference, August
199il. Any increase in emissions or discharges of radioactive materials and
toxic chemicals should be avoided in accordance with the principle of pre-
cautionary action.

The 5th \7odd \Tilderness Congress:

1. calls upon delegates to demand the highest regulatory stan-
dard for current oil and gas exploration, production, and
transpofi in the Arctic, especially in ice-covered seas, and to
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z.

encourage industry and government to redirect investment

away from further oil and gas exploration in the Arctic and

toward efficient energy use and the generation of renew-

able energy supplies that do not threaten to alter the world's
climate;

urges delegates to influence the international communify,

particularly the ministers of circumpolar countries, to imple-

ment binding measures for reducing the input of toxic chemi-

cals, especially organochlorines and tadioactive materials,

into fresh water and marine ecosystems as agreed to by
national and international forums such as the Paris Commis-

sion, the InternationalJoint Commission for the Great Lakes,

and the London Convention;
recommends delegates to support the commitments made

at the Rio Eafih Summit for the negotiation of a Global Con-

vention on Land-Based Sources of Marine Pollution; and

urges delegates to ensure that the action program to be de-

bated at the intergovernmental conference in 'Washington,

D.C., United States, in November 1995, will include strate-

gies to reduce input of radioactive materials and toxic chemi-

cals, particulady organochlorines, into the marine ecosystems'

3.

4.

Proposer: Kirsten Sander and Bob Edwards, Greenpeace International,
Linnesgade 25, DK-1367 CPH. K, Denmark

Seconcier: Pamela Miller, Wilderness Society, 430 \7est 7th Avenue #27, An-

chorage, Alaska, USA

26. Radioactiuity in the Northern Enuironment
Information available so far indicates that current levels of radionuclides

in nofihern seas do not pose alhreat to human health or the environment.

There is deep concern, however, with regard to the risk of potential releases

of radionuclides from soufces dumped in places like the Kara Sea and the

Sea of Okhotsk, from inland sources like Mayak in western Siberia, from

other unsafe repositories for nuclear waste, and from possible accidents at

any of the numerous civil and military nuclear facilities in or near the Arctic.

The potential risk of radioactive contamination is among the most significant

threats to Arctic wilderness.
The possibility of continued nuclear testing in the Arctic is an additional

cause of deep concern. It is to be hoped that the positive developments in

the international political arena in recent years will be accelerated and will
bring about an early termination of the nuclear arms race'
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The 5th \[odd \Tilderness Congress:

4.

urges the Russian Federation governments to pemit, with-
out delay, inspection of all sites where radioactive wastes
have been dumped in northern waters in order to assess the
future risk of radioactive contamination of the marine envi-
fonment;
urges the Russian Federation governments to ensure that no
further disposal of radioactive waste or material be made in
Arctic waters and that action be taken to restrict the flow of
radioactive materials through rivers and ground water;
urges the Russian Federation goverrunents and appropriate
international organizations to actively cooperate to safeguard
the handling and storage of nuclear wastes in order to prevent
future radioactive contamination of the environment, parlicu-
larly that the G-7 governments extend their assistance to the
Russian Federation for safe storage of nuclear waste; and
urges the Russian Federation governments and the world
community to work towards an immediate and lasting mora-
torium on nuclear test explosions in the Arctic.

Proposer: Bjorn odd Frantzen, coordinating Committee on Northern Issues,
Norway

Seconder: Pil Prestrud, Ministry of the Environment, Oslo, Norway

27. A Precautionary Strategltto Protect the Arctic Enuironment
Areas of undisturbed nature in the Arctic are important to the conserva-

tion of global biodiversity. sustainabie harwesting of biological resources in
the Arctic is dependent on the preservation of this diversity.

Industrial deveiopment, including exploitation of oil and gas, hydroelectric
power, minerals, and forests are major threats to biodiversity and biological
productivity in the Arctic. severe local environmental degradation has al-
ready occurred as a result of such activities, particulariy in the Russian Arctic.

These threats must be met by a common strategy to prevent deteriora-
tion of Arctic biodiversity, productiviry, and cultural values. The precaution,
ary principle must be the core element of this strategy. Such a strategy is
embodied in the objectives of the Arctic Environmental protection strategy
(AEPS) to which governments of all eight Arctic countries committed them-
selves in 1991 and which was reaffirmed in the Nuuk Declaration of septem-
ber 1993, and which was fufther reinforced at the Nordic Council Intemational
Arctic Conference, held in Reykjavik in August 1ppJ.

303
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The 5th W'orld Wilderness Congress:

3,

recommends that the Arctic countries together with the lo-
cal indigenous peoples and their organizarions develop a

common strategy based on the AEPS and the Reykjavik dec-

larationand embodying the precautionary principle to avoid

new large-scale environmental deterioration resulting from
local developments;
requests all arctic countries to establish a comprehensive

system of protected areas to safeguard the biodiversity of
polar ecosystems from the impact of local developments;

and
requests that, in accordance with the Reykjavik Declaration,

thorough and comprehensive Environmental Impact Assess-

ment studies be an integral part of all economic planning

and activities.

Proposer: Fredrik Theisen, Norges Nafurvernforbund, Box 21'!3 Gtinerlokka,
N-0505 Oslo, Norway

Seconder: Vance Martin, President, The \X/ILD Foundation, 21'62 Baldwin
Rd., Ojai, California 93023,USA

28. Protection of the l,{orth Pacific Marine Ecosystem

A significant portion of the Nonh Pacific marine ecosystem along 1,500

kilometers of coastline was seriously damaged by the massive Exxon Valdez

oil spill in Prince William Sound in 1989. Restoration of the damaged habi-

tats fequires protection of the coastal temperate rain forest bordering Prince

\Tilliam Sound and the rest of the oil-affected area.

Approximately U.S.$1.25 billion has been made avallable through the

Exxon Vald.ez Oil Spilt Trustees Council for the restoration of the affected

habitat. Much of this sum has yet to be allocated. It is essential that restora-

tion of the coastal habitat and protection of the regional marine ecosystem

be achieved as soon as possible and before the forests are destroyed by
logging.

The Governor of Alaska expressed his commitment to restoring the area

damaged by the Exxon Valdez oil spill. The U.S. government has likewise

pledged to contribute to the cleanup and restoration. Howevet negotiations

betlveen the Trustees Council and local interests are presently stalled.

The 5th W'odd Wilderness Congress:

1. urges that negotiations between the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill

Trustees Council and local interests, including Alaska native

].

z.
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landowners of critical and l'ulnerable areas, proceed actively
to release funds for restoration and protection of the prince
\William Sound coastal area and the North pacific marine
ecosystem as soon as possible.

Proposer: Edgar and Peggy \7ayburn, Sierra Club, 730 polk Street, San
cisco, California 9412\, IJSA

Seconder: Pamela Miller, lVilderness Society, 430 \?'est 7th Avenue *2I, An-
chorage, Alaska, USA

G. MAITERS OF INTEREST

29. Matters of General Interest and Concern
The Resolutions committee received several submissions on matters of

general interest and concern about the subject area and objectives of the
\7'odd \Tilderness Congress (\I^WC), but which, in the opinion of the com-
mittee, did not directly relate to the major themes of the congress or sympo-
sia, and thus did not qualify as resolutions. The \[S7C wishes to recognize
the following matters:

z.

Impact of Human Population Groutb-The explosive growth
of the human population is the basis of most current and
impending future environmental problems. It is the respon-
sibility of public authorities and religious movements to do
all in their power to encourage and suppofi appropriate
means for reducing continued human profligacy.
Enuironmental PNzes-Environmental degradation and pro-
gressive reduction or impairment of natural living resources
and life support systems is a major cause of social instability
and a threat to wodd peace, and outstanding contributions
to environmental improvement and the spread of environ-
mental awareness should be recognized as important con-
tributions to world peace. The \W WC hopes that the Com-
mittee for the \Wodd PeacePrize may hencefofih include, in
its consideration of nominated candidates, the contributions
of those who have serwed the wodd through the cause of
environment and nature. The \XnWC also welcomes sugges-
tions being made to the Nobel Prize Committee with respect
to a possible EnvironmentalPize that would selve to recog-
nize outstanding environmental achievement and draw at-
tention to environmental issues.

305
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4.

Enuironmental Special Days-Proclaimed "special days" may

play a useful role in focusing public attention and commu-

nity action on matters of shared concern and the appropri-

ateness of three well-recognized global environmental cel-

ebrations: Earth Day in the northern spring regions, Envi-

ronment Day in the norlhern summer regions, and the pro-

posed Biosphere Day in the northern autumn regions (with

seasons correspondingly reversed in the Southern Hemi-

sphere). The \WS7C delegates may wish to encourage en-

dorsement and enhancement of these celebrations. They may

further wish to suppofi the intended fund, prizes, and clubs

proposed for Biosphere Day. (,See Enuironmental Conser-

uAlion, vol. 19, p. 193 and vol. 20, p. 3.)

Youtb Network-Electronic mail information networks for
young people present a unique opportunity for sharing

knowledge and resources among diverse groups. However,

the accessibiliry and scope of such networks is limited. A

number of young adults involved in the 5th \X X/C are work-

ing to expand and link these networks so as to intemation-

ally generate more connections.

The purpose of this nemvork will be to link young persons and youth

organlzations woddwide to assist one another in achieving common goals

of ecological protection, sustainable living, and social progress. The net-

work will provide opportunities for local groups and organizations to form

an international community that can exchange progress reports, event up-

dates, and ideas and information on sustainable living. Users will share tech-

nologies and develop the capabilities to bring together fesoufces where they

are needed most. Youth groups that have been isolated will be able to gain

a broader perspective. The support and assistance of the \X il{/C for young

people with interests in wilderness would help development of the netwofk.

Proposerfor 1,2, and J: Nicholas Polunin, President, Foundation for Envi-

ronmental Conservation, 7 Chemin Taverney, 12L8 Grand-

Saconnex, Geneva, Switzerland
Secondersfor 1,2, andJ; Valene Smith, Vance Marlin, Michael McCloskey,

Maxine McCloskey, Egil Sakshaug, and Thor Heyerdahl

Proposerfor 4: Heidi Sorensen, Nature and Youth, Torggt. 34, 01'83 Oslo 1,

Norway
seconclerfor 4: Angela Biegewald, 4751 35th NE, seattle' 

.!(ashington 
97105,

USA

3.
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H FUTURE \X/ORTD MLDERNESS CONGRESSES

30. The 6tb World Wilderness Congress
The 5th World'Wilderness Congress has demonstraled a welcome mul-

tiplicity of different approaches to wilderness-spiritual, philosophical, cul-
tural, scientific, economic, and others. All are equally relevant and valuable.
It is precisely this broad-based multidisciplinary character rhar makes wilder-
ness such a powerful force and which underlines the rationale and need for
such a congress.

Building on the undoubted success of this congress, delegates look for-
ward with enthusiasm to the 6th \&^X/C. The gathering momentum and com-
mitment of all participants provides the motivation to ensure that this series
of congresses is continued in the future. In view of the fact that all previous
congresses have been held in industrialized countries, it is timely and appro-
priate that the next congress be convened in the developing wodd.

The need for the \7-WC series is given greater imperative by the realiza-
tion that the pressures of people and development will inevitably accelerate
the rate of loss of the remnants of the wodd's wilderness. The \X WC ad-
dresses issues of fundamental importance for the spiritual, cu1tural, and
material well-being of humankind and must, therefore, be given the highest
possible profile in the future.

The 5th W'orld.wilderness Consress:

5.

recognizes the outstanding success of this congress and
thanks the Governing Board and Program Committee for
their substantial efforts in creating this success;
proposes that the WIWC series be continued and convened
not more than four years 

^pafi;
urges that young people have a greater involvement in the
planning and organization of future congresses and are en-
couraged to attend as delegates. Young people from diverse
backgrounds should be actively encouraged to participate in
the formulation of the program and in the presentation of
papers at both plenary and symposia sessions. A concefied
effort should be made to secure the necessary funds to enable
young people from all countries and backgrounds to attend;
urges the 6th \X,'\X/C to give emphasis to the role of women
in the protection and management of wilderness resources
and values;
requests the 6th ril WC to increase its focus on science con-
cerning wilderness issues, including a plenary session on
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o.

identifying research needs for wilderness, wildlands, and

other protected areas. Biological, social, physical, and cul-

tural values should be a framework for this expansion;

urges the 6th \Xi-SfC to continue the systematic structuring of
the program so that sectoral themes and approaches are

addressed in a cohesive way (e.g., scientific, philosophical,

and cultural). Plenary presentations should be allocated sig-

nificant time to enable speakers to give a more comprehen-

sive overwiew of their topics;
encourages 6th \X X/C symposia conveners to strive to achieve

a balanced representation of nationalities so that a diverse

array of backgrounds and experiences can contribute to the

debate;
recognizes that a novel and successful feature of the 5th
r{ WC was its having a specific theme, 'Wild Nature and Sus-

tainable Liuing in Circumpolar Regions, and, therefore, rec-

ommends that future congresses likewise adopt a clear cen-

tral theme; and

urges that the 6th V-WC be held in a developing country,
particulady one that is showing a commitment to wilderness
consewation.

7.

Proposer: Resolutions Committee, 5th \fodd \Tilderness Congress, Tromso,

Norway
Seconder: Nicholas Tyleq University of Troms@, Tromso, Norway

Proposerfor 5: Alan Ewefi, USDA Forest Service

Seconderfor 5 Edwin Krumpe, University of Idaho

8.

o



APPENDIK: RES0tUtl0NS PR0CEDIIRI,-

GUDEIINES FOR DETEGATES

These guidelines describe the constitutional arrangements and mecha-
nism of the Resolutions Procedure adopted by the 5th \forld Wilderness
Congress (\7'$fC). They are modelled on the procedure used at the World
conserwation union General Assembly. The object of these guidelines is to
inform \7rWC delegates how, when, and in what form to submit a resolution
proposal on polar wilderness conseryation. They also describe the Resolu-
tions Committee procedure for selecting and accepting proposals on behalf
of the \XnVC.

The resolutions procedure consists of ten steps:

1. sponsorship of a proposal;
2. submission of proposals to the Resolutions Committee;
3. the committee's review and revision of proposals, in which

modified proposals are returned to sponsors for comment;
4. dialogue between sponsors and the Resolutions Committee;
5. publication of proposals for delegate criticism;
5. review of delegate comments;
7. the committee's final hearing of sponsors;
8. the committee's closed-session preparation of resolutions;
9. presentation of resolutions to congress in plenum; and

10. submission of resoiutions to the Chairman of the Governing
Board.
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RISOLUTIONS PROCEDURE

Sponsorsbip of Proposals-An individual delegate (or his/her
affiliated institution, if appropriate) may propose a resolu-

tion. Each proposal must be submitted to the W'orld'l7ilder-

ness Congress Secretariat in writing and must include the

name and address (both during and after the congress) of its

sponsor and a seconder who must hold a different affiliation'
Proposals must also be brief.

Resolutions Committee-4he Governing Board of the 5th

\X WC appointed a Resolutions Committee, which has the

mandate and authority to review, revise, merge, modifir, and

ultimately select or reject proposals, according to specific

criteria, as it sees fit. The committee is also empowered to

independently draw up resolutions based on its evaluation

of lectures and debates at the congress.

The 5th \7\VC Resolutions Committee consisted of

Paul Dingwall (Chairman), Vice-Chair, Commission on Na-

tional Parks and Protected Areas, N7odd Conservation Union;

Lars Anders Bar, Vice President, Nordic Sami Council;

Dr. Robin Pellew, Director, \(orld Conservation Monitoring
Center (UK);

. Dr. PAI Prestrud (Secretary), Ministry of the Environment,

Norway;
Dr. Peter Prokosch, W'odd'Wide Fund for Nature (Intemational);

Dr. Fred Roots, Scientific Advisor Emeritus, Department of
the Environment, Canada; and

Ms. Elin Pierce (secretary to the committee), University of
Oslo.

Eligibility of Proposak
For a proposal to receive consideration by the Resolutions Committee,

it must:

be submitted in writing;
bear the names and addresses of its sponsor and a seconder;

be properly drafted (guidance is available from the Resolu-

tions Committee office);
be delivered within the appropriate deadline; and

a

a

a

a

1.

z.

3.
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5. it is suggested that proposals concern the major themes of
the \XnWC as specified in rhe ritles of the Global \trilderness
Forum sessions, Convention of Delegates, and symposia.
Additionally, proposals are discouraged that concern
single species or genera and strictly local issues or par-
ticular sites, except where these are placed in an interna-
tional context (e.g., legal, scientific, and management) rel-
evant to the congress. If a proposal is a motion against any
action, it should try to include an alternative suggestion for
more positive action.

Schedule for Submission, Reuiew, and Reuision of Proposals
A specific schedule is set, the dates of which are relevant to the \V\7C

meeting dates:

Proposals are received by the 
.W'orld 

Wilderness Congress
Secretariat and then forwarded to the Resolutions Committee.
The committee meets and reviews proposals and return those
that need further work to the Congress Secretariat, where
sponsors may collect them. Draft proposals with the
committee's comments are passed on to symposia conveners.
Sponsors must resubmit modified versions of their proposals
to the committee via the Congress Secretariat in writing. The
committee will meet again the same evening to review the
modified versions.
A1l proposals that have been received and reviewed will be
posted in public locations at the congress.
Any delegate may submit written comments on posted pro-
posals to the Congress Secretariat. All written comments must
include the name(s) and address(es) (both during and after
the congress) of their authors. The Resolutions Committee
will meet that evening to review these comments and to pre-
parc draft resolutions.
The committee may hold final hearings with proposal spon-
sors. Hearings close at 3:00 p.u. The committee will then meet
in closed session to prepare the final text of the resolutions.

Late Proposals
The committee may also accept late proposais, but maintains the right to

reject those that do not meet the first deadline. Late proposals will not,
howeveq be rejected out of hand. The committee may agree to entertain
them as Additional Matters of Concern, if not as Resolutions of the Congress.
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Plenary Proced,ure
The chairman of the Resolutions Committee will read the Resolutions of

the Congress and Additional Matters of Concern to congress delegates at the

Closing Plenary Session. The chairman, or other committee members, will
briefly explain each in turn.

Finally, the Resolutions of the Congress and Additional Matters of Con-

cern will be presented to the chairman of the 5th Vodd Wilderness Con-

gress Governing Board at the end of the Closing Session. The chairman will
further present them to the president of the Board of Difectofs of the North-

ern Forum for deliberation at the General Assembly of the Northern Forum,

which convened in Tromso immediately following the 5th W WC. They will
ultimately be published as Resolutions Adopted on Behalf of the 5th W'orld

Wilderness Congress.

Subsidiary Points
The Resolutions Committee prepared a summary of its conclusions as a

press release. It further published a summary of its deliberations as a chapter

in the final 5th'Wodd \Tilderness Congress proceedings. Congress delegates

were invited to present the committee, via the Congress Secretariat, with
names and addresses of persons or institutions to which copies of the Reso-

lutions of the Congress and Additional Matters of Concern should be sent'



ATTERWORD

It was a long and difficult process to plan and convene the 5th \7orld
\flilderness Congress (W\(/C). It is significant that suppofiing funds were
raised and that the 5th \x/'\x/c actually met during a severe financial recession
in Norway. In the end, the 5th.W\7C provided a much-needed platform for
stocktaking of knowledge and insights and an atena for identifying critical
issues and problems that need to be tackled and ultimarely resolved. The
need to have wilderness and conservation placed at the center of the Arctic
environment and development debate is of utmost impofiance, and the 5th
\X X/C achieved strong results in this area.

The environmental issues before us are immensely complex; the 5th
VnWC helped priorltlze them and, by relating each issue to the need for the
continued existence of healthy wildlands, clarified the Arctic agenda for the
diverse sectors involved. The presentations and action items tabled during
the seven-day process were more far-ranging than at any previous Arctic
conference and covered a multitude of approaches to wilderness protec-
tion, including scientific and intellectual, humanistic, historical, future-ori-
ented, ethnic, iocal, regional, global, values-oriented and philosophical,
political, and activist approaches. \Xzithin this multitude of approaches, the
5th'w\7c demonstrated that lack of accurate information alone is not the
major obstacle to nature conselation. significant culture-bound differences
influence our concepts of wilderness and, therefore, affect how we act on
its behalf.
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Perhaps the most significant achievement of the 5th \X^X/C is that we

created a new averiue for all these important and unique approaches to be

fairly heard and for wilderness to be recognized as a ctitical component of
sustainable living in circumpolar regions.

-Jostein 
Mykletun

Vice Chair, Gouerning Board',

5tu WWC (NorutaY)
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BIOGRAPHICAI SKETCHES

OF PRESENTERS

Tbofujorn Berntsen
Thorbjorn Berntsen attended the Officers'Training School from 1955 to

1956 and participated in several courses organized by the trade-union move-
ment. He was a ship plumber at Nylands Shipyard from L951. to 1966 and
served as a leader of the Oslo Section of the Norwegian Union of Iron and
Metal \Torkers from 1955 to 1966 and as the union's information secretary
from7957 to 1973. He has been a member of the Committee of Representa-
tives in the Oslo Labour Party since 1962 and was chairman of this party
from 1976 to 1982. Mr. Berntsen also served as chairman , and later depury
chairman, of the Oslo Municipal Consultative Committee for Trade and In-
dustry from 1959 to 1983. Mr. Berntsen's other posirions have included be-
ing deputy member of the Norwegian Padiament from I97 0 to 1971, serving
on the Standing Committee on Foreign and Constitutional Affairs and the
Standing Committee on Industry; a member of the Norwegian Padiament
fromI9T3to 1990, sewing on the Standing Committee on Local Government
and Environment since 1973 and as a leader from 1989 to 1,990; deputy
leader of the Labour Party from 1989 to 1992; and author of t}re book, Klar
Tale: Fra Dokk ttl Ting(7988). Mr. Berntsen has been the minister of environ-
ment for the government of Norway since October 1990.

Carola Bjorklund
Carola Bjorklund graduated from Oslo Law School in 1979 and joined

the Norwegian Foreign Serwice in 1981. She was then assigned as Norwe-
gian Vice Council in Minneapolis, Minnesota, from 1982 to 1984 and ap-
pointed secretary of embassy at the Norwegian Embassy in W'ashington,
D.C., from 1984 to 1987. She has devoted the last six years to international
environmental law in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as senior executive
officer, with the exception of 1990 to L992 when she worked for the Ministry
of Environment in the same field.

Paul Dingwall
Paul Dingwall is a senior scientist and policy analyst in the New Zealand

Department of Conselation, based in \Wellington, New Zealand. He has

more than twenty years experience in conservation research, planning, and
policy development with paticular interest in the management of national
parks and protected areas. Mr. Dingwall is also employed as a consultant to
the W'odd Conservation Union (IUCN) on protected areas and the conserva-
tion of Antarctica and is vice chair of IUCN's Commission on National
Parks and Protected Areas. He is principal author of the IUCN's Strategtfor

327
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Antarctic Conseruation (199I) and has represented the IUCN at Antarctic
Trcaty consultative meetings and at the special treaty meetings that negoti-
ated the Protocol on Environmental Protection to The Antarctic Treaty. Mr.

Dingwall has visited Antarctica and many of the sub-Antarctic islands as a
government official and guide aboard a tourist cruise vessel.

Micbael Earle
Michael Earle graduated with a bachelor of science degree in biology

from the University of Guelph in Canada in 1.979 and obtained a master of
science degree there in 1986, researching the reproductive energetics of
small mammals. Since 1987, he has worked for Greenpeace, at first in
Vancouver, British Columbia, and now in Belgium. He is particulady inter-
ested in fisheries management, selectivity of fishing geal and interactions
between marine mammals and commercial fisheries.

Sigbjarn Eriksen
Sigbjorn Eriksen is mayor of Nordland County, currently serving in his

third electoral period. Mayor Eriksen is vice foreman of the Northern Forum
and a member of the Barents Regional Council and has been actively en-
gaged in local and regional politics for about thirty years, representing the
Labour Pafiy.

Elizabetb Estill
Elizabeth Estill became regional forester for the Rocky Mountain Region

of the USDA Forest Service (USFS) in Denver, Colorado, on 9 August 1992.
As regional forester, she is responsible for the administration of over 22

million acres in seventeen national forests and seven national grasslands and
is involved with the cooperative effofis of state and private landowners in
Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, and eastern \7yoming. Ms. Estill
holds a bachelor of science and a master of science degree in biology from
the University of Tennessee. She did postgraduate work aLHaward Univer-
sity as a Loeb Fellow in advanced environmental studies. Ms. Estill previ-
ously held the post of Associate deputy chief for the National Forest System.

Prior to that, she was assistant director of Recreation and then director of
Recreation, Cultural Resources, and Nfilderness Management for the USFS in
\Washington, D.C. Ms. Estill came to the USFS from the Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA) in 1988. She also serwed as director of Land between the
Lakes, a national recreation demonstratiofi area in western Kentucky and
Tennessee. Ms. Estill selwes on the board of directors of the Pinchot Institute
for Conservation, the Denver Federal Executive Board, and the Advisory
Board of the Natural Resources Law Center at the University of Colorado
School of Law; she also volunteers for Outdoor Colorado.
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Meruin Franks
Mervin Franks is a \fakka \7akka from northeast Australia. He is a reDre-

sentative of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission.

Paul Fuhs
As Alaska's Commissioner of Commerce and Economic Development,

Paul Fuhs is responsible for Alaska's business development and regulatory
agencies. He has been an activist and organizer in resource development
issues for many years, serving as founding president of several organiza-
tions, including Ports Alaska, the Alaska Mariculture Association, and the
Southwest Alaska Municipal Conference. His past experience includes orga-
nizing workers for the International Longshoreman's Union and serving as

owner-operator of a commercial diving company that specializes in the use
of underwater explosives.

Silje Gamstabakk
Silje Gamstobakk is a teenage environmental activist who attends the

Ole Vig Videregiende Skole (an upper secondary school) in Stjordal, Nor-
way, where she is taking general studies classes. She spent one year in Costa
Rica as an exchange student. Ms. Gamstobakk has been a member of Nature
and Youth for about five years, working with a wide range of local environ-
mental problems. She also directs a youth club in Stjordal and alocal chap-
ter of Ungdom Mot EF (Youth Against the EEC).

Dag Hareide
Dag Hareide is secretary general of the Norwegian Society for Nature

Conservation. He holds a master of arts degree in sociology. His earlier work
includes being a United Nations rehabilitation coordinator during the last
famine in Ethiopia and a journalist, pastoq school principal, seaman, re-
searcher, and youth worker.

John Hendee

John Hendee is dean of the College of Forestry, \Vildlife, and Range
Sciences at the University of Idaho in Moscow, Idaho. Dr. Hendee has writ-
ten or cowritten more than one hundred afiicles reporting the results of his
research on wilderness and natural resource management. He is senior co-
author of lYilderness Managemenr, a college-level textbook now in its sec-
ond edition, coauthor of Wilcllife Management in rYilderness, and coauthor
of the fonhcoming McGraw-Hill textbook Conseruation andManagement of
Forest and Renewable Resources. Dr. Hendee was vice chair for science for
the 4th W'orld Vilderness Congress and was cochair of the 5th W-WC sympo-
sium on International \Tilderness Allocation, Management, and Research.
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Geir Hestmark
Geir Hestmark is a philosopher, biologist, and science historian. He

currently teaches ecology and evolution in the Department of Biology at the

University of Oslo.

Tltor Heyerclahl
Thor Heyerdahl is a renowned explorer and author. He has published

numerous popular and scientific books and received awards and honors
throughout Europe and the Americas. Dr. Heyerdahl's most famous expedi-
tion was the Kon-Tiki Expedition in 1947. For 101 days, he and his five
companions sailed from Peru to Polynesia in an open balsa raft such as was
known to be in use about A.D. 500. The purpose of the voyage was to prove
that Peruvian Indians could have made this voyage a thousand years before
Christopher Columbus. The voyage was successful and Dr. Heyerdahl docu-
mented it in his modern classic, Kon-Tiki. Additional studies and explora-
tions fufihered the validity of his theory, and in 1955 he organized and led
the Norwegian Archaeological Expedition to Easter Island and the East Pa-

cific, where he carried out the first systematic excavations ever undertaken
on Easter Island, Rapa Iti, and the Marquesas Islands. The adventures of this
expedition and its fascinating discoveries are documented in Aku-Aku.Dl
Heyerdahl presently resides in Peru.

Walter Hickel
Governor'W'alter Hickel of Alaska chairs the Northern Forum, an organi-

zation of governors and leaders from fourteen arctic regions. As one of the
founders of the group and as former U.S. Secretary of the Interior, Governor
Hickel attended the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment
in Stockholm in L972 and the Rio Earth Summit in 1992.

Wad,imir Kalinnikou and Anatoly Vinogradou
Vladimir Kalinnikov and Anatoly Vinogradov are scientific colleagues at

the Kola Science Center where Mr. Kalinnikov selves as president. Mr.

Kalinnikov is also a professor of chemistry and a correspondent member of
the Russian Academy of Sciences. He currently seryes as director of the
Institute for Chemistry and Technology of Rare Elements and Mineral Raw

Materials in Apatity, Russia.

Bjarn Kaltenborn
Bjorn Kaltenborn is currently working as a research social scientist at

the Norwegian Institute for Nature Research (NINA) on resource-based
recreation and tourism. He oreviouslv serwed as head of NINA's research
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group on recfeation and tourism. He has extensive experience with re-
search on tourism in the Arctic and has served as nature conseryation Of-
ficer at the governor's office in Svalbard. Dr. Kaltenborn has also worked
with nature conservation and information issues in the Ministry of Environ-
ment. He was formerly employed with the Department of Geography at the
University of Oslo and conducted field research in Nepal, the United States,
and Canada.

Rosemarie Kuptana
Rosemarie Kuptana is a spokeswoman for the Inuit Tapirisat of Canada,

the national political voice of Canada's 35,000 Inuit peoples.

P, H. C. Lucas
P. H. C. lBing) Lucas chairs the Commission on National parks and pro-

tected Areas of the W'orld Conservation Union. Mr. Lucas was New Zealand's
first director of national parks and later became director general of lands.

Ole Hen4k Magga
Ole Henrik Magga is president of the Sami Padiament in Norway, pro-

fessor at the Sami Teachers'Training College in Guovdageaidnu, Norway,
and a member of the Wodd Commission on Culture and Development, ap-
pointed by UNESCO and the Unired Nations General Secrerariat. Mr. Magga
is a specialist in Fenno-Jgrian languages.

Vance Martin
Vance Martin has been president of the \7ILD Foundation since 1983.

He was named executive director of the International Center for Earth Con-
cerns (ICEC) in 1.994. Mr. Martin served as executive director of the 3rd and
4th \forld \Tilderness Congresses (held in Scotland and the United Srates,
respectively), and he currently directs proiects overseas and at the ICEC.
Mr. Martin graduated magna cum laude from \7est Virginia University in
1971, and since then he has lived and worked extensively outside of the
United States. The '$7ILD Foundation is based in Ojai, California, at the
International Center for Earth Concerns, where Mr. Martin lives with his
wife, Kate, a fibre artist, and their teenagers, Farren and Felicia.

Michael McCloskey
As chairman of the Sierra Club, Michael McCloskey is a senior spokes-

man and counselor for the group. He is particulady active in its international
program and directs its Natural Value Mapping Project. He was trained in
law and political science and has worked on the organizatlon's staff for over
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thify-two years. For seventeen years, he served as its executive director and

prior to that as its conservation director. He is also currently chairman of the

Natural Resource Council of America and is an adjunct professor of public
policy at the School of Natural Resources and the Environment at the Uni-
versity of Michigan.

Victor Mikhailou
Victor Mikhailov was born in1,935 in the Orenburg Region in the former

Soviet Union. He first graduated from the Polytechnical College and later
from the Moscow AII-Union Polytechnical Institute with specialization in
industrial and civil construction. Mr. Mikhailov dedicated much of his career

as a construction engineer to domestic and industrial projects in the remote

areas of the Magadan Region, serwing as head of the Magadansel'stroy Re-

gion Agency andlater as head of the Major Agenry of Planning and Economy
of Magadan Region. In 1985, he became the vice chairman of the Magadan

Region Executive Committee and now selves as chairman of this committee.
Mr. Mikhailov enjoys fishing and hunting in the Russian countryside. \Tilder-
ness is Mr. Mikhailov's first oassion: classical music is his second.

Pamela Miller
Pamela Miller has been assistant regional director of the Alaska office of

the \Tilderness Society for two years. She came to Alaska in 1981 to work at

Denali National Park. For eight years, she served the USDI Fish and vildlife
Service, six of them in Fairbanks, Alaska. As a wildlife biologist on the Arctic
National \Xrildlife Refuge staff, she studied bird habitat use on the coastal

plain. She reviewed the effects of oil development projects in Prudhoe Bay

for the Ecological Services branch and was principal investigator for studies

of contaminants in birds. She worked with the Alaska Coalition in'W'ashing-

ton, D.C., and as Alaska legislative representative for the National \flildlife
Federation. She has a master of science degree in journalism from the Uni-
versity of Oregon, completing a thesis on press coverage of the ExxonYaldez
oil spill, and holds a bachelor of science degree in biology from Evergreen

State College.

Bent Muus
Bent Muus was born in 1926 and holds his doctoral and master of sci-

ence (.7954) degrees in zoology. He worked with brackish-water faunas un-
der Denmark's Fisheries Research from 1954 to \967 and has made several

marine biological expeditions in the North Atlantic and South East Asia. He
has been professor of systematic zoology and zoogeography at the Zoologi-
cal Museum at the University of Copenhagen since 1968. Dr. Muus served as
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chairman of the Danish Nature Conselancy Board from 1971 to 19g1 and as
vice chairman of the \flodd \wide Fund for Nature (Denmark) since 19g0. He
is currently chairman of the board of copenhagen Zoo and a member of the
board of East Greenland National park.

Jan Henry Olsen

Jan Henry Olsen seles as minister of fisheries in the Royal Norwegian
Government. Although he was born in Bergen, Norway, he has lived mostly
in Tromso, Norway. At the University of Tromso, he studied law, social
science, and economics and worked for some time in research. In addition,
he has been a journalist, a consultant for Norsk Hydro, an administrative
leader of the Tromso branch of the Norwegian Fisheries Association, ancl
chairman of the Tromso counfy council. Mr. olsen is a member of the
Labour Party and led the pafiy's committee on fisheries in 1992.

Sirpa Pietikdinen
Sirpa Pietik;iinen is the minister of the environment for the Government

of Finland. she was the senior government official involved with the pas-
sage of the Finnish \flilderness Reserwes Act (1991).

Rand,all Pilsilck
Randall Pitstick received a bachelor of arts degree in psychology in 19g9

and a master of arts degree in psychology in L))0, with an emphasis on
wilderness and the human-nature relationship, from sonoma state Univer-
sity in nofihern california. He is currently a doctoral student, studying the
use of wilderness for personal growth at the college of Forestry, \vildlife,
and Range Sciences, university of Idaho. Mr. pitstick is the program manager
for \Tilderness Discovery, a backpacking program that consists of a series of
week-long trips for poverty youth who are enrolled in the U.S. Job Corps.

Ian Player
After serving in the second \7odd 'waq Dr. ran player began his nature

conselwation career as a substitute game ranger for the Natal parks Board,
patrolling the shores of Richard's Bay and Lake st. Lucia in Zululand, South
Africa. \fhile rising through the ranks to become chief conservator of all
parks and wildlife reselves in Zululand, Dr. player led the operation Rhino
team that saved the white rhino from extinction. He eventually resigned
from the Natal Parks Board and founded the -wilderness Leadership school,
which pioneered multiracial environmental education in South Africa, and
which has taken over 30,000 people of all races into the Zululand, wilder-
ness, on foot, to rediscover themselves as they discover nature. In 1974,he
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founded the International Wilderness Leadership (VILD) Foundation; and

in 1977 , he convened the 1st W'orld \Tilderness Congress. A deep thinker on

many subjects and a committed student and practitioner ofJungian psychol-

ogy, Dr. Player has received numerous awards and recognition throughout
his career, including the Order of the Golden Ark from Prince Bernhard of
the Nethedands and the Gold Medal for Conservation from the San Diego

Zoological Society.

Peter Prokosch
Peter Prokosch studied biology and oceanogtaphy in Bonn and Kiel,

Germany. He received his doctoral degree there, studying the ecology of
coastal birds in the \Vadden Sea (used as a spring staging area fot reaching

their Arctic breeding grounds). TJntII1,992, Dr. Prokosch served as the project

officer for the $(r'orld Wide Fund for Nature (\X WR Germany), based in

Husum, Schleswig-Holstein, where he worked for the conselation of the
'W'adden Sea. Since 1989, he has helped develop conservation projects with
Russian paftners on the Taymyr Peninsula and the Lena Delta' He currently
selves as the Arctic Program Coordinator for the \WWF (International), based

in Oslo, Norway.

Caleb Pungowiyi
Caleb Pungowiyi is president of the Inuit Circumpolar Conference, an

international organization that represents approximately 115,000 Inuit living

in the Arctic regions of Alaska, Canada, Chukotka, and Greenland. He for-

merly served as executive director of the Arctic Marine Resources Commis-

sion; city manager of the City of Kotzebue; president of Kawerak, Inc.; and

vice president of the Bering Straits Native Corporation. He currently serves

on the Committee on the Bering Sea Ecosystem, Alaska Conservation Foun-

dation, and Indigenous Peoples Council on Marine Mammals. He formedy

served on the boards of directors of the Native American Rights Fund, the

Alaska Federation of Natives, and the Alaska Coastal Policy Council, as na-

tive advisor to the Marine Mammal Commission, and as chief commissioner

for the Bering Straits Regional Commission.

Mampbela Ramphele
Mamphela Ramphele is deputy vice chancellor at the University of Cape

Town in South Africa. She is the director of the Equal Oppofiunities Re-

search Project and responsible for the implementation of the university's

equlty policies. Dr. Ramphele obtained a medical degree from the University

of Natal in 1972 and later obtained diplomas in tropical and public health

from the University of Witwatersrand. She earned her doctoral degree in

social anthropology from the University of Cape Town in 1991. As a black-
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consciousness leader in the 1970s, she was banished to Tzaneen ln 1978
where she founded a model community health program, the Ithuseng Com-
munity Health Center. Dr. Ramphele has received numerous awards for her
research on hostel dwellers and on adolescent violence, including (with
Professor Francis \Vilson) the 1990 Noma prize for publishing in Africa. Her
most recent book, ,4 Bed Called Home(.1.993), documents the lives of hostel
dwellers in Cape Town. Dr. Ramphele holds honorary degrees from Tufts
University (,1,990) and Hunter College (.j,984), and earned the Medal of Dis-
tinction from Barnard College (1991). She resides in Cape Town with her
two sons, Hlumelo Biko and Malusi Magele.

Henriette Rasmussen
Henriette Rasmussen is a teacher and journalist, born in 1950 in

Qasigiannguit, Greenland. Ms. Rasmussen has been a member of the
Greenland Home Rule Parliament since 1984 (elected in L984, j.987, and
1991) and a minister for social affairs and labor for the Inuit Ataqatigiit parry

since April 1!!1.

Fred Roots

Fred Roots currently seryes as science advisor emeri[us at the Canadian
Depar-tment of Environment. He has conducted research in eamh and envi-
ronmental sciences in the Arctic and Antarctic, specifically on the processes
of global change and their effects on marine and terrestrial environments,
resources, and human activities. Dr. Roots was involved with the prepara-
tions for the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment held in
Stockholm ]n 1972 and, subsequently, he was involved in many UNESCO
and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
activities related to science, energy, and the environment. He founded the
Canadian Polar Continental Shelf Project and served as its director from 1959
b 1972. From 1,979 to 1982, he served as president of the International
Commission on Snow and Ice. In addition, Dr. Roots was a founding mem-
ber of the Arctic Ocean Sciences Board and formedy served as chairman of
the UNESCO Man and Biosphere Norlhern Sciences Network and president
of the International Arctic Science Committee.

M. A, Partha Sarathy
M. A. Partha Sarathy is a wildlife conservationist and film maker from a

well-known and respected political and business family with deep commit-
ments to culture in India. He has roamed the wodd on foot, by bicycle, and
through other means to discover and celebrate the wonder of nature. After a

distinguished academic career as a student of science education in India and
America, Mr. Sarathy has devoted his life to conservation and communicating
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for sustainable development for over thilq/-five years. Mr. Sarathy was twice

elected chairman of the \7odd Conservation Union's Commission on Education

and Communication, is chairman of the Asian Elephant Specialist Group, chair-

man of the \fodd \7ide Fund for Nature (India), and serves on the board of
several national and intemational conservation organizations. He was recently

a-warded the United Nations Environment Program's Global 500 Award for his

work in environmental orotection.

PeterJoban Schei
Peter Johan Schei received an ecology degree from the University of

Oslo in 1972 and since 1989 has served as director general of the Directorate

for Nature Management in Norway. He also serves as a special advisor on

negotiations and follow-up to the minister of environment on the Biodiversity

Convention and to the Sustainable Development white paper to the Norwe-
granPa{iament, and is chairman of the United Nations Environment Program's

Expert Panel on scientific and technological research in relation to the

Biodiversity Convention.

Wind,sor Sbuenyane
'Windsor Shuenyane has been the community relations manager for South

African Breweries since 1980. He was educated in social work and public
relations and has taken various in-house management courses. He held

marketing positions with Olivetti, Nestle, and Ussalep ftom1965 to 1979 and

is a board member for Keep South Africa Beautiful and the National Botani-

cal Institute. He has parlicipated in other international congresses, including
Clean 'Wodd International (Bmssels, 1983) and East Africa Environmental
Nefwork (Nairobi, 1992). Mr. Shuenyane is married and has four sons.

Eudokija Telekoua
Evdokija Telekova is a Nenet from the northern teffitories of European

Russia and represents the Nenet peoples in many international gatherings.

Clem Tillion
Clem Tillion served in the Alaska State Legislature for eighteen years, in

the House and then the Senate, stepping out as president of the Senate to
become state director of international fisheries. Mr. Tillion served as chair-

man of the International North Pacific Fisheries Commission and the North

Pacific Fisheries Management Council. He has also served on the NACOA,

MAFAC the International Fur Seal Commission (as alternate commissioneD,

and as a U.S. State Depaftment advisor in Japan, Russia, and Korea. Mr

Tillion has dedicated his life to the wise management of marine resources
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